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NET FISHING BYELAW  
 

Report by Deputy CO Bateman, Senior IFCO Pengelly and IFCO Birchenough 
 
 
A. Purpose of the Report 
 

For Members to consider making the proposed Net Fishing Byelaw (‘byelaw’).  
 
Upon the recommendation of the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), Members were 
provided with written notice at least 14 days prior to this date of the intention to make 
the byelaw. 

 
B. Recommendations 
 

1. That the Authority proceeds to make the Net Fishing Byelaw. 
 

2. That the byelaw is advertised in accordance with IFCA Byelaw Guidance from 
Defra1.  
 

3. That the Executive Committee is delegated to review feedback from the formal 
byelaw consultation and report with recommendations to the Authority prior to 
MMO quality assurance and an application to the Secretary of State to confirm the 
byelaw. 

 
C. Annexes  
 

1. Proposed Net Fishing Byelaw 
2. Proposed Southampton Water Net Permit 
3. Proposed Christchurch Harbour Net Permit 
4. Proposed River Hamble Net Permit 
5. The Net Permit Monitoring and Control Plan  
6. Site-specific evidence packages (x8)  
7. Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review  
8. Net Fishing Byelaw Process, Tools and Intentions Policy Paper 
9. Net Fishing Byelaw Impact Assessment 
10. Net Fishing Conservation Package 
11. Net Fishing Conservation Package – Natural England’s Formal Response 

 
1. Background 
 
1.1 The Net Fishing Byelaw (‘byelaw’) has been developed following the Authority’s 

decision to review and, where necessary, develop netting regulations for the District’s 
harbours and estuarine waters in order to achieve the following policy objectives:  

 
i. To support the use of estuaries and harbours in the District as essential fish 

habitats.  
ii. To provide protection to migratory salmonids as they transit through the 

District’s estuaries and harbours. 

 
1 http://www.association-ifca.org.uk/Upload/About/ifca-byelaw-guidance.pdf 
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iii. To balance the social and economic benefits of net fisheries. 
iv. To further the conservation objectives of Designated Sites. 

 
1.2 The byelaw will enable the Authority to flexibly manage net fisheries in line with policy 

objectives. Management will be informed by best-available evidence that will be 
gathered through a commitment to ongoing monitoring. 

 
1.3 The District’s harbour and estuarine waters are highly valuable to fish populations as 

Essential Fish Habitats (EFH) due to the role these areas play as nursery, feeding and 
refuge areas. The byelaw will support the role of these EFH by avoiding mortality 
through net fishing in key EFH areas, where populations are at their densest and during 
their most critical ecological stages. 

 
1.4 As they migrate through the District’s harbours and estuaries, Atlantic salmon (Salmo 

salar) and sea trout (Salmo trutta) are vulnerable to the possibility of injury or mortality 
associated with fishing with nets. The byelaw will reduce the risk of interactions 
between migratory salmonids and fishing nets in these environments through the 
introduction of site-specific measures.  

 
1.5 The introduction of the byelaw is considered to be the most effective approach for the 

Authority to meet its legislative duties.  
 

1.6 The TAC, at their meeting on 4th November 2021, finalised and agreed the Net Fishing 
Byelaw Package, Net Permit access provisions and Net Permit fees and 
recommended that Members were formally notified of the intention to make the Net 
Fishing Byelaw at the Authority meeting on 9th December 2021.  

 

2.  Legislative Duties 
 
2.1 Southern IFCA have duties under the Conservation of Habitats and Species 

(Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, to ensure that fishing activity occurring 
within or adjacent to a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) does not damage, disturb 
or lead to a deterioration of a species which receives protection under the relevant 
designation, to ensure compliance with the Habitats Directive. In a similar manner, 
under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, Southern IFCA must take reasonable 
steps to further the conservation and enhancement of features for which a Site of 
Special Scientific Importance (SSSI) has been designated. Atlantic salmon and sea 
trout are notifiable features of SACs and SSSIs within the Southern IFC District. 

 
2.2  As directed by case law, Southern IFCA must also consider the role that functionally 

linked areas play in supporting salmonid populations, in line with the intentions of The 
Habitats Directive (Council Regulation 92/43/EEC). Southern IFCA has considered 
these duties alongside those specified in the Marine and Coastal Access Act (MaCAA, 
2009), which requires Southern IFCA to balance the social and economic benefits of 
fishing with the need to protect the marine environment from the effects of such fishing.  

 
2.3 The byelaw’s policy objectives have been considered in line with Southern IFCA’s 

duties under the MaCAA, 2009.  
 
3. The Net Fishing Byelaw 
 
3.1 The Net Fishing Byelaw (Annex 1) is a District-wide statutory mechanism 

encompassing site specific management measures across forty-nine sites. The byelaw 
introduces a range of measures to manage net fishing in the District. These measures 
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include the introduction of Net Prohibition Areas, Net Restricted Areas and Net Permit 
Areas.  

 
3.2 In addition, the byelaw introduces for the marking of nets by all fishers in the District, 

as well as introducing measures for the application of flexible permit conditions within 
the Net Permits for Southampton Water, Christchurch Harbour and the River Hamble 
(Annexes 2 - 4). The byelaw also outlines how these permit conditions, permit fees 
and the limits on the number of permits issued will be reviewed. 

 
3.3 The Net Fishing Byelaw has been developed in conjunction with advice provided by 

the Authority’s legal advisors.  
 
3.4 The byelaw will revoke and replace three Southern IFCA legacy byelaws: the ‘Fixed 

Engines’ byelaw, the ‘Sea Fisheries Fixed Engine Prohibition’ byelaw and the 
‘Regulation of the use of stake or stop nets in Langstone Harbour’ byelaw. 

 
4. Monitoring and Control  
 
4.1 Areas which are to be managed under a Net Permit will be subject to a Monitoring 

and Control Plan (Annex 5). The Monitoring and Control Plan ensure the Authority 
manages these net fisheries according to the best available evidence. It will also 
ensure that net fishing remains compatible with the conservation objectives of SACs 
(notably Atlantic salmon) and SSSIs (notably Atlantic salmon and /or sea trout as a 
component of a SSSI). 

 
4.2 The Monitoring and Control Plan implements a monitoring programme which, following 

a range of five techniques, captures evidence of levels of salmonid interaction with the 
net fisheries. Threshold Trigger Levels have been determined that will activate a 
control mechanism process that incorporates a systematic review by a Southern IFCA 
Permit Byelaw Sub-Committee.  

 
4.3 The Monitoring and Control Plan considers information sources which will be used in 

order to support understandings of salmonid health overtime, based on the best 
available evidence provided by partner organisations, including the Environment 
Agency and Natural England. It is the intention that this information will be reviewed 
alongside the data from the monitoring programme and used to collectively inform an 
annual review of the Net Permit Conditions. 

 
5. Best Available Evidence 
 
5.1 The byelaw has been developed in line with best-available evidence and is tailored to 

the specific needs of individual sites. The best available evidence is provided in eight 
Site Specific Evidence Packages (Annex 6). These packages, in conjunction with 
the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review (Annex 7) provide the Authority with the 
best available evidence to directly inform the management intentions for each site. 

 
6. Supporting Documentation 
 
6.1 A Process, Tools, and Intentions Policy (Annex 8) has been prepared in order to 

provide context and transparency of process which has informed management 
intervention, as well as providing clarity of intention regarding the ongoing 
management of the District’s net fisheries.  

 
6.2 An Impact Assessment (Annex 9) has been prepared in order to consider the 
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anticipated costs and benefits of the proposed byelaw.  
 
6.3 A Net Fishing Conservation Package (Annex 10) has been prepared, in order for 

Natural England to consider the byelaw in the context of the Policy Objective ‘to further 
the conservation objectives of Designated Sites’. This package consists of relevant 
Habitats Regulation Assessments, SSSI Assessments and Functionally Linked Area 
Assessments and concludes that the proposed measures to be introduced under the 
byelaw and associated Permit Conditions will not have an adverse effect, alone, or in 
combination on salmonids. Annex 11 provides Natural England’s formal response 
to the Conservation Package. 

 
7. Consultation with Stakeholders 
 
7.1 During the development of the byelaw Southern IFCA has consulted with stakeholders 

through two separate periods of pre-consultation. The first round of informal 
consultation took place over an eight-week period between 15th October and 7th 
December 2018; during this period the Authority sought evidence and feedback on 
draft management proposals. Based on the evidence received, revisions were made 
to management recommendations and a draft Net Fishing Byelaw was developed. A 
second round of informal consultation then took place during January and February 
2020.  

 
8. Potential Impacts 
 
8.1 Through the introduction of the byelaw, the fishing industry is likely to incur costs as a 

result of reduced access or loss of access to fishing grounds. It is estimated that up to 
65 vessels may be affected by the measures introduced. The maximum annual cost to 
the fishing industry through loss of access or reduced access to fishing areas is 
estimated to be between £317,758 and £351,000. 

 
8.2 It is estimated that the combined annual cost to the fishing industry through purchasing 

Permits will be £2,890.00. 
 
8.3 It is anticipated that the proposed measures will benefit marine fish populations, 

including migratory species, together with the health of the marine environment. A 
reduction in fish mortality will benefit adjacent fisheries, both commercial and 
recreational, through two mechanisms: net emigration of adults and juveniles, across 
borders, termed ‘spill over’, and the export of pelagic eggs and larvae. Anticipated 
benefits to commercial and recreational fisheries include an increase in fishing 
opportunities and catches as a result of larger, more healthy and sustainable fish 
populations and larger fish within these populations. This has the potential to increase 
the value of catches, leading to an increased first-sale value in commercial fisheries 
and a greater level of participation in recreational sea fisheries. Within carefully 
managed, sustainable fisheries additional fishing opportunities may potentially offer 
employment opportunities, thus supporting the local economy. 

 
8.4 It is anticipated that this byelaw will manage the fishery-ecosystem interaction, 

supporting biodiversity within the District. 
 
9. Next Steps 
 
9.1 If the Authority resolves to make the byelaw on 9th December 2021, it will be advertised 

for two consecutive weeks on the Authority’s website, in the Fishing News and other 
newspapers throughout the District. From the date of the final advert, a period of 28 
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days will then be allowed for any objections. The Authority will respond and, where 
appropriate, liaise with any objectors with a view to resolving the objection prior to 
submitting the final byelaw to the MMO for confirmation by the Secretary of State. The 
MMO will make final quality assurance checks and assess the evidence prior to 
recommending the byelaw for confirmation by the Secretary of State. The byelaw will 
only come into force following confirmation by the Secretary of State. 
 

 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) ACT 1985 
List of Background Papers 
 
IFCA Byelaw Guidance - www.association-ifca.org.uk/Upload/About/ifca-byelaw-guidance.pdf  
 
Southern IFCA ‘Fixed Engines’ byelaw - Fixed-Engines.pdf (toolkitfiles.co.uk) 
 
Southern IFCA ‘Sea Fisheries Fixed Engine Prohibition’ byelaw - Sea-Fisheries-Fixed-Engine-
FINAL.pdf (toolkitfiles.co.uk) 
 
Southern IFCA ‘Regulation of the use of stake or stop nets in Langstone Harbour’ byelaw - 
Use-of-Stake-or-Stop-Nets-in-Langstone.pdf (toolkitfiles.co.uk) 

http://www.association-ifca.org.uk/Upload/About/ifca-byelaw-guidance.pdf
https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/Redesign/Byelaws/Fixed-Engines.pdf
https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/Redesign/Byelaws/Sea-Fisheries-Fixed-Engine-FINAL.pdf
https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/Redesign/Byelaws/Sea-Fisheries-Fixed-Engine-FINAL.pdf
https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/Redesign/Byelaws/Use-of-Stake-or-Stop-Nets-in-Langstone.pdf


 
 

 
 

SOUTHERN INSHORE FISHERIES AND CONSERVATION AUTHORITY 
 

MARINE AND COASTAL ACCESS ACT 2009 (c.23) 
 

NET FISHING BYELAW 
 
The Authority for the Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation District, in exercise of the 
powers conferred by sections 155 and 156 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 hereby 
makes the following byelaw for that District. 
 
INTERPRETATION  
 
(1) In this byelaw: 

a) “the Authority" means Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority as 
defined in Articles 2 and 4 of the Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation 
Order 2010 (SI 2010 No 2198); 

 
b) “bass” means the species European bass (Dicentrarchus labrax);  
 
c) “Bass Nursery Area” means an area identified in Column 1 of the Schedule to the 

Bass (Specified Areas) (Prohibition of Fishing) Order 1990 (SI 1990 No 1156) and 
the corresponding prohibited period for each Bass Nursery Area is identified in 
Column 2 of the same Schedule;  

 
d) “bottom set net” means a net that is set directly on the seabed and measures no 

more than 125 centimetres in overall height, including all attachments; 
 
e) “the District” means the Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation District as 

defined in Articles 2 and 3 of the Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation 
Order 2010; 

 
f) “marker buoy” means a floating object, including a buoy or dhan, which has a 

minimum diameter of no less than 210mm; 
 

g) “Net Restriction Areas” refer to the areas defined in Schedule 1;  
 
h) “Net Permit Areas” refer to the areas defined in Schedule 2;  

 
i) “Net Prohibition Areas” refer to the areas defined in Schedule 3; 
 
j) “net” means any form of net that is designed for, or capable of taking any sea 

fisheries resources, but does not include: 
 

i) any net that forms part of a dredge, trawl or similar device that is designed to 
be towed by a vessel to take any sea fisheries resources;  

 



 
 

 
 

ii) any net which forms any part of any folding or rigid cage device or structure 
with one or more openings or entrances capable of capturing any sea fisheries 
resources, including fyke nets;  

 
iii) any net which when fully expanded does not exceed an area of foursquare 

metres, where it is operated only manually and not in connection with any 
vessel or mechanical device; or 

 
iv) a landing net when used in conjunction with a rod and line, handline or longline;  

 
k) “Permit” means a net permit issued under paragraph (18), (19) or (20) of this byelaw;  
 
l) “ring net” means a single panel of net measuring no more than 350 metres in length 

and no more than 6 metres in overall height at any point, including all attachments. 
The user must: 

 
i) set the ring net from a vessel in a circular pattern to return to the starting point 

of the ring net or the same section of shore, without pause or delay, where the 
ring net will be closed except to allow the vessel to enter or exit the circle; 

 
ii) attend the ring net at all times whilst it is in use; and 
 
iii) begin the retrieval of the ring net within ten minutes of the conclusion of the ring 

net setting process, at which point the ring net must then be drawn back into 
the vessel without pause or delay, except to remove catch; 

 
m) “Threshold Trigger Level” means the threshold at which a control mechanism is 

activated in response to either a salmonid death or salmonid interaction, as set 
under the Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority’s Net Permit Area 
Monitoring and Control Plan; and 
 

n) "using" in relation to a net, means placing any part of it in the water, fishing with or 
retrieving any part of it from the water, and "use" and “user” shall be construed 
accordingly. 

 

PROHIBITIONS 

(2) A person must not use a net within a Net Prohibition Area. 

(3) A person must not use a net within a Net Restriction Area unless the use of the net 
complies with paragraph (2) and paragraphs (6) to (9) and paragraphs (14) to (17) of 
this byelaw. 

(4) A person must not use a net within a Net Permit Area unless: 

a) the use of the net by the person is authorised by a Permit ; 

b) the  Permit authorising the use of the net is carried on the person when the net is in 
use;  



 
 

 
 

c) paragraphs (2) and (14) to (17) of this byelaw are being complied with; and 

d) all the conditions attached to the Permit authorising the use of the net are being 
complied with. 

(5) A person must not use a net within a Bass Nursery Area in the District if: 

a) any bass is carried on the person or on board the vessel proposing to use the net; 
and 

b) the proposed net use is taking place during a Bass Nursery Area prohibited period.  

RESTRICTIONS 

(6) A person must not use a net other than a ring net: 

a) within the Langstone Harbour Net Restriction Area; 

b) within the Eastern Fleet Net Restriction Area; 

c) within the Wareham Approaches Net Restriction Area; 

d) within the River Meon Net Restriction Area, between 1st November and 29th 
February inclusive; and 

e) within the Christchurch Box Net Restriction Area, between 15th February and 30th 
September inclusive. 

(7) A person must not use a net between 1st March and 31st October inclusive:  

a) within the Portsmouth Harbour Net Restriction Area; 

b) within the Poole Harbour Net Restriction Area; and 

c) within the River Meon Net Restriction Area. 

(8) A person must not use a net within three metres of the surface of the water at any state 
of the tide in the Lyme Bay Net Restriction Area. 

(9) A person must not use a net other than a bottom set net or ring net within the  
Christchurch Box Net Restriction Area, between  1st October and 14th February inclusive. 

EXCEPTIONS 

(10) Paragraphs (2) to (4) do not apply to the use of a net for the purpose of taking salmon, 
migratory trout or freshwater fish, provided that its use is authorised in advance in writing 
by the Environment Agency. 

(11) Paragraphs (2) to (9) do not apply when the use of a net is authorised by written 
dispensation issued under paragraph (12) and the authorisation is valid in accordance 
with paragraph (13). 



 
 

 
 

DISPENSATIONS 

(12) The Authority may issue a written dispensation authorising the use of a net for scientific, 
educational, stocking or breeding purposes. 

(13)  A dispensation issued under paragraph (12) will only be valid if: 

(a) the use of the net is for the scientific, educational, stocking or breeding purpose for 
which the dispensation was issued;  

(b) any conditions imposed by the Authority are complied with; and 

(c) whilst the net is in use, the dispensation is carried by the person to whom it is issued 
and produced for inspection when requested by an Inshore Fisheries and 
Conservation Officer of the Authority or any other person authorised by the Authority 
to make such a request. 

MARKING OF NETS 

(14) Any net used within the District must be marked at each end by a marker buoy that is 
above the water so as to be clearly visible at all states of tide. 

(15) All marker buoys must be clearly marked in a colour contrasting with the surface on 
which they are displayed with: 

a) where a license to fish under the Sea Fish (Conservation) Act 1967 is held, the port 
letters and numbers of the vessel using that net; or 

b) where a license to fish under the Sea Fish (Conservation) Act 1967 is not held, the 
name of the vessel using that net; or 

c) where a vessel is not used, the initials and surname of the person using that net. 

(16) All letters and numbers shall be displayed as high above the water as possible on the 
marker buoy so as to be clearly visible. 

(17) The letters and numbers displayed on the marker buoy shall not be effaced, altered or 
allowed to become illegible. 

ISSUE OF PERMITS  

(18) The Authority may issue a  permit to a person authorising the fishing for or taking of sea 
fisheries resources using a net within the Southampton Water Permit Area in 
accordance with paragraph (4) (“Southampton Water Net Permit”), provided that 
paragraph (21) is satisfied in relation to the application for the Permit. 

(19) The Authority may issue a permit to a person authorising the fishing for or taking of sea 
fisheries resources using a net within Christchurch Harbour Permit Area in accordance 



 
 

 
 

with paragraph (4) (“Christchurch Harbour Net Permit”), provided that paragraph (21)  is 
satisfied in relation to the application for the Permit. 

(20) The Authority may issue a permit to a person authorising the fishing for or taking of sea 
fisheries resources using a net within the River Hamble Permit Area in accordance with 
paragraph (4) (“River Hamble Net Permit”), provided that  paragraph (21) is satisfied in 
relation to the application for the Permit. 

(21) The application for a Permit under paragraphs (18), (19) and (20) is made: 

(a)  in respect of a named fishing vessel; and  

(b) in writing to the Authority. 

(22) At any one time only one Southampton Water Net Permit, one Christchurch Harbour Net 
Permit and one River Hamble Net Permit may be issued: 
 

a) to a permit holder; or 
 

b) to a named vessel.  
 
(23) A Permit: 

a) will be issued to the applicant (“the permit holder”) in respect of a named fishing 
vessel; 

b) is not transferable from the permit holder to another person, or between the named 
fishing vessel and another vessel; 

c) is valid for the period stated in the Permit; unless a temporary closure has been 
activated in accordance with paragraph (37).  

 
(24) The permit holder must be present onboard the named fishing vessel at all times whilst 

undertaking fishing activities authorised under the Permit. 
 

(25) At the request of the Authority, the permit holder must facilitate access, for any person 
nominated by the Authority, to the named fishing vessel for the purpose of observing  
fishing activities authorised under a Permit. 

 
(26) For the purpose of monitoring net fishing activities, at the request of the Authority, the 

permit holder must: 
 

a) operate video recording equipment in the manner specified in any condition under 
a Permit; and 
 

b) provide such detail and submit the information required by the Authority by such 
deadlines as are specified in any condition under a Permit. 

 



 
 

 
 

(27) The permit holder must complete and submit information, in the form of a catch return, 
to the Authority at such frequency, by such deadlines and containing such detail as are 
specified in any condition under a Permit. 

COST OF PERMITS 

(28) The Authority may charge a fee no greater than £1,000 for each Permit.  

(29) The Authority will review the suitability of Permit fees in accordance with paragraph (33) 
of this byelaw. 
 

(30) A fee of £50 is payable for the replacement of lost, amended or damaged Permits.  
 
NUMBER OF  PERMITS 

(31) The Authority may limit the number of Permits that it may grant. 

(32) The Authority will review the limitations on the number of Permits in accordance with 
paragraph (33) of this byelaw. 

FLEXIBLE PERMIT CONDITIONS 

(33) The Authority (or a sub-committee thereof authorised by the Authority to do so) may, for 
the purposes of managing net fisheries, within Net Permit Areas or parts of Net Permit 
Areas, attach, vary or remove conditions to a Permit, including one or more of the 
following:  

a) limiting the amount of sea fisheries resources a permit holder may take; 

b) limiting the amount of time a permit holder may spend net fishing;  

c) prohibiting or restricting any method of net fishing;  

d) setting the requirements for the use of video recording equipment; 

e) setting the frequency of, deadlines for and content of catch returns. 

(34) When introducing, removing or varying a flexible Permit condition the Authority must 
operate in accordance with the review procedure set out in paragraph (35). 

REVIEW PROCEDURE 

(35) The Authority (or a sub-committee thereof authorised by the Authority to do so) will 
review the suitability of flexible Permit conditions, Permit fees, limitations on the number 
of Permits and the Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority’s Net Permit 
Area Monitoring and Control Plan annually in accordance with the following procedure: 
 



 
 

 
 

a) a consultation will be held with permit holders and other such stakeholders as the 
Authority shall deem fit, to present any available evidence, as defined in paragraph 
(36) and discuss options; 

b) the Authority will decide whether to add, vary or remove any flexible Permit 
conditions, Permit fees or limitations on the number of Permits based on the 
consultation responses and information received in accordance with paragraph (37) 
whilst having regard to the Authority’s duties and obligations under the Marine and 
Coastal Access Act 2009, The Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) 
(EU Exit) Regulations 2019 and The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981; and 

c) the outcome of the review will be notified by the Authority to permit holders in writing. 

(36) The available evidence referred to in paragraph (35) may include any one or more of the 
following: 

a) any available scientific and survey data, which may include data gathered through 
the Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority’s Net Permit Area 
Monitoring and Control Plan; 

b) any evidence received from consultation with permit holders; 

c) any statutory advice given by Natural England or other such bodies, organisations 
or persons as the Authority shall deem fit; 

d) any habitats regulations assessments relating to any proposed changes;  

e) any impact assessment relating to any proposed changes; and 

f) Authority expenditure arising from the: 

i. administration of Permits and processing of associated data; 

ii. undertaking of survey activity, stock assessments and habitats regulations 
assessments which directly inform the management of net fisheries within 
the Net Permit Areas; 

iii. delivery of patrols to monitor compliance with this byelaw and  Permits. 

TEMPORARY CLOSURE 

(37) The Authority (or sub-committee thereof authorised by the Authority to do so), may 
temporarily close a Net Permit Area to any method of net fishing for a period up to 14 
days if a Threshold Trigger Level has been reached, in order for an investigation to be 
carried out.  

(38) If, following investigation, The Authority (or sub-committee thereof authorised by the 
Authority to do so) deem the circumstances which led to the temporary closure of a Net 
Permit Area warrant the fishery to remain closed: 



 
 

 
 

a) a full review will be presented to the Authority at the subsequent meeting of The 
Authority in line with the review procedure set out in paragraph (35); and 

b) the temporary closure will be extended until the review procedure is complete.  

REVOCATIONS 

(39) The byelaw with the title ‘Fixed Engines’ made by Southern Sea Fisheries District 
Committee on 23rd September 2010, in exercise of its power under section 5 of the Sea 
Fisheries Regulation Act 1966 (c.38), as confirmed by the Secretary of State for 
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs on 22nd December 2010, and in force immediately 
before the making of this byelaw is hereby revoked. 

(40) The byelaw with the title ‘Regulation of the Use of Stake or Stop Nets in Langstone 
Harbour’ made by Southern Sea Fisheries District Committee on 26th January 1970, in 
exercise of its power under section 5 of the Sea Fisheries Regulation Act 1966 (c.38), 
as confirmed by the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food on 17th April 1970, and 
in force immediately before the making of this byelaw is hereby revoked. 

(41) The byelaw with the title ‘Sea Fisheries Fixed Engine Prohibition’ made by the 
Environment Agency on 11th October 2010, having effect in relation to the District in 
accordance with Article 7 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 (Transitional and 
Savings Provisions) Order 2011 (SI 2011/603) and in force immediately before the 
making of this byelaw is hereby revoked. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

 
 

I hereby certify that the above byelaw was made by Southern Inshore Fisheries and 
Conservation Authority at their meeting on  
 
 
 
 

………………………………………………. 

Ian Jones 
Chief Officer 
Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority 
 
The Secretary of State for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs in exercise of the power 
conferred by Section 155(3) of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 confirms the Net 
Fishing Byelaw made by Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority on 
 
 
 
………………………………………………. 

A Senior Civil Servant for, and on behalf of, the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and 
Rural Affairs. 
 
Date:   
 

 

Explanatory Note (not part of the byelaw) 

The purpose of this byelaw is to manage fishing with nets for sea fisheries resources in the Southern 
Inshore Fisheries and Conservation District in line with the Authority’s duties under the Marine and 
Coastal Access Act 2009, The Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) 
Regulations 2019 and The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. 
 
The byelaw introduces Net Prohibition Areas, Net Restriction Areas and Net Permit Areas. Net fishing 
will be prohibited in Net Prohibition Areas. Net fishing within Net Restriction Areas will be subject to 
seasonal and/or gear restrictions and net fishing within Net Permit Areas will be managed under flexible 
permit conditions, subject to the review procedure set out in the byelaw.  
 
The byelaw ensures that all nets used in the District must be marked at each end by a marker buoy that 
clearly identifies the vessel using that net. The byelaw details both ‘Exceptions’ and ‘Dispensations’ for 
certain lawful activities. 
 
The management of the Net Permit Areas may be informed by a Net Fishing monitoring and control 
plan to ensure that the Authority are using the best available to ensure that the ongoing management 
of the District’s net fisheries remain compatible with the Conservation Objectives set (specific to Altantic 
salmon, Salmo salar) for relevant SACs and where Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout (Salmo trutta) are 
a notified feature or component of a SSSI. 



 
 

 
 

SCHEDULE 1 
 

 “NET RESTRICTION AREAS” 
 
LANGSTONE HARBOUR NET RESTRICTION AREA 
Excluding Net Prohition Areas, the landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries 
enclosed by a line drawn from Point 1 (50° 47.348’N 001° 01.385’W) to Point 2 (50° 47.348’N 
001° 01.762’W). 
 
PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR NET RESTRICTION AREA 
Excluding Net Prohition Areas, the landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries 
enclosed by a line drawn from Point 3 (50° 47.433’N 001° 06.530’W) to Point 4 (50° 47.380’N 
001° 06.708’W). 
 
RIVER MEON NET RESTRICTION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 5 (50° 48.830’N 001° 13.657’W) to Point 6 (50° 48.680’N 001° 13.747’W) to Point 7 (50° 
48.958’N 001° 14.944’W) to Point 8 (50° 49.063’N 001° 14.838’W). 
 
CHRISTCHURCH BOX NET RESTRICTION AREA 
The area enclosed by a line drawn from Point 9 (50° 44.166’N 001° 42.754’W) to Point 10 (50° 
43.920’N 001° 42.750’W) to Point 11 (50° 43.180’N 001° 44.030’W) to Point 12 (50° 
43.392’N 001° 44.425’W) along the shore, as defined by the level of mean water high spring 
tide, to Point 13 (50° 43.443’N 001° 44.415’W) to Point 14 (50° 43.559’N  001° 44.229’W) to 
Point 15 (50° 43.576’N 001° 44.272’W) along the shore, as defined by the level of mean water 
high spring tide,  back to Point 9. 
 
POOLE HARBOUR NET RESTRICTION AREA 
Excluding Net Prohition Areas, the waters north and west of a line drawn from Point 16 (50° 
40.980’N 001° 56.926’W) to Point 17 (50° 40.809’N 001° 57.000’W) and east of a line drawn 
from Point 18 (50° 42.720’N 002° 01.330’W) to Point 19 (50° 42.426’N 002° 01.561’W).  
 
WAREHAM APPROACHES NET RESTRICTION AREA 
Excluding Net Prohition Areas, the area enclosed by a line drawn from Point 18 to Point 19 
along the shore, as defined by the level of mean water high spring tide, to Point 20 (50° 
41.260’N 002° 04.550’W) to Point 21 (50° 41.720’N 002° 04.620’W) along the shore, as 
defined by the level of mean water high spring tide, to Point 22 (50° 43.205’N 002° 02.465’W) 
to Point 23 (50° 43.221’N 002° 02.388’W) then along the shore, as defined by the level of 
mean water high spring tide, to Point 18. 
 
EASTERN FLEET NET RESTRICTION AREA 
The area enclosed by a line drawn from Point 24 (50° 35.865'N 002° 30.211'W) to Point 25 
(50° 36.004'N 002° 29.937'W) along the shore, as defined by the level of mean water high 
spring tide, to Point 26 (50° 34.993'N 002° 28.226'W) to Point 27 (50° 34.951'N 002° 
28.190'W) then along the shore, as defined by the level of mean water high spring tide, to 
Point 24. 
 
LYME BAY NET RESTRICTION AREA 
Excluding Net Prohition Areas, the area enclosed by a line drawn from Point 28  (50° 41.065’N 
002° 41.400’W) to Point 29 (50° 39.934’N 002° 41.400’W) along an imaginary line one nautical 
mile from the shore, as defined by the level of mean high water spring tide, to Point 30 (50° 
42.123’N 002° 56.780’W) to Point 31 (50° 43.070’N 002° 56.780’W). 

 
 
 



 
 

 
 

SCHEDULE 2 
 

“NET PERMIT AREAS” 
 
SOUTHAMPTON WATER PERMIT AREA 
The area enclosed by a line drawn from Point 8 to Point 32 (50° 49.210’N 001° 18.493’W), 
along the shore, as defined by the level of mean water high spring tide, to Point 33 (50° 
52.248’N 001° 23.955’W) to Point 34 (50° 53.173’N 001° 22.445’W), along the shore, as 
defined by the level of mean water high spring tide, to Point 35 (50° 50.979’N 001° 18.599’W) 
to Point 36 (50° 50.860’N 001° 18.241’W), then back along the shore, as defined by the level 
of mean water high spring tide, to Point 8. 
 
RIVER HAMBLE PERMIT AREA 
Area A: The area enclosed by a line drawn from Point 37 (50° 51.331'N 001° 18.551'W) to 
Point 38 (50° 51.526'N 001° 18.609'W) to Point 39 (50° 51.682'N 001° 18.580'W) to Point 40 
(50° 51.669'N 001° 18.513'W) to Point 41 (50° 51.604'N 001° 18.536'W) to Point 42 (50° 
51.399'N 001° 18.422'W) and back to Point 37. 
 
Area B: The area enclosed by a line drawn from Point 43 (50° 51.693'N 001° 18.573'W) to 
Point 44 (50° 51.784'N 001° 18.541'W) to Point 45 (50° 51.940'N 001° 18.448'W) to Point 46 
(50° 51.930'N 001° 18.413'W) to Point 47 (50° 51.696'N 001° 18.507'W) and back to Point 43. 
 
Area C: The area enclosed by a line drawn from Point 48 (50° 52.155‘N 001° 18.391‘W) to 
Point 49 (50° 52.377‘N 001° 18.520‘W) to Point 50 (50° 52.432‘N 001° 18.354‘W) and back to 
Point 48.  

 
CHRISTCHURCH HARBOUR PERMIT AREA 
The are enclosed by a line drawn from Point 13 to Point 14 to Point 15 along the shore, as 
defined by the level of mean water high spring tide, to Point 51 (50° 43.584’N 001° 44.921’W) 
to Point 52 (50° 43.082’N 001° 44.849’W), then back along the shore, as defined by the level 
of mean water high spring tide, to Point 13. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

SCHEDULE 3 
 

 “NET PROHIBITION AREAS” 
 
BEMBRIDGE HARBOUR NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 53 (50° 41.714’N 001° 05.663’W) to Point 54 (50° 41.724’N 001° 05.815’W). 
 
WOOTON CREEK NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 55 (50° 44.104’N 001° 12.661’W) to Point 56 (50° 44.260’N 001° 12.813’W). 
 
KING’S QUAY NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 57 (50° 44.586’N 001° 14.233’W) to Point 58 (50° 44.645’N 001° 14.411’W).   
 
RIVER MEDINA NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 59 (50° 45.890’N 001° 17.882’W) to Point 60 (50° 45.881’N 001° 17.511’W) to Point 61 
(50° 45.777’N 001° 17.304’W) . 
 
NEWTOWN HARBOUR NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 62 (50° 43.610’N 001° 24.295’W) to Point 63 (50° 43.503’N 001° 24.981’W). 
 
YARMOUTH HARBOUR AND WESTERN YAR NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 64 (50° 42.424’N 001° 30.019’W) to Point 65 (50° 42.423’N 001° 30.077’W). 
 
BRIDGE LAKE, LANGSTONE HARBOUR NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries west of Langstone Bridge and 
enclosed by a line drawn from Point 66 (50° 49.428’N 000° 59.274’W) to Point 67 (50° 
49.578’N 001° 01.442’W).   
 
LANGSTONE HARBOUR CHANNELS NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The area enclosed by a line drawn from Point 1 to Point 2 and then along the shore, as defined 
by the level of mean water high spring tide, to Point 68 (50° 47.765’N 001° 01.794’W) to Point 
69 (50° 48.211’N 001° 01.857’W) to Point 70 (50° 48.554’N 001° 01.827’W) to Point 71 (50° 
49.323’N 001° 02.301’W) to Point 72 (50° 49.323’N 001° 02.255’W) to Point 73 (50° 48.729’N 
001° 01.699’W) to Point 74 (50° 48.359’N 001° 01.669’W) to Point 75 (50° 48.855’N 001° 
00.232’W) to Point 76 (50° 49.478’N 001° 00.002’W) to Point 77 (50° 49.469’N 000° 59.869’W) 
to Point 78 (50° 49.253’N 000° 59.857’W) to Point 79 (50° 48.725’N 001° 00.168’W) to Point 
80 (50° 48.133’N 001° 01.566’W) to Point 81 (50° 47.774’N 001° 01.522’W) along the shore, 
as defined by the level of mean water high spring tide, to Point 1. 
 
FAREHAM CREEK, PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 82 (50° 50.343’N 001° 09.509’W) to Point 83 (50° 50.502’N 001° 09.777’W). 
 
PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR CHANNELS NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The area enclosed by a line drawn from Point 4 along the shore, as defined by the level of 
mean water high spring tide, to Point 84 (50° 48.055'N 001° 07.310'W) to Point 85 (50° 
48.084’N 001° 07.082’W) to Point 86 (50° 48.228’N 001° 07.121’W) to Point 87 (50° 48.443’N 



 
 

 
 

001° 07.297’W) to Point 88 (50° 48.584’N 001° 07.508’W) to Point 89 (50° 48.911’N 001° 
08.022’W) to Point 90 (50° 49.240’N 001° 08.112’W) to Point 91 (50° 49.391’N 001° 08.304’W) 
to Point 92 (50° 49.539’N 001° 08.601’W) to Point 93 (50° 49.668’N 001° 08.666’W) to Point 
94 (50° 49.834’N 001° 08.594’W) to Point 95 (50° 49.912’N 001° 08.600’W) to Point 96 (50° 
49.992’N 001° 08.653’W) to Point 97 (50° 50.102’N 001° 08.941’W) to Point 98 (50° 50.282’N 
001° 09.067’W) to Point 99 (50° 50.330’N 001° 09.148’W) to Point 100 (50° 50.375’N 001° 
09.254’W) to Point 101 (50° 50.367’N 001° 09.424’W) to Point 82 to Point 102 (50° 50.399’N 
001° 09.604’W) to Point 103 (50° 50.415’N 001° 09.224’W) to Point 104 (50° 50.320’N 001° 
09.042’W) to Point 105 (50° 50.123’N 001° 08.843’W) to Point 106 (50° 50.030’N 001° 
08.576’W) to Point 107 (50° 49.959’N 001° 08.504’W) to Point 108 (50° 49.612’N 001° 
08.522’W) to Point 109 (50° 49.548’N 001° 08.465’W) to Point 110 (50° 49.510’N 001° 
08.400’W) to Point 111 (50° 49.469’N 001° 08.220’W) to Point 112 (50° 49.463’N 001° 
07.960’W) to Point 113 (50° 48.987’N 001° 07.717’W) to Point 114 (50° 48.869’N 001° 
07.317’W) to Point 115 (50° 48.956’N 001° 07.291’W) to Point 116 (50° 49.024’N 001° 
07.252’W) to Point 117 (50° 49.146’N 001° 07.167’W) to Point 118 (50° 49.298’N 001° 
06.903’W) to Point 119 (50° 49.368’N 001° 06.710’W) to Point 120 (50° 49.388’N 001° 
06.492’W) to Point 121 (50° 49.449’N 001° 06.379’W) to Point 122 (50° 49.524’N 001° 
06.310’W) to Point 123 (50° 49.583’N 001° 06.283’W) to Point 124 (50° 49.671’N 001° 
06.376’W) to Point 125 (50° 49.711’N 001° 06.512’W) to Point 126 (50° 49.761’N 001° 
06.607’W) to Point 127 (50° 49.814’N 001° 06.620’W) to Point 128 (50° 49.951’N 001° 
06.584’W) to Point 129 (50° 50.059’N 001° 06.579’W) to Point 130 (50° 50.337’N 001° 
06.606’W) to Point 131 (50° 50.519’N 001° 06.555’W) to Point 132 (50° 50.647’N 001° 
06.345’W) to Point 133 (50° 50.635’N 001° 06.215’W) along the shore, as defined by the level 
of mean water high spring tide, to Point 134 (50° 50.627’N 001° 06.218’W) to Point 135 (50° 
50.614’N 001° 06.364’W) to Point 136 (50° 50.502’N 001° 06.532’W) to Point 137 (50° 
50.336’N 001° 06.566’W) to Point 138 (50° 50.069’N 001° 06.534’W) to Point 139 (50° 
49.965’N 001° 06.537’W) to Point 140 (50° 49.873’N 001° 06.559’W) to Point 141 (50° 
49.769’N 001° 06.534’W) to Point 142 (50° 49.711’N 001° 06.184’W) to Point 143 (50° 
49.672’N 001° 06.170’W) to Point 144 (50° 49.447’N 001° 06.237’W) to Point 145 (50° 
49.351’N 001° 06.287’W) to Point 146 (50° 49.255’N 001° 06.477’W) to Point 147 (50° 
49.203’N 001° 06.724’W) to Point 148 (50° 49.153’N 001° 06.855’W) to Point 149 (50° 
48.998’N 001° 07.112’W) to Point 150 (50° 48.864’N 001° 07.174’W) to Point 151 (50° 
48.812’N 001° 07.178’W) to Point 152 (50° 48.615’N 001° 06.776’W) to Point 153 (50° 
48.821’N 001° 06.100’W) along the shore, as defined by the level of mean water high spring 
tide, to Point 154 (50° 48.952’N 001° 05.594’W) to Point 155 (50° 48.953’N 001° 05.468’W) 
along the shore, as defined by the level of mean water high spring tide, to Point 3. 
 
RIVER TEST AND RIVER ITCHEN NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 33 to Point 34.   
 
SOUTHAMPTON WATER CHANNELS AND RIVER HAMBLE NET PROHIBITION AREA 
Excluding the River Hamble Permit Area, the area enclosed by a line drawn from Point 32 to 
Point 156 (50° 50.047' N 001° 19.385' W) to Point 157 (50° 50.646' N 001° 20.188' W) to Point 
158 (50° 51.021' N 001° 20.537' W) to Point 159 (50° 52.158' N 001° 22.773' W) to Point 160 
(50° 52.586' N 001° 23.436' W) to Point 161 (50° 52.704' N 001° 23.236' W) to Point 162 (50° 
50.946' N 001° 19.612' W) to Point 163 (50° 50.150' N 001° 18.665' W) to Point 164 (50° 
50.495' N 001° 18.827' W) to Point 165 (50° 50.621' N 001° 18.826' W) to Point 166 (50° 
50.900’N 001° 18.586’W) to Point 35 along the shore, as defined by the level of mean water 
high spring tide, to Point 36 to Point 167 (50° 50.931' N 001° 18.439' W) to Point 168  (50° 
50.538' N 001° 18.720' W) to Point 169 (50° 49.558' N 001° 18.226' W)  to Point 170 (50° 
49.185’N 001° 17.802’W) and then back to Point 32.  
 



 
 

 
 

RIVER BEAULIEU NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 171 (50° 47.052’N 001° 21.346’W) to Point 172 (50° 46.854’N 001° 21.755’W) to Point 
173 (50° 47.030’N 001° 21.992’W) to Point 174 (50° 46.552’N 001° 23.547’W). 
 
LYMINGTON NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 175 (50° 45.659’N 001° 27.736’W) to Point 176(50° 43.789’N 001° 32.445’W). 
 
KEYHAVEN NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 176 to Point 177 (50° 42.861’N 001° 33.297’W). 
 
RIVER AVON, RIVER STOUR AND WESTERN CHRISTCHURCH HARBOUR NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 51  to Point 52. 
 
RIVER MUDE NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters or within 25 metres of Point 178 (50° 43.658’N 001° 44.613’W), where 
the River Mude enters Christchurch Harbour.  
 
CHRISTCHURCH CHANNELS NET PROHIBITION AREA  
The area enclosed by a line drawn from Point 13 along the shore, as defined by the level of 
mean water high spring tide, to Point 179 (50° 43.175' N 001° 44.587' W) to Point 180 50° 
43.171' N 001° 44.862' W) to Point 181 (50° 43.196'N 001° 44.865'W) to Point 182 (50° 
43.201'N 001° 44.680'W) to Point 183 (50° 43.237' N 001° 44.609' W) to Point 184 (50° 43.357' 
N 001° 44.614' W) to Point 185 (50° 43.426' N 001° 44.553' W) along the shore, as defined 
by the level of mean water high spring tide to Point 15 to Point 14 and back to Point 13. 
 
WYCH LAKE AND MIDDLEBERE LAKE NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 186 (50° 40.900’N 002° 01.000’W) to Point 187 (50° 41.253’N 002° 01.749’W). 
 
HOLES BAY NORTH NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries north of a line drawn from Point 
188 ( 50° 43.736’N 002° 00.705’W), following the railway line east to Point 189 (50° 43.781’N 
001° 59.541’W).  
 
LYTCHETT BAY AND RIVER SHERFORD NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 22 to Point 23. 
 
RIVER FROME AND RIVER PIDDLE NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 20 to Point 21.  
 
POOLE HARBOUR CHANNELS NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The area enclosed by a line drawn from Point 17 to Point 190 (50° 41.032’N 001° 57.319’W) 
to Point 191 (50° 41.060’N 001° 57.416’W) to Point 192 (50° 40.663’N 001° 57.932’W) to Point 



 
 

 
 

193 (50° 40.575’N 001° 58.181’W) to Point 194  (50° 40.525’N 001° 58.498’W) to Point 195  
(50° 40.612’N 001° 58.705’W) to Point 196 (50° 40.667’N 001° 58.636’W) to Point 197 (50° 
40.569’N 001° 58.455’W) to Point 198 (50° 40.719’N 001° 57.948’W) to Point 199 (50° 
41.140’N 001° 57.390’W) to Point 200 (50° 41.431’N 001° 57.247’W) to Point 201 (50° 
41.691’N 001° 57.201’W) to Point 202 (50° 41.837’N 001° 57.238’W) to Point 203 (50° 
41.963’N 001° 57.390’W) to Point 204 (50° 42.229’N 001° 58.370’W) to Point 205 (50° 
42.329’N 001° 58.892’W) to Point 206 (50° 42.341’N 001° 59.233’W) to Point 207 (50° 
42.304’N 001° 59.406’W) to Point 208 (50° 42.298’N 001° 59.787’W) to Point 209 (50° 
42.154’N 002° 00.596’W) to Point 210 (50° 42.546’N 002° 01.106’W) to Point 211 (50° 
42.660’N 002° 01.378’W) to Point 19 along the shore, as defined by the level of mean water 
high spring tide, to Point 212 (50° 42.373’N 002° 02.505’W) to Point 213 (50° 42.223’N 002° 
02.792’W) to Point 214 (50° 42.101’N 002° 03.201’W) to Point 215 (50° 41.614’N 002° 
04.600’W) to Point 216 (50° 41.629’N 002° 04.603’W) to Point 217 (50° 41.988’N 002° 
03.667’W) to Point 218 (50° 42.117’N 002° 03.220’W) to Point 219 (50° 42.248’N 002° 
02.813’W) to Point 220 (50° 42.428’N 002° 02.550’W) to Point 221 (50° 42.824’N 002° 
01.936’W) to Point 222 (50° 42.844’N 002° 02.532’W) to Point 223 (50° 43.062’N 002° 
02.993’W) along the shore, as defined by the level of mean water high spring tide, to Point 23 
to Point 22 along the shore, as defined by the level of mean water high spring tide, to Point 
224 (50° 42.718’N 002° 01.132’W) to Point 225 (50° 42.198’N 002° 00.563’W) to Point 226 
(50° 42.455’N 001° 59.845’W) to Point 227 (50° 42.438’N 001° 59.145’W) to Point 228 (50° 
42.433’N 001° 58.996’W) to Point 229 (50° 42.327’N 001° 58.451’W) to Point 230 (50° 
42.014’N 001° 57.276’W) to Point 231 (50° 41.900’N 001° 57.062’W) to Point 232 (50° 
41.681’N 001° 57.026’W) to Point 233 (50° 41.154’N 001° 57.179’W) to Point 234 (50° 
41.126’N 001° 57.110’W) and back along the shore, as defined by the level of mean water 
high spring tide, to Point 16. 
 
WEYMOUTH HARBOUR NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 235 (50° 36.578’N 002° 26.486’W) to Point 236 (50° 36.586’N 002° 26.633’W). 
 
WESTERN FLEET NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed and west of a line 
drawn from Point 24 to Point 25.  
 
BRIDPORT HARBOUR NET PROHIBITION AREA 
The landward waters, including rivers, streams and tributaries enclosed by a line drawn from 
Point 237 (50° 42.556’N 002° 45.823’W) to Point 238 (50° 42.532’N 002° 45.838’W). 



 
 

 
 

SCHEDULE 4 
 

MAPS SHOWING THE LOCATION OF NET RESTRICTION AREAS

 



 
 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 

MAP SHOWING THE LOCATION OF NET PERMIT AREAS, EXCLUDING NET PROHIBITION AREAS 

 



 
 

 
 

MAPS SHOWING THE LOCATION OF NET PROHIBITION AREAS 

 



 
 

 
 

 



 
 

 

SOUTHAMPTON WATER NET PERMIT 
 
General Provisions 
This permit authorises the named person ‘Permit Holder’ to use a net within the Southampton Water Permit 
Area for the period specified below, subject to the provisions of the Southern Inshore Fisheries and 
Conservation Authority Net Fishing Byelaw ‘Net Fishing Byelaw’ and the permit conditions listed in this 
permit. 
 
The Permit Holder should ensure that they have read and understood the Net Fishing Byelaw and the 
permit conditions listed below, prior to undertaking fishing activity. Failure to comply with any of the permit 
conditions constitutes a contravention of the Net Fishing Byelaw. 
 
 
Name of Permit Holder  

Authorised fishing vessel (Name / PLN) 

Permit number  

Cost of net permit  

Permit valid for period (12 months) 

 
 
 
 
 
Signed ........................................................  Date……………………………………………. 
  (Permit Holder)  

 
 
  

Signed ........................................................  Date……………………………………………. 
  (Southern IFCA Chief Officer) 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Permit Conditions 
INTERPRETATION 
 
(1) In this permit: 

 
a) “interaction” means contact during net fishing operations between any part of a fishing 

vessel or net and a salmonid which does not result in mortality; 
 

b) “salmonid” means the species Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) or sea trout (Salmo trutta); 
 

c) “Southampton Water Permit Area” refers to the area defined in Schedule 2 of the Net 
Fishing Byelaw; and 

 
d) “UTC” means the co-ordinated universal time. 

NET METHOD RESTRICTIONS 

(2) In the Southampton Water Permit Area, a person must not use a net other than: 
 
a) a ring net; or 

 
b) a bottom set net.  

CATCH RETURNS 

(3) A permit holder must, if any dead salmonids are detected in the net used: 
 
a) make a report by telephone to the Authority;  

 
b) make the report immediately following the completion of the net haul; 

 
c) leave an answer phone message with the report if no answer is received from the 

Authority’s telephone number; 
 

d) include the following information in the report: 
i. the permit holder’s name and vessel used; 
ii. the date and time (in UTC) when the interaction took place; 
iii. the geographical position of the interaction to 3 decimal places (in WGS 84); 
iv. the number and species of salmonids affected;  
v. the physical condition of all salmonids involved; 
vi. the net fishing method employed when the interaction took place; and 
vii. the tide and weather conditions at the point of the interaction; and 

 
e) where reasonably practicable, submit by email to the Authority within 3 days a 

photograph of the salmonid, such photograph to be taken upon removal of the 
salmonid from the net. 

 
(4) A permit holder must, in the event of an interaction between the net used and a salmonid: 

 
a) make a report by telephone to the Authority;  



 

 
 

 
b) make the report on the same day as that interaction; 

 
c) leave an answer phone message with the report if no answer is received from the 

Authority’s telephone number; and  
 
d) include the following information in the report: 

i. the permit holder’s name and vessel used; 
ii. the date and time (in UTC) when the interaction took place; 
iii. the geographical position of the interaction to 3 decimal places (in WGS 84); 
iv. the number and species of salmonids affected;  
v. the physical condition of all salmonids involved; 
vi. the net fishing method employed when the interaction took place; and 
vii. the tide and weather conditions at the point of the interaction. 

 

 
 
 



 
 

 

CHRISTCHURCH HARBOUR NET PERMIT 
 
General Provisions 
 
This permit authorises the named person ‘Permit Holder’ to use a net within the Christchurch Harbour 
Permit Area for the period specified below, subject to the provisions of the Southern Inshore Fisheries and 
Conservation Authority Net Fishing Byelaw ‘Net Fishing Byelaw’ and the permit conditions listed in this 
permit. 
 
The Permit Holder should ensure that they have read and understood the Net Fishing Byelaw and the 
permit conditions listed below, prior to undertaking fishing activity. Failure to comply with any of the Permit 
Conditions constitutes a contravention of the Net Fishing Byelaw. 
 
Name of Permit Holder  

Authorised fishing vessel (Name / PLN) 

Permit number  

Cost of net permit  

Permit valid for period (12 months) 

 
 
 
 
Signed ........................................................  Date……………………………………………. 
  (Permit Holder)  

 
 
 
 
  

Signed ........................................................  Date……………………………………………. 
  (Southern IFCA Chief Officer) 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Permit Conditions 
INTERPRETATION 
 
(1) In this permit: 
 

a) “Christchurch Harbour Permit Area” refers to the area defined in Schedule 2 of the Net 
Fishing Byelaw; 

 
b) “interaction” means contact during net fishing operations between any part of a fishing 

vessel or net and a salmonid which does not result in mortality;  
 

c) “salmonid” means the species Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) or sea trout (Salmo trutta); 
and 

 
d) “UTC” means the co-ordinated universal time. 

 

NET METHOD RESTRICTIONS 

(2) In the Christchurch Harbour Permit Area, a person must not use a net other than: 
 
a) a ring net. 

 

CATCH RETURNS 

(3) A permit holder must, if any dead salmonids are detected in the net used: 
 
a) make a report by telephone to the Authority;  

 
b) make the report immediately following the completion of the net haul; 

 
c) leave an answer phone message with the report if no answer is received from the 

Authority’s telephone number; 
 

d) include the following information in the report: 
i. the permit holder’s name and vessel used; 
ii. the date and time (in UTC) when the interaction took place; 
iii. the geographical position of the interaction to 3 decimal places (in WGS 84); 
iv. the number and species of salmonids affected;  
v. the physical condition of all salmonids involved; 
vi. the net fishing method employed when the interaction took place; and 
vii. the tide and weather conditions at the point of the interaction; and 

 
e) where reasonably practicable, submit by email to the Authority within 3 days a 

photograph of the salmonid, such photograph to be taken upon removal of the 
salmonid from the net. 

 
(4) A permit holder must, in the event of an interaction between the net used and a salmonid: 

 
a) make a report by telephone to the Authority;  

 



 

 
 

b) make the report on the same day as that interaction; 
 

c) leave an answer phone message with the report if no answer is received from the 
Authority’s telephone number; and  

 
d) include the following information in the report: 

i. the permit holder’s name and vessel used; 
ii. the date and time (in UTC) when the interaction took place; 
iii. the geographical position of the interaction to 3 decimal places (in WGS 84); 
iv. the number and species of salmonids affected;  
v. the physical condition of all salmonids involved; 
vi. the net fishing method employed when the interaction took place; and 
vii. the tide and weather conditions at the point of the interaction. 

 
  
 



 
 

 

RIVER HAMBLE NET PERMIT 
 
General Provisions 
 
This permit authorises the named person ‘Permit Holder’ to use a net within the River Hamble Permit Area 
for the period specified below, subject to the provisions of the Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation 
Authority Net Fishing Byelaw ‘Net Fishing Byelaw’ and the permit conditions listed in this permit. 

The Permit Holder should ensure that they have read and understood the Net Fishing Byelaw and the 
Permit conditions listed below, prior to undertaking fishing activity. Failure to comply with any of the Permit 
Conditions constitutes a contravention of the Net Fishing Byelaw. 

 

Name of Permit Holder  

Authorised fishing vessel (Name / PLN) 

 Permit number  

Cost of net permit  

permit valid for period (12 months) 

 

 

 

Signed ........................................................  Date……………………………………………. 
  (Permit Holder)  

 
 
 
  

Signed ........................................................  Date……………………………………………. 
  (Southern IFCA Chief Officer) 

 
 
 



 

 
 

Permit Conditions 
INTERPRETATION  
 
(1) In this permit: 

 
a) “interaction” means contact during net fishing operations between any part of a fishing 

vessel or net and a salmonid which does not result in mortality; 

b) “salmonid” means the species Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) or sea trout (Salmo trutta); 

c) “River Hamble Permit Area” refers to the area defined in Schedule 2 of the Net Fishing 
Byelaw; and 

d) “UTC” means the co-ordinated universal time. 

NET METHOD RESTRICTIONS 

(2) In the River Hamble Net Permit Area, a person must not use a net other than: 
 
a) a ring net.  

 
CATCH RETURNS 

(3) A permit holder must, if any dead salmonids are detected in the net used: 
 
a) make a report by telephone to the Authority;  

 
b) make the report immediately following the completion of the net haul; 

 
c) leave an answer phone message with the report if no answer is received from the 

Authority’s telephone number; 
 

d) include the following information in the report: 
i. the permit holder’s name and vessel used; 
ii. the date and time (in UTC) when the interaction took place; 
iii. the geographical position of the interaction to 3 decimal places (in WGS 84); 
iv. the number and species of salmonids affected;  
v. the physical condition of all salmonids involved; 
vi. the net fishing method employed when the interaction took place; and 
vii. the tide and weather conditions at the point of the interaction; and 

 
e) where reasonably practicable, submit by email to the Authority within 3 days a 

photograph of the salmonid, such photograph to be taken upon removal of the 
salmonid from the net. 

 
(4) A permit holder must, in the event of an interaction between the net used and a salmonid: 

 
a) make a report by telephone to the Authority;  

 
b) make the report on the same day as that interaction; 

 



 

 
 

c) leave an answer phone message with the report if no answer is received from the 
Authority’s telephone number; and  

 
d) include the following information in the report: 

i. the permit holder’s name and vessel used; 
ii. the date and time (in UTC) when the interaction took place; 
iii. the geographical position of the interaction to 3 decimal places (in WGS 84); 
iv. the number and species of salmonids affected;  
v. the physical condition of all salmonids involved; 
vi. the net fishing method employed when the interaction took place; and 
vii. the tide and weather conditions at the point of the interaction. 
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1.0 Introduction 
This Monitoring and Control Plan (‘M&C Plan’) has been produced as part of the Southern IFCA Netting Review to accompany the Southern 
IFCA Net Fishing Byelaw (NFB) and associated Net Fishing Permits.  

This M&C Plan considers sites within the Southern IFC District which have been found to have a low functional linkage to a Special Area of 
Conservation (SAC), where Atlantic salmon are either a primary or qualifying feature of the SAC, or a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) 
where Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout are a notified feature or component of the SSSI. These areas will be subject to a permitted ring net fishery 
or a bottom set net fishery (in specified areas within the Net Permit Area only) under the provisions of the Net Fishing Byelaw.  

The annual management of the permitted net fishery will be informed by this M&C Plan, this will ensure that the Authority are using the best 
available evidence regarding understandings of interactions between net fishing practices and migratory salmonids within the District’s harbours 
and estuaries.  

The M&C Plan will be subject to an annual review in line with the Review Procedure detailed in paragraph (35) of the NFB.  

 

1.1 Areas Subject to a Monitoring and Control Plan  

The following Net Permit Areas are defined in Schedule 2 of the NFB. 

• Southampton Water Net Permit Area and River Hamble Net Permit Area 
 
Following completion of a Functionally Linked Area (FLA) Assessment for Southampton Water and the River Hamble, and based on the outcomes 
of the FLA Risk Model, it has been determined that within these areas there is a low functional linkage to the River Itchen SAC, the River Itchen 
SSSI and the River Test SSSI (Southampton Water). These areas fall outside principal or known migratory routes, refuge areas or pinch points 
used by salmonids to access the above-named SAC and SSSIs. 
 
• Christchurch Harbour Net Permit Area 

 
Following completion of a Functionally Linked Area (FLA) Assessment for Christchurch Harbour and based on the outcomes of the FLA Risk 
Model, it has been determined that within this area there is a low functional linkage to the River Avon SAC, River Avon System SSSI and Avon 
Valley SSSI. This area falls outside principal or known migratory routes, refuge areas or pinch points used by salmonids to access the above-
named SAC and SSSIs. 
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2.0 The Monitoring & Control Plan  
The M&C Plan considers an On-Site Monitoring Programme which provides triggers for different control measures based upon the type of data 
collected. The M&C Plan also considers information sources which can be analysed in order to provide up to date information on factors which 
can be used to suggest the health of salmonid populations over time. 

Both the On-Site Monitoring Programme outcomes and the annual analysis of salmonid health overtime which will be to help inform the annual 
review of Net Permit Conditions, as set out in paragraph (35) of the NFB.  

2.1 On-Site Monitoring Programme 

2.1.1 Threshold Trigger Levels 
Different Threshold Trigger Levels will be set for salmonids which are found (a) dead in a permitted net type or (b) interacting with a permitted 
net type. These trigger levels will activate a ‘control mechanism’. Further details on control mechanisms can be found in Section 2.1.2. 

The Threshold Trigger Levels have been determined using Atlantic salmon ‘run data’, as this data is available for these species. Comparable 
data is not currently available for sea trout. 

Following a recommendation from the Net Fishing Working Group on the 10th June 2021, at their meeting in August 2021 the Technical Advisory 
Committee considered and approved the net fishing management intentions for Southampton Water (to include the River Hamble) and 
Christchurch Harbour, thus agreeing to recommend that the run data used to establish a Threshold Trigger Level should be set at the value of 
less than or equal to 1% of the average of the last three year’s Atlantic salmon run. In accordance, for Year 1 of the M&C Plan, the run 
data has been established using data from years 2018-2020.  

For Southampton Water (to include the River Hamble), average run data for the River Itchen and River Test has been calculated using the 
‘Salmon Stock and Fisheries in England and Wales Annual Report 2019’ (all rivers) and ‘Solent and South Downs Fish Monitoring Report 2020’. 
The average ‘run data’ for years 2018-2020 is 101.  

 
1 The standard deviation for the three-year sample of run data is 7. This standard deviation indicates that the difference between less than or equal to 1% of the average of the last three year’s run for 
the River Itchen alone (5) and the average run data across the River Itchen and River Test (10) can be attributed to statistical noise in the data, therefore it is not expected that using the average run 
data across both rivers to calculate the trigger value for interactions will result in an increased risk to the population 
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For Christchurch Harbour, average run data for the River Avon has been calculated using the ‘Salmon Stock and Fisheries in England and Wales 
Annual Report 2019’ (all rivers) and ‘Hampshire Avon Fish Counter at Knapp Mill Report 2020’ (River Avon only).  The average ‘run data’ for 
years 2018-2020 is 102.  

 

2.1.2 Control Mechanisms 
The following text is intended to supplement the Control Mechanism Flow Diagrams found below (figures 1 and 2) in order to provide further 
clarity regarding how and when control mechanisms will be activated. This section is also to be read in conjunction with reporting requirements 
specified in the On-Site Monitoring Programme [Section 2.1.3] 

To ensure that the Authority are transparent in making management decisions in line with their duties under the Marine and Coastal Access Act, 
the Control Mechanisms are subject to two stages of intervention at Authority Level, as has been written into the control process. This process is 
legally binding under the paragraphs (37) to (38) of the NFB. 

Stage 1:  Southern IFCA Permit Byelaw Sub-Committee 

In the event that a trigger point is reached (for either salmonid death or salmonid interaction), Southern IFCA Officers (IFCOs) will consider 
the circumstances which may have led to the breach in trigger point. This may include (but not be limited to) consideration of scientific data 
such as run data, water temperature, tidal flow, seasonality, setting of nets, time of day, assessment of salmonid (where feasible). In addition, 
IFCOs will liaise with the Net Permit Holder as well as partner agencies in order to ascertain a full compliment of information to inform the 
investigation.  
 
A Southern IFCA Permit Byelaw Sub-Committee will then be informed of the outcomes of the investigation by proxy in order to consider 
actions. Actions will be determined within a two-week period of the investigation beginning. Please refer to Southern IFCA Standing Orders 
for further details on the remit and scope of the Southern IFCA Permit Byelaw Sub-Committee. 

 

 

 
2 This average is based on the run data for the River Avon which is a Principal salmon river and for which there is published run data issued annually by the Environment Agency. The standard 
deviation of this three-year sample of run data is 4. Although the River Stour, which also enters Christchurch Harbour, is also listed as a Principal salmon river, there is no published run data for this 
river which can assist in defining trigger points. The EA have indicated that the ‘run’ up the River Stour is approximately 6.5% of the ‘run’ up the River Avon, when looking at the less than or equal to 
1% average over the three-year period this would equate to less than 1 salmon and therefore the addition of estimated run data from the River Stour would not alter the interaction trigger value for 
Christchurch Harbour. The standard deviation for the three-year sample of run data is 7.  
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Stage 2:  Technical Advisory Committee  

If the Southern IFCA Permit Byelaw Sub-Committee deem the circumstances which lead to a trigger point being reached, warrant the fishery 
to remain closed, then a full review will be presented to the subsequent timetabled meeting of the TAC.  As specified in paragraph (33) of 
the NFB, the Authority, may, for the purposes of managing a sustainable net fishery, attach to a permit, remove from a permit or vary one or 
more flexible permit conditions in line with the provisions set out in the NFB. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Salmonid mortality control mechanism flow diagram 
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Figure 2: Salmonid interaction control mechanism flow diagram at point of implementation 
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2.1.3 On-Site Monitoring Programme 
The On-Site Monitoring Programme captures five components of monitoring which will be conducted in each Net Permit Area. Each of the 
components will work in parallel, for example, any salmonid interaction will be counted in accumulation across all components. Further details of 
each Monitoring Component can be found in Annex 1. 

MONITORING 
CONTROL 

Component  Net Permit Area Data Requirement Responsibility Analysis 

A: Salmonid 
Reporting 

All Net Permit 
Areas 

Salmonid mortality: 
Permit holders to report instantly upon haul (where safe to do so) by 
text or phone if any dead or mortality wounded salmonids are 
detected. 

Permit holder, 
as a 
requirement of 
the Net Permit 
Conditions 

Instant action upon receipt of information See Figure 1 

Salmonid interaction   
Permit holders to report to the Authority on the day of interaction of 
any salmonids/net interactions (which do not result in mortality) 

Reporting forms collated & analysed within 
5 working days by IFCA See Figure 2 

B: Targeted 
Compliance  

Southampton 
Water:4 patrols 
across two areas/ 
Christchurch 
Harbour: 3 patrols 

• Patrols for 5% of total estimated net fishing trips during June to 
September (NB: period of peak migration as directed by best 
available evidence).  

• Patrols will aim to provide data during different tidal states, times 
of day (night/day) and cover different spatial areas. 

Southern IFCA 
to be tasked 
under TCG 
process 

Instant action upon receipt of information Mortality: see Figure 
1 

Patrol Reports to be analysed within 5 
working days. 

Interaction trigger 
reached: see Figure 
2 

C: Joint 
Agency Net 
Fishing 
Observer 
Trips  

Southampton 
Water: 3 ring net 
trips/2 bottom set 
net trips across 
two areas 
Christchurch 
Harbour: 3 trips  

• Observer Trips for 5% of total estimated net fishing trips during 
June to September. 

• Southern IFCA are able to commit to achieving 50% of annual 
target across all Net Permit Areas (4 observer patrols). 
Assistance from the Environment Agency will help to achieve 
100% of the target. 

IFCA and the 
EA (Observer 
Requirement 
Condition of 
NFB) 

Instant action upon receipt of information Mortality: see Figure 
1 

IFCA Patrol Reports to be analysed within 
5 working day/EA Patrol IR reports to be 
shared with IFCA and analysed upon 
receipt 

Interaction trigger 
reached: see Figure 
2 

D: Non-
targeted 
Compliance 
Patrols 

All Net Permit 
Areas 

Partner organisations to monitor compliance as tasked under the 
Southern IFCA TCG 

Southern IFCA 
at TCG (via IR) 

Instant action upon receipt of information Mortality: see Figure 
2 

Southern IFCA Patrol Reports to be 
analysed within 5 working day/EA Patrol IR 
reports to be shared with IFCA and 
analysed upon receipt 

Interaction trigger 
reached: see Figure 
2 

E: MMO 
Catch 
Recording 
App 

All Net Permit 
Areas 

Monitoring tool still in infancy at time of writing. It is hoped that in the 
future this tool can be used to complement the M&C Plan Pending Pending Pending 
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2.1.4 Indicators of Salmonid Health over time 
These following data sources are to be used in order to support understandings of salmonid health overtime. The data sources selected are 
specific to Southampton Water and Christchurch Harbour in order to provide an indication of salmonid health based on the best available data 
from partner organisations. This information will be reviewed alongside data from the On-Site Monitoring Programme, and collectively inform the 
Annual Review of the Net Permit Conditions. An explanation of the different data sources and how the data is calculated is provided in Annex 2. 

MONITOR CONTROL 
Relevance to 

Net Permit 
Area 

Area Data source Baseline Data 

Southampton 
Water 

River 
Itchen 

Salmon Stock and Fisheries in England and Wales 
(Annual report by EA, Cefas and Natural Resources Wales) 

Principal Salmon River: Atlantic salmon population status 
• 2019: Compliance Level: ‘At risk’  
• 2024: Compliance Level predication: ‘Probably at risk’ 

Salmon Stock and Fisheries in England and Wales 
(Annual Report EA, Cefas and Natural Resources Wales) & 
SSD Annual Fish Monitoring Report (Annual report by EA) 

Returning stock estimate (Atlantic salmon) 
• 2020: 719 (130% of five-year average) (Attainment of: Conservation Limit <100% 

and Management Target <100%) 
• 2019: 475 
• 5-year average (2015-2019): 547 

England sea trout fishery performance results 
(Annual report by EA) 

Principal Sea Trout River: Sea trout population status 
• 2020: Compliance Level: ‘Probably at risk’ 

Natural England Designated Sites (View webpage- periodic) 
SSSI Condition Assessment for units which reference Atlantic salmon under the ‘Rivers 
and Streams’ reportable feature (NB relates to habitat rather than population status) 

• 2015: ‘unfavourable – no change’ 

River 
Test 

Salmon Stock and Fisheries in England and Wales 
(Annual report by EA, Cefas and Natural Resources Wales) 
  

Principal Salmon River: Atlantic salmon population status 
• 2019: Compliance Level: ‘Probably at risk’  
• 2024: Compliance Level Predication: ‘Probably at risk’ 

Salmon Stock and Fisheries in England and Wales 
(Annual report by EA, Cefas and Natural Resources Wales) 
& SSD Annual Fish Monitoring Report 
(Annual report by EA) 

Returning stock estimate (Atlantic salmon) 
• 2020: 2947 (211% of five-year average) (Attainment of: Conservation Limit >100% 

and Management Target >100% 
• 2019: 984 
• 5-year average (2015-2019): 1396 

England sea trout fishery performance results 
(Annual report by EA) 

Principal Sea Trout River: 
• Sea trout population status 

2020: Compliance Level: ‘Probably at risk’ 

Natural England Designated Sites (View webpage – periodic) 
SSSI Condition Assessment for units which reference Atlantic salmon under the ‘Rivers 
and Streams’ reportable feature (NB relates to habitat rather than population status) 

• 2013: ‘unfavourable – no change’ 

Christchurch 
Harbour: 

River 
Avon 

Salmon Stock and Fisheries in England and Wales 
(Annual report by EA, Cefas and Natural Resources Wales) 

Principal Salmon River: Atlantic salmon population status 
• 2019: Compliance Level: ‘Probably at risk’  
• 2024: Compliance Level Predication: ‘Probably at risk’ 
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• eastern 
harbour, 
excluding 
Main 
Channel 
and River 
Mude 
entrance 

 
 

Salmon Stock and Fisheries in England and Wales (Annual 
report by EA, Cefas and Natural Resources Wales) & SSD Annual 
Fish Monitoring Report (Annual report by EA) & Hampshire Avon 
Fish Counter at Knapp Mill Report (Environment Agency Report 
for 2020) 

Returning stock estimate (Atlantic salmon) 
• 2020: 1495 
• 2019: 704 
• 5-year average (2015-2019): 998 

England sea trout fishery performance results 
(Annual report by EA) 

Principal Sea Trout River: Sea trout population status 
2020: Compliance Level: ‘Probably at risk’ 

Natural England Designated Sites (View webpage- periodic) 

SSSI Condition Assessment for units which reference Atlantic salmon under the ‘Rivers 
and Streams’ reportable feature (NB relates to habitat rather than population status) 

• Avon Valley (Bickton to Christchurch) (1 unit) 2010: ‘unfavourable – recovering’ 
• River Avon System (3 units) 2010: ‘unfavourable – recovering’ 
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Annex 1: Components of On-Site Monitoring Programme  
 

A: Salmonid Interaction Reporting 

The requirements for reporting salmonid death and salmonid interactions will be set under the Net Permit Conditions. 

B: Targeted Compliance Patrols 

The number of each type of net fishing trip per year within each fishery area has been estimated based on expert opinion, fisher communications 
and MMO fishing data (table A1). This data has been used to inform the number of trips for both the Targeted Compliance Patrols and the Joint 
Agency Observer Trips (see section C), where 5% of estimated trips has been used in the first instance to set a target for both monitoring 
components. 
 

Fishery Area 
Estimated number of net fishing trips in Year 1 

Ring Net Bottom Set Net Combined Net Trips 

Southampton Water 60 20 80 

Christchurch Harbour 60 n/a 60 
Table A1: Estimated number of net fishing trips on which Monitoring Targets for year one will be based. Estimates are derived from expert opinion, fisher communications and 
MMO fishing data. 

 

C: Joint Agency Observer Trips 

Observer Trips will involve the deployment of a Southern IFCA Officer, or a person delegated by the Southern IFCA to carry out this function (this 
may include but is not limited to a person from another competent authority such as The Environment Agency) for the duration of a net fishing 
trip. Observer trips will be targeted towards peak salmonid migration conditions and fishers will be informed that they will be required to carry an 
observer on their next trip.  

During the net fishing trip, the observer will record information related to:  
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• The type of fishing gear being used. 
• The number of net hauls completed. 
• Details (species and size) of all catch, both retained and discarded; and 
• Details of any interaction with a salmonid.  

The observer will be provided with a standardised record sheet which will detail the information required and will ensure that the data from the 
observer program is consistent, and any analysis of the data can be robust and quantifiable. Prior to the commencement of the observer program, 
participants will be required to demonstrate that they are competent in the identification of salmonids and other relevant species. 

At a meeting of the Byelaw Working Group on 17th December 2020, Members agreed that observer trips should be 5% of total estimated net 
fishing trips for a particular gear type or a minimum of two trips whichever was higher. For demersal sole nets in Southampton Water, 5% of the 
total estimated net fishing trips is 1 trip therefore a minimum of two trips is applied here 

D: Non targeted Compliance Patrols 

Non-targeted Compliance Patrols refer to Compliance Patrols carried out by Southern IFCA and partner agencies in the normal delivery of their 
duties as opposed to patrols carried out for the purpose of observing net fishing activity. During these patrols Officers will be aware of the need 
to collect data on net fishing activity and any potential interactions with salmonids. Any intelligence relating to net fishing activity and/or interactions 
with salmonids will be submitted and analysed through the intelligence reporting system of a particular agency with intelligence reports marked 
for dissemination to other relevant authorities. 

 
E: MMO Catch Recording 

The newly implemented method of catch recording by the MMO for under 10 metre flag vessels fishing in UK waters is designed to provide an 
accurate picture of what is being taken out of the sea to be able to manage fish stocks and fishing opportunities for the future. Catch recording is 
a licence requirement which applies to the owners or operators of any licenced fishing vessel under 10m (non-sector only). Catch records can be 
submitted via the web, the specifically designed app or the digital assist helpline. Fishers must submit catch records for quota species after 
landing but before the fish is moved from its place of landing. For non-quota species, fishers have 24 hours to submit the catch record. The catch 
record includes the date, port of landing, fish species, catch weight, the gear used and the sea area (defined as ICES statistical rectangle and 
sub-rectangle). For example, Christchurch Harbour is within sub-rectangle 30E82, Southampton Water falls within three sub-rectangles, 30E84 
(from Fawley area north), 30E87 (entrance to River Hamble, River Hamble) and 30E88 (south of Fawley).  
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Annex 2: Components of Indicators of salmonid health over time  
 

A: Principal Salmon River Status to include Population Status for Atlantic salmon 

There are 49 rivers in England and 31 rivers in Wales which regularly support Atlantic salmon. Of these, 64 rivers are designated as ‘principal 
salmon rivers’ in the ‘Salmon Stocks and Fisheries in England and Wales’ annual report issued jointly by the Environment Agency, Cefas and 
Natural Resources Wales. The current available report is for 2019. There are 42 principal salmon rivers in England and 22 in Wales, each of 
which has a Conservation Limit (CL) and a Management Target (MT). The CL and MT are used to give annual advice on stock status and to 
assess the need for management and conservation measures. 

The CL and MT are based on the number of eggs deposited and annual compliance with the CL is assessed using egg deposition estimates. 
These estimates are derived from returning stock estimates where this data is available or, for rivers without traps or counters, the estimate is 
derived from the run size based on rod catch data using estimates of exploitation and an appropriate adjustment for under-reporting3.  

The Management Objective for a principal salmon river is that the river should meet the CL is at least four years out of five (at least 80% of the 
time). Compliance with this objective, I.e., the probability of a river meeting the Management Objective, classifies a river as ‘At risk’ (<5% 
probability), ‘Probably at risk’ (5-50% probability), ‘Probably not at risk’ (50-95% probability) and ‘Not at risk’ (>95% probability).  

B: Returning stock estimate (Atlantic salmon) 

The Environment Agency monitors stocks and fishery performance in most principal salmon rivers through the use of fish counters, surveys of 
juvenile fish and collecting fisheries statistics. Based on this data collection, validated count data and a run estimate for salmon smolts and adults 
is provided for principal salmon rivers. The ‘Salmon Stocks and Fisheries in England and Wales’ annual report provides this data for all principal 
salmon rivers. The Environment Agency also produces a ‘Solent and South Downs Annual Fish Monitoring Report’ which provides details and 
results from all EA fish monitoring carried out in the Solent and South Downs area. This provides results from a variety of surveys including count 
data from fish counters on rivers in this area. This report has provided the count data for 2020 for the Rivers Test and Itchen. 

For 2020 data for the River Avon, the Environment Agency have produced a report on data from the fish counter at Knapp Mill. Part of this report 
provides a yearly summary of data from the fish counter which gives a combined upstream count of both salmon and sea trout. This figure is then 

 
3 Environment Agency, Cefas and Natural Resources Wales. 2019. ‘Assessment of salmon stocks and fisheries in England and Wales, standing report on methods, 
approaches and wider stock conservation and management considerations in 2019’, pp. 82 (https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/assessment-of-salmon-stocks-
and-fisheries-in-england-and-wales-background-report-2019) 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/assessment-of-salmon-stocks-and-fisheries-in-england-and-wales-background-report-2019
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/assessment-of-salmon-stocks-and-fisheries-in-england-and-wales-background-report-2019
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apportioned between salmon and sea trout to give a total count for each. The separation between the two species is done based on images 
which are collected by the cameras in the counters. The proportion of each species from these images is used to calculate the split between 
salmon and sea trout for ‘unknown’ fish I.e., where ID is not possible. This information is then used to provide a final count for each species.  

C: Principal Sea trout River Status to include fishery performance for sea trout 

A report is produced on the England sea trout fishery performance results by the England & Wales Sea Trout & Salmon Technical Working Group. 
This report details the status of England’s sea trout stocks based on declared rod catches with the aim of informing management actions to 
protect and enhance sea trout populations. The current report is for 2020. There are 44 rivers designated as ‘principal sea trout rivers’ in England, 
designated on the basis of the rod catch being >50 fish.   

The assessment of the principal sea trout rivers uses two criteria; trend in CPUE in the last 10 years and current CPUE relative to the last 10 
years. Based on this assessment the river is categorised into one of four categories; ‘At risk’, ‘Probably at risk’, ‘Probably not at risk’ and ‘Not at 
risk’. There is no forward prediction for sea trout status as there is with salmon. The assessment is a reflection of rod performance and therefore 
is not always an indication of overall stock performance, the assessment is intended to give early warning about potential problems. For a full 
picture of the stock, the assessment should be considered alongside Water Framework Directive Assessments for juvenile trout for the consistent 
water bodies in the catchment of a particular river (where such assessments exist).  

D: SSSI Condition Assessment for ‘Rivers and Streams’ 

Each SSSI has a number of units associated with it which cover a certain geographic area. For a SSSI Condition Assessment, the condition of 
‘reportable features’ are assessed periodically within the geographical area of a particular site unit. As such, individual condition assessments 
are not undertaken specifically for Atlantic salmon or sea trout, but rather for the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature, of which salmon and 
sea trout are a faunal component (which species are included in dependent on the site designation). The assessment of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ 
feature considers both the condition of supporting habitat for salmonids and their populations status within the site. Therefore, the condition which 
is assigned to a particular unit relates to the ‘Rivers and Streams’ feature as a whole rather than just the condition of the salmonid population in 
that area. Condition assessments for SSSIs are updated periodically based on a rolling program.  
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SECTION A: HABITATS REGULATION ASSESSMENTS 
Under the Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, a 
Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) is required to be undertaken where net fishing occurs 
within, or adjacent to a Special Area of Conservation (SAC), in order to determine whether net 
fishing will have an adverse impact on Atlantic salmon as a feature of the SAC.  

As there are no relevant SAC designations for the Isle of Wight, an HRA is not required to be 
undertaken. 

 

SECTION B: SSSI ASSESSMENTS 
Under the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981), The Authority must take reasonable steps to 
further the conservation and enhancement of features for which a Site of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSI) has been designated. In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, the 
SSSI Assessments will be undertaken to ensure that fishing activity within a SSSI is managed 
to ensure that there is no adverse effect on Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout if either are a 
faunal component or notified feature of the SSSI. 
 
As there are no relevant SSSI designations for the Isle of Wight, SSSI Assessments are not 
required to be undertaken.  
 
 
SECTION C: FUNCTIONALLY LINKED AREA ASSESSMENTS 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, ‘Functional Linkage’ refers to the role that 
the sea beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI might fulfil in terms of supporting Atlantic 
salmon or sea trout populations. Such the area of sea is deemed to be ‘linked’ to the SAC or 
SSSI in question because it provides a role in maintaining or restoring salmonid populations 
at favourable conservation status. 
 
As there are no relevant SACs or SSSI designations for the Isle of Wight, Functionally Linked 
Area (FLA) Assessments are not required to be undertaken. 
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SECTION D: ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT ASSESSMENTS 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, Essential Fish Habitats (EFH) refer to 
those habitats which provide ecological value in supporting spawning, feeding and refuge 
areas for non-salmonid species.  
 
Further details regarding EFH Assessments can be found in the supporting document entitled 
‘Process, Tools and Intentions’ and in Section 4 of the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review. 
 
 
1. Bembridge Harbour 
1.1 Map of fishing area  

 
Map 1: Map of Bembridge Harbour, showing the relevant nature conservation designation. 
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1.2 Fishing effort 
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 
 
1.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 
 
1.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFH 
Additional Byelaw Number 4 of the Bembridge Harbour Improvements Company Limited for 
the Regulation of Bembridge Harbour states that ‘…No person shall cast or place any drift, 
trawl or other net of any kind within the Harbour in such a position as to be likely to become 
an obstruction or danger to any property including, in particular, but without prejudice to the 
generality of the foregoing, any vessel or mooring…’ 
 
1.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
• Bembridge Harbour and its estuary have sandy and shingle beaches, intertidal mudflats, 

soft sediments, sandbanks and tidal channels that provide ideal feeding grounds for a 
variety of fish species. 

• Brackish water in the inner Harbour results from the outflow of the Easter Yar river. 
• Saltwater conditions dominate toward the estuary mouth. 
• The Harbour is <30m which is the water depth identified as being important for feeding, 

spawning and nursery areas 
• Three sites were sampled within the Harbour as part of the ecology survey and the habitat 

type reported as follows: 
 

Habitat Type 
Embankment shore by 
Bembridge Outboards 

Embankment shore 37m W of 
Bembridge Outboard slipway 

Foreshore beside 
causeway adjacent to 

Millpond entrance 
Muddy sediment with small 
stones and gravel 

Sand and gravel missed 
sediment and muddy area 

Muddy sediment with small 
stones near causeway 

 Distinct fucoid zone Presence of Enteromorpha 
 
1.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
A survey of the marine ecology of Bembridge Harbour was carried out in 1994 by the 
Bembridge and St Helens Harbour Association. The information presented below is taken from 
the report of this survey1: 
 

Species identified 
within the brackish inner harbour towards estuary mouth 

Flounder Bass 
Grey mullet species Plaice 
Silver eel Pollock 
Common eel Garfish 
Smelt Dab and Sole (occasional) 
Common Goby 
Blenny 

 
The Southern IFCA Small Fish Survey Program uses a seine net, deployed from the shore to 
sample fish species, particularly juvenile fish. Two seine nets are completed for each survey 
site and the fish retained in the net are identified, counted and measured before being returned 
to the sea.  
 

 
1 Bembridge and St Helens Harbour Association 1995 (republished 2013). ‘Appraisal of the environment of Bembridge Harbour, 
Part 3 Marine Ecology’, pp. 11 (http://www.bashha.org.uk/pdfs/MARINE4.pdf) 

http://www.bashha.org.uk/pdfs/MARINE4.pdf
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Of relevance to Bembridge Harbour a survey was undertaken on the following occasion, the 
most abundant species are noted: 

o Summer 2016: Bass 9  
 
Please see Annex 1, Figure 1 for a chart showing abundance of the 3 different fish species 
identified during the survey.  
 
 
1.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
For the three sites sampled within the Harbour, the following benthic species were identified: 

Habitat Type 
Embankment shore by 
Bembridge Outboards 

Embankment shore 37m W of 
Bembridge Outboard slipway 

Foreshore beside 
causeway adjacent to 

Millpond entrance 
5 species of mollusc  5 species of algae 2 species of polychaeta 
3 species of annelid (1 
oligochaeta and 2 polychaeta) 

Several different groups of 
polychaeta worms 

2 species of mollusc 

7 species of mollusc 1 species of crustacea 
5 species of crustacea 1 species of insect 
1 species of insect 2 species of algae 
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1.9 Summary of ecological value of EFH  
Bembridge Harbour provides an array of ecologically valuable EFHs such as intertidal 
mudflats, soft sediments and saltmarsh which exist within a protected harbour and estuarine 
environment recognised as important in supporting spawning and feeding and refuge for both 
juvenile and adult fish species. The species rich benthic community present further 
demonstrate the sites ecological importance as an EFH. Furthermore, close to the entrance 
to Bembridge Harbour there exists a dense network of seagrass beds along the coastal fringe 
of the Isle of Wight, providing further EFH locally. 
 
 
 

2. Yarmouth Harbour and Western Yar 
2.1 Map of fishing area  
 

 
Map 2: A map of the Western Yar fishing area, showing the location of the relevant nature conservation 
designations. 
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2.2 Fishing effort  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 
 
2.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 
 
2.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
The Yarmouth (Isle of Wight) Harbour Commissioners General Directions 2012: 
• Number 12 – The master of a vessel shall not use or permit it to be used to drift trawl or 

undertake any other net fishing or dredging for oysters in any part of the Harbour so as to 
be or to be likely to become an obstruction or danger to the navigation of the Harbour. 

• Number 55 – No person is to fish with rod and line or trap, or net anywhere in the part of 
the Inner Harbour that lies between the Harbour entrance and the swing bridge across the 
River Yar. A person wishing to fish from any other part of the Commissioners’ property 
much first obtain a valid licence from the Commissioners. Yarmouth Harbour 
Commissioners have confirmed that no such permissions have been issued for net fishing.  

 
2.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
An assessment is not required as the area is closed to net fishing under existing regulations. 

2.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
An assessment is not required as the area is closed to net fishing under existing regulations. 

2.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
An assessment is not required as the area is closed to net fishing under existing regulations 

2.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
An assessment is not required as the area is closed to net fishing under existing regulations. 
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3 Newtown Harbour 
3.1 Map of fishing area  

 
Map 3: A map of the Newtown Harbour area, showing the location of relevant nature conservation designations. 

3.2 Fishing effort  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 
 
3.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 
 
3.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
The National Trust own the seabed in Newtown Harbour and have been gifted the historic 
fishing rights for the area. No fishing activities are permitted to take place except for rod and 
line, with any fish taken for the individuals own consumption.  
 
3.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
No assessment required as the area is closed to net fishing under existing regulations. 

3.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
No assessment required as the area is closed to net fishing under existing regulations. 

3.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
No assessment required as the area is closed to net fishing under existing regulations. 

3.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
No assessment required as the area is closed to net fishing under existing regulations. 
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4 King’s Quay 
4.1 Map of fishing area  

 
Figure 4: Map of King's Quay, showing the relevant nature conservation designations. 
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4.2 Fishing effort  
There is no commercial net fishing activity at this site 
 
4.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
There is no commercial net fishing activity at this site 
 
4.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
None 
 
4.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
The area of King’s Quay falls under the King’s Quay Shore SSSI. The site is of ecological 
importance in displaying great diversity of estuarine habitats including brackish reedbeds, 
saltmarsh and intertidal mudflats, all in close proximity. The citation for this SSSI specifies the 
following important habitats in the estuarine part of the site2: 

• Extensive beds of common reed Phragmites australis in brackish water 
• Species-rich mixed saltmarsh community characterised by an abundance of sea 

purslane Halimione portulacoides, thrift Armeria maritima and sea lavender Limonium 
vulgare 

• Areas of cord grass Spartina anglica 
• At the junction between the saltmarsh and woodland, a thin band of sea couch-grass 

Elymus pycnanthus is found, commonly with sea club-rush Scirpus maritimus 
• The estuary mouth has two small but significant shingle spits which support species-

rich flora characteristic of a saltmarsh environment 
• Intertidal mudflats and associated benthic communities provide feeding grounds for 

modest numbers of wading birds 
• Eelgrass beds occurs on the lower shore dominated by Zostera marina 

 
There are three units under the King’s Quay Shore SSSI for which a condition assessment is 
provided: 

• Unit 001 – Favourable condition for the feature Mudflats and sandflats not covered 
by seawater at low tide 

• Unit 013 – Favourable condition for the features Estuaries and Atlantic salt meadows 
(Glauco-Puccinellietalia maritimae) 

 
4.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
There is no data on fish species which are specifically present in the area of King’s Quay. 
However, information from local fishing activity indicates that the following species are caught 
around the northeast coast of the Isle of Wight: Sole, Plaice, Skate and ray species, European 
seabass and Grey mullet species. Due to the presence of important habitats for fish species 
detailed in Section D 4.5 it is likely fish species found around the northeast area of the Isle of 
Wight will be also present in the area around Kings Quay. 
 
4.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
There is no data listing invertebrate/benthic species specifically for Kings Quay. However, the 
SSSI designated defines the intertidal mudflats as having an associated benthic community 
which provides feeding ground for wading birds. It can therefore be assumed that the benthic 
community contains species including polychaetes, oligochaetes, molluscs and small 
crustaceans. 
 
4.9 Summary of ecological value of EFH  

 
2 https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/PDFsForWeb/Citation/1000559.pdf 

https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/PDFsForWeb/Citation/1000559.pdf
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King’s Quay provides wealth of ecologically valuable EFHs such as intertidal mudflats, 
saltmarsh and estuarine environments which support species rich communities such as 
seagrass and eelgrass beds, recognised as providing a high ecological role in supporting 
spawning, feeding and refuge areas for juvenile fish species. Adjacent to King’s Quay, in 
Osbourne Bay, there is a large and dense network of seagrass beds, further supporting the 
site’s roles as am EFH.  
 
 

5 Wootton Creek 
5.1 Map of fishing area  

 
Map 5: A map of Wootton Creek, showing the location of relevant nature conservation designations. 

5.2 Fishing effort  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 
 
5.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 
 
5.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Queen’s Harbour Master Portsmouth General Direction No 4/11: All fishing is prohibited in the 
approach channel and main navigable channels (all such channel are defined in the DPPO) 
and the use of any form of static fishing gear is prohibited in Wootton Creek, Isle of Wight. 
 
5.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
An assessment is not required as the area is closed to net fishing under existing regulations. 

5.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
An assessment is not required as the area is closed to net fishing under existing regulations. 
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5.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
An assessment is not required as the area is closed to net fishing under existing regulations. 

5.9 Vulnerability of EFH to net fishing activity 
An assessment is not required as the area is closed to net fishing under existing regulations. 

 

6 River Medina 
6.1 Map of fishing area  

 
Map 6: Map of the River Medina, showing the relevant nature conservation designations. 
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6.2 Fishing effort  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 
 
6.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 
 
6.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Cowes Harbour Commission General Direction: Chapter 4, 4.2 – The Master of a vessel shall 
not use or permit it to be used to drift, trawl or undertake any other net fishing in any part of 
the Harbour so as to be or to be likely to become an obstruction or danger to the navigation 
of the Harbour. Nets are not to be left unattended. Bottom gear is not to be sued in any fairway 
or channel or any are designated as small craft moorings or no anchoring. Any gear left 
unattended shall be marked so to be clearly visible by day and fitted with a light if deployed 
between sunset and sunrise. 
 
6.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
The River Medina, to include its entrance, fall under the Medina Estuary SSSI. This site is 
cited as being an important component of the wider Solent estuarine system. The citation for 
this SSSI specifies the following important habitats in the marine part of the site3. 
• A relatively narrow tidal channel, 4.5km long, flanked by intertidal mudflats and saltmarsh 

in close associated with a variety of brackish habitats 
• Numerous fragments of saltmarsh that occur along both sides of the estuary 

o The largest and best preserved is the Werrar saltmarsh which fringes the mid-western 
edge of the estuary 

o Exhibition of a clear zonation of vegetation reflecting classic stages in saltmarsh 
development 

o Lower marsh dominated by sea purslane Halimione portulacoides and some cord-grass 
Spartina anglica, graded to higher mixed marsh community and sea couch-grass 
Elymus pycnanthus at the higher end. Two nationally scare species are found at the 
margins, divided sedge Carex divisa and golden samphire Inula crithmoides 

o The couch-grass persists along must of the length of the estuary, often on the eastern 
bank 

• There are two units under the SSSI which sit at the marine end of the River Medina: 
o Unit 001 (Medina – Medham Foreshore) – Littoral sediment, unfavourable no change 

▪ This is due to increased nutrient load (nitrate and phosphate)  
o Unit 002 (Medina – Kingston Foreshore) – Littoral sediment, unfavourable no change 

▪ This is due to increased nutriend load (nitrate and phosphate) 
 
6.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
 
The following table illustrates species caught by commercial and recreational fishers from 
catch reports published online. 

Fish catch reports  
Flounder Gurnard 
Grey mullet species Plaice 
Bass Dab (winter) 
Pouting Whiting (winter) 
Sole Cod (winter) 
Eel Smoothounds (at coastal end) 
Mackerel (at coastal end) 

 

 
3 https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/PDFsForWeb/Citation/1000578.pdf 

https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/PDFsForWeb/Citation/1000578.pdf
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The Southern IFCA Small Fish Survey Program uses a seine net, deployed from the shore to 
sample fish species, particularly juvenile fish. Two seine nets are completed for each survey 
site and the fish retained in the net are identified, counted and measured before being returned 
to the sea.  
 
Of relevance to The River Medina a survey was undertaken on the following occasion, the 
most abundant species are noted: 

o Summer 2017: Sand Smelt 33  
 
Please see Annex 2, Figure 2 for a chart showing abundance of the 4 different fish species 
identified during the survey.  
 
6.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
The citation for the Medina Estuary SSSI specifies the following invertebrate fauna: 
• Rich species variety 
• Dominated by gastropod Hydrobia ulva 
• Amphipods Corophium volutator 
• Polychaete worm Nereis diversicolor 
 
For note: the invertebrate community present within the estuary is commonly associated with 
marine rather than estuarine situations, presumably reflecting the relatively small freshwater 
volume of the Medina River. 
 
6.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH  
The site provides examples of saltmarsh habitats and intertidal mudflats which support the 
wider Solent estuarine system. These habitats and established communities are recognised 
as providing ecological value in supporting spawning, feeding and refuge areas for fish 
species. Commercially important fish species, including Golden grey mullet, are likely to be 
attracted to areas in the proximity to freshwater input to spawn. The area is overall high value 
as EFH.  
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SECTION E: MIGRATORY SALMONID ASSESSMENTS 

In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, areas utilised by migratory salmonids 
mean those areas within the District which fall outside of SACs and SSSI (to include high 
functionally linked areas) where Atlantic Salmon or sea trout receive protection as a 
conservation feature.  
 
Migratory Salmonid (MS) Assessments are required to determine the relationship between net 
fishing and migratory salmonids. Further details regarding MS Assessments can be found in 
the supporting document entitled ‘Process, Tools and Intentions’. 
 
 

7 Bembridge Harbour 
7.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section D 1.1 

7.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 1.2 
 
7.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 1.3 
 
7.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section D 1.4 

7.5 Evidence of salmonids using Bembridge Harbour 
• The Eastern Yar River flows into Bembridge Harbour. The Environment Agency 

electrofishing report for the Eastern Yar from 2012 states that a large number of adult sea 
trout were found at the site at Newchurch in preparation for spawning in the early winter.  

• The Eastern Yar was surveyed as a general coarse fishery in 2018 by the Environment 
Agency using catch depletion and single run surveys1.  

• Data from the 2018 survey showed that fewer trout were caught than in 2012 at 
the Newchurch site (both years density of trout was less than 2 per 100m2).  

 
7.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

7.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

 

8 Yarmouth Harbour and Western Yar 
No Migratory Salmonid Assessment has been undertaken as the area is subject to existing 
legislative closures (see Section D 2.4). 

 

9 Newtown Harbour 
No Migratory Salmonid Assessment has been undertaken as the area is subject to existing 
legislative closures (see Section D 3.4). 
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10 Kings Quay 
10.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section D 4.1 

10.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 4.2 
 
10.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 4.3 
 
10.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section D 4.4 

10.5 Evidence of salmonids using King’s Quay 
There is no evidence to suggest that salmonids use King’s Quay. 

10.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and 
salmonids 

None recorded. 

10.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

 

11 Wootton Creek 
No Migratory Salmonid Assessment has been undertaken as the area is subject to existing 
legislative closures (see Section D 5.4). 

 

12 River Medina 
12.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section D 6.1 

12.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 6.2 
 
12.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 6.3 
 
12.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please see Section D 6.4 

12.5 Evidence of salmonids using River Medina 
• The River Medina is documented as having a population of small wild brown trout. There 

have been occasional reports of sea trout in the Medina estuary, but these have not 
extended above Newport4.  

• There are anecdotal reports from historic net fishers that both sea trout and Atlantic 
salmon have been observed in the River Medina in the last 30 years.  

• The catchment is not reaching its optimum potential in terms of brown trout production, 
including sea trout, due to significant migratory barriers through Newport. Below these 
structures there are some areas where better fish populations can be found. Some sea 

 
4 http://www.islandrivers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Isle-of-Wight-Rivers-EA-Publication.pdf 

http://www.islandrivers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Isle-of-Wight-Rivers-EA-Publication.pdf
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trout have been shown to be able to access the system over some of the weirs, though 
certainly not all and only in exceptional flow conditions. The EA is in the process of 
addressing the eight key migratory barriers through technical fish pass installations 

 
12.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

12.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 
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SECTION F: ANNEXES 

 
 

Annex 1: Data from Southern IFCA small fish surveys in Bembridge 
Harbour 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Count data for fish species identified at Bembridge Harbour during the Southern IFCA Small Fish 
Survey for Summer 2016 
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Annex 2: Data from Southern IFCA small fish surveys in The River 
Medina  
 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Count data for fish species identified at The River Medina site during the Southern IFCA Small Fish 
Surveys for Summer 2017 
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Map 7: A map of Langstone Harbour, showing the net fishing areas under consideration and the relevant nature 
conservation designations. 
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SECTION A: HABITATS REGULATION ASSESSMENTS 
Under the Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, a 
Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) is required to be undertaken where net fishing occurs 
within, or adjacent to a Special Area of Conservation (SAC), in order to determine whether net 
fishing will have an adverse impact on Atlantic salmon as a feature of the SAC.  

As there are no relevant SAC designations within or adjacent to fishing sites within Langstone 
Harbour, an HRA is not required to be undertaken. 

 

SECTION B: SSSI ASSESSMENTS 
Under the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981), The Authority must take reasonable steps to 
further the conservation and enhancement of features for which a Site of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSI) site has been designated. In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, 
the SSSI Assessments will be undertaken to ensure that fishing activity within a SSSI is 
managed to ensure that there is no adverse effect on Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout if either 
are a faunal component or notified feature of the SSSI. 
 
As there are no relevant SSSI designations for Langstone Harbour, SSSI Assessments are 
not required to be undertaken.  
 
 
SECTION C: FUNCTIONALLY LINKED AREA ASSESSMENTS 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, ‘Functional Linkage’ refers to the role that 
the sea beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI might fulfil in terms of supporting Atlantic 
salmon or sea trout populations. Such the area of sea is deemed to be ‘linked’ to the SAC or 
SSSI in question because it provides a role in maintaining or restoring salmonid populations 
at favourable conservation status. 
 
As there are no relevant SACs or SSSI designations for Langstone Harbour, Functionally 
Linked Area (FLA) Assessments are not required to be undertaken. 
 
SECTION D: ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT ASSESSMENTS 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, Essential Fish Habitats (EFH) refer to 
those habitats which provide ecological value in supporting spawning, feeding and refuge 
areas for non-salmonid species.  
 
Further details regarding EFH Assessments can be found in the supporting document entitled 
‘Process, Tools and Intentions’ and in Section 4 of the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review. 
 
 
1. Main Channel 
1.1 Map of fishing area 
Please refer to Map 1.  

1.2 Fishing effort  
• In the region of five to seven vessels undertake net fishing in Langstone Harbour alongside 

other fishing activities.  
• Ring nets are the predominant net type used in Langstone Harbour. Drift nets and fixed 

nets have historically been used in Langstone Harbour.  
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• The main target is grey mullet species with some bass bycatch by fishers with a bass 
entitlement 

• Net fishing using these methods occurs all year round  
• Net fishing occasionally takes place in the Main Channel area as fishers target shoals of 

grey mullet that feed in the channel fringes and the surrounding mudflats.  
• No more than 10% of the overall net fish activity in Langstone Harbour takes place in the 

Main Channel area.  
 

1.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
• The vessels that undertake net fishing in Langstone Harbour also participate in other 

fisheries locally and include part-time/ seasonal fishers. 
• The economic value of net fisheries in Langstone Harbour is believed to be no greater than 

£20,000 per annum, based on the first sale value of fish caught.  
 
1.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
• Southern IFCA Byelaw: Regulation of the use of stake or stop nets in Langstone Harbour: 

In that part of the District within Langstone Harbour which lies north of a line across the 
harbour entrance between Gunner Point and Eastney Lake Pumping Outfall Light, no 
person shall in fishing for sea fish place or maintain across or partly across a channel or 
creek, at any place which becomes dry at low water, any stake, stop or dosh net during 
the period between the commencement of the last hour before the tide leaves that place 
and the expiration of the first hour after the tide has begun to re-flow at that place. 

• Langstone Harbour Byelaw Number 46: Fishing nets and lines must not cause obstruction 
• The Bass (Specified Area) (Prohibition of Fishing) Order 1990 and The Bass (Specified 

Areas) (Prohibition of Fishing) (Variation) Order 1999 sets a prohibition on fishing for bass 
(Dicentrarchus labrax), or fishing for any species of sea-fish using sand-eels 
(Ammodytidae) as bait, by any fishing boat within Langstone Harbour in all tidal waters 
enclosed by a line drawn 153° true from the Gunnery Range Light at Eastney Point to 
Langstone Fairway Buoy (50° 46.24 N, 001° 01.27 W), then 033° true to the foreshore 
east of Gunner Point between 30th April and 1st November.  

 
1.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Langstone Harbour falls within the Chichester and Langstone Harbour SPA and the Langstone 
Harbour SSSI. Qualifying information for the SPA provides the following habitat information5: 

o Large, sheltered estuarine basin 
o Shallow coastal waters 
o Extensive sand and mud flats, exposed at low tide 
o Mud flats support eelgrass, Zostera sp. 
o Mixed sediment shores 
o Saltmarsh 

 
The citation for the Langstone Harbour SSSI provides the following habitat information6: 

o Extensive mudflats exposed at low tide, drained by three main channels 
o One of the largest areas of mixed saltmarsh on the south coast 
o Extensive cord-grass Spartina anglica marsh 
o Seagrass beds of Zostera angustifolia and Zostera noltii are among the largest in Britain 

 

 
5 https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/Redesign/Solent-Dredge-Fisheries/Chichester-Langstone-Hrbr-Clam-
Dredge.pdf 
6 https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/PDFsForWeb/Citation/1001182.pdf 

https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/Redesign/Solent-Dredge-Fisheries/Chichester-Langstone-Hrbr-Clam-Dredge.pdf
https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/Redesign/Solent-Dredge-Fisheries/Chichester-Langstone-Hrbr-Clam-Dredge.pdf
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/PDFsForWeb/Citation/1001182.pdf
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There are six units under the Langstone Harbour SSSI which cover the marine area of the 
Harbour.  

o Four units have a condition of ‘unfavourable – recovering’ 
o Two units have a condition of ‘favourable’ 

 
1.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
• The Langstone Harbour Board undertakes an annual Langstone Harbour Small Fish 

Survey. 
• Three sites in the Harbour are surveyed: Bedhampton Wharf, Sword Sands and Eastney 

Point. With the survey taking place in the summer and autumn each year. 
• Data is collected using a 43m seine net at all sites and a 2m beam trawl (sites where this 

method is used vary between years). All fish caught are identified, measured and counted 
before being returned to the sea.  

• Annex 1, Figures 1-3 show count data for fish species identified at the three survey sites in 
the Harbour.  
o Over the period 2012-2017 43 fish species have been identified during the survey 
o For the latest data available (2017): 

▪ Summer Survey 
• 19 species of fish were caught across three sites 
• The most abundant species was grey mullet sp. (174 individuals) 
• Lower abundance compared to previous years was through to be due to problems 

with hauling the net 
▪ Autumn Survey 
• Windy conditions meant that Eastney Point could not be surveyed 
• 15 species of fish were caught across two sites 
• The most abundant species was Sand Goby (721 individuals) 
• Species diversity was similar to previous years  

 
1.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
• Qualifying information for the SPA and SSSI provides the following habitat information: 

o Mud flats are rich in invertebrates 
o High densities of invertebrate species 
o The Harbour is among the twenty most important intertidal areas in Britain as a summer 

and autumn assembly ground for waders dur to the abundance of high protein food 
provided by the benthic community 
 

• Survey by Clarke et al. (2018)7 found the following species: 
o Polychaetes 

▪ Melinna palmata 
▪ Tharyx sp. 
▪ Nephtys hombergii 
▪ Streblospio sp. 
▪ Ampharete lindstroemi 
▪ Capitella sp.  

o Oligochaete 
▪ Tubificoides benedii 

o Gastropod 
▪ Peringia ulvae 

o Mollusc 
▪ Cerastoderma edule 
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1.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
The large, sheltered estuarine basin of Langstone Harbour has an array of ecologically 
valuable habitat types to include one of the largest areas of mixed saltmarsh and some of the 
largest seagrass beds in Britain. The EFH are recognised as important in supporting 
spawning, feeding and refuge for both juvenile and adult fish species. The species rich benthic 
community further demonstrates the sites ecological importance as an EFH.  
 
The Main Channel specifically provides a good example of a species-rich sub-tidal estuarine 
channel where a range of fish species will seek refuge at low-tide. The gently sloping, shallow 
sub-tidal channel edges attract fish species to feed. The area is of a high value as an EFH. 

  

 
7 Clarke, L.J., Stillman, R.A. & Herbert, R.J.H. 2018. Monitoring of the Solent bottom-towed fishing gear management measures: 
a focused project on shellfish dredging in Langstone Harbour. BU Global Environmental Solutions (BUG) report (BUG2801) to 
Natural England. 100 pp. 
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3. Broom Channel 
2.1 Map of fishing area  
See Map 1 

2.2 Fishing effort  
See Section D 1.2 
• Net fishing takes place in and around the Broom Channel, particularly in the northern-most 

section.  
• Fishers predominantly target grey mullet by use of ring nets in the channel fringe areas and 

around the intertidal sections adjacent, where creeks and shoreline habitat restricts fish 
movement.  

• No more than 10% of the overall net fish activity in Langstone Harbour takes place in the 
Broom Channel area.  

 
2.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
See Section D 1.3 
 
2.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
See Section D 1.4 
 
2.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH 
 See Section D 1.5  
 
2.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
See Section D 1.6 
 
2.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
See Section D 1.7 
 
2.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
See Section D 1.8 
The Broom Channel provides a good example of a species-rich sub-tidal estuarine channel 
where a range of fish species will seek refuge at low-tide. The gently sloping, shallow sub-tidal 
channel edges attract fish species to feed. The area is of a high value as an EFH. 
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3 Bridge Lake 
3.1 Map of fishing area  
See Map 1 

3.2 Fishing effort  
See Section D 1.2  
• Net fishing takes place in Bridge Lake as fishers predominantly target grey mullet by use 

of ring nets across the intertidal and shallow sub-tidal waters, particularly in the proximity 
of saltmarsh and reedbeds.  

• Up to 25% of the overall net fish activity in Langstone Harbour takes place in the Bridge 
Lake area.  

 

3.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
See Section D 1.3  
 
3.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
See Section D 1.4 
 
3.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
See Section D 1.5  
 
3.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH 
 See Section D 1.6  
 
3.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
See Section D 1.7 
 
3.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
See Section D 1.8 
Bridge Lake contains a large area of intertidal mudflat which is contained in the west and south 
by small islands fringed by a network of saltmarsh. The area and its proximity to freshwater 
influence provides an excellent example of spawning, feeding and refuge habitat for a range 
of fish species including commercially valuable fish species, such as Golden grey mullet. The 
area is of a high value as an EFH.  
 
 
 
4 Wider Harbour 
4.1 Map of fishing area  
See Map 1  

4.2 Fishing effort 
See Section D 1.2  
• Net fishing in the wider harbour is generally focussed in the central and shoreline areas as 

fishers predominantly target grey mullet by use of ring nets  
• Up to 75% of the overall net fish activity in Langstone Harbour takes place in the Wider 

Harbour area. 

4.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
See Section D 1.3   
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4.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
See Section D 1.4. 
 
4.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
See Section D 1.5 
 
4.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH 
 See Section D 1.6 
 
4.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
See Section D 1.7 
 
4.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH  
See Section D 1.8 
The Wider Harbour contains some excellent examples of coastal seagrass and intertidal 
mudflats, providing suitable area for fish species to feed and, in the case of seagrass, take 
refuge. Over the scale of the Wider Harbour, this EFH is of medium value. Areas such as the 
subtidal channels, cutting through the Wider Harbour, and saltmarsh, to the north of the 
harbour, are considered provide good EFH, particularly due to the likely aggregation of fish 
species in these areas, either to seek refuge at low water, or to spawn in more brackish waters. 
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SECTION E: MIGRATORY SALMONIDS ASSESSMENT 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, areas utilised by migratory salmonids 
mean those areas within the District which fall outside of SACs and SSSI (to include high 
functionally linked areas) where Atlantic Salmon or sea trout receive protection as a 
conservation feature.  
 
Migratory Salmonid (MS) Assessments are required to determine the relationship between net 
fishing and migratory salmonids. Further details regarding MS Assessments can be found in 
the supporting document entitled ‘Process, Tools and Intentions’. 
 
 
5 Main Channel 
5.1 Map of Fishing Area 
See Map 1 

5.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 1.2 

5.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 1.3 
 
5.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please see Section D 1.4 

5.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing areas 
• Large areas of Langstone Harbour are intertidal with the relatively narrow subtidal 

Langstone Main Channel connecting the freshwater influences of the Hampshire Lavant, 
Hermitage Stream and Chichester Harbour (leasing to the River Ems) to the sea.  

• Below this are the channel widens and branches out including the Broom Channel.  
• The Environment Agency has records of observations of sea trout at barriers to fish 

passage, leaping in large numbers attempting to enter freshwater at the riverine reaches 
of the Hermitage Stream and Hampshire Lavant (Leman, 2018, per comm.).   

• The EA are working to address barriers to fish passage as required under the Water 
Framework Directive. Upstream of the barriers there are pockets of habitat which would 
be highlight favourable for sea trout, with some chalkstream Priority Habitat present. In 
order to meet the objectives of the Water Framework Directive, it is important to ensure 
that sea trout in the estuarine reaches of these rivers and the corner of 
Langstone Harbour through which they must pass are protected.  

• The nearby River Ems supports a good population of sea trout (the closest established 
population to these streams in the North East corner of Langstone Harbour).   

• There are not thought to be Atlantic salmon present in the riverine systems which feed into 
Langstone Harbour, however the River Ems which flows into Chichester Harbour nearby 
has recently been shown to support salmon.   

• The River Ems is currently defined as having ‘Poor Ecological Status’ under the Water 
Framework Directive (last assessed 2019). The condition specifically for fish as a 
biological element of the river is ‘Poor’, with this status not having changed since 2013 (no 
records are provided prior to 2013). There is an objective on the river to achieve ‘Good’ 
status for fish by 2021.  

 
5.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

5.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 
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6 Broom Channel 
6.1 Map of Fishing Area 
See Map 1 

6.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 2.2 

6.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 1.3 
 
6.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please see Section D 1.4 

6.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing areas 
Please see Section E 5.5 

6.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

6.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

 

7 Bridge Lake 
7.1 Map of Fishing Area 
See Map 1 

7.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 3.2 

7.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 1.3 
 
7.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please see Section D 1.4 

7.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing areas 
Please see Section E 5.5  

Large areas of Langstone Harbour are intertidal with the relatively narrow subtidal Langstone 
Main Channel connecting the freshwater influences of the Hampshire Lavant, Hermitage 
Stream and Chichester Harbour (leasing to the River Ems) to the sea. Bridge Lake therefore 
represents the most likely migration route for salmonids accessing these areas of freshwater.  

7.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

7.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 
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8 Wider Harbour 
8.1 Map of Fishing Area 
See Map 1 

8.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 4.2 

8.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 1.3 
 
8.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please see Section D 1.4  

8.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing areas 
As determined by the evidence presented in Section E 5.5, salmonids are known to be present 
in Langstone Harbour. Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Literature Review provide information on 
the migration habits of salmonids.  

Large areas of Langstone Harbour are intertidal with the relatively narrow subtidal Langstone 
Main Channel connecting the freshwater influences of the Hampshire Lavant, Hermitage 
Stream and Chichester Harbour (leasing to the River Ems) to the sea.  

8.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

8.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 
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SECTION F: ANNEXES 
 

Annex 1: Data from Langstone Harbour Board Small Fish Surveys 
in Langstone Harbour  

 

 
Figure 1: Count data for fish species identified at the Bedhampton Wharf site in Langstone Harbour for Summer 
and Autumn Langstone Harbour Small Fish Surveys 2012-2017. Data reproduced with permission from Langstone 
Harbour Board. 
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Figure 2: Count data for fish species identified at the Sword Sands site in Langstone Harbour for Summer and 
Autumn Langstone Harbour Small Fish Surveys 2012-2017. Data reproduced with permission from Langstone 
Harbour Board. 
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Figure 3: Count data for fish species identified at the Eastney Point site in Langstone Harbour for Summer and 
Autumn Langstone Harbour Small Fish Surveys 2012-2017. Data reproduced with permission from Langstone 
Harbour Board. 
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Map 8: A map of Portsmouth Harbour showing net fishing areas and relevant nature conservation designations. 
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SECTION A: HABITATS REGULATION ASSESSMENTS 
Under the Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, a 
Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) is required to be undertaken where net fishing occurs 
within, or adjacent to a Special Area of Conservation (SAC), in order to determine whether net 
fishing will have an adverse impact on Atlantic salmon as a feature of the SAC.  

As there are no relevant SAC designations within or adjacent to fishing sites within Portsmouth 
Harbour, an HRA is not required to be undertaken. 

SECTION B: SSSI ASSESSMENTS 
Under the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981), The Authority must take reasonable steps to 
further the conservation and enhancement of features for which a Site of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSI) site has been designated. In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, 
the SSSI Assessments will be undertaken to ensure that fishing activity within a SSSI is 
managed to ensure that there is no adverse effect on Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout if either 
are a faunal component or notified feature of the SSSI. 
 
As there are no relevant SSSI designations for Portsmouth Harbour, SSSI Assessments are 
not required to be undertaken.  
 
SECTION C: FUNCTIONALLY LINKED AREA ASSESSMENTS 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, ‘Functional Linkage’ refers to the role that 
the sea beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI might fulfil in terms of supporting Atlantic 
salmon or sea trout populations. Such the area of sea is deemed to be ‘linked’ to the SAC or 
SSSI in question because it provides a role in maintaining or restoring salmonid populations 
at favourable conservation status. 
 
As there are no relevant SACs or SSSI designations for Portsmouth Harbour, Functionally 
Linked Area (FLA) Assessments are not required to be undertaken. 
 
SECTION D: ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT ASSESSMENTS 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, Essential Fish Habitats (EFH) refer to 
those habitats which provide ecological value in supporting spawning, feeding and refuge 
areas for non-salmonid species.  
 
Further details regarding EFH Assessments can be found in the supporting document entitled 
‘Process, Tools and Intentions’ and in Section 4 of the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review. 
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4 Fareham Creek 
4.1 Map of fishing area  
See Map 1 

4.2 Fishing effort  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity.  

4.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity.  

1.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Queen’s Harbour Master Portsmouth General Direction No 4/11:  

• No fishing from any vessel or by persons swimming under the water shall be carried 
on within the limits of the Dockyard Port either within 100 metres of the 
walls, slipways or boundaries of any Crown Establishment or 150 metres of any of Her 
Majesty’s vessels.  

• All fishing is prohibited in the approach channel and main navigable channels (all such 
channels are defined in the DPPO8) and the use of any form of static fishing gear is 
prohibited in:  

o Fareham Creek, as far as Town Quay. (*) 
o The Approaches to Port Solent  
o Tipner Lake  
o Haslar Creek  
o Weevil Lake  
o Brick Kiln Lake  

• In compliance with MCA guidelines (Marking of Fishing Gear). All fishing gear should 
be set outside of all navigable channels. Any unmarked and unattended fishing gear 
will be removed.   

  

The Bass (Specified Area) (Prohibition of Fishing) Order 1990 and The Bass (Specified Areas) 
(Prohibition of Fishing) (Variation) Order 1999 sets a prohibition on fishing for bass 
(Dicentrarchus labrax), or fishing for any species of sea-fish using sand-eels (Ammodytidae) 
as bait, by any fishing boat within Portsmouth Harbour in all tidal waters enclosed by a line 
drawn from Gilkicker Point to Southsea Castle between 30th April and 1st November.   
 

(*) Note that although Fareham Creek is referenced in the QHM General Direction, 
Southern IFCA were not able to ascertain the extent of the prohibited area defined by 
QHM. Therefore, an EFH assessment has been carried out for Fareham Creek as it 
cannot be confirmed how much of the area is subject to existing management.  
 
1.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Taken from information provided by Natural England on the location of supporting habitats for 
the features of the Portsmouth Harbour SPA9 and the citation of the Portsmouth Harbour 
SSSI10.  

• Areas outside of channels are predominantly intertidal mudflat habitat (approximately 
1,939 acres) with some sand and muddy sand habitat  

 
8 The Dockyard Port of Portsmouth Order 2005 defines “main navigable channels” as all the waters of the Harbour south of a 
line joining the north end of Shell Pier head (Priddy’s Hard) and the south west tip of Whale Island and south of Whale Island 
Bridge but excluding the waters above Haslar Bridge and Forton Bridge.  
9 https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteGeneralDetail.aspx?SiteCode=UK9011051&SiteName=portsmouth 
harbour&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 
10 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1003174&SiteName=portsmouth%20harbour&county
Code=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 

https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteGeneralDetail.aspx?SiteCode=UK9011051&SiteName=portsmouth%20harbour&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteGeneralDetail.aspx?SiteCode=UK9011051&SiteName=portsmouth%20harbour&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1003174&SiteName=portsmouth%20harbour&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1003174&SiteName=portsmouth%20harbour&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
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• Large area of intertidal seagrass beds in the north-east of the Harbour with a further 
area of seagrass in Fareham Creek comprised of both Zostera noltii and Zostera 
angustifolia. The eelgrass beds are among the most extensive in Britain and 
Portsmouth Harbour is one of only four intertidal areas on the south coast to support 
extensive eelgrass beds. The beds have a rich associated benthic and epiphytic 
fauna.  

• Areas of intertidal coarse sediment in the east and south west of the Harbour  
• Areas of intertidal mixed sediment in Fareham Creek  
• Approximately 432 acres of saltmarsh in the central intertidal area of the Harbour, 

along the western shore and in Fareham Creek. Dominated 
by Spartina anglica dissected by ramifying systems of drainage creeks.  

 
1.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Fish species reported as being caught in Portsmouth Harbour include:  

• European seabass  
• Ballan wrasse  
• Starry Smooth hound  
• Grey mullet species  
• Flounder  
 

1.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Characteristic infaunal species information is taken from the SSSI site condition assessment 
for units under the Portsmouth Harbour SSSI. In total there are approximately 60 species 
present in the Harbour with 10 of these occurring in very large numbers (See Annex 1). The 
following two units under the SSSI pertain to areas within Fareham Creek:  
Site Unit 010 - Fareham Creek (Site condition: Unfavourable – no change) 
▪ Steblospio  
▪ Tharynx sp.  
▪ Tubificoides benedii  
▪ Tubificoides pseudogaster  
▪ Nematode species  

Site Unit 011 – Cams Bay (Site condition: Unfavourable – no change)  
▪ Polychaete/Oligochaete dominated upper estuarine mud shores  
▪ Hediste diversicolor  
▪ Tubificoides benedii  
▪ Nematode species  
▪ Hydrobia ulvaue  
▪ Nereididae  
▪ Steblospio  
▪ Littorina littorea   
▪ Cerastoderma edule  

   
1.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
Fareham Creek provides an excellent example of diverse EFHs including seagrass, saltmarsh 
and intertidal mud and mixed sediments all of which are of ecological value in supporting the 
spawning, feeding and refuge of fish species. The area is of a high value as an EFH. 
 
 

5 Main Channel 
5.1 Map of fishing area  
See Map 1 

5.2 Fishing effort  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity.  
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2.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity.  

2.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Please refer to Section D 1.4 

  

2.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH 
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 

2.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 

2.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 

2.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 
 

6 Tributaries (Portchester, Fountain and Paulsgrove Lakes) 
6.1 Map of fishing area  
See Map 1  

6.2 Fishing effort  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity.  

3.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 

3.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Please refer to Section D 1.4.  
 
3.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH 
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 

3.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 

3.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 

3.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
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7 Wider Harbour 
7.1 Map of fishing area  
See Map 1 

7.2 Fishing effort  
• In the region of three vessels fish with nets in Portsmouth Harbour. All vessels involved 

participate in other fishing activities alongside net fishing.  
• Ring nets are the predominant net type used in Portsmouth Harbour. Drift nets and fixed 

nets are also occasionally used. 
• The main target is grey mullet species with some bass bycatch by fishers with a bass 

entitlement 
• Net fishing using these methods occurs all year round, with a focus on fishing during the 

summer months whilst grey mullet are present.   
 

4.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
The economic value of net fisheries in Portsmouth Harbour is estimated to be in the region 
of £25,000 per annum, based on the first sale value of fish caught.   
 
4.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Please refer to Section D 1.4.  
 
4.5 Habitats Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Section D 1.5 

4.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH 
Please refer to Section D 1.6 

4.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH 
Characteristic infaunal species information is taken from the SSSI site condition assessment 
for units under the Portsmouth Harbour SSSI. In total there are approximately 60 species 
present in the Harbour with 10 of these occurring in very large numbers (See Annex 1).  

 
4.8 Summary of ecological value as EFH 
Outside of the main channels and Fareham Creek, Portsmouth Harbour predominantly 
consists of habitats of intertidal mudflat, coarse sand and mixed sediments, with fragments of 
saltmarsh and seagrass in the north-central section. These habitats provide ecological value 
as EFHs. 
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SECTION E: MIGRATORY SALMONIDS ASSESSMENT 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, areas utilised by migratory salmonids 
mean those areas within the District which fall outside of SACs and SSSI (to include high 
functionally linked areas) where Atlantic Salmon or sea trout receive protection as a 
conservation feature.  
 
Migratory Salmonid (MS) Assessments are required to determine the relationship between net 
fishing and migratory salmonids. Further details regarding MS Assessments can be found in 
the supporting document entitled ‘Process, Tools and Intentions’. 
 
5 Fareham Creek 
5.1 Map of Fishing Area 
See Map 1 

5.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 1.2 
 
5.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 1.3 
 
5.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section D 1.4  

5.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area 
The Environment Agency carries out Fish Population Surveys on Principal Course Fishery 
Rivers, which includes the River Wallington that flows into Fareham Creek. The surveys focus 
on locations where coarse fishing takes place and are repeated every three years.    
 
Current available data is for 20181:    

• Average of 4.6 brown/sea trout per 100m2 across two surveyed sites   
• Size range 65-336mm   
• Water Framework Directive Classification, Fish Status for 2016 is Good.   
• Species abundance is variable between years, but the catches across both surveyed 

sites were generally representative of the previous year’s survey  
• The population of brown trout has a migratory component (sea trout)  

 
Upstream of Cams Bay, Fareham Creek is relatively narrow and is flanked on both sides by 
areas of intertidal mudflats. Below Cams Bay the channel begins to widen and branches out, 
before meeting the main channel in the centre of the harbour. Fareham Creek represents the 
most likely migration route for sea trout through Portsmouth Harbour.   
 
5.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

5.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

 

6 Main Channel 
No Migratory Salmonid Assessment has been undertaken as the area is subject to existing 
legislative closures and no commercial activity occurs. 
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7 Additional Channels 
No Migratory Salmonid Assessment has been undertaken as the area is subject to existing 
legislative closures and no commercial activity occurs. 

 

8 Wider Harbour 
8.1 Map of Fishing Area 
See Map 1  

8.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 4.2 
 
8.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 4.3 
 
8.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section D 1.4  

8.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area 
As determined by the evidence presented in Section E 5.5, sea trout are known to be present 
in Portsmouth Harbour. Section 1.4 of the Literature Review document provides information 
on the migration behaviour of sea trout. Of specific relevance to the likely presence of 
salmonids in Portsmouth Harbour (wider harbour):  This are does not fall within a migration 
route, refuge area or pinch point leading to a river where migratory sea trout have 
been recorded.  
 
8.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded 

8.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 
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SECTION F: ANNEXES 

 
 
Annex 1: Details of invertebrate species found at individual site 

units under the Portsmouth Harbour SSSI. 
 

o Site Unit - Frater  
▪ Hydrobia ulvae  
▪ Tubificoides benedii  
▪ Tubificoides pseudogaster  
▪ Streblospio sp.  
▪ Nematodes  
▪ Corophium sp.  
▪ Arenicola marina  

  
o Site Unit – Port Solent to Horsea  

▪ Polychaete/oligochaete dominated upper estuarine mud shores  
▪ Polychaete/oligochaete dominated upper estuarine mud shores  
▪ Hydrobia ulvae  
▪ Tharynx sp.  
▪ Tubificoides benedii  
▪ Aphelochaeta marioni  
▪ Nematodes  
▪ Cerastoderma edule  
▪ Carcinus meanas  

  
o Site Unit – Whale Island  

▪ Polychaete/oligochaete dominated upper estuarine mud shores  
▪ Tubificoides benedii  
▪ Aphelochaeta marioni  
▪ Chaetozone gibber  
▪ Tharynx killariensis  
▪ Polychaete/oligochaete dominated upper estuarine mud shores  
▪ Hydrobia ulvae  
▪ Pagarus bernhardus  
▪ Crepidula fornicata  
▪ Cerastoderma edule  
▪ Littorina littorea  

  
o Site Unit – Portchester  

▪ Polychaete/oligochaete dominated upper estuarine mud shores  
▪ Tubificoides benedii  
▪ Other oligochaete species  
▪ Tharynx killariensis  
▪ Hydrobia ulvae  
▪ Nematodes  
▪ Littorina littorea  
▪ Arenicola sp.  
▪ Nephtys sp.  

  
o Site Unit – Bombketch Lake  

▪ Polychaete/bivalve dominated mid estuarine mud shores  
▪ Polychaete/oligochaete dominated upper estuarine mud shores  
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▪ Tubificoides benedii  
▪ Tubificoides galiciensis  
▪ Melinna palmate  
▪ Nematodes  
▪ Streblospio sp.  
▪ Scrobicularia plana  
▪ Arenicola marina  
▪ Hydrobia ulvae  

  
o Site Unit – Fleetlands  

▪ Hediste diversicolor  
▪ Tubificoides benedii  
▪ Pygospio elegans  
▪ Streblospio sp.  
▪ Nematodes  
▪ Cerastoderma edule  
▪ Corophium sp.  
▪ Scrobicularia plana  

  
• These units are given the following condition:  

o Unit 008 Frater – Unfavourable – no change  
o Unit 009 Fleetlands - Unfavourable – no change  
o Unit 014 Port Solent to Horsea – Unfavourable – recovering  
o Unit 018 Whale Island - Unfavourable – recovering  
o Unit 023 Portchester - Unfavourable – no change  
o Unit 024 Bombketch Lake - Unfavourable – no change  
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Map 9: A map of the Southampton Water area, showing net fishing areas and the location of relevant nature 
conservation designations. 
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SECTION A: HABITATS REGULATION ASSESSMENTS 
Under the Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, a 
Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) is required to be undertaken where net fishing occurs 
within, or adjacent to a Special Area of Conservation (SAC), in order to determine whether net 
fishing will have an adverse impact on Atlantic salmon as a feature of the SAC.  

Following the outcomes of a TLSE an Appropriate Assessment is required for the River Itchen 
in order to determine whether net fishing occurring within, or adjacent to the River Itchen SAC, 
will have an adverse impact on Atlantic salmon as a feature of the River Itchen SAC. 
 
For more details on the HRA process please refer to the Process, Tools and Intentions Policy 
Paper. For further details on the TLSE and HRA, please refer to the Net Fishing Byelaw 
Conservation Package.  
 
 
1.0 The River Itchen 
 
1.1 Proximity to River Itchen SAC 
As demonstrated in Map 2, The River Itchen falls within and is adjacent to the River Itchen 
SAC. The boundary of the River Itchen SAC is Woodmill. All areas of the river upstream of 
Woodmill fall within the SAC.  
 
The high-level conservation objectives for the River Itchen SAC are available online at: 
http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/5130124110331904. Of direct relevance 
to this Plan/Project, Salmo salar; Atlantic Salmon are a Qualifying Feature of the SAC. 
 

 
Map 2: Proximity of River Itchen Fishing Area to River Itchen SAC 

http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/5130124110331904
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1.2 Fishing effort 
It has been established that commercial netting does not take place in the River Itchen above 
Woodmill in the area which falls within the River Itchen SAC. Commercial netting does take 
place in the area of the River Itchen, which is adjacent to the SAC downstream of Woodmill.  
 
One vessel is known to net fish in the intertidal area adjacent to the main river channel within 
the River Itchen, using drift nets to target grey mullet. Approximately 30 trips per year are 
undertaken across both the River Itchen and the River Test.  
• This vessel is a 20-foot dory vessel  
• The drift net used is 300 yards in length although most of the areas fished require 100 or 

250 yards of net, the full 300 yards is required only in one area.  
• The drift net is set with the tide and in the direction of the tide in order to avoid creating a 

creating a barrier across the river.  
• The netting occurs outside of the main channel in approximately 4-6ft of water. 
• One end of the net is tied to the vessel and the net soak time is a commonly 10-15 

minutes, with a maximum soak time of 20 minutes.  
• A fishing trip will run from the bottom to the top of the tide; therefore, the maximum 

duration of a trip is 6 hours.  
• The fishing method is tidally dependent, and fishing does not take place on large spring 

tides.  
• The net is attended at all times and is hauled manually to ensure minimal to no damage 

to the fish caught in the net and also to ensure safe operation in a small vessel.  
• This activity is carried out to target grey mullet species commonly between June and 

September although in some years activity may continue until early November.  
• Fishing occurs approximately 5-6 times per month, depending on the run of grey mullet, 

the presence of weed and the presence of smooth hound.  
 

1.3 Existing net fishing restrictions on net fishing relevant to Atlantic salmon 
The placing and use of fixed engines, other than Fyke nets, for the taking of seafish is 
prohibited during the period from 1 April to 30 September (both days inclusive) in any year in 
all parts of the Rivers Test and Itchen upstream of a line drawn due East and West from the 
Southern end of the Port of Southampton Dockhead and within the Southern Sea Fisheries 
District under the Southern IFCA Fixed Engines Byelaw. 
 
1.4 Evidence of Atlantic salmon using the River Itchen 
• Atlantic Salmon are a feature of the River Itchen SAC listed under Annex II of the Habitats 

Directive. 
• The River Itchen is listed as a ‘Principal Salmon River’ by the Environment Agency: 

o In 2019, the Atlantic salmon fishery assessment data11 showed that the River Itchen 
attained 55% of the Conservation Limit of 1.63 x106 eggs deposited. This gives the 
river a Compliance Level of ‘At Risk’. The classification of ‘At Risk’ indicates there 
is a <5% probability of the river meeting the Management Objective.  

o The Compliance Level for 2024 is predicted to be downgraded to ‘Probably at Risk’.  
• Atlantic salmon are a faunal component of the River Itchen SSSI ‘Rivers and Streams’ 

feature 
o There are four units under the River Itchen SSSI which show an ‘unfavourable-no 

change’ status condition for the Atlantic salmon12. Three of these units are 
highlighted as ‘at risk’ as egg production and returning stock targets have not been 

 
11 this status condition relates to the habitat as a whole, rather than the Atlantic salmon population status 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-
summary.pdf 
12https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000227&SiteName=itchen&countyCode=&respon
siblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000227&SiteName=itchen&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000227&SiteName=itchen&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
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met. The causes for this risk status are unknown but are likely to be due to habitat 
degradation (including siltation of spawning gravels), fish passage impediment and 
impacts in the wider marine environment. 

• Atlantic Salmon stock data13:  
o Annex 1, Figure 1 shows the exploitation rate and percentage of adult run retained 

by the licenced rod and line fishery for Atlantic salmon on the River Itchen from 
1988 to 2019. 

o Annex 1, Figure 2 shows data from the Environment Agency on the count of 
Atlantic salmon smolt and adults are available for years 1988 to 2019: 

▪ the returning stock estimate for the River Itchen (blue) for 1988 to 2020 
▪ rod catch data (orange), available for 1990-2018 and the spawning 

escapement (grey) for the same period. 
▪ A preliminary count is available for 2020 (719), this is the sixth highest 

record and deemed ‘exceptional’ by the EA (yellow marker). The 2020 
value is 130% of the five-year average (2015-2019). 

▪ Annex 1, Figure 3 shows that for the year 2020 the attainment of both the 
Compliance Limit and Management Targets were below 100%. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout in inshore waters14’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of Atlantic salmon 
in the River Itchen as April to mid-May for smolt and April to December for the adult run. 

• The Environment Agency have documented fish not entering the River Itchen at flows less 
than 6 cumecs, resulting in increased residency in the estuary. 

 
1.5 Known interactions between nets and Atlantic salmon in the River Itchen 
None recorded.  
 
1.6 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and Atlantic salmon in the 
River Itchen 
None recorded. 
 
 
 

SECTION B: SSSI ASSESSMENTS 
Under the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981), The Authority must take reasonable steps to 
further the conservation and enhancement of features for which a Site of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSI) site has been designated. In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, 
the SSSI Assessments will be undertaken to ensure that fishing activity within a SSSI is 
managed to ensure that there is no adverse effect on Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout if either 
are a faunal component or notified feature of the SSSI. 
 
As there are no fishing areas within Southampton Water which fall within a SSSI, SSSI 
Assessments are not required to be undertaken.  
 
  

 
13 Stock data taken from: Salmon Stocks and Fisheries in England and Wales Annual Report by Environment Agency, Cefas and 
Natural Resources Wales Solent and South Downs Annual Fish Monitoring Report by Environment Agency 
14 https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/files/Net-Environment-Agency-Paper.pdf 

https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/files/Net-Environment-Agency-Paper.pdf
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SECTION C: FUNCTIONALLY LINKED AREA ASSESSMENTS 

In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, ‘Functional Linkage’ refers to the role that 
the sea beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI might fulfil in terms of supporting Atlantic 
salmon or sea trout populations. Such the area of sea is deemed to be ‘linked’ to the SAC or 
SSSI in question because it provides a role in maintaining or restoring salmonid populations 
at favourable conservation status. 
 
A Functionally Linked Area (FLA) Assessment is required to determine whether net fishing; 
occurring beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI (where salmonids are afforded protection); 
may have an adverse impact on salmonids.  
 
More details on FLA Assessments can be found in the supporting document entitled ‘Process, 
Tools and Intentions’. 
 
 
2.0 River Test  
 
2.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas (FLA) 
As demonstrated in Map 3: The River Test is functionally linked to the River Itchen SAC, River 
Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI.  
 

 
Map 3: Proximity of River Test fishing area with River Itchen Fishing Area, River Itchen SAC, River Itchen SSSI and the River 
Test SSSI 
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2.2 Fishing effort  
Commercial netting takes place in the River Test. Two individuals/vessels are known to net 
fish in the intertidal area adjacent to the main river channel within the River Test, using drift 
nets and ring nets to target grey mullet. Approximately 20 trips per year are undertaken in the 
River Test.  
• Both vessels are no greater than 20-foot in length  
• The net used is 300 yards in length although most of the areas fished require 100 or 250 

yards of net.  
• The drift net is set with the tide and in the direction of the tide in order to avoid creating a 

creating a barrier across the river.  
• The netting occurs outside of the main channel in approximately 4-6ft of water – key areas 

are the western shoreline at Marchwood and the Eling Basin, as far as Redbridge. 
• The net soak time is a commonly 10-15 minutes, with a maximum soak time of 20 minutes.  
• A fishing trip will run from the bottom to the top of the tide; therefore, the maximum duration 

of a trip is 6 hours.  
• The fishing method is tidally dependent, and fishing does not take place on large spring 

tides.  
• The net is attended at all times and is hauled manually to ensure minimal to no damage 

to the fish caught in the net and also to ensure safe operation in a small vessel.  
• This activity is carried out to target grey mullet species commonly between June and 

September although in some years activity may continue until early November.  
• Fishing occurs approximately 5-6 times per month, depending on the run of grey mullet, 

the presence of weed and the presence of smooth hound. 
• Ring nets are deployed on recognition (by fishers) of the presence of target species. 
• Once deployed, it is highly unlikely that any fish outside of the circle will be entangled.  
• The set up and deployment of a ring net is very different to the salmonid seine nets which 

have been used historically from the shore to target salmonids. The recovery method for 
a salmonid seine net involves both ends of the net being pulled in at once by the float and 
lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in which fish are trapped even if they are not physically caught 
in the mesh of the net. In contrast, the recovery of a ring net set against the shore involves 
the recovery from only one end of the net, led by the float line. In this way no ‘bag’ is 
created and fish which are not physically caught in the net will not be removed as the net 
is recovered. 

 
2.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
The estimated first sale value of fish caught through net fishing in the River Test and River 
Itchen combined is £5,000 per annum (data provided by fishers).   

2.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section A 1.3 
 
2.5 Evidence of salmonids using the fishing area to access the SAC or SSSI 
The River Test shares an estuary with the River Itchen and the mouths of both rivers are in 
close proximity. This is of significance, as Atlantic salmon are a feature of the River Itchen 
SAC, as listed under Annex II of the Habitats Directive and Atlantic salmon and sea trout are 
a faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature for the River Itchen SSSI. 
The proximity of the River Test therefore suggests that the River Test plays a role in supporting 
salmonid populations. Further, Ikedashi et al., 201815 suggests that the geographic distance 
between the mouths of these rivers does play a role in defining genetic distances between 

 
15 Ikediashi, C., Paris, J. R., King, R. A., Beaumont, W. R. C., Ibbotson, A. and Stevens, J. R. 2018. ‘Atlantic salmon Salmo 
salar in the chalk streams of England are genetically unique’. Journal of Fish Biology, 92(3), pp. 621-641 
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salmonid populations. Radio-tracking work of salmon carried out in the early 1990s has 
confirmed this is likely to be the case, with 9.6% of salmon caught and tagged on the River 
Itchen at Woodmill, were later recaptured in the River Test (Horsfield, 1994). 
 
Please refer to Section A 1.4 for further details on evidence of Atlantic salmon accessing the 
River Itchen SAC.  
 
Atlantic salmon and sea trout are faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable 
feature for the River Itchen SSSI. The River Itchen SSSI underpins the River Itchen SAC 
where Atlantic salmon are a feature. The River Itchen SSSI site details are available online16. 
 
Evidence of sea trout using the River Itchen 
• The River Itchen is listed as a ‘Principal Sea Trout’ river by the Environment Agency. The 

sea trout fishery assessment data for 2019 shows a Compliance Level of ‘Probably at 
Risk’.  

o 2019: the number of sea trout caught by rod and line was recorded as 384 with 
367 being released, giving a catch and release rate of 96%. This is an increase of 
6% on the rate for 2018. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of sea trout in the 
River Itchen as mid-March to early May and the adult run as April to December. 

 
 
Atlantic salmon and sea trout are also faunal components of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ 
reportable feature of the River Test SSSI. The River Test SSSI site details are available 
online17. 
 
Evidence of Atlantic salmon using the River Test 
• The River Test is listed as a ‘Principal Salmon River’ as determined by the Environment 

Agency 
o In 2019, the Atlantic salmon fishery assessment data18 showed that the River Test 

attained 69% of the Conservation Limit of 3.40 x106 eggs deposited. This gives 
the river a Compliance Level of ‘Probably at Risk’.  

o The Compliance Level for 2024 is predicted to be ‘Probably at Risk’.  
• Atlantic Salmon stock data19:  

o Annex 2, Figure 4 shows the exploitation rate and percentage of adult run retained 
by the licenced rod and line fishery for Atlantic salmon on the River Test from 1988 
to 2019. 

o Annex 2, Figure 5 shows data from the Environment Agency on the count of 
Atlantic salmon smolt and adults are available for years 1988 to 2019: 

▪ the returning stock estimate for the River Itchen (blue) for 1988 to 2020 
▪ rod catch data (orange), available for 1990-2018 and the spawning 

escapement (grey) for the same period. 

 
16 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000227&SiteName=itchen&countyCode=&responsi
blePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 
17 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000170&SiteName=river%20test&countyCode=&re
sponsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 

18 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-
2019-summary.pdf 

19 Stock data taken from: Salmon Stocks and Fisheries in England and Wales Annual Report by Environment Agency, Cefas 
and Natural Resources Wales Solent and South Downs Annual Fish Monitoring Report by Environment Agency 

https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000227&SiteName=itchen&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000227&SiteName=itchen&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000170&SiteName=river%20test&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000170&SiteName=river%20test&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
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▪ A preliminary count is available for 2020 (2947), which is greater than 
the previous largest value of 2007 in 2015 and deemed ‘exceptional’ 
by the EA (yellow marker). This is approximately 147% of the highest 
previous returning stock estimate and 211% of the five-year average 
(2015-2019). 

o Annex 2, Figure 6 shows that for the year 2020 the attainment of both the 
Compliance Limit and Management Targets were above 100%. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of Atlantic salmon 
in the River Test as April to mid-May for smolt and April to December for the adult run. 

 
Evidence of sea trout using the River Test 
• Sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature of the 

River Test SSSI. 
• The River Test is listed as a ‘Principal Sea Trout’ river by the Environment Agency. The 

sea trout fishery assessment data for 2019 shows a Compliance Level of ‘Probably not at 
Risk’.  

o In 2019, the number of sea trout caught by rod and line in the River Test was 169 
with 155 being released, giving a catch and release rate of 92%, this is an increase 
of 9% on the rate for 2018. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of sea trout in the 
River Test as mid-March to early May and the adult run as April to December. 

 
2.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

 
2.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
None recorded. 
 
 
3 Southampton Water, Main Channel  
 
3.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas 
As demonstrated in Map 4, the Main Channel is functionally linked to the River Itchen SAC, 
River Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI.  
 
3.2 Fishing effort  
No commercial net fishing occurs within this fishing area.  
 
3.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
No commercial net fishing occurs within this fishing area 
 
3.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Regulations under the Associated British Ports Southampton Harbour Byelaws do not permit 
fishing activity to take place in areas where it may pose a danger to navigation. 
 
3.5 Evidence of salmonids using the fishing areas to access the SAC or SSSI 
The Main Channel of Southampton Water is a principal migration route leading to the River 
Itchen SAC, the River Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI. This is determined by the 
Evidence presented in Sections A 1.4 and C 1.5 of this document, as well as Sections 1.1 and 
1.4 of the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review. 
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Map 4: Proximity of Southampton Water Main Channel to River Itchen SAC, SSSI and River Test SSSI 

 
3.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

 
3.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
None recorded. 
 
 
4 Southampton Water, Outside Main Channel 
 
4.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas 
As demonstrated in Map 5, the Main Channel is functionally linked to the River Itchen SAC, 
River Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI.  
 
4.2 Fishing effort  
4.2.1 Gill net (fixed) 

• Two vessels deploy demersal sole fixed nets in this area to target sole from July to 
October (in combination with other net fishing methods) 

• These nets are most commonly used down the east and west sides of Southampton 
Water (outside of the main channel). 

• The nets sit no higher than approx. 3ft from the seabed, this helps prevent the net from 
being clogged with weed and focuses on the target species.  

• These nets are left to soak overnight (12hrs) before being retrieved. 
• In combination the 2 vessels undertake approximately 20 trips per year (MMO data). 
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Map 5: Proximity of Southampton Water 'Outside Main Channel' fishing area to River Itchen SAC, SSSI and River Test SSSI 

 
 
4.2.2 Gill net (ring) 

• Up to 7 vessels undertake approximately 64 combined trips per year (MMO data) (in 
combination with other net fishing methods) 

• Ring nets are used May to October during daylight hours  
• Trips last 4 hours with 2-3 nets set per trip  
• Max. soak time is 30 minutes per net 
• Mesh size range between 3 5/8 and 4 inches 
• Targeted fishing method, from local fisher knowledge and observation by Southern 

IFCA officers during observer trips nets are only set when a shoal of fish is seen 

• Once deployed, it is highly unlikely that any fish outside of the circle will be entangled.  
• The set up and deployment of a ring net is very different to the salmonid seine nets 

which have been used historically from the shore to target salmonids. The recovery 
method for a salmonid seine net involves both ends of the net being pulled in at once 
by the float and lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in which fish are trapped even if they are not 
physically caught in the mesh of the net. In contrast, the recovery of a ring net set 
against the shore involves the recovery from only one end of the net, led by the float 
line. In this way no ‘bag’ is created and fish which are not physically caught in the net 
will not be removed as the net is recovered. 

 
4.2.3 Gill net (drift)  

• 6 vessels use drift nets (in combination with other net fishing methods) 
• These drift nets are predominantly used to fish for grey mullet, whilst additional 

fisheries occur for skates and rays, herring, gilthead bream, red mullet, pout and other 
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similar species that may be used as bait on bass longlines. Bass may be taken as a 
bycatch in certain areas and at certain times of the year.  

• Fishing may take place during the day or at night 
• Majority of vessels are approximately 7m in length 
• Local fisher knowledge indicates, when targeting grey mullet, a drift of 1 hour max per 

trip with 3-4 trips per week (across all Southampton Water area) if conditions and tide 
are favourable 

• Local fisher knowledge indicates that the length of net will be approximately 100m 
shorter in the water due to bunching of the headline, i.e., a 400m drift net would equate 
to 300m in the water 

 
4.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
In total, across all net fisheries, the first sale value of netting activities in Southampton Water, 
outside the Main Channel, is estimated to be in excess of £100,000 per annum.  
 
4.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
The fishing area falls within a Bass Nursery Area20, Within this area fishing for bass 
(Dicentrarchus labrax), or fishing for any species of sea-fish using sand-eels (Ammodytidae) 
as bait, by any fishing boat is prohibited during the period 30th April to 1st November. 
 
4.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 
As determined by the evidence presented in Sections A 1.4 and C 2.5, salmonids are known 
to be present in Southampton Water.  
 
Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review provide information on the 
migration behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea trout. Of specific relevance to the likely 
presence of salmonids in the fishing area in question: 
• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 

point leading to the River Itchen SAC where Atlantic salmon are a qualifying feature of the 
SAC. 

• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to the River Itchen SSSI where sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘rivers 
and streams’ feature 

• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to the River Test SSSI where sea trout and Atlantic salmon are a faunal 
component of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature 

• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to a Principal Salmon River. 

 
4.6 Evidence demonstrating known interaction between nets and salmonids 
There is no known evidence demonstrating interactions, however there is evidence to suggest 
that interactions are uncommon: 

• Fishers have reported no bycatch of salmonids in this fishery. As a matter of practice, 
fishers do not net fish during periods when there is a higher risk of interception of 
salmonids, for example during periods of high flow. 

• In 2019 Southern IFCA Officers undertook 5 net fishing observer trips in Southampton 
Water, as follows: 

▪ 3 net fishing trips in June 2019:  
• 1 covering the Hamble River and Fawley Bay using a 4-inch mesh, 

300m long, 40 mesh deep net. 4 sets of the net during the trip 
o no salmonid interaction 
 

20 as specified under The Bass (Specified Areas) (Prohibition of Fishing) Order 1990 and The Bass (Specified Areas) 
(Prohibition of Fishing) (Variation) Order 199920. 
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o net 1 – no grey mullet caught, additional catch of 2 bass 
above MCRS and 1 flounder under MCRS 

o net 2 – no grey mullet caught, additional catch of 1 flounder 
under MCRS 

o net 3 – 3 golden grey mullet above MCRS 
o net 4 – no catch 

• 1 covering the Hamble estuary using a 3 5/8-inch mesh, 360m long, 
30 mesh deep net for ring netting. 2 sets of the net during the trip 

o no salmonid interaction 
o net 1 – 1 thin-lipped grey mullet above MCRS, additional 

catch of 1 bass below MCRS 
o net 2 – 18 thick-lipped grey mullet and 32 golden grey mullet 

• 1 covering various locations in Southampton Water using a 300-
yard net for drift netting. 3 sets of the net during the trip 

o no salmonid interaction 
o net 1 – no grey mullet caught, additional catch of 1 smooth 

hound 
o net 2 – 13 thick-lipped grey mullet, 1 thin-lipped grey mullet 

and 1 golden grey mullet all above MCRS, additional catch 
of 3 bass above MCRS and 1 smooth hound 

o net 3 – 1 thick-lipped grey mullet, 11 thin-lipped grey mullet 
and 8 golden grey mullet all above MCRS 

▪ 1 net fishing trip in August 2019: 
• covering various locations in Southampton Water (outside of the 

main channel at the southwestern end of Southampton Water) using 
a 4-inch mesh, 360-yard, 30 mesh deep net for ring netting. 5 sets 
of the net during the trip 

o no salmonid interaction 
o net 1 – 6 bass, 5 above MCRS, 1 below MCRS 
o net 2 – no catch 
o net 3 – no catch 
o net 4 – 2 thin-lipped grey mullet above MCRS, additional 

catch of 1 bass below MCRS and 3 flounder, 2 above MCRS 
and 1 below MCRS 

o net 5 – 1 flounder below MCRS 
▪ 1 net fishing trip in September 2019: 

• covering various locations in Southampton Water (outside of the 
main channel in the area around and south of dock head) using a 
100-150mm mesh demersal sole net set approximately 3ft off the 
bottom for an overnight soak. 5 nets were set for the fishing trip 

o no salmonid interaction 
o net 1 – 5 flounder above MCRS, 24 sole above MCRS 
o net 2 – 1 gurnard, 14 sole (12 above MCRS, 2 below 

MCRS), 1 brill below MCRS, 4 flounder (3 above MCRS, 1 
below MCRS), 12 plaice (5 above MCRS, 7 below MCRS), 
2 thornback ray (1 above MCRS, 1 below MCRS) and 3 
spider crab (length measurement not recorded) 

o net 3 – 12 sole (10 above MCRS, 2 below MCRS), 8 flounder 
(5 above MCRS, 3 below MCRS), 8 plaice (4 above MCRS, 
4 below MCRS), 5 thornback ray (1 above MCRS, 4 below 
MCRS), 1 brill below MCRS, 2 bass (1 above MCRS, 1 
below MCRS), 1 smooth hound and 1 dogfish 

o net 4 – 16 sole (10 above MCRS, 6 below MCRS), 3 plaice 
all below MCRS, 11 flounder (10 above MCRS, 1 below 
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MCRS), 1 bass above MCRS, 1 thornback ray above MCRS 
and 1 smooth hound 

o net 5 – 36 sole (18 above MCRS, 18 below MCRS), 7 plaice 
(1 above MCRS, 6 below MCRS), 10 flounder (5 above 
MCRS, 5 below MCRS), 4 red mullet all above MCRS, 2 
thornback ray below MCRS, 2 mackerel above MCRS, 1 
pout, 1 gurnard, 10 smooth hound, 4 spider crab, 1 dogfish 
and 1 brown crab 

 
*Note: observer net fishing trips were carried out prior to the introduction of the Southern IFCA 
Minimum Conservation Reference Size Byelaw, therefore the MCRS for all grey mullet species 
was 30cm at the time this data was collected. 
 
4.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
None recorded.  
 

 

5 River Hamble, Main Channel  
 
5.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas 
As demonstrated in Map 6, the River Hamble Main Channel is functionally linked to the River 
Itchen SAC, River Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI.  
 

 
Map 6: Proximity of The River Hamble Main Channel fishing area to River Itchen SAC, SSSI and River Test SSSI 

 
 
5.2 Fishing effort 
No commercial net fishing occurs within the fishing area  
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5.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
No commercial net fishing occurs within the fishing area 
 
5.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
No commercial net fishing occurs within the fishing area under order of the River Hamble 
Harbour Authority. 
 
5.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 
The River Hamble (main channel) is a principal migration route leading to the River Itchen 
SAC, the River Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI.  This is determined by the Evidence 
presented in Sections A 1.4 and C 2.5, as well as Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Net Fishing 
Byelaw Literature Review. 
 
In addition, The Environment Agency carry out Fish Population Surveys on Principal Course 
Fishery Rivers, such as the River Hamble. The surveys focus on locations where coarse 
fishing takes place and are repeated every three years.  

• Current available data is for 201821:  
o Average of 2.4 brown/sea trout per 100m2 across two surveyed sites# 
o Catch of brown/sea trout at the site Upstream of the Railway Viaduct was the 

highest recorded (2.3 per 100m2) 
o Size range 75-558mm 
o Water Framework Directive Classification, Fish Status for 2016 is Good. 
o Survey showed numbers of brown/sea trout showed strong positive correlation 

with the minimum summer flow 
 
There is no salmonid migration timing data provided specifically for the River Hamble, 
therefore migration timings should be considered the same as for the Rivers Itchen and Test 
as detailed in Sections A 1.4 and C 2.5. 
 
5.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 
 
5.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
None recorded. 
 
 
 
6 River Hamble (Areas 1-4) 

 
6.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas 
As demonstrated in Map 7, the River Hamble (Areas 1-4) are functionally linked to the River 
Itchen SAC, River Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI. Map 7a shows a higher resolution of 
the fishing area in question. 
 
 
 
 

 
21 Busst, G. 2019. Environment Agency Fish population survey report, Hamble and Wallington 2018, pp.7. Available on request from 

Environment Agency. 
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Map 7: Proximity of The River Hamble (Areas 1-4) fishing area to River Itchen SAC, SSSI and River Test SSSI 

 

Map 7a: Higher resolution of River Hamble (Areas 1-4) 
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6.2 Fishing effort   
6.2.1 Gill net (ring) 
• Net fishing takes place under permit from the Warsash Harbour Master 
• Fishers are required to report to Warsash HM planned fishing activity prior to commencing 
• 4 vessels (in combination) undertake approximately 10-25 trips per year (MMO data) 
• Ring nets are used April to September during daylight hours  
• Target species are grey mullet with a potential bycatch of bass 
• Trips last 4 hours with 2-3 nets set per trip  
• Max. soak time is 30 minutes per net 
• Mesh size range between 3 5/8 and 4 inches 
• Targeted fishing method, from local fisher knowledge and observation by Southern IFCA 

officers during observer trips nets are only set when a shoal of fish is seen 

• Once deployed, it is highly unlikely that any fish outside of the circle will be entangled.  
• The set up and deployment of a ring net is very different to the salmonid seine nets which 

have been used historically from the shore to target salmonids. The recovery method for a 
salmonid seine net involves both ends of the net being pulled in at once by the float and 
lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in which fish are trapped even if they are not physically caught 
in the mesh of the net. In contrast, the recovery of a ring net set against the shore involves 
the recovery from only one end of the net, led by the float line. In this way no ‘bag’ is created 
and fish which are not physically caught in the net will not be removed as the net is 
recovered. 

 

6.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
The estimated first-sale value of net fishing in the River Hamble (Areas 1-4 and Area 5 
combined) is in the region of £5,000 per annum (data provided directly by fishers).  
 
6.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Four vessels are licenced to fish in the River Hamble by the River Hamble Harbour Authority. 
This licence includes specified areas where ring net only fishing. 
 
The fishing areas fall within a Bass Nursery Area22, Within these areas fishing for bass 
(Dicentrarchus labrax), or fishing for any species of sea-fish using sand-eels (Ammodytidae) 
as bait, by any fishing boat is prohibited during the period 30th April to 1st November. 

 
6.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing areas to access SAC or SSSI 
As determined by the evidence presented in Sections A 1.4 and C 2.5 salmonids are known 
to be present in Southampton Water.  
 
Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review provide information on the 
migration behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea trout. Of specific relevance to the likely 
presence of salmonids in the above-named specified fishing areas: 
• The areas do not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch point 

leading to the River Itchen SAC where Atlantic salmon are a qualifying feature of the SAC. 
• The areas do not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch point 

leading to the River Itchen SSSI where sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘rivers and 
streams’ feature 

• The areas do not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch point 
leading to the River Test SSSI where sea trout and Atlantic salmon are a faunal component 
of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature 

 
22 as specified under The Bass (Specified Areas) (Prohibition of Fishing) Order 1990 and The Bass (Specified Areas) (Prohibition of Fishing) 

(Variation) Order 199922. 
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• The areas do not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch point 
leading to a Principal Salmon River. 

 
6.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
• There is no known evidence demonstrating interactions, however there is evidence 

provided by fishers that there is no bycatch of salmonids in this fishery. As a precaution 
fishers do refrain from net fishing during periods when risk of interception of salmonids is 
increased (periods of high flow) 

• In June 2019 Southern IFCA Officers undertook 2 observer trips on net fishing vessels in 
the River Hamble: 

o 1 covering the Hamble River and Fawley Bay using a 4 inch mesh, 300m long, 40 
mesh deep net. 4 sets of the net during the trip 

▪ no salmonid interaction 
▪ net 1 – no grey mullet caught, additional catch of 2 bass above MCRS and 

1 flounder under MCRS 
▪ net 2 – no grey mullet caught, additional catch of 1 flounder under MCRS 
▪ net 3 – 3 golden grey mullet above MCRS 
▪ net 4 – no catch 

o 1 covering the Hamble estuary using a 3 5/8 inch mesh, 360m long, 30 mesh deep 
net for ring netting. 2 sets of the net during the trip – no salmonid interaction 

▪ no salmonid interaction 
▪ net 1 – 1 thin-lipped grey mullet above MCRS, additional catch of 1 bass 

below MCRS 
▪ net 2 – 18 thick-lipped grey mullet and 32 golden grey mullet 

 
6.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
No known evidence  
 

 
7 River Hamble (Area 5) 

 
7.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas 
As demonstrated in Map 8, the River Hamble (Area 5) is functionally linked to the River Itchen 
SAC, River Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI. Map 8a shows a higher resolution of the 
fishing area in question. 
 
7.2 Fishing effort 
Please refer to Section C 6.2 

7.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section C 6.3 
 
7.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section C 6.4 

7.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 
Please refer to Section C 6.5 

7.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
Please refer to Section C 6.6 

7.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
None recorded. 
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Map 8: Proximity of The River Hamble (Area 5) fishing area to River Itchen SAC, SSSI and River Test SSSI 

 

Map 8a: Higher resolution of River Hamble (Area 5) 
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SECTION D: ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT ASSESSMENTS 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, Essential Fish Habitats (EFH) refer to 
those habitats which provide ecological value in supporting spawning, feeding and refuge 
areas for non-salmonid species.  
 
Further details regarding EFH Assessments can be found in the supporting document entitled 
‘Process, Tools and Intentions’ and in Section 4 of the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review. 
 
 

8 Southampton Water, Outside Main Channel 
8.1 Map of fishing area  
Please refer to Section C 4.1 

8.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section C 4.2 
 
8.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section C 4.3 
 
8.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Please refer to Section C 4.4  
 
8.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Habitat information is available from a study carried out by Southampton VTS as part of survey 
work to assess impacts of channel deepening work in 2007: Subtidal sediments of 
Southampton Water are predominantly mud and muddy sands with patches of sandy 
sediments. Within the navigation channel the habitat is highly modified due to disturbance by 
vessel movements and annual maintenance dredging. 
 
The fishing area falls within a number of Designated Areas, namely the Solent Maritime SAC23, 
Solent and Southampton Water SPA24, the Lee-on-the-Solent to Itchen Estuary 
SSSI25 (eastern side) and the Hythe to Calshot Marshes SSSI26 (western side). The following 
habitat information is provided under these designations:  

• Saltmarsh (designated supporting habitat under SPA) 
• Littoral fringe of saltmarsh (under the Lee-on-the-Solent to Itchen Estuary SSSI)  
• Intertidal mudflats and sandflats (designated supporting habitat under SPA) 
• Extensive intertidal muds (under the Lee-on-the-Solent to Itchen Estuary SSSI)  
• Mixed sediment shores (designated supporting habitat under SPA) 
• Most extensive remaining areas of saltmarsh and mudflats in Southampton 

Water Habitats (under the Hythe to Calshot Marshes SSSI)  
 

 
23 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteGeneralDetail.aspx?SiteCode=UK0030059&SiteName=solent&countyCode=
&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 
24 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteGeneralDetail.aspx?SiteCode=UK9011061&SiteName=solent&countyCode=
&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 
25 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1005846&SiteName=solent&countyCode=&responsi
blePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 
26 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1001035&SiteName=hythe&countyCode=&responsib
lePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 

https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1005846&SiteName=solent&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1005846&SiteName=solent&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1001035&SiteName=hythe&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1001035&SiteName=hythe&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
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8.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
The Environment Agency conduct a Transitional and Coastal (TraC) fish monitoring 
programme in Southampton Water. The monitoring includes the use of beach seine and beam 
trawl surveys. The survey is undertaken in the summer and the autumn. Data from this survey 
is available for 201727 and 201828. Please note that the results are provided for Southampton 
Water as a whole, rather than being specific to the fishing site in question.  

• 2017:  A total of 29 species were identified (8,803 individuals across summer and autumn 
surveys). Catches were average in terms of fish abundance compared to previous years, 
but there was a notable reduction in the diversity of species caught. Annex 3, Figure 
7 shows total catch for different species across Southampton Water for the summer and 
autumn surveys using seine nets, fyke nets and beam trawls. Annex 3, Figure 8 shows 
total catch for different species across Southampton Water for the autumn surveys using 
a CSV otter trawl (Hythe Pier site only)  

• 2018: A total of 24 species were identified across summer and autumn surveys (17 
species in the spring, 22 species in the autumn). The diversity of the catch was similar to 
2017. Annex 3, Figure 9 shows total catch for different species across Southampton 
Water for the summer and autumn surveys using seine nets, fyke nets and beam trawls. 
Annex 3, Figure 10 shows total catch for different species across Southampton Water for 
the autumn surveys using a CSV otter trawl (Hythe Pier site only)  

• The survey showed that there was a positive relationship between average winter sea 
surface temperature and spring juvenile bass catches. However, the surveys also 
demonstrated that high summer sea surface temperatures, exceeding 17°C, can have a 
negative impact on bass numbers  

• Specific analysis of data on grey mullet species was carried out for 2007 to 2018 (no data 
from 2016) and indicates, despite variability in annual catches between years, a linear 
trend of a decline in catches of grey mullet species.  More grey mullet species are caught 
in the autumn surveys than the spring surveys. Spring catches have fallen below the long-
term mean for all years since 2012. Eight out of twelve autumn survey years have shown 
catches below the long-term mean. Grey mullet species less than 5cm long make up the 
majority of the catch. Since 2014, identification of grey mullet was done down to species 
level. Thick-lipped grey mullet showed a decline between 2014 and 2018. Thin-lipped 
grey mullet showed an increase between 2014 and 2018. Golden grey mullet are less 
prevalent in comparison to the other two species. 

8.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
• Molluscs, Crustacea, Polychaete and oligochaete worms, the largest remaining British 

population of American Hard-Shelled clam (Lee-on-the-Solent to Itchen Estuary SSSI 
citation). 

• Occurrence of extensive bird populations reflect the high densities of benthic invertebrates 
inhabiting the mudflats, benthic and shallow water fauna is rich in species (Hythe 
to Calshot Marshes SSSI citation) 

• Additional information from a study carried out by Southampton VTS as part of survey work 
to assess impacts of channel deepening work in 2007: of 98 samples taken from five areas, 
the samples were numerically dominated by polychaetes, oligochaetes, crustaceans and 
molluscs. The mean number of species per sample was 31 with a mean population density 
of 707 individuals per 0.1m2. Either side of the main channel abundance was sometimes 
higher in the shallow subtidal and even higher in the intertidal  

 
 

27 
http://www.solentforum.org/publications/key_publications/Environment%20Agency%20SSD%20Fish%20Monitoring%20Report
%202017.pdf 
28 https://sussexangling.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Environment-Agency-SSD-Fish-Monitoring-Report-2018.pdf 

http://www.solentforum.org/publications/key_publications/Environment%20Agency%20SSD%20Fish%20Monitoring%20Report%202017.pdf
http://www.solentforum.org/publications/key_publications/Environment%20Agency%20SSD%20Fish%20Monitoring%20Report%202017.pdf
https://sussexangling.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Environment-Agency-SSD-Fish-Monitoring-Report-2018.pdf
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8.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
The area outside of the main channel is likely to be predominantly intertidal and subtidal 
mudflats, fringed in discrete sections (Ashlett Creek and Fawley) by saltmarsh. The area is 
however, subject to high levels of human disturbance and is therefore considered to be of low 
value as an EFH.  
 

 
 

9 River Hamble (Areas 1-4) 
9.1 Map of fishing area  
Please refer to Section C 6.1 

9.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section C 6.2 
 
9.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section C 6.3 
 
9.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Please refer to Section C 6.4  
 
9.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
The River Hamble, Areas 1-4 falls within three of the four designations listed in Section D 8.5 
(excluding Hythe to Calshot Marshes SSSI). Areas 1-4 specifically are areas of intertidal 
mudflats.  

 

9.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please see Section D 8.6. Two of the sites sampled under The TraC Fish Monitoring 
Programme are relevant to the River Hamble (Swanwick via seine net and Manor Farm via 
seine net and beam trawl). Therefore, the fish species identified across the area are likely to 
be present in this area.  
 
Please also refer to Section D 10.6 which provides data from the Southern IFCA small fish 
survey adjacent to Area 5 in the River Hamble. Species found in this area are also highly likely 
to be found throughout Areas 1-4 in the River Hamble.  
 
9.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Section D 8.7. For note the invertebrate data may not be specific to the fishing 
area in question, however, do provide a suggestion of habitats which may be present. 
 
Sediment in the River Hamble receives abundant organic matter which enables the intertidal 
mudflats to support high densities of benthic invertebrates, Molluscs, Crustacea, Polychaete 
and oligochaete worms and the largest remaining British population of American Hard-Shelled 
Clam (Lee-on-the-Solent to Itchen Estuary SSSI citation). 
 
9.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
The four specified areas fall within areas of intertidal mudflats, likely to be used by feeding fish 
species. However, the absence of other habitats result in the area being considered to be of 
low value as an EFH and better examples of EFH exist close-by (Area 5).  
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10 River Hamble (Area 5) 
10.1 Map of fishing area  
Please refer to Section C 7.1 

 
14.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section C 7.2 
 
14.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section C 7.3 
 
14.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Please refer to Section C 7.4  
 
14.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Section D 8.5. Area 5 of the River Hamble consists of intertidal mud habitat 
which is a designated supporting habitat. The area falls within the Lincegrove and Hackett’s 
SSSI where mature saltmarsh is dissected by complex patterns of drainage creeks. Seven 
species of saltmarsh have been identified in this area.  
 
14.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Section D 8.6. Two of the sites sampled under The TraC Fish Monitoring 
Programme are relevant to the River Hamble (Swanwick via seine net and Manor Farm via 
seine net and beam trawl). Therefore, the fish species identified across the area are likely to 
be present in this area.  
 
The Southern IFCA Small Fish Survey Program uses a seine net, deployed from the shore to 
sample for fish species, particularly juvenile fish. Two seine nets are completed for each 
survey at each site and the fish retained in the net are identified, counted, and measured 
before being returned to the sea.  
 
The River Hamble was surveyed for the first time in autumn 2021 at a site opposite Area 5. 

• Five species were identified at the site. Count data for each species is given in Annex 
4, Figure 11. 

• The most abundant species for the survey was bass (335) 
 

14.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
The intertidal mud habitat is likely to contain the same invertebrate species identified in the 
same habitat type for River Hamble Areas 1-4. Please refer to Section D 9.7.  
 
14.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
Complex saltmarsh and intertidal mud, such as those found at this site, provide high value as 
EFH for feeding and refuge for fish species. The situation of this EFH, relatively upstream with 
a lower salinity, will attract fish species that seek such conditions to spawn, such as the Golden 
grey mullet and Thin-lipped grey mullet. Both species have been observed by fishers to occur 
in this type of habitat.  
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SECTION E: MIGRATORY SALMONID ASSESSMENTS 

In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, areas utilised by migratory salmonids 
mean those areas within the District which fall outside of SACs and SSSI (to include high 
functionally linked areas) where Atlantic Salmon or sea trout receive protection as a 
conservation feature.  
 
Migratory Salmonid (MS) Assessments are required to determine the relationship between net 
fishing and migratory salmonids. Further details regarding MS Assessments can be found in 
the supporting document entitled ‘Process, Tools and Intentions’. 
 
 

11 Southampton Water, Outside Main Channel 
11.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section C 4.1 

11.2 Fishing effort  
Refer to Section C 4.2 
 
11.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Refer to Section C 4.3 
 
11.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please see Section A 4.4 

11.5 Evidence of salmonids using Southampton Water, Outside Main Channel 
Please see Section C 4.5 
 
11.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
Please see Section C 4.6 
 
11.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
Please see Section C 4.7 
 

 

12 River Hamble (Areas 1-4) 
12.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section C 6.1 

12.2 Fishing effort  
Refer to Section C 6.2 
 
12.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Refer to Section C 6.3 
 
12.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please see Section C 6.4 

12.5 Evidence of salmonids using River Hamble (Areas 1-4) 
Please see Section C 6.5 
 
12.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
Please see Section C 6.6 
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12.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
Please see Section C 6.7 

 

13 River Hamble (Area 5) 
11.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section C 7.1 

11.2 Fishing effort  
Refer to Section C 7.2 
 
11.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Refer to Section C 7.3 
 
11.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please see Section C 7.4 

11.5 Evidence of salmonids using River Mude 
Please see Section C 7.5 
 
11.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
Please see Section C 7.6 

11.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
Please see Section C 7.7 
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SECTION F: ANNEXES 

 
Annex 1: Figures 1-3 detailing information on salmon stock and rod 
& line fishery data from Environment Agency reports for the River 
Itchen (see section A 1.4) 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: showing the exploitation rate (blue) and percentage of the adult Atlantic salmon run retained 
(red) by the licenced rod and line fishery on the River Itchen for 1988 to 2019 

 

 
Figure 2: the validated count and run estimates of Atlantic salmon smolts and adults for the R. Itchen 
(blue), rod catch data (orange) and spawning escapement (grey) between 1988-2019. The yellow dot 
indicates preliminary data for 2020. 
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Figure 3: showing the Target Compliance of Atlantic salmon on the River Itchen for years 1990 to 2020, 
taken from the Environment Agency SDD Fish Monitoring Annual Report 2020 
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Annex 2: Figures 4-6 detailing information on salmon stock and rod 
& line fishery data from Environment Agency reports for the River 
Test (see section C 2.5) 
 
 

 
Figure 4: showing the exploitation rate (blue) and percentage of the adult Atlantic salmon run retained 
(red) by the licenced rod and line fishery on the River Test for 1988 to 2019 

 

 
Figure 5: the validated count and run estimates of Atlantic salmon smolts and adults for the R. Test 
(blue), rod catch data (orange) and spawning escapement (grey) between 1988-2029. The yellow dot 
indicates preliminary data for 2020. 
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Figure 6: showing the Target Compliance of Atlantic salmon on the River Test for years 1990-2020, 
taken from the EA SDD Fish Monitoring Annual Report 2020 
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Annex 3: Figures 7-10 detailing information from the Environment 
Agency Transitional and Coastal (TraC) fish monitoring programme 
in Southampton Water in 2017 and 2018 
 
 

 
Figure 7: Total catch (count) of fish species caught in seine nets, fyke nets and beam trawls in 
Southampton Water as part of the Environment Agency TraC surveys for summer and autumn 2017. 
Graph is reproduced from Environment Agency Report ‘Solent and South Downs: Fish Monitoring 
Report 2017’.   
  

 
Figure 8: Total catch (count) of fish species caught in a CSV otter trawl at the Hythe Pier site in 
Southampton Water as part of the Environment Agency TraC surveys for autumn 2017. Graph is 
reproduced from Environment Agency Report ‘Solent and South Downs: Fish Monitoring Report 2017’.  
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Figure 9: Total catch (count) of fish species caught in seine nets, fyke nets and beam trawls in 
Southampton Water as part of the Environment Agency TraC surveys for summer and autumn 2018. 
Graph is reproduced from Environment Agency Report ‘Solent and South Downs: Fish Monitoring 
Report 2018’.   
  
  
  

  
Figure 10: Total catch (count) of fish species caught in a CSV otter trawl at the Hythe Pier site in 
Southampton Water as part of the Environment Agency TraC surveys for autumn 2018. Graph is 
reproduced from Environment Agency Report ‘Solent and South Downs: Fish Monitoring Report 2018’.  
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Annex 4: Data from Southern IFCA Small Fish Survey in the Hamble 
 
 

 
Figure 11: Count data for fish species identified in the River Hamble opposite Area 5 during the 
Southern IFCA Small Fish Survey in Autumn 2021. Due to the high count number for Bass species, this 
data has been included in a separate bar (yellow) relating to the secondary y-axis (right hand side). 
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SECTION A: HABITATS REGULATION ASSESSMENTS 
Under the Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, a 
Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) is required to be undertaken where net fishing occurs 
within, or adjacent to a Special Area of Conservation (SAC), in order to determine whether net 
fishing will have an adverse impact on Atlantic salmon as a feature of the SAC.  

As there are no relevant SAC designations within or adjacent to fishing sites within Langstone 
Harbour, an HRA is not required to be undertaken. 

 

SECTION B: SSSI ASSESSMENTS 
Under the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981), The Authority must take reasonable steps to 
further the conservation and enhancement of features for which a Site of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSI) site has been designated. In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, 
the SSSI Assessments will be undertaken to ensure that fishing activity within a SSSI is 
managed to ensure that there is no adverse effect on Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout if either 
are a faunal component or notified feature of the SSSI. 
 
As such, a SSSI Assessment is required for the Lymington River (upper reaches) (sea trout 
as a faunal component of the Lymington River SSSI) in order to determine whether net fishing 
has any adverse effect on Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout. 
 
More details on SSSI Assessments can be found in the supporting document entitled ‘Process, 
Tools and Intentions’. 
 
 
1. Lymington River (upper reaches) 
1.1 Proximity to Lymington River SSSI 
Map 1 demonstrates where relevant fishing area falls within the Lymington River SSSI. For 
accuracy, this is the section which lies north the road bridge of the B3054. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Map 10: A map of the Lymington River (upper reaches) fishing area, showing relevant nature conservation 
designations. 
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1.2 SSSI feature under assessment 
Sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature for the 
Lymington River SSSI. Atlantic salmon are not directly referenced in the citation but the citation 
states that the river supports all species of international importance listed on Annex II to the 
EC Habitats Directive which encompasses Atlantic salmon.  The Lymington River SSSI site 
details are available online29. 
 
1.3 Fishing effort 
Fishing effort within the area of the Lymington River (upper reaches), which falls within the 
SSSI designation is thought to be very low. Vessels would need to be able to pass under the 
road bridge in order to access this area. Fishing activity in this area cannot be quantified 
however, there is the potential to use similar methods as those given in Section C 2.2. 

1.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to salmonids 
The Southern IFCA ‘Fixed Engines’ byelaw prohibits the placing and use of fixed engines 
(nets), other than Fyke nets, for the taking of sea fish during the period from 1st April to 30th 
September (both days inclusive) in any year in all parts of the Lymington River which lie to the 
Northwest of a line drawn true South West from the seaward end of the Rail Ferry Terminal 
Jetty and within the Southern Sea Fisheries District.  

1.5 Evidence of sea trout using the Lymington River 
• Sea trout are a faunal component of the Lymington River SSSI ‘Rivers and Streams’ 

reportable feature.  
• The Lymington River is listed as a ‘Principal Sea Trout River’ as determined by the 

Environment Agency.  
• The sea trout fishery assessment data for 2020 shows a Compliance Level of ‘Probably at 

Risk’ which is the same status as in 2019. 
• In 2020, the number of sea trout caught by rod and line in the River Lymington was 36 with 

34 being released, giving a catch and release rate of 94%, this is a decrease of 3% from 
2019. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of sea trout in the 
Lymington River as mid-March to early May for smolt and April to December for the adult 
run.  

• Information from the Environment Agency states that Brown trout is the most dominant fish 
species in the Lymington River and the population has a significant migratory component.  
 

1.6 Evidence of Atlantic salmon using the Lymington River 
• Atlantic salmon are included in the citation for the Lymington River SSSI under the category 

‘under all species of international importance listed on Annex II to the EC Habitats Directive’ 
which the river is noted to support 

 
1.7 Known interactions between nets and salmonids in the Lymington River 
None recorded 

 
1.8 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids in the 
Lymington River  
None recorded 
 

 
29 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000203&SiteName=lymington&countyCode=&respo
nsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 

https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000203&SiteName=lymington&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000203&SiteName=lymington&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
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SECTION C: FUNCTIONALLY LINKED AREA ASSESSMENTS 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, ‘Functional Linkage’ refers to the role that 
the sea beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI might fulfil in terms of supporting Atlantic 
salmon or sea trout populations. Such the area of sea is deemed to be ‘linked’ to the SAC or 
SSSI in question because it provides a role in maintaining or restoring salmonid populations 
at favourable conservation status. 
 
A Functionally Linked Area (FLA) Assessment is required to determine whether net fishing; 
occurring beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI (where salmonids are afforded protection); 
may have an adverse impact on salmonids.  
 
More details on FLA Assessments can be found in the supporting document entitled ‘Process, 
Tools and Intentions’. 
 
 
2. The Lymington River, Main Channel 
2.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas (FLA) 
As demonstrated in Map 2, the Lymington River, Main Channel is functionally linked to the 
Lymington River SSSI. 

 
 
Map 2: Proximity of The Lymington River, Main Channel fishing area to the Lymington River SSSI 

 
2.2 Fishing effort  
• Up to five vessels are known to fish with nets in the River Lymington area, including within 

the main channel and the associated saltmarsh channel network.  
• Target species include grey mullet, dover sole, plaice, skates and rays and black bream, 

with a bycatch of bass.  
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• Vessels use fixed and drift nets with occasional ring netting 
 
2.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
The first sale value of net fishing activity in the entrance to the Lymington River and adjacent 
saltmarsh is estimated to be in the region of £15,000 per annum. 
 

2.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section B 1.4 
 
2.5 Evidence of salmonids using the fishing area to access the SAC or SSSI 
Please refer to Sections B 1.5 and B 1.6 
 
2.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
The EA has provided the following evidence of detected interactions between fishing nets 
and migratory salmonids in the Lymington River area: 

• In 1995: a prosecution of a fisher for the retention of sea trout caught in a net fished 
by the breakwater area  

• In 1998: a prosecution of a fisher for the retention of sea trout caught in a net fished 
by the breakwater area 

2.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
None recorded 
 
 
 
3. The Lymington River, Outside Main Channel 
3.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas (FLA) 
As demonstrated in Map 3, the Lymington River, Outside Main Channel is functionally linked 
to the Lymington River SSSI. 
 
3.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section C 2.2 
 
3.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section C 2.3 
 
3.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section B 1.4 
 
3.5 Evidence of salmonids using the fishing area to access the SAC or SSSI 
Please refer to Sections B 1.5 and B 1.6 
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Map 3: Proximity of The Lymington River, Outside Main Channel fishing area to the Lymington River SSSI 

 
 
3.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
Please refer to Section C 2.6 

3.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
None recorded 
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SECTION D: ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT ASSESSMENTS 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, Essential Fish Habitats (EFH) refer to 
those habitats which provide ecological value in supporting spawning, feeding and refuge 
areas for non-salmonid species.  
 
Further details regarding EFH Assessments can be found in the supporting document entitled 
‘Process, Tools and Intentions’ and in Section 4 of the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review. 
 
 
4. Mouth of River Meon 
4.1 Map of fishing area  
 

 
Map 4: A map of the Mouth of the River Meon fishing area, showing relevant nature conservation designations. 

 

4.2 Fishing effort  
• Approximately three vessels, with the potential for up to seven vessels, seasonally fish with 

nets in area around the mouth of the River Meon 
• Vessels fish with fixed nets, ring nets and drift nets to fish for a range of species including 

grey mullet, Dover sole, plaice, skates and rays, gilthead bream and pout.  
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4.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
The estimated value of first-sale catch from net fishing in the Mouth of the River Meon area 
is no greater than £5,000 per annum.  
 
4.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
The Southern IFCA ‘Fixed Engines’ byelaw prohibits the placing and use of fixed engines 
(nets), other than Fyke nets, for the taking of seafish during the period from 1st April to 30th 
September (both days inclusive) in any year in the area within 800 metres of the River Meon 
sluice gate at Hillhead.  

4.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
The entrance to the River Meon falls under the Lee-on-the-Solent to Itchen Estuary SSSI30 
and is covered by unit 023 Meon Shore and 024 Hillhead Foreshore. The condition 
assessment for unit 023 Meon Shore specifies the following habitat types, no information is 
provided specific to unit 024 Hillhead Foreshore: 

• A varied intertidal sediment resource, including estuarine mud, sand beaches and 
mixed sediments 

• Most diverse biotope is mixed sediment 
• Eelgrass has been visible at low tide in patches west of Titchfield Haven 

 
Both units under the SSSI have a condition assessment: 

• Unit 023 – Favourable  
• Unit 024 – Unfavourable – No change 

 
4.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Data from fish catches indicates the following marine species are found at the coastal end of 
the River Meon: 

• Flounder 
• Sole 

 
4.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Invertebrate data is given under the condition assessment for Unit 023 Meon Shore which 
cover the entrance to the River Meon as follows: 

• Barnacles and molluscs are generally the most abundant 
• Other widespread taxa include the common cockle and sand mason 
• Notable taxa in mixed sediment are the American Hard-Shelled Clam 

 
4.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
The habitats consist of mainly mudflats, close to an area of freshwater influence, but is not 
considered to be of high value as EFH.  

 
30 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/UnitDetail.aspx?UnitId=1007814&SiteCode=S1005846&SiteName=lee&countyCo
de=&responsiblePerson= 

https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/UnitDetail.aspx?UnitId=1007814&SiteCode=S1005846&SiteName=lee&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/UnitDetail.aspx?UnitId=1007814&SiteCode=S1005846&SiteName=lee&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=
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5. Beaulieu River 
5.1 Map of fishing area  

 

 
Map 5: A map of the Beaulieu River fishing area, showing relevant nature conservation designations. 

5.2 Fishing effort  
There is no commercial net fishing activity at this site. 
 
5.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
There is no commercial fishing activity at this site. 
 
5.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Fishing on the Beaulieu River is not permitted by the Beaulieu Estate and Buckler’s Hard 
Yacht Harbour. 
 
5.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 

5.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations. 
  

5.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
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5.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 

6. The Lymington River, Outside Main Channel 
6.1 Map of fishing area  
Please refer to Section C 3.1 (Map 3) 

6.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section C 2.2 
 
6.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section C 2.3 
 
6.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Please refer to Section B 1.4 

6.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
The Lymington River, Outside Main Channel falls within the Hurst Castle and Lymington River 
Estuary SSSI31 and is covered by three units, 004 Pennington-Lymington Foreshore, 005 
Boldre Foreshore LNR and 006 Sowley Marsh & Foreshore. The citation for the SSSI provides 
the following habitat data: 

• A wide range of coastal habitats of limited distribution on the south coast which are of 
biological importance 

• Intertidal mud 
• Cord-grass Spartina anglica marshes and high level mixed saltmarsh 

 
Both units under the SSSI have a condition assessment: 

• Unit 004 – Unfavourable – Recovering 
• Unit 005 – Unfavourable – Recovering  
• Unit 006 – Favourable  

 

• An Environmental Statement for the Port of Southampton: Southampton Approach Channel 
Dredge identifies that the most extensive areas of pioneer saltmarsh (Salicornia spp. and 
Suaeda maritima) are found in a number of areas around the Solent, including inside Hurst 
Spit to Lymington, where saltmarsh is noted to be extensive32.  

• The same report states that The Solent has the second largest aggregation of Atlantic salt 
meadows in south and southwestern England, representing almost 3% of England’s total 
saltmarsh resource4. 

• A report in 2020 ‘Valuing Solent Marine Sites Habitats and Species: A Natural Capital Study 
of Benthic Ecosystem Services and how they Contribute to Water Quality Regulation’ by 
the University of Portsmouth identified littoral sediments, littoral sediments with 
macroalgae, sublittoral sediments and reed beds in addition to saltmarsh habitats within 
the Lymington Estuary33. 

 

 
31 https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/PDFsForWeb/Citation/1001019.pdf 
32 https://www.southamptonvts.co.uk/admin/content/files/SACD%20Oct%202012/SACD%20-
%20Chapter%2011%20Marine%20and%20Coastal%20Ecology.pdf 
33http://www.solentforum.org/services/consultancy/natural_capital/ENV6003066R_Solent%20Natural_Capital_Project_(Final%
20Report).pdf 

https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/PDFsForWeb/Citation/1001019.pdf
https://www.southamptonvts.co.uk/admin/content/files/SACD%20Oct%202012/SACD%20-%20Chapter%2011%20Marine%20and%20Coastal%20Ecology.pdf
https://www.southamptonvts.co.uk/admin/content/files/SACD%20Oct%202012/SACD%20-%20Chapter%2011%20Marine%20and%20Coastal%20Ecology.pdf
http://www.solentforum.org/services/consultancy/natural_capital/ENV6003066R_Solent%20Natural_Capital_Project_(Final%20Report).pdf
http://www.solentforum.org/services/consultancy/natural_capital/ENV6003066R_Solent%20Natural_Capital_Project_(Final%20Report).pdf
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6.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
• The Lymington River, Outside Main Channel is adjacent to Keyhaven. Therefore, fish 

species identified in the Keyhaven are (See Section D 7.6) are highly likely to also be found 
in the Lymington River, Outside Main Channel.  

• The following fish species are known to occur in the area as target species for commercial 
and recreational fishing: grey mullet, dover sole, plaice, skates and rays, black bream, bass.  

 
6.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
The Citation for the Hurst Castle and Lymington River Estuary SSSI provides the following 
invertebrate information: 

• The rich invertebrate fauna includes 8 nationally rare and 13 nationally notable species34 
 
It was not possible to find data listing specific invertebrate/benthic species for the area Outside 
the Main Channel of The Lymington River, however, based on the habitats present and 
examples of benthic communities associated with those habitats, it can be safely assumed 
that the benthic community contains species including polychaetes, oligochaetes, molluscs 
and small crustaceans. 
 
6.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
This site offers extensive and complex saltmarsh and intertidal mudflats across a wide area 
with associated benthic communities, close to freshwater influence, providing high ecological 
value as an EFH in supporting spawning, feeding or refuge for fish species. 

 

 
34 From Hurst Castle and Lymington River Estuary SSSI Citation: “Nationally rare species are equivalent to those listed in the 
British Red Data Book which includes those considered endangered, vulnerable or rare. Nationally notable/scare species are 
estimated to occur in 16-100 10km grid squares in Britain”. 
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7. Keyhaven 
7.1 Map of fishing area  
 

 
Map 6: A map of the Keyhaven fishing area, showing relevant nature conservation designations. 

7.2 Fishing effort  
• Up to five vessels are known to fish with nets in the River Lymington area, including within 

the saltmarsh channel network.  
• Target species include grey mullet, dover sole, plaice, skates and rays and black bream, 

with a bycatch of bass.  
• Vessels use fixed and drift nets with occasional ring netting 
 
7.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
The first-sale value of net fisheries in the Keyhaven area is estimated to be no greater than 
£5,000 per annum.  
 
7.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
The Southern IFCA ‘Fixed Engines’ byelaw prohibits the placing and use of fixed engines 
(nets), other than Fyke nets, for the taking of seafish during the period from 1st April to 30th 
September (both days inclusive) in any year in the area enclosed by Hurst Beach and Hurst 
Point to the south and west, by a line drawn true north from the northern tip of North Point to 
Keyhaven Marshes to the east and extending north to the ordinary limit of high water. 
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7.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Keyhaven falls within the Hurst Castle and Lymington River Estuary SSSI35 and is covered by 
two units, 002 Hurst-Keyhaven Foreshore and 003 Keyhaven-Pennington Foreshore. The 
citation for the SSSI provides the following habitat data: 

• Intertidal mud 
• Cord-grass Spartina anglica marshes and high level mixed saltmarsh 

 
7.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
• The Southern IFCA Small Fish Survey Program uses a seine net, deployed from the shore 

to sample for fish species, particularly juvenile fish. 
• Two seine nets are completed for each survey at each site and the fish retained in the net 

are identified, counted and measured before being returned to the sea. 
• Keyhaven was surveyed as part of the Southern IFCA Small Fish Survey Program in the 

summer and autumn of 2017, the summer of 2018 and the autumn of 2021. 
• 13 fish species were identified at the site across the four surveys 
• For all four surveys the most abundant species was European seabass (61 in summer 

2017, 147 in autumn 2017, 13 in summer 2018 and 33 in Autumn 2021) 
• Annex 1, Figure 1 shows the count data for fish species identified on each of the four 

surveys. 
 
7.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
There is no data listing invertebrate/benthic species specifically for the intertidal area at 
Keyhaven. However, the SSSI designated defines intertidal mudflats. Based on examples of 
benthic communities associated with intertidal mudflats at other sites, it can therefore safely 
be assumed that the benthic community contains species including polychaetes, oligochaetes, 
molluscs and small crustaceans. 
 
7.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
The sheltered site offers extensive and complex saltmarsh and intertidal mudflats, close to 
freshwater influence, across a wide area both providing high ecological value as an EFH in 
supporting spawning, feeding or refuge for fish species.  

 
35 https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/PDFsForWeb/Citation/1001019.pdf 

https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/PDFsForWeb/Citation/1001019.pdf
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SECTION E: MIGRATORY SALMONID ASSESSMENTS 

In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, areas utilised by migratory salmonids 
mean those areas within the District which fall outside of SACs and SSSI (to include high 
functionally linked areas) where Atlantic Salmon or sea trout receive protection as a 
conservation feature.  
 
Migratory Salmonid (MS) Assessments are required to determine the relationship between net 
fishing and migratory salmonids. Further details regarding MS Assessments can be found in 
the supporting document entitled ‘Process, Tools and Intentions’. 
 
 
8. Mouth of River Meon 
8.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section D 4.1 

8.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 4.2 
 
8.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 4.3 
 
8.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section D 4.4 

8.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area 
• The Meon Valley Partnership identify that the River Meon is well known for wild trout which 

includes a migratory component (sea trout)2. One or two salmon have also been identified 
entering the river from the sea.  

• There are fishing clubs and small private syndicates which operate on the River Meon. 
There are two sections of the river where fishers can buy day tickets to fly fish for trout.  

• The Environment Agency carried out a wild brown trout monitoring survey of the 
River Meon in 2017, this survey is carried out every 6 years. The survey does not 
distinguish between brown trout and the anadromous form of brown trout (sea 
trout), however the Environment Agency have states that only a small number of fish 
remain resident in the river, the rest being anadromous (sea trout).   

• The Meon typically produces high numbers of juvenile trout annually with a high proportion 
of migrating trout (sea trout) included in the breeding stock.  

• The results for the 2017 survey showed an average of 5.70 brown trout per 100m2 across 
13 sites with a size range of 62-304mm.  

• The report noted that a total of 285 trout were caught in 2017, down from 538 in 2019. 
However, numbers have fluctuated since 2007 and the overall trend shows limited change 
in trout density (less than 5 fish per 100m2). The population has been noted to be impacted 
by prolonged episodes of low flow at critical times, especially over winter which is crucial 
for salmonid spawning and egg incubation.  

• The survey also recorded salmon at three of the survey sites with an average of 2.31 per 
100m2 and a size range of 48-182mm, and salmon par at two of the sites.  

• The report noted that salmon have been consistently caught at one of the sites and the 
long-term dataset provides evidence to support that salmon spawn in the Meon annually, 
being the third river in Hampshire, after the Test and Itchen, to support salmon.  

• The River Meon enters directly into the Solent at Hill Head. The hydrography of the local 
area means that there is no clear channel to concentrate salmonids on their approach to 
the river, and therefore salmonids are known to congregate at the river mouth throughout 
the year, not just at the point of migration.  
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8.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
In 2001 the EA prosecuted a fisher for the retention of 8 sea trout that were caught in a net 
fished within the Mouth of the River Meon area.  

8.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

 
 
9. Beaulieu River 
No Migratory Salmonid Assessment has been undertaken as the area is subject to existing 
legislative closures and no commercial activity occurs. 

 
 
10. Keyhaven 
10.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section D 7.1 

10.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 7.2 

10.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 7.3 

10.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section D 7.4 

10.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area 
• The Avon Water flows out through Keyhaven  
• Pre-restoration work electro-fishing surveys carried out in 2016 on the Avon Water showed 

that the fish community is dominated by Brown trout.  
• It is anticipated that a relatively high proportion of these will be migratory trout (sea trout) 

due to the likely greater food resources available in the marine environment compared to 
the New Forest Streams. 

 
10.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

10.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 
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SECTION F: ANNEXES 

 
Annex 1: Data from Southern IFCA Small Fish Surveys in Keyhaven 
 

 
Figure 1: Count data for fish species identified at Keyhaven during the Southern IFCA Small Fish Surveys in Summer and 
Autumn 2017, Summer 2018 and Autumn 2021 
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Map 11: A map of the Christchurch Harbour fishing areas  
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SECTION A: HABITATS REGULATION ASSESSMENTS 
Under the Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, a 
Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) is required to be undertaken where net fishing occurs 
within, or adjacent to a Special Area of Conservation (SAC), in order to determine whether net 
fishing will have an adverse impact on Atlantic salmon as a feature of the SAC.  

Following the outcomes of a TLSE an Appropriate Assessment is required for the River Avon 
in order to determine whether net fishing occurring within, or adjacent to the River Avon SAC, 
will have an adverse impact on Atlantic salmon as a feature of the River Avon SAC. 
 
For more details on the HRA process please refer to the Process, Tools and Intentions Policy 
Paper. For further details on the TLSE and HRA, please refer to the Net Fishing Byelaw 
Conservation Package.  
 
 
1. The River Avon 
 
1.1 Proximity to River Avon SAC 
As demonstrated in Map 2, The River Avon fishing areas falls within and is adjacent to the 
River Avon SAC. The boundary of the River Avon SAC is where the River Avon and River 
Stour divide opposite the Christchurch Sailing Club. All areas of the river upstream of this point 
fall within the SAC.  
 
The high-level conservation objectives for the River Avon SAC are available online at: 
http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/6048472272732160. Of direct relevance 
to this Plan/Project, Salmo salar; Atlantic Salmon are a Qualifying Feature of the SAC.  

 

Map 2: River Avon fishing area and proximity to River Avon SAC 

http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/6048472272732160
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1.2 Fishing effort 
Commercial netting does not take place in the River Avon. 

 
1.3 Existing restrictions on net fishing relevant to Atlantic salmon 
Under the Southern IFCA legacy byelaw ‘Environment Agency, Sea Fisheries Regulation Act 
1966, Sea Fisheries Fixed Engine Prohibition’: 

• The placing and use of fixed engines for taking sea fish is prohibited in any water inland 
of the landward boundary of the Southern Sea Fisheries Committee district except: 
a) Between 30th September and the following 15th February in any year in 

Christchurch Harbour to the west of a line drawn true southeast from the south-
eastern-most corner of Haven House Inn at Mudeford Quay near Christchurch 
between the limits of ordinary high water on each side of the entrance channel 
being the area of the public fishery lying seaward of a line drawn from Ineravon to 
the Bunny (or the Canal) on Hengistbury Head and lying north of the main channel 

b) The placing and use of bottom nets between 30th September in any year and the 
following 15th February in that part of the sea demarcated by a line at or near the 
mouth of the River Avon drawn true southeast from the south-eastern-most corner 
of Haven House Inn at Mudeford Quay near Christchurch to a point (50° 43.18’ N, 
01° 44.03’ W) distant six hundred ten metres therefrom thence continued straight 
in a north easterly direction to a point (50° 43.92’ N, 01° 42.75’ W), true south of, 
an distant six hundred and ten metres from, the southwestern-most corner of the 
building known as Highcliffe Castle, and thence continued straight to such 
southwestern-most corner. 

 
The western section of Christchurch Harbour is privately owned by Bournemouth Water. 
Within this area commercial fishing is not permitted. 
 
1.4 Evidence of Atlantic salmon using the River Avon 
• Atlantic Salmon are a feature of the River Avon SAC listed under Annex II of the Habitats 

Directive. 
• The River Avon is listed as a ‘Principal Salmon River’ by the Environment Agency: 

o In 2019, the Atlantic salmon fishery assessment data36 showed that the River Avon 
attained 59% of the Conservation Limit of 6.48 x106 eggs deposited. This gives the 
river a Compliance Level of ‘Probably At Risk’. The classification of ‘Probably At Risk’ 
indicates there is a 5-50% probability of the river meeting the Management Objective.  

o The Compliance Level for 2024 is predicted to remain at ‘Probably at Risk’.  
• Atlantic salmon are a faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature for 

three SSSIs that underpin the River Avon; Avon Valley (Bickton to Christchurch) SSSI, 
River Avon System SSSI and River Till SSSI 
o There are four units under the three SSSI designations which refer to Atlantic salmon. 

These four units show an ‘unfavourable-recovering’ status condition. For note, this 
status condition relates to the habitat as a whole, rather than the Atlantic salmon 
population status. 

o All four units are highlighted as ‘at risk’ for Atlantic salmon as egg production and 
returning stock targets have not been met. However, it is highlighted that this may be 
a result of external factors such as survival at sea and climate change resulting in 
higher river temperatures. 
 
 
 

 
36 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-
2019-summary.pdf 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
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• Atlantic Salmon stock data37  
o Annex 1, Figure 1 shows the exploitation rate and percentage of adult run retained 

by the licenced rod and line fishery for Atlantic salmon on the River Itchen from 
2006 to 2019 (no data available for 2018). 

o Annex 1, Figure 2 shows data from the Environment Agency on the count of 
Atlantic salmon smolt and adults are available for years 2006 to 2020. 

▪ the returning stock estimate for the River Avon (blue) for 2006 to 2020 
▪ rod catch data (orange), available for 2006-2019 and the spawning 

escapement (grey) for the same period. 
o A preliminary count is available for 2020 (1495) from the count data from the Knapp 

Mill counter. The counter showed in total 2273 salmon and sea trout, this total 
number is over 1000 more fish than the long-term average and approximately 887 
more fish than the second highest year on record in 2006. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout in inshore waters’38 provides timings of the smolt and adult run of Atlantic salmon 
in the River Avon as April to mid-May for smolt and February to December for the adult 
run with a note that fish are known to be present in Christchurch Harbour throughout this 
period. 

• A radio tagging study showed that when the river flow on the River Avon is in excess of 13 
cumecs, salmon tend to pass through Christchurch Harbour within 12 hours. As the river 
flow falls below 10 cumecs, there is an increased tendency for salmon to remain in 
Christchurch Harbour for weeks or months until the flows increase again. 

 
1.5 Known interactions between nets and Atlantic salmon on the River Avon 
None recorded 

 
1.6 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and Atlantic salmon in the 
River Avon 
None recorded 
 
 
 

  

 
37 Taken From: 
o Salmon Stocks and Fisheries in England and Wales Annual Report by Environment Agency, Cefas and Natural 

Resources Wales  
o Hampshire Avon Fish Counter at Knapp Mill Report for Q4 2020 

 
38 https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/files/Net-Environment-Agency-Paper.pdf 

https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/files/Net-Environment-Agency-Paper.pdf
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SECTION B: SSSI ASSESSMENTS 
Under the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981), The Authority must take reasonable steps to 
further the conservation and enhancement of features for which a Site of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSI) site has been designated. In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, 
the SSSI Assessments will be undertaken to ensure that fishing activity within a SSSI is 
managed to ensure that there is no adverse effect on Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout if either 
are a faunal component or notified feature of the SSSI. 
 
As there are no relevant SSSI designations in Christchurch Harbour, SSSI Assessments are 
not required to be undertaken.  
 
 

SECTION C: FUNCTIONALLY LINKED AREA ASSESSMENTS 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, ‘Functional Linkage’ refers to the role that 
the sea beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI might fulfil in terms of supporting Atlantic 
salmon or sea trout populations. Such the area of sea is deemed to be ‘linked’ to the SAC or 
SSSI in question because it provides a role in maintaining or restoring salmonid populations 
at favourable conservation status. 
 
A Functionally Linked Area (FLA) Assessment is required to determine whether net fishing; 
occurring beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI (where salmonids are afforded protection); 
may have an adverse impact on salmonids.  
 
More details on FLA Assessments can be found in the supporting document entitled ‘Process, 
Tools and Intentions’. 
 
 
2. Main Channel 
2.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas (FLA) 
As demonstrated in Map 3, the Christchurch Harbour, Main Channel is functionally linked to 
the River Avon SAC, the Avon Valley SSSI, the River Avon System SSSI and the River Till 
SSSI. The fishing area may also play a supporting role to The River Stour, reference its 
designations as a Principal Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. 
 
2.2 Fishing effort 
• Up to four vessels fish with nets in and alongside the main channel, primarily using drift 

nets to target grey mullet.  
• Ring nets are also used to target grey mullet with a bycatch of bass, plaice and flounder. 

o Ring nets are deployed on recognition (by fishers) of the presence of target species. 
o Once deployed, it is highly unlikely that any fish outside of the circle will be entangled.  
o The set up and deployment of a ring net is very different to the salmonid seine nets 

which have been used historically from the shore to target salmonids. A seine net would 
be deployed from the shore (shore arm), by a vessel, in an ‘L-shape’ and allowed to drift 
with the current. The drifting end of the net (boat arm) would then be returned to the 
shore, using a long section of rope. Both ends of the net would then be retrieved 
simultaneously, creating a ‘bag’ in which fish are trapped even if they are not physically 
caught in the mesh of the net. In contrast, a ring net is designed to catch fish through 
emeshment and the recovery of a ring net set against the shore involves the recovery 
from only one end of the net, led by the float line. In this way no ‘bag’ is created and fish 
which are not physically caught in the net will not be removed as the net is recovered. 
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• Historically specialised seine nets have been used in the area to fish for flounder, primarily 
for use as pot bait.  

 

 

Map 3: Proximity of Christchurch Harbour Main Channel fishing area to River Avon SAC, Avon Valley SSSI, the River Avon 
System SSSI and the River Till SSSI 

 
• MMO data indicates that in the region of 60 net fishing trips per year are carried out across 

Christchurch Harbour. 
• It is estimated that approximately 5% of net fishing effort in Christchurch Harbour takes 

place within the Main Channel area.  

 
2.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
The first-sale value of net fishing in Christchurch Harbour is in the region of £15,000 per annum 
(data provided by fishers).  
 
2.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section A 1.3. 
 
2.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 
• The main channel of Christchurch Harbour is a principal migration route leading to the River 

Avon SAC. The evidence of Atlantic salmon using the River Avon SAC is provided in 
Section A 1.4. 

• The main channel of Christchurch Harbour is a principal migration route leading to the Avon 
Valley (Bickton to Christchurch) SSSI, River Avon System SSSI and River Till SSSI. 

o Sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature of 
the Avon Valley (Bickton to Christchurch) SSSI 
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o Sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature of 
the River Avon System SSSI 

o Sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature of 
the River Till SSSI 

• The River Avon is listed as a ‘Principal Sea Trout’ river by the Environment Agency. 
o The sea trout fishery assessment data for 2020 shows a Compliance Level of 

‘Probably at Risk’.  
• In 2020 the number of sea trout caught by rod and line was recorded as 188 with 170 

being released, giving a catch and release rate of 90%. This is the same as the rate 
for 2019. 

• The River Stour is a ‘Principal Salmon River’ as determined by the Environment 
Agency: 

o In 2019, the Atlantic salmon fishery assessment data39 showed that the River 
Stour attained 12% of the Conservation Limit of 2.12 x106 eggs deposited. This 
gives the river a Compliance Level of ‘At Risk’.  

o The Compliance Level for 2024 is predicted to be ‘At Risk’.  
o There is no validated count data for the River Stour, the Environment Agency 

have stated that the run count of the River Stour is approximately 6.5% of the 
run count in the River Avon: 

▪ For 2020, an estimated run count of 1495 for the River Avon would give 
an approximate run count of 97 for the River Stour 

o The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic 
salmon and sea trout in inshore waters3’ provides timings of the smolt and adult 
run of Atlantic salmon in the River Stour as April to May for smolt and February 
to December for the adult run with a note that fish are known to be present in 
Christchurch Harbour throughout this period. 

• The River Stour is listed as a ‘Principal Sea Trout River’ as determined by the 
Environment Agency: 

o The sea trout fishery assessment data for 2020 shows a Compliance Level of 
‘Probably at Risk’. 

• In 2020, the number of sea trout caught by rod and line in the River Stour was 8 with 
7 being released, giving a catch and release rate of 87%, this is an increase of 20% 
on the rate for 2019. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon 
and sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of sea trout 
in the River Stour as April/May for smolt and May to December for the adult run with a 
peak period between June and July and then again with Autumn rains. 

 
2.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded.  
 
2.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
• There is evidence of an interaction between migratory salmonids and fishing nets in 

Christchurch Harbour resulting from an EA and Southern IFCA inspection – the net type 
used and location is unconfirmed. 

• Targeted net fishing for migratory salmonids previously took place in the ‘Run’ area under 
a Net Limitation Order (NLO) administered by the EA.  

 

 

 
39 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-
2019-summary.pdf 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
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3. West of Harbour 
3.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas (FLA) 
Please refer to Map 1. This fishing area is functionally linked to the River Avon SAC, the Avon 
Valley SSSI, the River Avon System SSSI and the River Till SSSI. The fishing area may also 
play a supporting role to The River Stour, reference its designations as a Principal Salmon 
River and a Principal Sea Trout River. 
 
3.2 Fishing effort 
No commercial net fishing occurs within this area. 
 
3.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
No commercial net fishing occurs within this area. 
 
3.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
The west of the Harbour is privately owned by Bournemouth Water, commercial fishing is not 
permitted. 
 
3.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 
No assessment required as area closed to all forms of netting under regulations by 
Bournemouth Water. 
 
3.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
No assessment required as area closed to all forms of netting under regulations by 
Bournemouth Water. 
 
3.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
No assessment required as area closed to all forms of netting under regulations by 
Bournemouth Water. 
 

 

4. East of Harbour 
4.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas (FLA) 
As demonstrated in Map 4, Christchurch Harbour, East is functionally linked to the River Avon 
SAC, the Avon Valley SSSI, the River Avon System SSSI and the River Till SSSI. The fishing 
area may also play a supporting role to The River Stour, reference its designations as a 
Principal Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. 
 
4.2 Fishing effort 
• Up to four vessels fish with nets alongside, and occasionally within, the main channel, 

primarily using drift nets to target grey mullet.  
• Ring nets are also used to target grey mullet with a bycatch of bass, plaice and flounder. 

o Ring nets are deployed on recognition (by fishers) of the presence of target species. 
o Once deployed, it is highly unlikely that any fish outside of the circle will be entangled.  
o The set up and deployment of a ring net is very different to the salmonid seine nets 

which have been used historically from the shore to target salmonids. The recovery 
method for a salmonid seine net involves both ends of the net being pulled in at once 
by the float and lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in which fish are trapped even if they are not 
physically caught in the mesh of the net. In contrast, the recovery of a ring net set 
against the shore involves the recovery from only one end of the net, led by the float 
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line. In this way no ‘bag’ is created and fish which are not physically caught in the net 
will not be removed as the net is recovered. 

 

Map 4: Proximity of Christchurch Harbour East fishing area to River Avon SAC, Avon Valley SSSI, the River Avon System SSSI 
and the River Till SSSI 

 
• MMO data indicates that in the region of 60 net fishing trips per year are carried out across 

Christchurch Harbour. 
• It is estimated that approximately 95% of net fishing effort in Christchurch Harbour takes 

place within the Eastern Harbour area. 
 
4.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section C 2.3 
 
4.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section A 1.3. 
 
4.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 
As determined by the evidence presented in Sections A 1.4 and C 2.5 salmonids are known 
to be present in Christchurch Harbour. Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Literature Review document 
provide information on the migration behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea trout. Of specific 
relevance to the likely presence of salmonids in the above-named specified fishing areas: 
• The area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 

point leading to the River Avon SAC where Atlantic salmon are a qualifying feature of the 
SAC. 

• The areas do not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to the Avon Valley SSSI (Bickton to Christchurch) SSSI where sea trout are 
a faunal component of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature 
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• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to the River Avon System SSSI where sea trout and Atlantic salmon are a 
faunal component of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature 

• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to the River Till SSSI where sea trout and Atlantic salmon are a faunal 
component of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature 

• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to a Principal Salmon River 

 
4.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
• In 2019 Southern IFCA Officers undertook observer trips on net fishing vessels across the 

District. Of relevance to Christchurch Harbour:  
o 1 net fishing trip in June 2019 covering the area of Mudeford and Christchurch 

Harbour using a ring net. 1 set of the net during the trip 
▪ no salmonid interaction 
▪ net 1 – 2 thin-lipped grey mullet above MCRS, additional catch of 1 bass 

below MCRS 
o 1 landing inspection was carried out in June 2019, as part of Southern IFCA survey 

work, for a vessel that had fished in the Mudeford and Christchurch Harbour area. 
The catch consisted of 14 thick-lipped grey mullet, 6 thin-lipped grey mullet and 78 
golden grey mullet; the fisher indicated there was no salmon interception during the 
fishing trip. 

 
4.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
None recorded. 

 

5. Christchurch Box 
5.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas (FLA) 
As demonstrated in Map 5, the Christchurch Box is functionally linked to the River Avon SAC, 
the Avon Valley SSSI, the River Avon System SSSI and the River Till SSSI. The fishing area 
may also play a supporting role to The River Stour, reference its designations as a Principal 
Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. 

5.2 Fishing effort 
• Up to five commercial fishing vessels fish with nets in the Christchurch Box area.  
• Bottom set nets are used outside of the closed season to target a range of fish species 

including grey mullet, plaice, skates and rays, Dover sole and bream. Bass are also caught 
as a bycatch.  

• Drift nets are used throughout the summer and autumn months, particularly during 
September, in the Christchurch Box to target grey mullet. Bass are also caught as a 
bycatch.    

 
5.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
The first-sale value of net fishing activity in the Christchurch Box area ranges up to £15,000 
per annum.  
 
5.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section A 1.3. 
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Map 5: Proximity of Christchurch Harbour Christchurch Box fishing area to River Avon SAC, Avon Valley SSSI, the River Avon 
System SSSI and the River Till SSSI 

 
5.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 
• As determined by the evidence presented in Sections A 1.4 and C 2.5 salmonids are known 

to be present in Christchurch Harbour. 
• In order to enter Christchurch Harbour the salmonids must move through the Christchurch 

Box in order to enter the Harbour. It is most likely that salmonids will utilise the Main 
Channel as it passes through the southern part of Christchurch Box, however there is the 
potential for salmonids to utilise the wider area of the Christchurch Box on approach to the 
Harbour. 

• The Christchurch Box area was originally defined by the Environment Agency under a 
legacy byelaw (see Section A 1.3) as it was identified as holding a high concentration of 
migratory fish as they moved close inshore to detect the run into the Harbour. 

• Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Literature Review provide information on the migration 
behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea trout. 

o The area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or 
pinch point leading to the River Avon SAC where Atlantic salmon are a qualifying 
feature of the SAC. 

o The areas do not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or 
pinch point leading to the Avon Valley SSSI (Bickton to Christchurch) SSSI where 
sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature 

o This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or 
pinch point leading to the River Avon System SSSI where sea trout and Atlantic 
salmon are a faunal component of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature 

o This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or 
pinch point leading to the River Till SSSI where sea trout and Atlantic salmon are a 
faunal component of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature 
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o This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or 
pinch point leading to a Principal Salmon River 

 
5.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 
 
5.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 
 
 

6. Mouth of River Mude 
6.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas (FLA) 
As demonstrated in Map 6, Christchurch Harbour, Mouth of River Mude is functionally linked 
to the River Avon SAC, the Avon Valley SSSI, the River Avon System SSSI and the River Till 
SSSI. The fishing area may also play a supporting role to The River Stour, reference its 
designations as a Principal Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. 
 
6.2 Fishing effort 
No fishing activity occurs in this fishing area. 
 
6.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
No fishing activity occurs in this fishing area. 
 
6.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section A 1.3. 
 

 
Map 6: Proximity of Christchurch Harbour Mouth of the River Mude fishing area to River Avon SAC, Avon Valley SSSI, the 
River Avon System SSSI and the River Till SSSI 
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6.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 
As determined by the evidence presented in Sections A 1.4 and C 2.5 salmonids are known 
to be present in Christchurch Harbour. Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Literature Review document 
provide information on the migration behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea trout.  
 
6.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None 
 
6.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
None 
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SECTION D: ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT ASSESSMENTS 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, Essential Fish Habitats (EFH) refer to 
those habitats which provide ecological value in supporting spawning, feeding and refuge 
areas for non-salmonid species.  
 
Further details regarding EFH Assessments can be found in the supporting document entitled 
‘Process, Tools and Intentions’ and in Section 4 of the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review. 
 

  
7 West of Harbour 
No Assessment has been undertaken as the area is subject to existing legislative closures 
and no commercial activity occurs. 

 

8 East of Harbour 
8.1 Map of fishing area  
Please refer to Section C 4.1 

8.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section C 4.2 

8.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section C 4.3 

8.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Please refer to Section A 1.3 

8.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Christchurch Harbour falls within the Christchurch Harbour SSSI40. The citation for the SSSI 
provides the following habitat information:  

• Substantial areas of saltmarsh forming a complex pattern of low and high 
level saltmarsh communities. Although saltmarsh will not be present in the main 
channel, species accessing the Harbour as an EFH will use the main channel to enter 
the Harbour and when moving within the Harbour.  

• The low level saltmarsh contains seven different grass/mash species  
• the higher level marsh contains three different grass/marsh species  

  
Further information on habitat types is provided by a JNCC report on Christchurch Harbour2:  

• The Harbour consists of mainly intertidal fine muddy sand  
• Saltmarsh is found around the southern, western and north western shores  
• Most of the Harbour is brackish but the degree of salinity variation varies with the tide 

and the season  
 

8.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
The Southern IFCA Small Fish Survey Program uses a seine net, deployed from the shore to 
sample for fish species, particularly juvenile fish. Two seine nets are completed for each 
survey at each site and the fish retained in the net are identified, counted, and measured 
before being returned to the sea.  
 
 

 
40 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1002678&SiteName=christchurch&countyCode=&res
ponsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 

https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1002678&SiteName=christchurch&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1002678&SiteName=christchurch&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
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The Christchurch/Mudeford Spit Survey 
• 21 fish species were identified across four surveys. Count data for each species at 

each survey is given in Annex 2, Figure 3. 
• The most abundant species for each survey were: 

▪ Summer 2017: Sand Goby (30)  
▪ Autumn 2017: Sand Smelt (372)  
▪ Summer 2021: Herring (151)  
▪ Autumn 2021: Grey mullet sp. (2861) 

The Wick Ham 
• 16 fish species were identified at the Wick Ham site across four surveys. Count data 

for each species at each survey is given in Annex 2, Figure 4.  
• The most abundant species for each survey was:  

▪ Summer 2017: Thin-lipped grey mullet (309)  
▪ Autumn 2017: Thin-lipped grey mullet (194)   
▪ Summer 2021: Goby species (528)  
▪ Autumn 2021: Bass (728) 

 
Further information provided in the citation for the Christchurch Harbour SSSI states that 
Harbour waters are believed to be important as a breeding and nursery area for several fish 
including bass, thick-lipped grey mullet, thin-lipped grey mullet and pollack.  
 

8.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH 
Information from a JNCC report on Christchurch Harbour:  

• Benthic communities were characterised by very dense populations of a restricted 
number of species  

• Within the channel area, the sand mason worm Lanice conchilega dominated the 
seaward end with a shift to the 
polychaetes Hediste diversicolor and Streblospio shrubsolii and the 
crustacean Corophium volutator in the estuarine and brackish areas.  

• These fauna were noted to extend across the main open part of the Harbour 
  
8.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
It is likely that this area consists of mainly intertidal fine muddy sand, as reported by JNCC, 
and therefore will be of a value as a feeding habitat for fish species.  

   
 
9 Christchurch Box 
9.1 Map of fishing area  
Please refer to Section C 5.1 

9.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section C 5.2 

9.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section C 5.3 

9.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Please refer to Section A 1.3 

9.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
The Poole and Christchurch Bay’s Shoreline Management Plan: Stage 2 report41 provides the 
following information on the area between Hurst Spit and Hengistbury Head which 

 
41 https://twobays.net/smp2.htm 

https://twobays.net/smp2.htm
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incorporates the area of the Christchurch Box. This report states that the areas habitats are 
dominated by mobile sandy sediments. 
 
9.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
The Poole and Christchurch Bay’s Shoreline Management Plan: Stage 2 Report6 provides the 
following information on the area between Hurst Spit and Hengistbury Head which 
incorporates the area of the Christchurch Box:  

• Area is dominated by mobile sandy sediments which support nationally rare fish 
species   

• The coastal marine environment in this area acts as a spawning and nursery area for 
several species of commercially important fish including Dover sole, cod and bass  

 
9.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH 
The Poole and Christchurch Bay’s Shoreline Management Plan: Stage 2 Report6 provides the 
following information on the area between Hurst Spit and Hengistbury Head which 
incorporates the area of the Christchurch Box:  

• Sandy sediments support a variety of organisms including Slipper 
limpet Crepidula fornicate, Burrowing polychaete worms, Mollusc species.  

 
9.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
The habitats within Christchurch box are cited as sandy, mobile sediments and is likely to 
provide an access route into the harbour for fish species to utilise the harbour as an EFH for 
the purposes of spawning, refuge or feeding. The area is of overall moderate value as an EFH. 

  
 

 

10 Mouth of River Mude 
10.1 Map of fishing area  
Refer to Section C 6.1 

10.2 Fishing effort  
Refer to Section C 6.2 

10.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Refer to Section C 6.3 

10.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Refer to Section A 1.3 

10.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Habitat data for this area is predominantly the same as defined in Section D 8.5.  
 
10.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Refer to Section D 8.6 

10.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH 
Refer to Section D 8.7 

10.8 Summary of ecological value as EFH 
The area serves as a pinch point between the harbour and estuarine habitat and the 
freshwater tributary and therefore provides a key access route for spawning and feeding fish 
species. The area, including the lower reaches of the River Mude, is categorised as being of 
high value as an EFH. 
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SECTION E: MIGRATORY SALMONID ASSESSMENTS 

In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, areas utilised by migratory salmonids 
mean those areas within the District which fall outside of SACs and SSSI (to include high 
functionally linked areas) where Atlantic Salmon or sea trout receive protection as a 
conservation feature.  
 
Migratory Salmonid (MS) Assessments are required to determine the relationship between net 
fishing and migratory salmonids. Further details regarding MS Assessments can be found in 
the supporting document entitled ‘Process, Tools and Intentions’. 
 
 

14 Mouth of River Mude 
11.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section C 6.1 

11.2 Fishing effort  
Refer to Section C 6.2 
 
11.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Refer to Section C 6.3 
 
11.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please see Section A 1.3 

11.5 Evidence of salmonids using River Mude 
As determined by the evidence presented in Sections A 1.4 and C 2.5, salmonids are known 
to be present in Christchurch Harbour. Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Literature Review document 
provide information on the migration behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea trout.  
 
It is likely that migratory salmonids congregate at the mouth of the River Mude, the area is 
known to provide a pinch point for salmonids which are likely to be accessing the River Mude 
from the main Christchurch Harbour entrance via the main channel. The River Mude is 
however not a principal salmonid river, nor does it lead to an SAC or SSSI or a high 
Functionally Linked Area.  
 
11.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

11.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 
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15 East of Harbour 
12.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section C 4.1 

12.2 Fishing effort  
Refer to Section C 4.2 
 
12.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Refer to Section C 4.3 
 
12.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please see Section A 1.3 

12.5 Evidence of salmonids using East of Harbour 
As determined by the evidence presented in Sections A 1.4 and C 2.5 salmonids are known 
to be present in Christchurch Harbour. Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Literature Review document 
provide information on the migration behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea trout. Of specific 
relevance to the likely presence of salmonids in the above-named specified fishing areas: 
• The area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 

point leading to the River Avon SAC where Atlantic salmon are a qualifying feature of the 
SAC. 

• The areas do not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to the Avon Valley SSSI (Bickton to Christchurch) SSSI where sea trout are 
a faunal component of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature 

• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to the River Avon System SSSI where sea trout and Atlantic salmon are a 
faunal component of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature 

• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to the River Till SSSI where sea trout and Atlantic salmon are a faunal 
component of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature 

• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to a Principal Salmon River 

 
12.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

12.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

 
 
16 Christchurch Box 
13.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section C 5.1 

13.2 Fishing effort  
Refer to Section C 5.2 
 
13.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Refer to Section C 5.3 
 
13.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please see Section A 1.3 
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13.5 Evidence of salmonids using the Christchurch Box 
• As determined by the evidence presented in Sections A 1.4 and C 2.5 salmonids are known 

to be present in Christchurch Harbour. 
• In order to enter Christchurch Harbour the salmonids must move through the Christchurch 

Box in order to enter the Harbour. It is most likely that salmonids will utilise the Main 
Channel as it passes through the southern part of Christchurch Box, however there is the 
potential for salmonids to utilise the wider area of the Christchurch Box on approach to the 
Harbour. 

• The Christchurch Box area was originally defined by the Environment Agency under a 
legacy byelaw (see Section A 1.3) as it was identified as holding a high concentration of 
migratory fish as they moved close inshore to detect the run into the Harbour. 

• Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Literature Review provide information on the migration 
behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea trout. 

 
13.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

13.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 
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SECTION F: ANNEXES 

 

2. Annex 1: Figures 1 and 2 detailing information on salmon stock 
and rod & line fishery data from Environment Agency reports for the 
River Avon (see section 1.4) 

3.  
 

 

Figure 1: showing the exploitation rate (blue) and percentage of the adult Atlantic salmon run retained (red) by the 
licenced rod and line fishery on the River Avon for 2006 to 2019 (no data available for 2018).  

 

Figure 2: the validated count and run estimates of Atlantic salmon smolts and adults for the River Avon (blue), road 
catch data (orange) and spawning escapement (grey) between 2006-2019. The yellow dot indicates preliminary 
data for 2020. 
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4. Annex 2: Data from Southern IFCA Small Fish Surveys at the 
Christchurch/Mudeford Spit site and the Wick Ham Site 
 

 

  
Figure 3: Count data for fish species identified at the Christchurch/Mudeford Spit site in Christchurch 
Harbour during the Southern IFCA Small Fish Surveys for Summer and Autumn 2017 and Summer and 
Autumn 2021. Due to the high count number for Grey mullet species in the Autumn 2021 survey, this 
data has been included in a separate bar relating to the secondary y-axis (right hand side). 
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Figure 4:  Count data for fish species identified at the Wick Ham site in Christchurch Harbour during the 
Southern IFCA Small Fish Surveys for Summer and Autumn 2017 and Summer and Autumn 2021. Due 
to the high count number for Grey mullet species (green) and bass (orange) in the Autumn 2021 survey, 
data for these species have been included in separate bars relating to the secondary y-axis (right hand 
side).  
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Map 12: A map of the Poole Harbour fishing areas, showing the location of relevant nature conservation 
designations. 
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SECTION A: HABITATS REGULATION ASSESSMENTS 
Under the Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, a 
Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) is required to be undertaken where net fishing occurs 
within, or adjacent to a Special Area of Conservation (SAC), in order to determine whether net 
fishing will have an adverse impact on Atlantic salmon as a feature of the SAC.  

As there are no relevant SAC designations in Poole Harbour, an HRA is not required to be 
undertaken. 

 
SECTION B: SSSI ASSESSMENTS 
Under the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981), The Authority must take reasonable steps to 
further the conservation and enhancement of features for which a Site of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSI) site has been designated. In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, 
the SSSI Assessments will be undertaken to ensure that fishing activity within a SSSI is 
managed to ensure that there is no adverse effect on Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout if either 
are a faunal component or notified feature of the SSSI. 
 
The relevant fishing area for Poole Harbour, The River Frome sits partly within the River Frome 
SSSI and partly as a Functionally Linked Area to the River Frome SSSI (please refer to Map 
2, Section C 1.1). The relevant fishing area which falls within the SSSI is regulated by the 
Environment Agency as a private area which prohibits all net fishing. It is for this reason that 
an A SSSI assessment has not been undertaken as fishing activity is prohibited within this 
area under existing regulations.  
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SECTION C: FUNCTIONALLY LINKED AREA ASSESSMENTS 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, ‘Functional Linkage’ refers to the role that 
the sea beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI might fulfil in terms of supporting Atlantic 
salmon or sea trout populations. Such the area of sea is deemed to be ‘linked’ to the SAC or 
SSSI in question because it provides a role in maintaining or restoring salmonid populations 
at favourable conservation status. 
 
Therefore, a Functionally Linked Area (FLA) Assessment is required to determine whether net 
fishing; occurring beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI (where salmonids are afforded 
protection) may have an adverse impact on salmonids. The FLA Assessment considers both 
site specific information, as well as being informed by a wider literature review which seeks to 
further understandings of likely salmonid interactions based on the best available evidence 
from peer reviewed evidence. 
 
 
More details on FLA Assessments can be found in the supporting document entitled ‘Process, 
Tools and Intentions’. 
 
1. Poole Harbour, The River Frome 

11.  
1.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas (FLA) 
As demonstrated in Map 2, the River Frome fishing area is functionally linked to the River 
Frome SSSI. The area may also play a supporting role to the River Piddle, reference its 
designations as a Principal Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. 

 
Map 2: Proximity of the River Frome relevant fishing area to the River Frome SSSI 
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1.2 Fishing effort 
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 
 
1.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 
 
1.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
The relevant fishing area for the River Frome is covered by existing restrictions by the 
Environment Agency which creates a private area and prohibits all net fishing. 
 
1.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SSSI 
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 
1.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 
1.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 
 
2. Poole Harbour, The River Piddle 

12.  
2.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas (FLA) 
As demonstrated in Map 3, the River Piddle fishing area is functionally linked to the River 
Frome SSSI. The area may also play a supporting role to the River Piddle, reference its 
designations as a Principal Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. 

 
Map 3: Proximity of the River Piddle relevant fishing area to the River Frome SSSI 
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2.2 Fishing effort 
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 
 
2.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 
 
2.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
The relevant fishing area for the River Piddle is covered by existing restrictions by the 
Environment Agency which creates a private area and prohibits all net fishing. 
 
2.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SSSI 
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 
2.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 
2.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 
 

13. 3. Poole Harbour, Wareham Channel 
14.  

3.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas (FLA) 
As demonstrated in Map 4, the Poole Harbour, Wareham Channel area is functionally linked 
to the River Frome SSSI. The area may also play a supporting role to the River Piddle, 
reference its designations as a Principal Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. 

 
Map 4: Proximity of Poole Harbour Wareham Channel to the River Frome SSSI 
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3.2 Fishing effort 
3.2.1 Gill net (ring) 
• Up to 13 vessels fish with nets using predominantly ring nets to target grey mullet. Bycatch 

species in the ring net fishery include bass and gilthead bream. 
• Information from fishers that ring net vessels shoot nets at the very edges of the channel 

throughout the Harbour as fish tend to congregate in these areas 
• Ring net fishing in this area only takes place during slack water  
• The net is set for a short period of time, 10 minutes 
• Nets are constantly attended 
• Mesh size ranges from 3 5/8 to 4 inches 
• Net length rages from 250 to 360m 
• Net is set from a vessel in a circular pattern to enclose target species or set from the shore 

in a ‘D’ shape with the shore providing the closing boundary 
• Ring nets are deployed on recognition (by fishers) of the presence of target species. 
• Once deployed, it is highly unlikely that any fish outside of the circle will be entangled.  
• The set up and deployment of a ring net is very different to the salmonid seine nets which 

have been used historically from the shore to target salmonids. The recovery method for a 
salmonid seine net involves both ends of the net being pulled in at once by the float and 
lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in which fish are trapped even if they are not physically caught 
in the mesh of the net. In contrast, the recovery of a ring net set against the shore involves 
the recovery from only one end of the net, led by the float line. In this way no ‘bag’ is created 
and fish which are not physically caught in the net will not be removed as the net is 
recovered. 

 
3.2.2 Gill net (drift) 
• Up to 3 vessels engage in drift netting activity to target herring 
• Fishers shoot nets at the very edges of the channel throughout the Harbour as fish tend to 

congregate in these areas 
 
 
3.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
The first-sale value of net fishing activity in Poole Harbour is estimated to be in the region of 
£150,000. Up to 5% of this value may be derived from the Wareham Channel area.  
 
3.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
The Southern IFCA ‘Fixed Engines’ byelaw prohibits the placing and use of fixed engines 
(nets), other than Fyke nets, for the taking of seafish during the period from 1st April to 30th 
September (both days inclusive) in any year in all parts of Poole Harbour to the West of the 
line of the Chain Ferry between South Haven Point and Sandbanks and all parts of any river 
or stream flowing into Poole Harbour which fall within the Southern Sea Fisheries District.  

The Bass (Specified Area) (Prohibition of Fishing) Order 1990 and The Bass (Specified Areas) 
(Prohibition of Fishing) (Variation) Order 1999 sets a prohibition on fishing for bass 
(Dicentrarchus labrax), or fishing for any species of sea-fish using sand-eels (Ammodytidae) 
as bait, by any fishing boat within Poole Harbour in the area of all tidal waters enclosed by a 
line drawn 011° true from Jerry’s Point, through Branksea Castle to Salterns Pier between 30th 
April and 1st November. 

3.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SSSI 
Wareham Channel is a principal migration route leading to the River Frome SSSI where 
Atlantic salmon and sea trout are faunal components of the ‘River and Streams’ reportable 
feature. Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Literature Review provide information on the migration 
behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea trout.  
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Evidence of Atlantic Salmon using the River Frome 
• Atlantic salmon are a faunal component of the River Frome SSSI ‘Rivers and Streams’ 

reportable feature: 
o There are seven units under the River Frome SSSI for the ‘Rivers and Streams’ 

reportable feature, one of the units directly references Atlantic salmon as being 
impacted by barriers to migration and that improvements are being sought to 
rectify the impact.  

o For all seven units for the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature, the condition 
is given as ‘Unfavourable – no change’, no assessment of the Condition Threat 
has been undertaken. For note, this status condition relates to the habitat as a 
whole, rather than the Atlantic salmon population status. 

• The River Frome is listed as a ‘Principal Salmon River’ as determined by the Environment 
Agency 

o In 2019, the Atlantic salmon fishery assessment data42 showed that the River 
Frome attained 82% of the Conservation Limit of 1.50 x106 eggs deposited. 
This gives the river a Compliance Level of ‘Probably at Risk’.  

o The Compliance Level for 2024 is predicted to be ‘Probably at Risk’ 
• Atlantic Salmon stock data43:  

o Annex 1: Figure 1 shows the exploitation rate and percentage of adult run 
retained by the licenced rod and line fishery for Atlantic salmon on the River 
Frome for 1988 to 2019. 

o Annex 1: Figure 2 shows data from the Environment Agency on the count of 
Atlantic salmon smolt and adults are available for years 1988 to 2019  

▪ the returning stock estimate for the River Frome (blue) for 1988 to 2019 
▪ rod catch data (orange), available for 1988-2019 and the spawning 

escapement (grey) for the same period. 
• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon 

and sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of Atlantic 
salmon in the River Frome as April to May for smolt and February to December for the 
adult run. 

 
Evidence of sea trout using the River Frome 
• Sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature of the 

River Frome SSSI. 
• The River Frome is listed as a ‘Principal Sea Trout’ river by the Environment Agency. The 

sea trout fishery assessment data for 2020 shows a Compliance Level of ‘Probably at Risk’.  
o In 2020, the number of sea trout caught by rod and line in the River Frome was 275 with 

251 being released, giving a catch and release rate of 91%, this is a decrease of 1% on 
the rate for 2019. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of sea trout in the 
River Frome as March to April and the adult run as May to December with a peak period 
between June to July and then again with the Autumn rains. 

 
This area may also play a supporting role to the River Piddle as a designated Principal Salmon 
River and a Principal Sea Trout River.  
 
 

 
42 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-
2019-summary.pdf 

43 Stock data taken from: Salmon Stocks and Fisheries in England and Wales Annual Report by Environment Agency, Cefas 
and Natural Resources Wales Solent and South Downs Annual Fish Monitoring Report by Environment Agency 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
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Evidence of Atlantic salmon using the River Piddle 
• The River Piddle is listed as a ‘Principal Salmon River’ as determined by the Environment 

Agency: 
o In 2019, the Atlantic salmon fishery assessment data44 showed that the River Piddle 

attained 42% of the Conservation Limit of 0.31 x106 eggs deposited. This gives the 
river a Compliance Level of ‘At Risk’.  

o The Compliance Level for 2024 is predicted to be ‘Probably at Risk’.  
• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 

sea trout in inshore waters45’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of Atlantic salmon 
in the River Piddle as April to May for smolt and February to December for the adult run. 

• Given the proximity of the river mouths and shared estuaries of the Rivers Frome and River 
Piddle, higher levels of gene flow and migration between these sites might be expected 
and it appears that the geographic distance between the mouths of these rivers does play 
a role in defining genetic distances between populations46. 

 
Evidence of sea trout using the River Piddle 
• The River Piddle is listed as a ‘Principal Sea Trout River’ as determined by the Environment 

Agency: 
• The sea trout fishery assessment data for 2020 shows a Compliance Level of ‘Probably at 

Risk’, which is a downgrade from the 2019 classification of ‘Probably not at risk’. 
• In 2020, the number of sea trout caught by rod and line in the River Piddle was 3 with 3 

being released, giving a catch and release rate of 100%, this is the same as the rate for 
2019. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of sea trout in the 
River Piddle as April/May for smolt and May to December for the adult run with a peak 
period between June and July and then again with Autumn rains. 

 
3.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
The EA regulate a Net Limitation Order for Poole Harbour. Net fishing is carried out each year 
by use of drift net in the Wareham Channel and Wareham Approaches, targeting salmon and 
sea trout. One fisher is active in the fishery and fishes under a permit issued by the EA. The 
permit holder operates a catch and release fishery. Data is held by the EA on salmon and sea 
trout catches in this fishery.  

 
The EA has recorded the following instances of salmonids observed being caught in nets in 
the Wareham Channel and Wareham Approaches area: 

• 2004 15/11/04- Sea trout caught in net off Rockley.  
• 2009 17/10/09- One Salmon in fixed net Wareham Channel. 
• 2012 18/07/12- Two salmon in illegal fixed net at top of Wareham channel. Net seized. 
• 2013 07/13- One sea trout caught at the top of the Wareham channel in the presence of  
• SIFCA Officers by fisherman using drift net. Fish returned. 
• 2013 One sea trout taken in Wareham Channel along with undersize bass. Prosecution.  

 
44 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-
2019-summary.pdf 
 
46 Ikediashi, C., Paris, J. R., King, R. A., Beaumont, W. R. C., Ibbotson, A. and Stevens, J. R. 2018. ‘Atlantic 
salmon Salmo salar in the chalk streams of England are genetically unique’. Journal of Fish Biology, 92(3), pp. 621-641   

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
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• 2016 10/06/16- Two sea trout caught in drift net fished off Keysworth point both released 
in the presence of EA Officers. 

 
3.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
None recorded. 
 

 
15. 4. Wareham Approaches 

4.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas (FLA) 
As demonstrated in Map 5, the Poole Harbour, Wareham Approaches area is functionally 
linked to the River Frome SSSI. The fishing area may also play a supporting Role to the River 
Piddle, reference its designations as a Principal Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. 

 
 
Map 5: Proximity of Poole Harbour Wareham Channel Approaches to the River Frome SSSI 

 
4.2 Fishing effort 
4.2.1 Gill net (ring) 
• Up to 13 vessels fish with ring nets in the Wareham Approaches. 
• The net is set for a short period of time, 10 minutes 
• Nets are constantly attended 
• Mesh size ranges from 3 5/8 to 4 inches 
• Net length rages from 250 to 360m 
• Net is set from a vessel in a circular pattern to enclose target species or set from the shore 

in a ‘D’ shape with the shore providing the closing boundary 
• Used primarily to target grey mullet species. Bass are caught as bycatch. 
• Ring nets are deployed on recognition (by fishers) of the presence of target species. 
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• Once deployed, it is highly unlikely that any fish outside of the circle will be entangled.  
• The set up and deployment of a ring net is very different to the salmonid seine nets which 

have been used historically from the shore to target salmonids. The recovery method for a 
salmonid seine net involves both ends of the net being pulled in at once by the float and 
lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in which fish are trapped even if they are not physically caught 
in the mesh of the net. In contrast, the recovery of a ring net set against the shore involves 
the recovery from only one end of the net, led by the float line. In this way no ‘bag’ is created 
and fish which are not physically caught in the net will not be removed as the net is 
recovered. 

 
4.2.2 Gill net (drift) 
• Up to 3 vessels engage in drift netting activity in the Wareham Approaches area 
• Species caught include grey mullet, bass, gilthead bream, plaice, flounder and herring. 
 
4.2.3 Gill net (fixed) 
• Up to 13 vessels engage in fixed netting activity in the Wareham Approaches area outside 

of the fixed engine closure period. 
• Fishing for flounder and plaice as well as other species of flatfish  
 
4.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
The first-sale value of net fishing activity in Poole Harbour is estimated to be in the region of 
£150,000. Up to 25% of this value may be derived from the Wareham Approaches area.  
 
4.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section C 3.4 
 
4.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SSSI 
As determined by the evidence presented in Section C 3.5 salmonids are known to be present 
in Poole Harbour. Wareham Approaches is a known (but not principal) migration route leading 
to the River Frome SSSI where Atlantic salmon and sea trout are faunal components of the 
‘River and Streams’ reportable feature and may also play a supporting role to the River Piddle 
as a Principal Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the 
Literature Review provide information on the migration behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea 
trout.  
 
4.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
• One record by the Environment Agency of a 6-8lb sea trout caught in a surface gill net used 

across a large area on the side of the Wareham Channel while an EA Fisheries 
Enforcement Officer was present47. 

• In 2019 Southern IFCA Officers undertook observer trips on net fishing vessels across the 
District. For the area of the Wareham Approaches in Poole Harbour 3 observer trips were 
undertaken as follows: 
o 1 net fishing trip in June 2019 using a 3 5/8 and 3 ¾ mesh, 340-yard-long net for ring 

netting. 2 sets of the net during the trip 
▪ no salmonid interaction in either net 
▪ net 1 – 27 thin-lipped grey mullet above MCRS 
▪ net 2 – 25 thin-lipped grey mullet above MCRS 

o 1 net fishing trip in August 2019 using a 3 5/8 and 3 ¾ mesh, 340-yard-long net for ring 
netting. 1 set of the net during the trip 

▪ no salmonid interaction 
 

47 Information stated on p. 7 of the Environment Agency Report ‘Risks posed to migratory salmonid fish species by sea fish netting 
in Poole and Christchurch Harbours’, provided to the Southern IFCA in 2018.  
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▪ 181 thin-lipped grey mullet above MCRS 
o 1 net fishing trip in September 2019, with the Wareham Channel fished in addition to the 

central Harbour area, using a 3 5/8 and 3 ¾ mesh, 340-yard-long net for ring netting. 5 
sets of the net during the trip 

▪ no salmonid interaction in any of the nets 
▪ net 1 – 3 thin-lipped grey mullet above MCRS and 2 golden grey mullet 

above MCRS 
▪ net 2 – 33 thin-lipped grey mullet above MCRS and 2 golden grey mullet 

above MCRS, additional catch of 1 smoothound 
▪ net 3 – 56 thin-lipped grey mullet above MCRS and 8 golden grey mullet 

above MCRS 
▪ net 4 – 9 thin-lipped grey mullet above MCRS 
▪ net 5 – 19 thin-lipped grey mullet above MCRS 

 
*Note: observer net fishing trips were carried out prior to the introduction of the Southern IFCA 
Minimum Conservation Reference Size Byelaw, therefore the MCRS for all grey mullet species 
was 30cm at the time this data was collected. 
 
Please also refer to Section C 3.6. 
 
4.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
None recorded. 

 
 
 

16. 5. Main Channel 
 
5.1 Proximity to Functionally Linked Areas (FLA) 
As demonstrated in Map 6, the Poole Harbour, Main Channel is functionally linked to the River 
Frome SSSI. The fishing area may also play a supporting role to the River Piddle, reference 
its designations as a Principal Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. 
 

5.2 Fishing effort  
5.2.1 Gill net (ring) 
• Up to 13 vessels fish with nets in the Main Channel using predominantly ring nets to target 

grey mullet. Bycatch species in the ring net fishery include bass and gilthead bream.  
• Information from fishers that ring net vessels shoot nets at the very edges of the channel 

throughout the Harbour as fish tend to congregate in these areas  
• Ring net fishing in this area only takes place during slack water   
• The net is set for a short period of time, 10 minutes  
• Nets are constantly attended  
• Mesh size ranges from 3 5/8 to 4 inches  
• Net length rages from 250 to 360m  
• Net is set from a vessel in a circular pattern to enclose target species or set from the shore 

in a ‘D’ shape with the shore providing the closing boundary  
• Ring nets are deployed on recognition (by fishers) of the presence of target species. 
• Once deployed, it is highly unlikely that any fish outside of the circle will be entangled.  
• The set up and deployment of a ring net is very different to the salmonid seine nets which 

have been used historically from the shore to target salmonids. The recovery method for a 
salmonid seine net involves both ends of the net being pulled in at once by the float and 
lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in which fish are trapped even if they are not physically caught 
in the mesh of the net. In contrast, the recovery of a ring net set against the shore involves  
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Map 6: Proximity of Poole Harbour Main Channel to the River Frome SSSI 

the recovery from only one end of the net, led by the float line. In this way no ‘bag’ is created 
and fish which are not physically caught in the net will not be removed as the net is recovered. 
 
5.2.2 Gill net (drift) 
• Up to 3 vessels engage in drift netting activity to target herring 
• Fishers shoot nets at the very edges of the channel throughout the Harbour as fish tend to 

congregate in these areas 
 
5.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 
The first-sale value of net fishing activity in Poole Harbour is estimated to be in the region of 
£150,000. Up to 10% of this value may be derived from the Main Channel area.  
 
5.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section C 3.4 

5.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SSSI 
As determined by the evidence presented in Section C 3.5 salmonids are known to be present 
in Poole Harbour. The Main Channel is a principal migration route leading to the River Frome 
SSSI where Atlantic salmon and sea trout are faunal components of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ 
reportable feature and may also play a supporting role to the River Piddle as a Principal 
Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. Please refer to Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the 
Literature Review which provides information on the migration and behaviours of Atlantic 
salmon and sea trout.   
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5.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 
 
5.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  
None recorded. 
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SECTION D: ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT ASSESSMENTS 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, Essential Fish Habitats (EFH) refer to 
those habitats which provide ecological value in supporting spawning, feeding and refuge 
areas for non-salmonid species.  
 
Further details regarding EFH Assessments can be found in the supporting document entitled 
‘Process, Tools and Intentions’ and in Section 4 of the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review. 
 
 

6. Wareham Approaches 
6.1 Map of fishing area  
Please refer to Section C 4.1 

6.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section C 4.2 
 
6.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section C 4.3 
 
6.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Please refer to Section C 3.4 

6.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Poole Harbour is covered by the Poole Harbour SPA48 and the Poole Harbour SSSI49. 
Information on habitat types covering the whole of Poole Harbour (not site specific) is provided 
by data used to support these designations: 

• Freshwater and coastal grazing marsh (supporting habitat under SPA)  
• Mediterranean and thermo-Atlantic halophilous scrubs (supporting habitat under 

SPA)   
• Atlantic salt meadows (supporting habitat under SPA)  
• Spartina swards (supporting habitat under SPA)  
• Intertidal mud (supporting habitat under SPA)  
• Intertidal fine-grained mud (habitats listed under SSSI citation) 
• Saltmarsh fringes the intertidal mud, dominated by common cord 

grass Spartina anglica (habitats listed under SSSI citation) 
 
In addition, a survey was carried out by Bournemouth University, commissioned by Natural 
England, to monitor and report on the condition of notified intertidal sediment features50. The 
report, published in 2010, provides information on habitat types across Poole Harbour. For 
the Wareham Approaches, the following information is provided for 2009:  

• Clay/silt sediment  
• Saltmarsh areas at Seagull Island, Keysworth and fringing the western end toward 

the entrance to the Rivers Piddle and Frome  
• Sand sediment in the centre of the Wareham approaches area, south of the channel  

 

 
48 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteGeneralDetail.aspx?SiteCode=UK9010111&SiteName=poole&countyCode=&
responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 
49 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1000110&SiteName=poole&countyCode=&responsib
lePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 
50 https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/4897352.pdf 

https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1000110&SiteName=poole&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1000110&SiteName=poole&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/4897352.pdf
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6.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Sections D 7.6 and D 10.6. The small fish surveys carried out by Southern 
IFCA at Lytchett Bay and Brownsea Island provide an indication of the species likely to be 
present in other areas of the Harbour.  

6.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Invertebrate data from the SSSI citation:  

• Most marine invertebrate species are of widespread distribution but, especially in the 
case of sheltered areas and bays, are found in very large numbers  

• The rare mollusc Aeolidiella sanguinea is found in Poole Harbour  
  
A survey was carried out by Bournemouth University, commissioned by Natural England, to 
monitor and report on the condition of notified intertidal sediment features9. The report, 
published in 2010, provides information on invertebrate species across Poole Harbour. For 
the Wareham Approaches, the following information is provided for 2009:  

• Species count varied from 1-5 to 21-25 per sample across 20 sampled sites  
• Density of organisms varied from 8-10 m-2 to 7501-15000 m-2 across 20 sampled 

sites  
• Biotope classifications for the area showed a dominance of polychaete 

species, Corophium species and small molluscs  
• Species found:  

▪ Polychaetes and Oligochaetes  
▪ Crustaceans  
▪ Molluscs  
▪ Corophium species  

 
6.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
Drawing from the habitat data for Poole Harbour and the 2010 survey report specific to the 
Wareham Approaches, it is likely that this site provides examples of clay/silt sediments and 
saltmarsh which are recognised as providing ecological importance in supporting feeding and 
refuge areas for fish species. The rich invertebrate diversity will provide a food source for a 
large number of different fish species. The Wareham Approaches provides a medium value 
as an EFH. 
 
 
 
7. Lytchett Bay 
7.1 Map of fishing area  
Please refer to map 1. 
 
7.2 Fishing effort  
• Between two and five commercial fishing vessels net fish in Lytchett Bay  
• Vessels engage in ring netting, drift netting and fixed netting  
• Target species are grey mullet, with a bycatch of flounder, plaice and bass.  

 
7.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
The first-sale value of net fishing activity in Poole Harbour is estimated to be in the region of 
£150,000. Up to 2% of this value may be derived from the Lytchett Bay area.  
 
7.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Please refer to Section C 3.4 
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7.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Section D 6.5. In addition, a survey was carried out by Bournemouth University, 
commissioned by Natural England, to monitor and report on the condition of notified intertidal 
sediment features9. The report, published in 2010, provides information on habitat types 
across Poole Harbour. For Lytchett Bay, the following information is provided for 2009:  

▪ Sublittoral mud in the channel  
▪ Saltmarsh on the western, eastern and northern sides of the bay  
▪ Clay/silt muddy sediment across the intertidal  

 

7.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Surveys are carried out by the Southern IFCA as part of the Small Fish Survey Program51 at 
two sites in Poole Harbour, namely Lytchett Bay and Brownsea Island. The data from the most 
relevant survey is presented below. Despite these surveys being site specific it is likely that 
the species recorded will be found in other areas of Poole Harbour. Please see Section D 10.6 
for data on Brownsea Island. 

Lytchett Bay: 
• 17 fish species were identified at the site across the following five surveys. The figure 

provided identifies the most abundant species found. Annex 2, Figure 4 shows the 
count data for fish species per site. 

o Autumn 2016: Sand Goby (536)  
o Summer 2017: Sand Goby (114)  
o Autumn 2017: Common Goby (315)  
o Summer 2018: Common Goby (27)  
o Autumn 2018: Sand Goby (14) and Sand Smelt (14)  
o Summer 2019: Common Goby (26)  
 

7.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Section D 6.7. In addition, a survey was carried out by Bournemouth University, 
commissioned by Natural England, to monitor and report on the condition of notified intertidal 
sediment features9. The report, published in 2010, provides information on invertebrate 
species across Poole Harbour. For Lytchett Bay, the following information is provided for 
2009:  

▪ Species count varied from 1-5 to 13-15 per sample across 5 sampled sites  
▪ Density of organisms varied from 501-1500 m-2 to 1501-3500 m-2 across 5 sampled 

sites  
▪ Biotope classifications for the area showed a dominance of polychaete and mollusc 

species  
▪ Species found:  

▪ Polychaetes and Oligochaetes  
▪ Crustaceans  
▪ Molluscs  

 

 
51 The Southern IFCA Small Fish Survey Program uses a seine net, deployed from the shore to sample for fish species, particularly 
juvenile fish. Two seine nets are completed for each survey at each site and the fish retained in the net are identified, counted 
and measured before being returned to the sea.  
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7.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
The site provides an example of sublittoral mud, saltmarsh and muddy/clay sediments which 
is recognised as playing an ecological role in supporting spawning, feeding and refuge areas 
for fish species. The rich invertebrate diversity will provide a food source for a large number 
of different fish species. The area is fringed by an excellent network of saltmarsh and 
reedbeds, particularly on the western and northern shores. Lytchett Bay provides a high value 
as EFH. 
 
 
 
8. Wych and Middlebere Lakes 
8.1 Map of fishing area  
Please refer to map 1. 

8.2 Fishing effort  
• Up to four vessels net fish in Wych and Middlebere Lakes using ring nets and fixed nets. 

Target species are grey mullet, with a bycatch of flounder, plaice and bass.  
 
8.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
The first-sale value of net fishing activity in Poole Harbour is estimated to be in the region of 
£150,000. Up to 5% of this value may be derived from the Wych and Middlebere Lakes area.  
 
8.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Please refer to Section C 3.4 

8.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Section D 6.5. In addition, a survey was carried out by Bournemouth University, 
commissioned by Natural England, to monitor and report on the condition of notified intertidal 
sediment features9. The report, published in 2010, provides information on habitat types 
across Poole Harbour. For Wych and Middlebere Lakes the following information is provided 
for 2009:  

• Sublittoral mud in channel areas  
• Large areas of saltmarsh fringing all shoreline areas of both Wych 

and Middlebere Lakes  
• Clay/silt muddy sediment across the intertidal  

 
8.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Sections D 7.6 and D 10.6. The small fish surveys carried out by Southern 
IFCA at Lytchett Bay and Brownsea Island provide an indication of the species likely to be 
present in other areas of the Harbour.  

8.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Section D 6.7. In addition, a survey was carried out by Bournemouth University, 
commissioned by Natural England, to monitor and report on the condition of notified intertidal 
sediment features10. The report, published in 2010, provides information on invertebrate 
species across Poole Harbour. For the Wareham Approaches, the following information is 
provided for 2009:  

▪ Species count varied from 1-5 to 16-20 per sample across 5 sampled sites  
▪ Density of organisms varied from 1501-3500 m-2 to 7501-15000 m-2 across 5 sampled 

sites  
▪ Biotope classifications for the area showed a dominance of polychaete 

species, Corophium species and small molluscs  
▪ Species found:  

▪ Polychaetes and Oligochaetes  
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▪ Crustaceans  
▪ Molluscs  
▪ Corophium species  

 
8.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
The site provides an example of sublittoral mud, saltmarsh and muddy/clay sediments which 
is recognised as playing an ecological role in supporting spawning, feeding and refuge areas 
for juvenile fish species. The rich invertebrate diversity will provide a food source for a large 
number of different fish species. The area is fringed throughout by an excellent network of 
saltmarsh and provides a high value as EFH. 
 
 
9. South Deep 
9.1 Map of fishing area  
Please refer to map 1. 

9.2 Fishing effort  
9.2.1 Gill net (ring)  

• Vessels engage in ring netting activity in combination with other netting methods  
• Information from fishers that ring net vessels shoot nets at the very edges of the 

channel throughout the Harbour as fish tend to congregate in these areas  
• Ring net fishing in this area only takes place during slack water   
• The net is set for a short period of time, 10 minutes  
• Nets are constantly attended  
• Mesh size ranges from 3 5/8 to 4 inches  
• Net length rages from 250 to 360m  
• Net is set from a vessel in a circular pattern to enclose target species or set from the 

shore in a ‘D’ shape with the shore providing the closing boundary  
• Used primarily to target grey mullet species  

  
9.2.2 Gill net (drift)  

• vessels engage in drift netting activity in combination with other netting methods  
• Fishing for grey mullet species and herring  
• Fishers shoot nets at the very edges of the channel throughout the Harbour as fish 

tend to congregate in these areas  

9.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
The first-sale value of net fishing activity in Poole Harbour is estimated to be in the region of 
£150,000. Up to 10% of this value may be derived from the South Deep area.  
 
9.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Please refer to Section C 3.4 
 
9.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Section D 6.5. In addition, a survey was carried out by Bournemouth University, 
commissioned by Natural England, to monitor and report on the condition of notified intertidal 
sediment features9. The report, published in 2010, provides information on habitat types 
across Poole Harbour. For Wych and Middlebere Lakes the following information is provided 
for 2009:  

• Sublittoral mud at the western most end 
• Infralittoral mixed sediment 
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9.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Sections D 7.6 and D 10.6. The small fish surveys carried out by Southern 
IFCA at Lytchett Bay and Brownsea Island provide an indication of the species likely to be 
present in other areas of the Harbour.  

9.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Section D 6.7. Utilising other data sources, specific survey data is not provided 
for channels within the Harbour. South Deep covers more than one sediment type therefore 
there is likely to be a range of invertebrate species covering the 
main groups: polychaetes/oligochaetes, molluscs, crustacean. However, it is recognised that 
the channel is subject to periodic maintenance dredging and therefore the benthic community 
will be subject to a degree of disturbance potentially lowering its overall ecological value.  
 
9.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
The site provides an example of sublittoral mud, mixed sediment and muddy/clay sediments 
which is recognised as playing an ecological role in supporting spawning, feeding and refuge 
areas for juvenile fish species. There is likely to be an establish benthic community but the 
ecological value may be lowered by period disturbance from maintenance dredging. The 
subtidal channel is likely to provide a refuge area for fish species, particularly at low water. 
The area is of medium value as EFH.  
 
 
10. Wider Harbour 
10.1 Map of fishing area  
Please refer to map 1.  

10.2 Fishing effort  
• Approximately 25 vessels net fish in the wider area of Poole Harbour. 
• Vessels engage in fixed, drift and ring netting  
• Species caught include grey mullet species, herring, bass, gilthead bream, mackerel, sole, 

flounder, plaice and potentially skate and ray species  
• Activity occurs all year round  

 
10.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
The first-sale value of net fishing activity in Poole Harbour is estimated to be in the region of 
£150,000. Up to 50% of this value may be derived from the Wider Harbour.  
 
10.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Please refer to Section C 3.4 
 
10.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Section D 6.5. In addition, a survey was carried out by Bournemouth University, 
commissioned by Natural England, to monitor and report on the condition of notified intertidal 
sediment features9. The report, published in 2010, provides information on habitat types 
across Poole Harbour, the following information is provided for 2009:  

• Intertidal areas of the Harbour are mainly clay/silt muddy sediment. There are areas of 
sandy sediment along the northern shore of the Harbour and throughout Whitley Lake. 

• Sandy sediments are also found in the eastern side of Brands Bay, the south 
eastern corner of Newton Bay, around the south coast of Brownsea Island, the area 
between Brownsea Island and South Deep and around Round, Long and Green 
Islands.  

• Mixed sediment is found at the entrance to Arne Bay, the south east corner of Brands 
Bay, around Green Island and Furzey Island and in Blue Lagoon.  
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• Saltmarsh is found in Holes Bay, Arne Bay, around all of the islands within the Harbour 
and in the southern bays, Ower Bay, Newton Bay and Brands Bay.  

• Seagrass beds are located in Whitley Lake  
• The subtidal area of the Harbour varies from infralittoral mixed sediment on the eastern 

side of the Harbour to sublittoral mud on the western side with an area of infralittoral 
muddy sand between the Arne peninsula and the Hamworthy shoreline. 
 

10.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Surveys are carried out by the Southern IFCA as part of the Small Fish Survey Program at 
two sites in Poole Harbour, namely Lytchett Bay and Brownsea Island. The data from the most 
relevant survey is presented below. Despite these surveys being site specific it is likely that 
the species recorded will be found in other areas of Poole Harbour. Please see Section D 7.6 
for data on Lytchett Bay. 

Brownsea Island: 
• 35 fish species were identified at the site across the following six surveys. The figure 

provided identifies the most abundant species found. Annex 2, Figure 3 shows the 
count data for fish species per site. 

o Autumn 2016: Herring (527)  
o Summer 2017: Sand Goby (130)  
o Autumn 2017: Sand Smelt (762)  
o Summer 2018: Sand Goby (333)  
o Autumn 2018: Sand Smelt (1641)  
o Summer 2019: Pollack (20)  

• There are some species which have not been caught at any other site in 
the District including Five-bearded rockling and anchovy  

  
10.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Invertebrate data from the SSSI citation:  

• Most marine invertebrate species are of widespread distribution but, especially in the 
case of sheltered areas and bays, are found in very large numbers  

• The rare mollusc Aeolidiella sanguinea is found in Poole Harbour  
• Associated with subtidal fine sands of the central Harbour are species-rich 

communities dominated by beds of the tube worm Sabella pavonina  
 

A survey was carried out by Bournemouth University, commissioned by Natural England, to 
monitor and report on the condition of notified intertidal sediment features13. The report, 
published in 2010, provides information on invertebrate species across Poole Harbour. For 
the wider Harbour, the following information is provided for 2009:  

• Species count varied from 1-5 to 26-35 per sample across 46 sampled sites (a count 
of 26-35 was only found at one site on the northern shore close to Poole Quay)  

• Density of organisms varied from 11-500 m-2 to 35001-45000 m-2 across 46 sampled 
sites (highest density class only found at one site at the southern end of Brands Bay)  

• Biotope classifications for the area showed a dominance of polychaete 
species, Corophium species and small molluscs  

• Species found:  
▪ Polychaetes and Oligochaetes  
▪ Crustaceans  
▪ Molluscs  
▪ Corophium species  

 

10.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
Drawing from the habitat data for Poole Harbour and the 2010 survey report which provides 
an overview of Poole Harbour in general, it is likely that the wider harbour will provide 
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ecologically diversity of EFHs to include intertidal areas, sandy sediments, seagrass and 
saltmarsh. which are recognised as providing ecological importance in supporting feeding and 
refuge areas for fish species. The rich invertebrate diversity will provide a food source for a 
large number of different fish species. 
 
 
11. Holes Bay North 
11.1 Map of fishing area  
Please refer to map 1.  

11.2 Fishing effort  
• Approximately 1 vessel sporadically net fishes in the Holes Bay North area. 
• Vessel uses drift and ring netting  
• Species caught include grey mullet species and bass 
• Activity occurs all year round  

 
11.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
The first-sale value of net fishing activity in Poole Harbour is estimated to be in the region of 
£150,000. Up to 1% of this value may be derived from Holes Bay North.  
 
11.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Please refer to Section C 3.4 
 
11.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Section D 6.5. In addition, a survey was carried out by Bournemouth University, 
commissioned by Natural England, to monitor and report on the condition of notified intertidal 
sediment features12. The report, published in 2010, provides information on habitat types 
across Poole Harbour, for Holes Bay the following information is provided for 2009:  

• Intertidal areas of the Harbour are mainly clay/silt muddy sediment. There are areas of 
sandy sediment along the northern shore of the Harbour and throughout Whitley Lake. 

• Saltmarsh is found in Holes Bay, Arne Bay, around all of the islands within the Harbour 
and in the southern bays, Ower Bay, Newton Bay and Brands Bay.  

•  
11.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Sections D 7.6 and D 10.6. The small fish surveys carried out by Southern 
IFCA at Lytchett Bay and Brownsea Island provide an indication of the species likely to be 
present in other areas of the Harbour. 

11.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Section D 10.7. In addition, a survey was carried out by Bournemouth 
University, commissioned by Natural England, to monitor and report on the condition of notified 
intertidal sediment features9. The report, published in 2010, provides information on 
invertebrate species across Poole Harbour. For the wider Harbour, the following information 
is provided for 2009:  

• Species count varied from 1-5 to 26-35 per sample across 46 sampled sites (a count 
of 26-35 was only found at one site on the northern shore close to Poole Quay)  

• Density of organisms varied from 11-500 m-2 to 35001-45000 m-2 across 46 sampled 
sites (highest density class only found at one site at the southern end of Brands Bay)  

• Biotope classifications for the area showed a dominance of polychaete 
species, Corophium species and small molluscs  

• Species found:  
▪ Polychaetes and Oligochaetes  
▪ Crustaceans  
▪ Molluscs  
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▪ Corophium species  
 

11.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
Holes Bay North is an area of low-energy intertidal muds, fringed by an extensive network of 
saltmarsh, intersected by two largely subtidal channels. The area provides high value as EFH 
and is likely to provide a function for feeding, refuge and spawning fish species. The area is 
overall high value as EFH.   
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SECTION E: MIGRATORY SALMONID ASSESSMENTS 

In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, areas utilised by migratory salmonids 
mean those areas within the District which fall outside of SACs and SSSI (to include high 
functionally linked areas) where Atlantic Salmon or sea trout receive protection as a 
conservation feature.  
 
Migratory Salmonid (MS) Assessments are required to determine the relationship between net 
fishing and migratory salmonids. Further details regarding MS Assessments can be found in 
the supporting document entitled ‘Process, Tools and Intentions’. 
 
 
12. Lytchett Bay 
12.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to map 1. 

12.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 7.2 
 
12.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 7.3 
 
12.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
See Section C 3.4 
 
12.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area 
As determined by the evidence presented in Section C 3.5 salmonids are known to be present 
in Poole Harbour. Lytchett Bay is a secondary embayment in Poole Harbour into which 
the Sherford River flows. The following provides evidence to demonstrate that 
the Sherford River is used by salmonids:  
• A report by the National Rivers Authority (which later became the Environment Agency) 

produced in 1995 titled ‘Poole Harbour & Purbeck Catchment Management Plan 
Consultation Report’ stated that salmon have been found in the tidal reaches of 
the Sherford River and that migratory brown trout (sea trout) are present throughout the 
River Sherford.  

• The report also states that the Sherford, from Sherford Bridge to Poole Harbour is 
designated as a salmonid fishery.  

• There is a small fish coarse fishery for migratory salmonids in the tidal part of the 
River Sherford.   

• There is a pinch-point created in the Rockley channel which runs into Lytchett Bay and at 
the narrow entrance to Lytchett Bay.   

• Within Lytchett Bay there is no clear channel to concentrate salmonids on their approach 
to the river, and therefore salmonids are likely to be more spread out over the area of the 
bay.  

 
Lytchett Bay therefore be deemed to provide a migratory route for salmonids to the River 
Sherford with a pinch point created at Rockley Bridge. As the River Sherford is not listed as 
an SAC, SSSI (under which Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout are features) or a Principal 
Salmon River or a high Functionally Linked Area, Lytchett Bay has a medium risk of 
interaction for migratory salmonids. 
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12.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
The EA has recorded the following instances of salmonids observed being caught in nets in 
the Lytchett Bay area: 

• 1995 Sea trout taken in an illegal fixed engine at Rockley Bridge. Prosecution. 2004 
2004 23/11/04- One sea trout found in legal fixed net in Lytchett Bay.  

• 2006 Illegal fixed net containing two sea trout lower River Sherford. Net seized.  
• 2006 17/07/06- Two sea trout caught in illegal fixed net at the mouth of the River 

Sherford in Lytchett Bay. Prosecution. Guilty. 
 
12.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

 
 
13. Wych and Middlebere Lakes 
13.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to map 1. 

13.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 8.2 
 
13.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 8.3 
 
13.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
See Section C 3.4 

13.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area 
As determined by the evidence presented in Section C 3.5 salmonids are known to be present 
in Poole Harbour. 

Wych and Middlebere Lakes are conjoined inlets of water in the southwest of Poole Harbour. 
The Corfe River flows into Wych Lake.  

A report by the National Rivers Authority (which later became the Environment Agency) 
produced in 1995 titled ‘Poole Harbour & Purbeck Catchment Management Plan Consultation 
Report’ stated that salmon are likely occasional visitors to the tidal reaches of the River 
Corfe and that the non-tidal part of the River Corfe has a population of brown trout with a large 
migratory (sea trout) component.   

There is a small coarse fishery for migratory salmonids in the tidal part of the River Corfe.  

The Wych and Middlebere Lakes area can therefore be determined as providing a migratory 
route for salmonids to the Corfe River. As the Corfe River is not listed as an SAC, SSSI (under 
which Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout are features) or a Principal Salmon River or a high or 
medium Functionally Linked Area, the Wych and Middlebere Lakes area has a medium risk 
of interaction for migratory salmonids. 

 

13.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

13.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 
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14. South Deep 
14.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to map 1. 
 
14.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section 9.2 
 
14.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section 9.3 
 
14.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section C 3.4 

14.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area 
As determined by the evidence presented in Section C 3.5 salmonids are known to be present 
in Poole Harbour. 

South Deep is a channel which is connected to the main channel in Poole Harbour and flows 
from the Harbour entrance around the southern end of the Harbour towards the area of Wych 
and Middlebere Lakes. As outlined in section E 13.5 the River Corfe, which has a documented 
population of salmon and sea trout, flows into Wych Lake. Therefore, salmonids heading for 
the Corfe River are likely to use the South Deep channel as a migration route.  

It is also necessary to consider that salmonids may use the South Deep channel prior to 
commencing their migration up the Main Channel to the River Frome. Work conducted on the 
Rivers Test and Itchen in Southampton Water demonstrated that salmonids can initially move 
up channels that do not lead to their natal river before commencing migration up the main 
migratory pathway (please see the document ‘Southampton Water Assessment Package: Site 
Specific Evidence, Section C 2.5 for more details on the study). Therefore, it is likely that 
salmonids migrating to the River Frome may utilise the South Deep Channel prior to migrating 
up the Main Channel. For this reason, and the resulting link between the South Deep Channel 
and the River Frome, which is a SSSI for salmonids and a Principal Salmon River and the link 
to the Main Channel, which is an area of High Functional Linkage, the South Deep Channel is 
determined to be a High Risk for interaction with migratory salmonids.  

14.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded 

14.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded 
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15. Wider Harbour 
15.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to map 1. 
 
15.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to D Section 10.2 
 
15.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 10.3 
 
15.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section C 3.4 

15.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area 
As determined by the evidence presented in Section C 3.5 salmonids are known to be present 
in Poole Harbour. 

Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Literature Review document provide information on the migration 
behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea trout. Of specific relevance to the likely presence of 
salmonids in Poole Harbour (wider harbour):  
• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 

point leading to the River Frome SSSI where sea trout and Atlantic salmon are a faunal 
component of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature  

• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to a Principal Salmon River  

• This area does not fall within a migration route, refuge area or pinch point leading to a 
river where migratory salmonids have been recorded  

 
15.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
• In 2019 Southern IFCA Officers undertook observer trips on net fishing vessels across 

the District. For the area of Poole Harbour (excluding trips specific to the Wareham 
approaches, see Section C 4.6 and specific to Holes Bay, see Section E 16.6) 6 observer 
trips were undertaken as follows:  

o 1 net fishing trip in June 2019 in central Poole Harbour using a 3 5/8 and 3 ¾ 
mesh, 340 yard long net for ring netting. 1 set of the net during the trip 

▪ no salmonid interaction 
▪ net 1 – 10 thick-lipped grey mullet, 13 thin-lipped grey mullet and 6 

golden grey mullet all over MCRS 
o 1 net fishing trip in June 2019 in central Poole Harbour using a 3 5/8 mesh net for 

ring netting. 1 set of the net during the trip 
▪ no salmonid interaction  
▪ net 1 – 1 thick-lipped grey mullet over MCRS, additional catch of 1 bass 

over MCRS and 6 bass under MCRS 
o 1 net fishing trip in July 2019 in central Poole Harbour and Arne Bay using a 3 5/8 

mesh net for ring netting. 2 sets of the net during the trip 
▪ no salmonid interaction  
▪ both nets combined – 78 thin-lipped grey mullet over MCRS, additional 

catch of 12 gilthead bream (no MCRS for this species) and 2 black 
bream over MCRS 

o 1 net fishing trip in August 2019 in central Poole Harbour, Holes Bay and Parkstone 
Yacht club using a 3 5/8 mesh net for ring netting. 3 sets of the net during the trip 

▪ no salmonid interaction  
▪ all nets combined – no catch 
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o 1 net fishing trip in August 2019 at Round Island using a 3 5/8 mesh, 300 yard 
long net for ring netting. 1 set of the net during the trip 

▪ no salmonid interaction  
▪ net 1 – 4 thin-lipped grey mullet over MCRS and 68 golden grey mullet 

over MCRS 
o 1 net fishing trip in September 2019 in the central Harbour and Wareham Approaches 

areas using a 3 5/8 and 3 ¾ mesh, 340 yard long net for ring netting. 5 sets of the 
net during the trip 

▪ no salmonid interaction  
▪ net 1 – 3 thin-lipped grey mullet and 2 golden grey mullet above MCRS 
▪ net 2 – 33 thin-lipped grey mullet and 3 golden grey mullet above 

MCRS, additional catch of one smoothound 
▪ net 3 – 56 thin-lipped grey mullet and 8 golden grey mullet above MCRS 
▪ net 4 – 9 thin-lipped grey mullet above MCRS 
▪ net 5 – 19 thin-lipped grey mullet above MCRS 

 
*Note: observer net fishing trips were carried out prior to the introduction of the Southern IFCA 
Minimum Conservation Reference Size Byelaw, therefore the MCRS for all grey mullet species 
was 30cm at the time this data was collected. 

 

15.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None reported. 

 
16. Holes Bay North 
16.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to map 1. 
 
16.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 11.2 
 
16.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 11.3 
 
16.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section C 3.4 

16.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area 
As determined by the evidence presented in Section C 3.5 salmonids are known to be present 
in Poole Harbour. 

There are no rivers feeding into Holes Bay north and no information could be found relating to 
the presence of salmonids in either Holes Bay north or Holes Bay south. Given the lack of 
freshwater input, the fact that Holes Bay does not provide passage to a river system and the 
narrow entrance to the Bay which requires passage through extensively used waterways, it is 
likely that the usage of Holes Bay North by salmonids is very low. 

16.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
• In 2019 Southern IFCA Officers undertook observer trips on net fishing vessels across 

the District. For the area of Holes Bay, 2 observer trips were undertaken as follows, note 
that the nets were set within the southern area of Holes Bay, however given the adjoining 
nature of the two parts of Holes Bay, this data is relevant to Holes Bay North:  

o 1 net fishing trip in August 2019 in central Poole Harbour, Holes Bay and Parkstone 
Yacht club using a 3 5/8 mesh net for ring netting. 3 sets of the net during the trip 
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▪ no salmonid interaction  
▪ all nets combined – no catch 

o 1 net fishing trip in September 2019 in Holes Bay using a 3 5/8 mesh, 300 yard 
long net for ring netting, information obtained on landing from fisher (not known how 
many times the net was set) 

▪ no salmonid interaction  
▪ catch – 21 thin-lipped grey mullet and 92 golden grey mullet above 

MCRS 
 
*Note: observer net fishing trips were carried out prior to the introduction of the Southern IFCA 
Minimum Conservation Reference Size Byelaw, therefore the MCRS for all grey mullet species 
was 30cm at the time this data was collected. 

 

16.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded 
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SECTION F: ANNEXES 

 

Annex 1: Figures 1 and 2 detailing information on salmon stock and 
rod & line fishery data from Environment Agency reports for the 
River Frome. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 1: showing the exploitation rate (blue) and percentage of the adult Atlantic salmon run retained (red) by the 
rod and line fishery on the River Frome for 1988 to 2019 

 
Figure 2: the validated count and run estimates of Atlantic salmon smolts and adults for the River Frome (blue), 
rod catch data (orange) and spawning escapement (grey) between 1988-2019. 
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Annex 2: Data from Southern IFCA small fish surveys in Poole 
Harbour 
 

  
Figure 3: Count data for fish species identified at the Brownsea Island site in Poole Harbour during the Southern 
IFCA Small Fish Surveys for Autumn 2016, Summer and Autumn 2017, 2018 and Summer 2019.   
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Figure 4: Count data for fish species identified at the Lytchett Bay site in Poole Harbour during the Southern 
IFCA Small Fish Surveys for Autumn 2016, Summer and Autumn 2017, 2018 and Summer 2019.  
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Supporting Document as part of the Inshore Netting Review. 

To be read in conjunction with the Southern IFCA ‘Process, Tools 
and Intentions’ Policy Paper 
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SECTION A: HABITATS REGULATION ASSESSMENTS 
Under the Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, a 
Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) is required to be undertaken where net fishing occurs 
within, or adjacent to a Special Area of Conservation (SAC), in order to determine whether net 
fishing will have an adverse impact on Atlantic salmon as a feature of the SAC.  

As there are no relevant SAC designations in West Dorset, an HRA is not required to be 
undertaken. 

SECTION B: SSSI ASSESSMENTS 
Under the Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981), The Authority must take reasonable steps to 
further the conservation and enhancement of features for which a Site of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSI)  site has been designated. In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, 
the SSSI Assessments will be undertaken to ensure that fishing activity within a SSSI is 
managed to ensure that there is no adverse effect on Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout if either 
are a faunal component or notified feature of the SSSI. 
 
As there are no relevant SSSI designations in West Dorset, SSSI Assessments are not 
required to be undertaken.  
 
SECTION C: FUNCTIONALLY LINKED AREA ASSESSMENTS 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, ‘Functional Linkage’ refers to the role that 
the sea beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI might fulfil in terms of supporting Atlantic 
salmon or sea trout populations. Such the area of sea is deemed to be ‘linked’ to the SAC or 
SSSI in question because it provides a role in maintaining or restoring salmonid populations 
at favourable conservation status. 
 
As there are no relevant SACs or SSSI designations in West Dorset, Functionally Linked Area 
(FLA) Assessments are not required to be undertaken. 
 
SECTION D: ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT ASSESSMENTS 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, Essential Fish Habitats (EFH) refer to 
those habitats which provide ecological value in supporting spawning, feeding and refuge 
areas for non-salmonid species.  
 
Further details regarding EFH Assessments can be found in the supporting document entitled 
‘Process, Tools and Intentions’ and in Section 4 of the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review. 
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8 The Fleet (East) 
8.1 Map of fishing area 

 
Map 13: A map of the Fleet fishing areas with the relevant nature conservation designations. 

8.2 Fishing effort  
• Up to three vessels fish with nets in the area of the Eastern Fleet.  
• Vessels predominantly use ring nets between April and October to target grey mullet 

species. 
• Additional occasional net fishing activity occurs in the form of seine netting for sand eels. 

  
1.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
• The estimated first sale value of the Eastern Fleet net fishery is no greater than £15,000 

per annum.  
 
1.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
• The placing and use of fixed engines for taking sea fish is prohibited by the landowner to 

the west of the eastern boundary of the Parish of Abbotsbury.  
• The Bass (Specified Area) (Prohibition of Fishing) Order 1990 and The Bass (Specified 

Areas) (Prohibition of Fishing) (Variation) Order 1999 sets a prohibition on fishing for bass 
(Dicentrarchus labrax), or fishing for any species of sea-fish using sand-eels 
(Ammodytidae) as bait, by any fishing boat within all tidal waters of The Fleet inside Ferry 
Bridge all year 
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1.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
The Fleet sits within three designated areas, Chesil and The Fleet SAC52, Chesil Beach and 
The Fleet SPA53 and Chesil and The Fleet SSSI54. Habitats listed below are covered under 
more than one designation:  
• The Fleet supports the greatest diversity of habitats and species of any lagoon in the UK  
• Very shallow, maximum depth of approximately 30m at the western end, 5m under Ferry 

Bridge  
• Much of the seabed is fine mud and sands to coarse cobble and pebbles  
• Saltmarsh habitat occurs as a thin linear feature throughout, comprised of Atlantic salt 

meadows (Glauco-Puccinellietalia maritimae) and Mediterranean and thermo-
Atlantic halophilous scrubs (Sarcocometea fruticosi)  

 
1.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
The Southern IFCA Small Fish Survey Program uses a seine net, deployed from the shore to 
sample fish species, particularly juvenile fish. Two seine nets are completed for each survey 
site and the fish retained in the net are identified, counted and measured before being returned 
to the sea.  
 
Of relevance to The Fleet (east) a survey was undertaken on the following occasions at 
Ferrybridge, the most abundant species are noted: 

o Summer 2017: Common Goby (134)  
o Autumn 2017: Bass (24)  
o Autumn 2018: Sand Smelt (1730)  
o Summer 2019: Sand Goby (66)  

 
Please see Annex 1, Figure 1 for a chart showing abundance of the 21 different fish species 
identified across all surveys undertaken at Ferrybridge. 
  
Additional information from Chesil and The Fleet SAC:  
• Important nursery ground for a number of fish species  
• Over 25 different species have been recorded including Couch’s Goby and two species of 

pipefish (additional species to those found in the Small Fish Survey)  
• 17 species of fish occur predominantly in the eastern section  

 
1.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
The report ‘Synthesis of Information on the Benthos of Area SEA 8’ Produced by the 
Department of Trade and Industry55 provides the following information on invertebrate species 
identified in The Fleet:  
• Gastropod (Cingula cingillus, Littorina saxatilis and Bittium reticulatum) 
• Mollusc (Lasea rubra, Crepidula fornicate, Mytilus edulis, Emarginula conica  and 

Calyptraea chinensis)  
 

 
52 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteGeneralDetail.aspx?SiteCode=UK0017076&SiteName=chesil&countyCode=&
responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 
53 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteGeneralDetail.aspx?SiteCode=UK9010091&SiteName=chesil&countyCode=&
responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 
54 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1002654&SiteName=chesil&countyCode=&responsi
blePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 
55 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/196875/SEA8_TechRep_Be
nthos.pdf 

https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1002654&SiteName=chesil&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S1002654&SiteName=chesil&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/196875/SEA8_TechRep_Benthos.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/196875/SEA8_TechRep_Benthos.pdf
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1.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH  
The site is recognised as supporting a diversity of habitats and species with a seabed of fine 
sands and coarse pebbles. The geomorphology of the site provides excellent conditions for   
spawning, feeding and refuge for both juvenile and adult fish species throughout the year. The 
species rich benthic community further demonstrates the site’s ecological importance as an 
EFH.  
 

  
 

9 The Fleet (West) 
9.1 Map of fishing area  
See section D 1.1 

9.2 Fishing effort  
• Up to three vessels fish with nets in the Western Fleet area. 
• Vessels predominantly use ring nets to target grey mullet during the summer months.  
• Additional net fishing may occur through the use of fixed nets.  
 
2.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
• The estimated value of the Western Fleet net fishery, based on first sale value, is no 

greater than £5,000 per annum.   
 
2.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
See Section D 1.4  
 
2.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Please refer to Section D 1.5. In addition, there are extensive seagrass communities in the 
lower, mid and west Fleet comprising Zostera marina var. angustifolia and Zostera noltii. 
 
2.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Langton Hive is one of the sites surveyed The Southern IFCA Small Fish Survey. 
• 15 fish species were identified at the site across these four surveys  
• The most abundant species for each survey was:  

o Summer 2017: Common Goby (165)  
o Autumn 2017: Common Goby (208)  
o Autumn 2018: Common Goby (58)  
o Summer 2019: Common Goby (200) and grey mullet species (196)  

• Annex 1, Figure 2 shows the count data for fish species identified on each of the surveys at 
Langton Hive 

 
2.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
See Section D 1.7  
 
2.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH  
The site is recognised as supporting a diversity of habitats and species. The geomorphology 
of the site provides excellent conditions for spawning, feeding and refuge for both juvenile and 
adult fish species throughout the year. In addition, the site is noted to support extensive 
seagrass communities. This site provides an excellent example of an EFH. 
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10 Weymouth Harbour 
10.1 Map of fishing area  

 
Map 14: A map of Weymouth Harbour, showing the location of the relevant nature conservation designation. 

10.2 Fishing effort  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 

3.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Area is not subject to commercial net fishing activity. 

3.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Weymouth Harbour Notice to Mariners No 13/16 – Fishing Gear. Under section 5.2 of the 
Harbours, Docks & Piers Clauses Act 1847 and Section 78 of Weymouth Harbour Byelaws 
the laying of nets, pots, traps or any other commercial or private fishing equipment is not 
permitted in the following areas:  
• Within a radius 3.5 cables to seawards of the Stone Pier Light. For clarity this includes 

the areas to the north of the Pleasure Pier and south of the Stone Pier. The area SW of 
the line from Stone Pier Light to C Head Light (Portland Port North Ship Channel) is 
excluded.  

• Within the white Weymouth Bay buoys when they are deployed and in force from 1st April 
to 30th September approx.  

• In Weymouth Harbour west of the end of the Stone Pier and up to Westham Bridge.  
 

3.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 
3.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
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3.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 
3.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
An assessment is not required as net fishing activity is prohibited in this area under existing 
regulations.  
 
 
 
11  Bridport Harbour 
11.1 Map of fishing area  

 
Map 15: A map of the Bridport Harbour fishing area. 

11.2 Fishing effort 
Commercial fishing activity does not occur in the Harbour and is not permitted in the Harbour 
approaches without prior permission of the Harbour Master.  

11.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Commercial fishing activity does not occur in the Harbour and is not permitted in the Harbour 
approaches without prior permission of the Harbour Master.  

4.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Dorset Council, Bridport & Lyme Regis Harbour – Policy, Rules & Regulations: No. 6.0.15 No 
type of net or line fishing in any part of the Harbour approaches is permitted without prior 
permission of the Harbour Master.  
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4.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
No data is available on the habitat types in Bridport Harbour. Local Officer knowledge of the 
area indicates that the seabed is primarily soft, muddy sediment. A large area of the Harbour 
is intertidal and dries out at low tide.  
 
4.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Information on fish species which have been caught from the entrance channel to the 
Harbour list the following species: Flounder, Pouting, Poor cod, Whiting, Plaice, Dogfish , 
Rockling, Scorpion fish, Blennies, Wrasse, Pollack, Eels, Bass, Grey mullet species, 
Mackerel, Scad (summer) and Garfish (summer).  
  
4.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
There is no data listing invertebrate/benthic species specifically for the intertidal area 
at Bridport Harbour. Based on examples of benthic communities associated with intertidal mud 
at other sites, it can safely be assumed that the benthic community contains species including 
polychaetes, oligochaetes, molluscs and small crustaceans.  
 
4.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
The mudflats provide ecological value in supporting feeding areas for fish species. 
 
 
 
5  Lyme Bay 
5.1 Map of fishing area  

 

 
Map 16: A map of the Lyme Bay fishing area. 
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5.2 Fishing effort 
• Three vessels may occasionally use surface nets in this area 
• Surface net landings are generally dominated by bass with occasional catches of grey 

mullet species and other pelagic fish including shad. Note that bass are not allowed to be 
targeted under the national bass fishing guidance and the retention and landing of bass 
as unavoidable bycatch is only allowed with a bass authorisation56.  

• Fishing takes place throughout the year, usually during periods when the water clarity is 
low.  

 
5.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
• The estimated value from surface netting in the Lyme Bay area, based on first sale value, 

is in the region of £5,000 per annum.  

5.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to EFHs 
Southern IFCA Fixed Engines Byelaw: 2. Lyme Bay. No fixed net may be set in the areas 
enclosed by the lines: from longitude 2°56.70’W (Western boundary of the District) to a point 
bearing 180° True and from longitude 2°41.40’W (East of Burton Mere) to a point bearing 211° 
True within one nautical mile of the shore as defined by the lowest astronomical tide during 
the period from 1st May to 31st July inclusive unless the headline of every fixed net is set at 
least three meters below the surface of the water at any state of the tide.  
  
The placing and use of fixed engines for taking sea fish is prohibited above the limit of ordinary 
high water in the Rivers Lim, Char, Winniford, Brit and Bride.  
 
5.5 Habitat Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
The main habitat type at this site is mixed to coarse sediment with moderate-energy 
circalittoral rock. 

5.6 Fish Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Fish species likely to occur in this area as identified by fishing catches are:  
• Bass  
• Grey mullet species  
• Other pelagic fish species including shad  

 
5.7 Invertebrate Data which indicates that fishing area is an EFH  
Likely invertebrate communities for mixed sediments include mollusc and gastropod species. 
 
5.8 Summary of ecological value of EFH 
The site is characterised by moderate-energy circalittoral rock habitat and mixed sediments. 
The rocky reef habitat is likely to attract commercial fish and shellfish species to seek refuge 
from predators and to spawn. The area provides value as EFH.  
 
  

 
56 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/bass-industry-guidance-2021/bass-fishing-guidance-2021#commercial-bass-
fishing 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/bass-industry-guidance-2021/bass-fishing-guidance-2021#commercial-bass-fishing
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/bass-industry-guidance-2021/bass-fishing-guidance-2021#commercial-bass-fishing
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SECTION E: MIGRATORY SALMONIDS ASSESSMENT 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, areas utilised by migratory salmonids 
mean those areas within the District which fall outside of SACs and SSSI (to include high 
functionally linked areas) where Atlantic Salmon or sea trout receive protection as a 
conservation feature.  
 
Migratory Salmonid (MS) Assessments are required to determine the relationship between net 
fishing and migratory salmonids. Further details regarding MS Assessments can be found in 
the supporting document entitled ‘Process, Tools and Intentions’. 
 

6 The Fleet (east) 
6.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section D 1.1 

6.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 1.2  
 
6.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 1.3 
 
6.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section D 1.4 
 
6.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area 
In 2020 a photograph was taken of a salmon utilising a river which flows into The Fleet by a 
staff member at the Abbotsbury Swannery. The identification was made by the Environment 
Agency. This suggests that the Fleet’s rivers have the potential to host migratory salmonids 
and the Fleet will provide the only access route to these rivers.  

6.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

6.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

 

7 The Fleet (west) 
7.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section D 2.1 

7.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 2.2  
 
7.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 2.3 
 
7.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section D 1.4  

7.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area 
Please refer to Section E 6.5 
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7.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

7.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded. 

 

8 Weymouth Harbour 
8.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section D 3.1 

8.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 3.2  
 
8.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 3.3 
 
8.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section D 3.4  

8.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area 
Commercial fishing activity is not permitted to take place in the area of Weymouth Harbour 
under existing regulations therefore an assessment is not required.  

8.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
Not applicable 

8.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
Not applicable 

 

9 Bridport Harbour 
9.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section D 4.1 

9.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 4.2  
 
9.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 4.3 
 
9.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section D 4.4  

9.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area 
• Salmonids are regularly recorded using Bridport Harbour to access the River Brit and 

congregate at the sluice gates in Bridport Harbour (Southern IFCA, pers. comms.). 
• A report by the Wild Trout Trust stated that sea trout frequent the estuary and the lower 

river, however a series of weirs in the upper river result in interrupted sediment transport 
which is likely to impact on the abundance and quality of spawning habitat for sea trout57. 

 
57 https://www.wildtrout.org/assets/reports/River-Brit-Slape-Manor-Final.pdf 

https://www.wildtrout.org/assets/reports/River-Brit-Slape-Manor-Final.pdf
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• In 2011 work commenced on two new fish passes in the Bridport area to allow fish to 
negotiate two weirs. One of these, at Grundy’s Weir was completed in 201458. This is in 
addition to passes built at the West Harbour sluice gates and Jessop’s Weir which have 
been observed to be used by both salmon and sea trout7. 

• The Bridport Harbour relevant fishing area does not fall within a principal or known 
migration route, refuge area or pinch point leading to an SAC/SSSI (under which Atlantic 
salmon and/or sea trout are a feature) or a Principal Salmon River or a high Functionally 
Linked Area. 

 
9.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
None reported 

9.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None reported 
 
 
10 Lyme Bay 
10.1 Map of Fishing Area 
Please refer to Section D 5.1 

10.2 Fishing effort  
Please refer to Section D 5.2  
 
10.3 Socio-economic importance of fishing area  
Please refer to Section D 5.3 
 
10.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 
Please refer to Section D 5.4  

10.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area 
• The River Lim has a designated salmon fishery which is regulated by the Environment 

Agency. Under the EA regulations, there is a closed season on the river from 1st October 
to the last day of February.  

• The River Char contains an unusual fully ‘natural’ population of Brown trout with a high 
conservation value. The fish population is assessed under the WFD hierarchy as being of 
moderate status59.   

• In the last 15 years, four fish passes have been installed by the Environment Agency on 
the River Brit to aid migration of both salmon and sea trout as part of a package of 
improvements for the river catchment to restore the river to ‘good ecological status’ under 
the Water Framework Directive.  

• Historic Wessex chalk streams syndicate fishing on the River Bride for salmonids.  
• Historic trout angling competitions have taken place on both the River Bride and the River 

Brit with areas showing good levels of wild brown trout, populations which will have a 
migratory component 

 
Although there are a number of Rivers within this relevant fishing area which demonstrate the 
presence of salmonids.  
• The area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 

point leading to an SAC/SSSI (under which Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout are a feature) 
or a Principal Salmon River or a high Functionally Linked Area. 

 
 

58 https://www.friendsofrivers.co.uk/barriers3.htm 
59 https://www.charvalley.org/uploads/1/3/9/6/13969833/river_char.pdf  

https://www.charvalley.org/uploads/1/3/9/6/13969833/river_char.pdf
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10.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 
In May 2014 Southern IFCA and EA Officers recovered a fixed surface net in the Lyme Bay 
area, off Eype. Within the net were at least 4 sea trout.  

 
10.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids 
None recorded 
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SECTION F: ANNEXES 
 
Annex 1: Data from Southern IFCA small fish surveys in The Fleet 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Count data for fish species identified at the Ferry Bridge site in The Fleet during the Southern IFCA Small 
Fish Surveys for Summer and Autumn 2017, Autumn 2018 and Summer 2019   
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Figure 2: Count data for fish species identified at the Langton Hive site in The Fleet during the Southern IFCA Small 
Fish Surveys for Summer and Autumn 2017, Autumn 2018 and Summer 2019 
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INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE REVIEW 
The aim of the Literature Review is to further inform and support our understandings 
of (1) likely salmonid and net interactions and (2) the ecological value that an Essential 
Fish Habit (EFH) may have in terms of providing feeding, nursery or refuge areas for 
non-salmonid fish species. This information will be used, in combination with site 
specific evidence to inform the Southern IFCA Netting Review.  
 
This document uses the best available evidence, namely peer reviewed papers and 
reports. 
 
This Literature Review is to be read in conjunction with the Conservation Assessment 
Package for the Net Fishing Byelaw and the Site Specific Evidence Packages which 
have been developed as part of the Southern IFCA Netting Review in order to provide 
accurate accounts of the current net fishing practices which occur across the Southern 
IFCA District. For ease, Contextual Discussion Points have been added to this 
document by the Author in order to provide a contextual summary of local net fishing 
activity. 

 
SECTION 1: BEHAVIOURAL PATTERNS OF SALMONIDS 
 
1.1 Atlantic Salmon Migration  
• Atlantic salmon are known to start entering coastal home waters and rivers from the sea 

several months prior to spawning although the exact timing of the run will vary between 
and within populations (Thorstad et al., 2008). The general pattern is for the run to occur 
from spring to autumn with a tendency for large Multi Sea Winter (MSW) salmon entering 
the rivers earlier than grilse (one sea winter fish) (Thorstad et al., 2008).  

• Upstream migration for adult salmon is reported to take place in three successive phases; 
(1) a steady progress upriver with periods of active swimming alternating with stationary 
periods, (2) a long residence period in the river and (3) a short upstream migration just 
prior to spawning (Okland et al., 2001; Finstad et al., 2005). The fastest migratory speeds 
have been observed during the first phase of migration (Oakland et al., 2001).  

• Okland et al. (2001) tagged and released Atlantic salmon and determined that an increase 
in water discharge was generally associated with increased migration speed once the 
salmon were already moving but differences in water flow did not affect the days when 
salmon migrated and when they remained stationary. In addition, increasing air 
temperature was found to be associated with enhanced migration activity. The study 
concluded that migration will be influenced by external factors, even in a river without large 
migration obstacles. 

• A similar study was carried out in estuaries on the South coast of the UK where Atlantic 
salmon were tagged and tracked (Solomon and Sambrook, 2004). The study showed that 
at times of medium to high freshwater flow to the estuaries, most fish arriving from the sea 
that were going to enter the river passed through the estuary and into the river with a 
minimum of delay. However, at times of low freshwater flow most fish arriving from the sea 
did not pass promptly into fresh water and many remained in the estuary or returned to the 
sea for periods of up to several months (Solomon and Sambrook, 2004).  

• Migratory behaviour and patterns are noted to vary significantly between individuals and 
between years as environment conditions and parameters such as temperature and water 
quality will influence river ascent, as has been demonstrated for Atlantic salmon (Jensen 
et al., 2010).  

• Atlantic salmon do not actively feed during their freshwater migration (Brobbel et al., 1996). 
Fish which are migrating upstream from the sea will have had less starvation time and will 
be more physiologically robust than those which have spawned and spent a significant 



 

 

period of time without food. Upstream migrating fish which are caught in a net will therefore 
have a greater resilience to exhaustion stress and a greater ability to recover, however it 
is documented that the time taken to recover increases with increasing water temperature 
(Brobbel et al., 1996). 

• Migratory patterns have been noted to be much less varied for Atlantic salmon when 
compared to sea trout species. Atlantic salmon are seen to relocate and home in on their 
natal rivers, and even the specific nursery areas where they were smolts, after marine 
migration (Finstad et al., 2005). 

 

1.2 Atlantic Salmon Orientation In The Water Column 
• Adult salmon have been shown to be predominantly surface orientated whilst in inshore 

areas (between 1.5 to 4m) with individuals undertaking irregular but frequent deep dives 
of a short duration (Hawkins, et al., 1979). This behaviour is seen to vary between 
individuals, groups of individuals, locations and times of day (Potter, 1985, Holm, 2006; 
Hubley et al., 2008; Halttuen et al., 2009, Reddin et al., 2011, Davidson et al., 2013, 
Godfrey et al., 2014). 

• Studies have shown that time spent in the 0-5m zone varied from 60 to 99% for both 
upstream adults (Holm, 2006; Godfrey et al., 2014) and kelts (Hubley et al., 2008; Halttuen 
et al., 2009).  

• Reddin et al. (2011) reported that adult salmon spend greater than 50% of their time in the 
top 2m.  

• These results are supported by a study which showed an average swim depth of 0.5-2.5m 
(Davidsen et al., 2013) and a study by Potter (1985) who reported salmon staying in less 
than 4m of water for the majority of the time.  

• Deep dives were noted between 30 and 280m (Holm, 2006; Halttuen et al., 2009; Reddin 
et al., 2011; Davidson et al., 2013; Godfrey et al., 2014).  

 

1.3 Impacts Of Water Temperature On Atlantic Salmon 
• Water temperature is the only factor which has been studied to any great extent with 

swimming capabilities shown to be reduced at both low and high water temperatures 
(Thorstad et al., 2008). Where water temperatures fall outside the normal tolerance range 
for salmon, obstacles may be more difficult to pass due to the increased physical exertion 
which may be required in order to do so (Thorstad et al., 2008). This was shown to be the 
case for Atlantic salmon below 5-6°C, however it was noted that the degree of effect will 
be influenced by the specific location and how local populations have acclimatised to local 
environmental conditions (Thorstad et al., 2008). 

• Water temperature as a factor influencing migration was explored in an Environment 
Agency report (Solomon and Lightfoot, 2008). The report stated that survival in, and 
passage through, an estuary by returning adult salmon was influenced by temperature, 
particularly where other water parameters are critical. Temperatures of above 16°C were 
associated with reduced migration in estuaries and rivers with very little migration at 
temperatures of 20-23°C. Temperatures between 8-10°C were positively correlated with 
survival rate (Solomon and Lightfoot, 2008). 

• A focused study on the Hampshire Avon showed a strong positive relationship between 
the proportion of fish passing promptly through the estuary and both water temperature 
and river flow (Solomon and Lightfoot, 2008). 37 fish tagged on days when the 09:00 river 
temperature was more than 19.8°C, none passed the tidal limit within 10 days. 6 fish which 
had been tagged when the 09:00 river temperature was a little below 19.8°C subsequently 
passed the tidal limit on days when the 09:00 river temperature was above 19.8°C, 
however at least 5 of these fish ascended past the tidal limit between 03:00 and 06:00 
when the river water temperature was likely to be at its lowest (Solomon and Lightfoot, 
2008). It was noted that half or more of the run could be lost during a hot, dry summer 
(Solomon and Lightfoot, 2008).  



 

 

• A further study, bringing together data from fish movements into four rivers in South West 
England, identified that increased water temperatures are likely to represent a stress on 
migrating Atlantic salmon (Solomon and Sambrook, 2004). However, it was concluded that 
increased temperatures are not the primary cause of mortality for salmon delayed in the 
estuarine environment as temperatures in the studied estuaries did not approach the 
documented upper lethal limit (in the absence of other stressors) of 27.8°C (Sambrook 
and Solomon, 2004). It was determined that increased temperatures are likely to be a 
contributing factor with other adverse environmental factors. It was identified that 
increased temperatures often coincide with a deterioration in water quality, including lower 
levels of dissolved oxygen (Solomon and Sambrook, 2004).  

 
1.4 Sea Trout Migration 
• Sea trout are a migratory form of brown trout (Salmo trutta) which emigrate from freshwater 

and enter the marine environment at two points during their life history, at smelting and 
after spawning (kelts) (Johnsson and Jonsson, 2004; Bendall et al., 2005; Whitlock et al., 
2017). 

• The emigration of smolts down river and through the estuary is seen to be the critical 
period in their life history (Moore et al., 1998; Bendall et al., 2005). Kelts which return to 
their home river as repeat spawners are also an important component of sea trout stocks 
(L’Abee-Lund et al., 1989) and can be considered as also being vulnerable to similar 
impacts as smolts during their post-spawning emigration within estuaries (Bendall et al., 
2005). 

• Sea trout migrations can vary in duration and distance from periods of months within local 
coastal areas to years encompassing much greater distances within offshore areas 
(Sumner, 2015). 

• Sea trout, unlike salmon species, can also spawn multiple times (Sumner, 2015; Whitlock 
et al., 2017). This more variable life history resulting in the potential for increased inshore 
residence time means that sea trout are more likely to be vulnerable to inshore fishing 
practices than other species (Degerman et al., 2012; Sumner, 2015). 

• Studies have found that it is difficult to determine common patterns of marine migratory 
movement for adult sea trout (Malcolm et al., 2010). Studies specific to the east and west 
coast of Scotland showed varying results with fish tagged on the east coast exhibiting wide 
ranging migrations (Malcolm et al., 2010). It was concluded that the available data could 
not provide a reliable conclusion on the marine distribution of adult sea trout and this was 
identified as a significant gap in knowledge (Malcolm et al., 2010).  

• The main returning adult migration is seen to be between April and December in the UK 
(Sumner, 2015). 

• A study of the contribution of sea trout to levels of offspring, compared to resident brown 
trout was carried out in Dorset during the spawning season in 2016 and 2017 (Goodwin et 
al., 2016). Results using stable isotope analysis and microsatellite genotyping showed that 
despite the numerical dominance of resident brown trout adults, the maternal reproductive 
contribution to juvenile production was higher for anadromous females (76% compared to 
2.5% for resident brown trout). Anadromous males were also seen to sire more offspring 
(63%) than resident males. Offspring from anadromous females were also noted to have 
an adaptive advantage and greater fitness in early ontogeny with a small number of 
anadromous females (6 fish) being the main drivers of reproduction in the river system 
studied (Goodwin et al., 2016).  

• Sea trout smolt, determined as being the most vulnerable life stage for the species, and 
kelts (post-spawning fish) are seen to move rapidly through estuaries using the ebb tide 
(Moore and Potter, 1994; Johnstone et al., 1995; Moore et al., 1998; Bendall et al., 2005). 
This has been observed on the River Fowey (Bendall et al., 2005), River Conwy (Moore 
et al., 1998) and the River Avon (Moore and Potter, 1994). 



 

 

• An acoustic tracking study on the River Fowey, Cornwall showed that fish which initiated 
migration through the estuary at the beginning of the ebb tide were able to move rapidly 
into coastal waters and often completed their passage through the estuary on a single tide 
Fish which entered the estuary later and failed to complete their passage within a single 
tide either maintained position or moved back upstream with the flood tide. Either way 
successful passage through the estuary was observed to be completed on the subsequent 
ebb tide (Bendall et al., 2005). 

• The average time a Sea trout spent within the River Fowey estuary was 6 hours and there 
was no document difference in behaviour between spring and neap tides (Bendall et al., 
2005) 

• Studies show that the use of the ebb tide is energetically favourable for rapid movement 
through the estuary, helping to offset the impact on individuals who may have a reduced 
energy budget after spawning and greatly reduce time spent in the estuarine environment 
(Moore et al., 1998; Bendall et al., 2005).  

• Evidence shows that in a lower part of an estuary, fish moved seaward against a flooding 
tide suggesting a switch from passive to active swimming, potentially as a result of salinity 
cues (Moore et al., 1998; Bendall et al., 2005). Upstream moving fish were also 
documented to actively swim against an ebbing tide with a mean detection time through 
the estuary of high water plus three hours in the River Fowey (Bendall et al., 2005) and a 
maximum speed of 12.8km/day in the River Gudena, Denmark (Aarestrup and Jepsen, 
1998). This behaviour suggests that sea trout do not need a long acclimatisation period in 
changing from freshwater to the marine environment and that the associated change in 
salinity and other parameters (within normal limits) does not introduce additional stressors 
(Moore et al., 1998).  

• Short passage times through the estuary also result in fish not being exposed for long 
periods of time to any adverse conditions such as poor water quality or elevated 
temperatures (Bendall et al., 2005).  

• Seaward behaviour of sea trout has been documented to be primarily nocturnal (Moore 
and Potter, 1994; Bendall et al., 2005) but has also been seen to occur during the daytime 
(Moore et al., 1998). There was no clear diurnal pattern of activity for upstream migrating 
fish although it appeared that migration mainly occurred during the daytime (Bendall et al., 
2005). Moore et al. (1998) also observed that fish orientated to remain in the main flow of 
the channel within the River Conwy estuary (North Wales) and when active swimming was 
initiated, swimming speeds were significantly in excess of the current flow. 

 
1.5 Use Of Channels And Deeper Water Areas By Salmonids 
• The geomorphological structure of the river environment encompassing location, size, 

slope, channel morphology and channel branching affects the time taken, difficulty and 
risk level associated with the salmon reaching their natal spawning grounds (Milner et al., 
2012).  

• Based on hydro-morphological principles, it is likely that in lower reaches of rivers where 
channels are more stable, deeper and of lower energy, adult salmonids have an easier 
passage and are less dependent on the flow of water for movement, provided that there 
are no barriers to navigate past (Milner et al., 2012). 

• Data for Pacific salmon species indicates that actively migrating fish will more commonly 
used open-water migratory channels with the shoreline, wetland and shallow-water 
habitats preferred by fish which are estuarine-dependent (Roegner et al., 2016). 

• A study by Roegner et al. (2016) which investigated the migratory patterns of juvenile 
salmon from the Columbia River estuary, USA showed that smaller salmon (less than 1 
year old, up to 140mm) preferred to use the shallower areas along the shoreline whereas 
fast-moving stocks of larger body size (1 year or older, greater than 140mm) used 
channels as migratory corridors. 



 

 

• Low river flows were seen to delay the migration of Atlantic salmon in the River Fowey, 
Cornwall. Tagging showed that during this delay fish spent the majority of the time outside 
the estuary, however when fish did remain in the estuary during periods when background 
river flows were higher in the late spring and autumn, the fish held their position in deep 
water (Potter, 1988).  

• A study of Atlantic salmon kelts in Canada showed that within the bay, fish migrated 
towards the deep channel where more temporally consistent current directions were 
identified (Hedger et al., 2009).  

• A study by Rogener et al. (2016) which looked at usage of different parts of the Columbia 
River basin by juvenile Pacific salmon species identified that shallow estuarine 
environments function as nursery or refuge habitats for small sized salmon fry (≤60mm).  

• A review of studies on the usage of estuaries by adult Atlantic salmon indicated that the 
fish may use estuaries as holding areas but that they probably had little impact on the 
biological community as the estuary was used as a passage to freshwater rather than an 
area for feeding (Thorpe, 1994). 

 
1.6 Barriers to Salmonid Migration 
• Atlantic salmon are seen to be vulnerable to man-made obstructions (such as altered water 

discharges, dams and weirs) due to their life history traits (primarily a long distance between 
feeding and spawning areas) (Finstad et al., 2005).  

• In UK rivers, where they are no large migration barriers (such as weirs and dams) migration 
has been seen to take place mostly during the night, with movements starting at dusk and 
ending at dawn However, increased daytime activity has been noted during spate 
conditions and turbid water as well as instances where there are a number of obstacles 
within the river system (Thorstad et al., 2008). 

• Studies on nocturnal versus daytime migration patterns show mixed results, but there may 
be a conflict emerging between fishes’ need for light in order to ascend past obstacles 
(Chanseau et al., 1999) and a preference for darkness to aid avoidance of predators 
(Thorstad et al., 2008). The different results appeared to depend on what the obstacle 
was, and the requirements associated with visual orientation in avoiding or ascending past 
it. 

• The risk of a barrier to migration being created in harbours and estuaries is increased 
where a barrier occurs at a ‘pinch point’ or narrow area overlapping with the migration 
route. In these areas, the amount of water left for avoiding the barrier will be greatly 
reduced (per. Comm. Natural England and Environment Agency). 

• Where impassable obstructions to upstream movement occur, this is where the likelihood 
of delayed or permanent stopping of migration is increased (Makinen et al., 2000).  

• Prolonged delays that prevent salmon from reaching their resting or spawning areas within 
the right time period will reduce reproductive success. Fish may be forced to spawn in 
unsuitable areas, or they may reach suitable spawning grounds too late (Thorstad et al., 
2008). Overripening of gonads as a result may have negative effects on egg viability, 
female spawning behaviour and spawning capacity. However, it is noted that as long as 
the salmon are able to reach spawning grounds in time before spawning (delayed versus 
permanent obstruction to migration) then the consequences for the population may be less 
severe although this has not been quantified (Thorstad et al., 2008). 

• Where fish which are not detected at spawning sites after disruption to migration, this does 
not mean that successful migration has been prevented but may mean that an extended 
period is spent in the lower reaches of the river while the fish re-orientates (Makinen et al., 
2000). 

• Barriers to migration (such as dams, weirs and fishways) may not only delay upstream 
movement but may alter migratory patterns resulting in downstream movement, erratic 
movement or even result in some fish leaving the river to enter neighbouring rivers 
(Thorstad et al., 2008). The biological significance of these behaviours is not widely known 
but may lead to a shift in the distribution of the spawning population (Thorstad et al., 2008). 



 

 

Running downstream as a result of disturbance and then having to re-ascend the river can 
cause stress which results in further delays (Thorstad et al., 2008) and may also increase 
the chances of the salmon being re-caught by the same, or a different obstruction or by 
predators (Makinen et al., 2000). 

• The severity of the resulting impact from downstream movement is shown to be linked to 
the stage of upstream migration that the fish is in. Where fish are in the first stage of rapid 
upstream movement, the animal has not yet become established at its spawning site and 
therefore it is harder for them to re-orientate (Makinen et al., 2000). 

• Makinen et al. (2000) postulated that salmon which do not return upstream may have 
returned upstream into a different river, with particular relevance for fish in estuaries where 
multiple river systems exist. 

• The occurrence of multiple barriers may have a cumulative effect on migration. It is noted 
that targeted salmon fisheries combined with weirs and other obstructions can increase 
blockages for salmon and reduce the amount of unobstructed water available for their 
upstream movement (Makinen et al., 2000). 

• Additional factors to man-made obstacles which may result in a cumulative effect on 
delaying migration are water discharge, water and air temperature, turbidity, atmospheric 
pressure, cloud cover and variations in concentrations of many dissolved ions (Thorstad 
et al., 2008). The strength of influence of these factors may determine when other 
migratory obstacles can be passed, and therefore when and where upstream migration 
can occur (Okland et al., 2001). 

 
 

SECTION 1 CONTEXTUAL DISCUSSION POINTS  
• The harbour and estuarine areas within the Southern IFCA District will fall within the first 

stage of migration for Atlantic salmon with steady periods of activity alternating with 
stationary periods. This is the stage of migration associated with the fastest migratory 
speeds and shortest residence time. Therefore, provided that salmonids have areas where 
they are not susceptible to interaction with nets the risk of interaction should be reduced 
compared to riverine areas. 

• For sea trout, the emigration of smolts down river and through the estuary is seen to be the 
critical period in their lifecycle. The mesh size range currently used in the Southern IFCA 
District by ring nets and bottom set nets currently would have no impact on smolt. In 
addition, sea trout are seen to move rapidly through the estuarine environment reducing 
the time period during which an interaction could occur.  

• The main migration period for Atlantic salmon varies between individual areas (April to 
December for River Itchen, February to December for River Avon). For sea trout the main 
migration period is between April and December in the UK. Local fishers have an 
understanding of these run times for their specific fishing area and often refrain from setting 
nets or modify fishing behaviours during this season in order to reduce the potential for 
interaction.  

• It is noted that Atlantic salmon are seen to be more vulnerable to interactions during periods 
of increased water temperature and associated low water flows, where their residence time 
within estuaries increases. Sea trout are seen to be less vulnerable to changes in 
environmental conditions due to short passage times through the estuary. Net fishing does 
currently take place year-round in harbours and estuaries within the Southern IFCA District 
with gear deployment behaviours modified in certain areas around the salmonid run times. 
However, the level of reported and anecdotal interactions is very low, even at periods when 
temperatures would be increased. Temperature data from the River Avon and the River 
Itchen shows peak water temperatures between June and September. In 2019 IFCA 
Officers undertook observer trips across the range of net fishing methods currently used 



 

 

over the period when the highest water temperatures would be expected, no interactions 
with salmonids were observed for any net fishing trip.  

• Recognising the potential for this increased risk during the summer both due to the timing 
of the adult run and the increase in water temperatures, seasonal restrictions on netting 
practices which have the ability to provide more significant barriers (i.e. unattended, long 
soak time nets) would remove the combination of effects at a time when temperatures are 
more likely to be elevated to at or near critical limits for salmonids. 

• Obstructions which are not impassable (i.e. do not cover the entirety of the water body 
available for migration) are likely to result in reduced stress and less severe disruptions to 
behaviour. Leaving areas where migratory passage is unimpeded will reduce the 
population impact for a particular location. It is unlikely, based on current fishing practice, 
that nets are commonly set in a manner so as to create a complete barrier to migration 
within harbours and estuaries. It is suggested that the main navigable channels are 
favoured by migratory salmonids, in certain areas within the District net fishing is already 
prohibited in these areas. It is recognised that, as the primary migration route, the 
management of net fishing within the main navigable channels of harbour and estuaries 
would be beneficial to reduce the risk to salmonid species.  

• There is the potential for an increased risk to migrating salmonids through the use of nets 
within ‘pinch point’ areas such as the entrances to the Rivers Itchen and Test. These areas 
are narrower and therefore there is a higher risk of insufficient free water being available 
for fish to pass by the obstruction. Netting activity is currently known to take place within 
these narrower areas.  

• There is an increased risk of creating barriers to migration through net methods which have 
long soak times as the barrier, created by the net is in place for a longer period of time. For 
the Southern IFCA District this would primarily be fixed nets which can be left for up to 12 
hours before recovery.  

• The current practices of using ring nets and bottom set nets greatly reduce the risk of a 
barrier to migration. Ring netting is a highly targeted method of fishing and the setting of 
the net in a circle results in a smaller area of water being covered. The use of bottom set 
nets within Southampton Water involves setting nets no higher than 3ft from the seabed. 
Atlantic salmon are known to orientate in inshore areas primarily in the towards the surface, 
particularly for upstream migrating adults, therefore the risk of this netting method creating 
a barrier is greatly reduced by leaving the surface of the water column free of obstruction.  

  



 

 

SECTION 2: NETS AND SALMONID INTERACTION 
Authors Note: The studies investigating the effects of mortality of salmon species 
almost exclusively look at fisheries where salmon are the target species. This is 
because there is currently a comparative lack of peer reviewed research looking at the 
impacts to salmon removed as bycatch (non-target species) from a net fishery. Where 
available, peer reviewed evidence and reports specific to non-targeted salmonid 
fisheries have been presented in Section 2.1. 

It Is important to note that studies from targeted fisheries (Section 2.2) should not be 
considered to be directly comparable to the non-targeted net fishing activity taking 
place in the Southern IFCA District, rather the studies should be used to support wider 
understandings of salmonid behaviours when interacting with nets.  

 
2.1 Non-Targeted Salmonid Fisheries 
• Delayed mortality can occur as a result of a number of outcomes from interaction with 

fishing gear including direct injury caused by the gear, infection resulting from injuries 
caused and increased stress levels which can affect behavioural patterns (Makinen et al., 
2000; Vander Haegen et al., 2004; Baker and Schindler, 2009 and Baker et al., 2010).  

• For fisheries where Atlantic salmon are not the target species, it is likely that delayed 
mortality will be more common than direct mortality as fish are removed as bycatch and 
returned to the sea, however post-release losses from delayed mortality and associated 
failure to reproduce often go unrecorded and are very difficult to quantify (Nguyen et al., 
2014). 

• Fish mortality, generated directly or indirectly by fishing, but which is not included as part 
of catch statistics is referred to as ‘non-catch fishing mortality’ (Ritter et al., 1979; Potter 
and Pawson, 1991). There are six defined types of ‘non-catch fishing mortality’: 
• Predation mortality – fish are caught in fishing gear and subsequently removed or 

damaged by predator activity to a point where they cannot be landed or are returned 
to the sea dead or severely injured (Ritter et al., 1979; Potter and Pawson, 1991). This 
will largely depend on the fishing location and disposition of the nets (Potter and 
Pawson, 1991). Mammalian and avian predators are reported to be responsible for 
predation mortality of Pacific salmon in gill net fisheries (French and Dunn, 1973) and 
are likely to be responsible for predation mortality in all sea fisheries with Atlantic 
salmon (Ritter et al., 1979). 

• Escapement mortality – fish that encounter fishing gear and are caught temporarily 
but escape and subsequently die from injuries, stress, disease or heightened risk of 
predation (Ritter et al., 1979; Potter and Pawson, 1991). It is identified that the 
encounter with the net can be brief and mortality may occur may days or weeks later 
(Ritter et al., 1979). Losses from escapement are hard to quantify however it is 
postulated that the percentage of fish escaping from a gill net is related to the range in 
size of the target species relative to the size selectivity of the gear being used (mesh 
size) (Ritter et al., 1979; Potter and Pawson, 1991).  

• Drop-out mortality – fish are caught and killed by the fishing gear but drop out of the 
gear before it is hauled (Ritter et al., 1979; Potter and Pawson, 1991). Drop out 
mortality is related to the construction of the fishing gear (Potter and Pawson, 1991) 
but will also be influenced by weather conditions, with greater drop-out rates seen 
during stronger winds and heavier seas (Ritter et al., 1979). 

• Haul-back or Fall out mortality – fish are caught and killed by the fishing gear but 
are lost as the gear is hauled (Ritter et al., 1979; Potter and Pawson, 1991). Fallout 
can occur either when the fish loses the buoyant support of the water (Ritter et al., 
1979) or as a result of the fisher’s method of operation (Potter and Pawson, 1991). The 



 

 

latter is identified as a strong influence on the level of this type of mortality (Potter and 
Pawson, 1991). 

• Discard mortality – fish which are caught in fishing gear but are discarded dead or 
die after being discarded from injuries or stress suffered during capture or handling 
(Ritter et al., 1979; Potter and Pawson, 1991). This type of mortality is seen to be 
influenced by the mix of different species within the area where fishing is taking place 
(both target and non-target) and the length of time that a net is left to fish (Potter and 
Pawson, 1991). This is supported by Ritter et al. (1979) who identified that discard 
losses will increase in inclement weather which would prevent fishers from checking 
their nets for extended periods of time.  

• Unreported catch (or ‘other mortality’) – fish caught as bycatch, taken for personal 
consumption or illegally landed are often not recorded (Ritter et al., 1979; Potter and 
Pawson, 1991).  

• Different types of ‘non-catch fishing mortality’ will be relevant for different fishing activities. 
For gill net fisheries it is suggested that predation, escapement, drop-out and haul-back 
mortality are the most important (Ritter et al., 1979).  

 
2.1.1 The UK Bycatch Programme 
The UK Bycatch Programme, run by the University of St Andrews, studied interactions 
between salmonids and net fishing methods. The programme recorded the number of salmon 
and sea trout caught by static and drift nets within ICES areas VIId and VIIe (encompassing 
areas of the Southern IFC District) outside of harbours and estuaries from 1998 onwards (to 
date unpublished). 

• Results for area VIId: 780 inshore hauls, no salmon as bycatch, 1 sea trout as bycatch 
• Results for area VIIe: 6010 inshore and offshore hauls, no salmon or sea trout bycatch 

 
 

 
2.2 Targeted Salmonid Fisheries 
Authors Note: Studies from peer reviewed literature to cover all aspects of potential 
impacts between net fishing and salmonids have not always been available specifically 
for Atlantic salmon. In this section, which deals with studies where salmonids are the 
target species, studies on other salmon species have been referenced. However, it is 
deemed that the similarity between the biology of the different salmon species is such 
that the overarching point on potential impacts can be related to Atlantic salmon, and 
therefore these references have been included as part of this literature review.  

2.2.1 The SAMARCH Project 
A study which forms part of the SAMARCH Project and is being run with the Game and Wildlife 
Conservation Trust (GWCT) research team. The study focused on sampling along the Cornish 
coast aiming to net for sea trout to undertake genetic analysis and compare locations of the 
fish to their natal rivers. The study used monofilament fixed gill nets, anchored and buoyed at 
each end, set for a soak time of 10-12 hours overnight. The netting was carried out by 
commercial fishers, under dispensation, in areas where gill netting for bass, mackerel, mullet, 
herring and other similar species is currently permitted. Preliminary data is available as 
follows, although the full results of the study have not yet been published. 

• 5 Atlantic salmon were recorded caught in 3 nets, at 3 different locations (mesh: 4 
inch/4.25 inch) 

o 1 x net set at depth of 25 feet (fish recorded as ‘alive just’, 690mm female) 
o 1 x net set at depth of 15 feet (two fish recorded as dead, 570mm and 730mm, 

both female) 
o 1 x net set at depth of 18 feet (two fish recorded as dead, 550mm and 625 mm, 

both male) 



 

 

• Of the sea trout caught during the study, six were in the size range to be smolt (varying 
from 210-257mm) 

o 3.75-inch mesh: 4 smolt caught (dead) 
o 4.25-inch mesh: 1 smolt caught (dead) 
o 4.5-inch mesh: 1 smolt caught (dead) 

 
2.2.2 Net marks and enmeshing 
• Net marking is seen in numerous studies for net captured salmon (Vander Haegen et al., 

2004; Baker et al., 2010; Veneranta et al., 2018).  
• Nearly all adult Chinook salmon captured in an 8-inch gill net were found to have net marks 

around the body, in front of the dorsal fin or around the gills (Vander Haegen et al., 2004). 
The same study found that fish captured in a 5.5-inch mesh net had head marks around 
the snout rather than the main body. Where net marks occurred, they appeared to be 
severe with dislodged or missing scales and the underlying skin being red and abraded. It 
was predicted that a loss of protective slime would be associated with these types of 
injuries (Vander Haegen et al., 2004). Where injuries were found on the snout rather than 
the main body however, scale loss was reduced and the overall injury to the fish was 
deemed to be less severe. Long-term mortality as a result of entanglement was concluded 
to be significantly lower in the 5.5-inch gill net when compared to a similar tangle net 
(Vander Haegen et al., 2004). 

• Net marks were also noted in 20-30% of fish caught in a targeted fishery for Sockeye 
salmon in Alaska (Baker et al., 2010). It was noted that gill net marked fish showed a 
different length distribution to unmarked fish. For both sexes, gill net marked fish were 
smaller than fish which had escaped the fishery unmarked with 2-ocean males showing 
marking versus 3-ocean males and marking occurring exclusively in 2-ocean females. 
Large females were never entangled so were hypothesised to either have interacted with 
the net and escaped or not had any interaction. 

• For sea trout, a study by Veneranta et al. (2018) identified the potential for direct mortality 
through the removal of fish by targeted sea trout fisheries, delayed pre-spawning mortality 
arising from injury and degraded reproductive potential (Veneranta et al., 2018). The study 
involved fish being captured from gill nets (40mm mesh) and monitored in post-capture 
holding tanks for between 48 and 168 hours. The results of the study noted that larger Sea 
trout were often enmeshed by the teeth and bagged in the net while smaller individuals 
were enmeshed either primarily or secondarily around muscular tissue. 88% of the fish 
that became enmeshed around muscular tissue were found to have open wound injuries 
or chafes, for fish which were enmeshed by the teeth over 50% showed no visible damage 
(Veneranta et al., 2018). Survival rates were seen to be high for larger fish enmeshed by 
the teeth (93%) with survival rates for those fish suffering injury dependent on the condition 
of the fish when disentangled. Fish observed to be in good condition showed a higher 
survival rate (84%), for those in a poorer condition, the survival rate was seen to decrease 
to 50% (Veneranta et al., 2018). Survival was also seen to be linked to the length of time 
taken to disentangle a fish, with survival rate increasing with time taken to disentangle 
(55% for less than 30s to 71% for 61-126s). It was postulated that this was linked to the 
location of where the fish was enmeshed, with smaller fish able to be removed more 
quickly but being more likely to be enmeshed around muscular tissue compared to larger 
fish which took longer to removed but were most often enmeshed by the teeth and bagged 
in the net resulting in less severe or no instance of injury (Veneranta et al., 2018). Despite 
the different degrees of injury observed, all fish that survived to the end of the observation 
period were observed to behave in a lively manner on release. 

 



 

 

 
2.2.3 Physical damage, disease and infection following interaction with nets 
• Baker and Schindler (2009) looked at impacts in relation to the severity of gill net injuries 

in tagged Sockeye salmon. 11-29% of salmon showed an injury from gill net interaction 
consisting of net marks, abrasions, contusions or scale loss. Longevity was reduced for 
moderate and severely injured fish, however fish with minor injuries lived longer than 
uninjured fish.  

• Salmon captured in proximity to freshwater and their spawning season were observed to 
be more physiologically resistant to injuries and associated mortality than those fish at sea 
which are in their penultimate year prior to spawning (Ritter et al., 1979). The fish were 
observed to have toughened skin which is thought to occur within five or six months of 
spawning in coastal areas whereas salmon which are feeding at sea and not destined to 
mature that year were physically much more delicate (Ritter et al., 1979). The hardier fish 
entering coastal waters are thought to be less easily scaled. 

• In a study by Baker and Schindler (2009) where 11-29% of Sockeye salmon showed an 
injury from gill net interaction, fungal infections associated with severity of injury were seen 
to be a major contributing factor. The percentage of fish suffering from an infection 
increased with severity of injury (6% minor, 76% moderate, 100% severe) and fish without 
a fungal infection lived 15 times longer that those that did, with a residence time which was 
twice as long. 

• Scale loss was observed for enmeshed sea trout, with the degree to which this occurred 
being positively correlated with the degree to which the fish was enmeshed around 
muscular tissue (Veneranta et al., 2018). Scale loss and the loss of the mucous layer is 
linked to an increased likelihood of the fish being susceptible to disease post-capture as 
is seen in studies with salmon species. However, despite differing degrees of scale loss, 
all surviving fish in the study by Veneranta et al. (2018) had recovered their mucous layer 
during the post-capture observation period.  

• A further study looking specifically at scale and mucous loss in rainbow trout (Salmo 
gairdnen) demonstrated that a partial loss of scales or mucous did not result in increased 
mortality in a follow up period of 140 hours (Black and Tredwell, 1967). 

• The main impacts from removal from nets are identified in the literature as follows: 
o Physical injury in the form of scale loss, skin abrasion and the loss of the protective 

slime layer 
o Increased risk of predation (Chopin and Arimoto, 1995) 
o Reduced resilience to disease and fungal infections (Chopin and Arimoto, 1995; 

Vander Haegen et al., 2004; Nguyen et al., 2014) 
o Reduced ability to grow or reproduce (Chopin and Arimoto, 1995; Baker and Schindler, 

2009) 
• The above factors are seen to be exacerbated by increased water temperatures (Brobbel 

et al., 1996) for both upstream migrating salmon and salmon which have spawned and are 
returning to the sea. The level of air exposure in particular is seen to have more of a 
negative impact with increasing temperatures (Gale et al., 2011).  

 

2.2.4 Altered behaviour following interaction with nets 
• In 2000, Makinen et al. studied the salmon fishery in the River Teno in Finland. Nineteen 

fish which had been caught by nets were tagged by hypodermic attachment of tags 
adjacent to the dorsal fin (no anaesthetic). They observed rapid downstream movement in 
all tagged fish at an average of 17.5km per day. Out of 16 salmon which were able to be 
analysed, all re-ascended the river with two maintaining a lower position before 
recommencing their ascent. Half ascended back into the river and past initial capture sites, 
the remainder were re-captured in the lower river. By the completion of the study 9 fish 
were recorded at suitable spawning sites with 8 still in unsuitable areas. Three of the 



 

 

salmon which suffered internal haemorrhaging and visceral damage from the net died 
shortly after tagging. The study concluded that, although gill nets can cause trauma, 
physical damage from net entanglement was minimal and short-term disruption did not 
affect ability to re-ascend the river. 

• The notion that post-capture salmon were able to resume upstream migration is supported 
in a study by Siira et al. (2006). The study showed that for salmon captured, tagged, 
released and re-captured with commercial trap nets, more than 95% were recovered north 
of the tagging site or re-release location indicating that they had continued their spawning 
migration following capture and release. Maximum cumulative mortality for the total 
population after several capture and release events was reported as being less than 2% 
across two years of study. 

• A study by Nguyen et al. (2014) where Sockeye salmon, gastrically implanted with coded 
radio transmitters, were exposed to multifilament gill net showed that although net injuries 
were observed, in the form of net marks and descaling and abrasions around the 
head/gills, downstream fallback on release from the gill net did not preclude subsequent 
upstream migration. It was observed that injury from the net slowed the initial, but not the 
subsequent migration rate of the Sockeye salmon. The results suggested that injury from 
the net was less disruptive to the immediate ionic balance of the salmon relative to other 
stressors. 

• Baker and Schindler (2009) looked at impacts in relation to the severity of gill net injuries 
in tagged Sockeye salmon. 11-29% of salmon showed an injury from gill net interaction 
consisting of net marks, abrasions, contusions or scale loss. The study showed that 92% 
of fish with minor injuries entered their natal stream compared to 33% with moderate injury 
and 10% with severe injury. Fish with minor injuries were seen to hold off at the mouth of 
the river for twice as long as control fish and residence time decreased with increasing 
severity of injury (minor and moderate injury only, too few fish to determine effect of severe 
injuries). It was estimated that more than half of the fish that reached the natal spawning 
grounds after injury failed to reproduce. 

• Berg et al. (1986) found that fish between 5 and 12kg which incurred damage from net 
entanglement behaved abnormally when compared to undamaged fish, choosing poor 
spawning sites and failing to cover fertilized eggs.  

• Raby et al. (2012) looked at changes in reflex responses in Coho salmon where fish were 
biopsied and tagged after being exposed to stressors for up to an hour. The study looked 
at five separate reflex responses including body movement and orientation responses. It 
was found that salmon which failed to reach their natal sub-watershed showed a higher 
proportion of impaired reflexes than those that completed a successful migration. The 
change in reflex response was seen to positively correlate with stressor intensity although 
the author noted that the mechanistic link between reflex impairment, fish vitality and 
mortality is subject to speculation. 

• The main impacts from removal from nets are identified in the literature as follows: 
o Physiological stress from exhaustion in fishing gear, handling, crowding, air exposure 

or prolonged exposure to warm temperatures: 
▪ Supressed immune function (Pickering, 1993; Nguyen et al., 2014) 
▪ Reduced ability to osmoregulate (Pickering, 1993; Nguyen et al., 2014) 
▪ Increased risk of predation (Pickering, 1993; Nguyen et al., 2014) 
▪ Behaviour modifications i.e., instigation of downstream movement (Pickering, 1993; 

Nguyen et al., 2014) 
▪ Delayed or prevention of spawning through impacts to upstream migration (Baker 

and Schindler, 2009) 
• The above factors are seen to be exacerbated by increased water temperatures (Brobbel 

et al., 1996) for both upstream migrating salmon and salmon which have spawned and 
are returning to the sea. The level of air exposure in particular is seen to have more of a 
negative impact with increasing temperatures (Gale et al., 2011).  



 

 

2.2.5 Physical damage combined with physiological stress following net 
interaction 
• In the 1970s several studies were carried out looking at exposure of Sockeye salmon to 

gillnets under experimental conditions. These studies showed that a combination of 
physical damage (scale loss) combined with stress increased the percentage of post-
capture mortality from 40 to 80% (Thompson and Hunter, 1973). Previous work, where 
salmon where exposed overnight to gill nets, showed that fish captured and released from 
gill nets were subject to higher levels of mortality than those who had scales purposefully 
removed (all scales anterior to the dorsal fin) suggesting that physical injuries that were 
visible were not the only damage sustained by fish in the nets, with physiological stress 
and neurophysical shock suggested as contributing factors (Thompson and Hunter, 1973). 
The author notes that there were sources of variation introduced by this experimental 
method which would not have affected fish in the sea including; a forced delay in migration 
by keeping fish in salt water when they should have been in freshwater and confinement 
in a holding area increasing the likelihood of injury and stress due to escape efforts. 

• A study of sea trout in a targeted fishery observed exhaustion in fish independent of the 
degree and type of injury (Veneranta et al., 2018). Attempts to escape from the net and 
associated stress were identified as a probable cause of longer-term effects on sea trout 
including vulnerability of fish to predators as well as reduced growth and overall condition 
of the individual (Veneranta et al., 2018).  

 
2.2.6 Mortality following interaction with nets  
• Work carried out by Siira et al. (2006) looked at capture and release mortality without the 

additional stress caused by tagging, which is used in a number of experimental methods 
to monitor behaviour of many fish species including salmonids. Where tagging was used, 
the mortality level of fish was around 17%, although this was lower for Multi Sea Winter 
(MSW) fish. Net and release mortality (no tagging) was documented at 3% with maximum 
capture and release mortality (with all other influencing factors removed) being at an 
average of 11%. 

• Gale et al. (2011) looked at the difference between simulated capture and simulated 
capture with additional air exposure on Sockeye salmon under a range of water 
temperatures. Salmon that were exposed to additional stressors above ‘handling only’ 
showed elevated lactate, sodium and chloride levels and decreased potassium levels as 
well as depressed ventilation and an inability to maintain equilibrium. However, the study 
detected no substantial relationship between short-term mortality and capture treatment 
at any temperature. Increased mortality was only observed at temperatures of 21°C or 
higher, a result which was expected as this is at or approaching the critical thermal limit 
for adult Sockeye salmon. It was noted that, as a result of river warming, an increasing 
number of adult Sockeye salmon were undertaking migrations at temperatures above their 
optimum range reducing their aerobic and cardiac scope for migration.  

• Candy et al. (1996) used ultrasonic telemetry to monitor post-capture salmon and found 
that approx. 77% of Chinook salmon survived after capture and release from nets. 
Similarly, survival rates of spotted sea trout and lake trout in gill nets were shown to be 
72% (Murphy et al., 1995) and 68-77% (Gallinat et al., 1997) at a period of 48 hours post 
capture. Experiments involving revival techniques showed that mortality rates could be 
reduced for Coho salmon released from commercial fishing gears, with a mortality of less 
than 3% for fish held in net pens for 24 hours (Farrell et al., 2001). A second similar 
experiment corroborated this with mortality of Coho salmon only 2.3% for fish kept for a 
24-hour observation period following release from gill nets (Farrell et al., 2001a).  

• However, a study by Gale et al. (2011) on Sockeye salmon under different capture 
conditions and water temperatures found that the use of ‘recovery boxes’ such as a Fraser 
box (holds the fish in flowing water to facilitate gill ventilation), to allow the fish to recover 
to ‘normal’ parameters before release, also had no discernible effect on migration success. 



 

 

• In considering direct or indirect mortality there are several points which are raised in a 
number of studies which need to be considered.  
o The main consideration is the difference in effects on fish which are held in artificial 

circumstances compared to those in the wild. Fish held in artificial conditions are not 
subject to predation, changes in water temperature, waves, currents or other obstacles 
to migration which will have an additional impact for stressed or injured fish (Vander 
Haegen et al., 2004; Siira et al., 2006).  

o Many studies (Brobbel et al., 1996; Vander Haegen et al., 2004; Nguyen et al., 2014; 
Veneranta et al., 2018) concentrate on restricted time periods which will not allow for 
the influence of these external factors or variations in migratory behaviour, seen both 
seasonally and in individual fish (Jensen et al., 2010), to be considered.  

o A consideration that migration has distinct sections i.e., rapid upstream migration in 
the first instance followed by a long residence period and then a short upstream 
migration prior to spawning (Makinen et al., 2000). During the first phase of rapid 
upstream movement fish have not yet become established at spawning sites and 
therefore will require longer to re-orientate independent of the influence of stress or 
injury (Makinen et al., 2000).  

o The size and age of the salmon also need to be considered as it is thought that Grilse 
(first sea winter fish) are more susceptible to physiological effects than Multi Sea 
Winter (MSW) fish (Jensen et al., 2010).  

o Studies often lack reference groups or the ability to separate activity effects i.e., the 
effect of netting or catch and release angling from tagging effects (Jensen et al., 2010). 
The process of tagging a fish introduces extra handling time, increased air exposure, 
sedation and transmitter attachment. In some cases, fish are not anaesthetised during 
this process increasing stress levels. The ability to confidently relate findings of 
telemetry studies to wild populations depends on the ability to minimise trauma to the 
fish and therefore lessen the extra influencing factor on behaviour or the extra stressor 
in addition to injury (Makinen et al., 2000). 

 
 
 

 
 
 
  



 

 

SECTION 3: NETS AND SALMONID INTERACTION: MITIGATIVE 
MEASURES  
Authors Note: This Section discusses examples of mitigative measures that are 
thought to reduce the potential impact of net fishing on salmonids from impacts of 
being caught and from the impacts created by nets. A number of these measures are 
already employed by net fishers within the Southern IFCA District. As such this section 
is to be read in conjunction with the Conservation Assessment Package for the Net 
Fishing Byelaw and the Site-Specific Evidence Packages which have been developed 
as part of the Southern IFCA Netting Review. For ease, Contextual Discussion Points 
have been added by the Author where relevant in order to provide direct comparison 
with net fishing practice undertaken in the Southern IFCA District. 

 
3.1 Good handling practice 
• It is considered that the survival of a salmonid is influenced by the skill of the fisher in 

releasing the fish (Fraser et al., 2002; Vander Haegen et al., 2002; Vander Haegen et al., 
2004).  

• Lower handling time and associated reduced air exposure are documented as being big 
contributors to reducing negative effects of gill net capture (Makinen et al., 2000; Jensen et 
al., 2010).  

• Vander Haegen et al. (2002) detailed how fishers could be instructed on the proper handling 
of fish by avoiding touching the gill area or holding the fish by its caudal peduncle as it is 
removed from the net to avoid damaging tendons in the tail and also, during spawning, 
reduce the risk of rupturing reproductive sacs.  

• Potter and Pawson (1991) also described the important of being able to remove a fish from 
the net in the direction in which it entered the net (the direction in which the scales lie) to 
minimise scale loss.  

• Gale et al. (2011) highlighted the importance of reduced air exposure, particularly during 
higher water temperatures postulating that survival is increased due to reductions in 
equilibrium loss as well as reducing the magnitude of physiological impairments. The 
reduction in physical impairment will assist with more rapid resumption of upstream 
movement reducing the risk that spawning will be delayed or impaired. 

• The handling process of fish post-capture was identified also as being important to 
promoting increased survival specifically for sea trout (Veneranta et al., 2018). While 
increased handling time was positively correlated with survival it was still identified that 
correct handling practices should be adopted to reduce scale loss, air exposure and the 
risk of exacerbating injury. 

 
3.2 Gear type and construction 
• The gear construction will also influence the survivability of captured and released fish 

(Sirra et al., 2006). 
• It has been demonstrated that fish released from monofilament nets have a greater survival 

rate than those released from multifilament nets (Thompson and Hunter, 1971) with loss 
rates in some cases decreasing by half (French and Dunn, 1973). 

• Potter and Pawson (1991) noted that monofilament nets can be more effective at fishing, 
primarily as they are less visible in the water, however the difference in catch as a result of 
this factor was seen to be greatest when nets are used in clear water which can be 
uncommon in estuaries and harbours subject to high degrees of other anthropogenic 
influences.  

• A higher percentage of Sockeye salmon were able to disentangle from monofilament than 
multifilament net with a mesh range of 5 to 5 ¼ inches (Thompson and Hunter, 1973). 

• Gill nets are seen to be more selective for their target species than other types of fishing 
i.e., trawl nets or seine nets as, for a particular mesh size, a large proportion of both target 



 

 

and non-target species will be either too small or too large to become enmeshed (Anglesen, 
1981; Potter and Pawson, 1991). 

• The elasticity of modern netting material combined with the compressibility of the body of a 
fish will allow a fish with a girth larger than the circumference of the mesh to be more easily 
able to escape through the net. This is particularly true for salmon where experiments have 
shown that they can exert a considerable force on a mesh, generating a force equivalent 
to a load of several kg allowing the fish to force its way through the net (Potter and Pawson, 
1991). 

• Anglesen and Holm (1978) showed that out of 11 salmon squeezing through a gill net, 8 
did so in less than 5 seconds and all escaped in under 25 seconds with no visible damage. 
For larger salmon, the study showed 70% disentangled within 10 seconds and 96% within 
25 seconds, also showing no visible signs of damage. This is a short time period for the 
fish to struggle compared to estimated exhaustion times (from rod and line fisheries) which 
are estimated at 2 to 3 minutes (Makinen et al., 2000).  

• These factors result in gill nets having a low retention rate for non-target species, allowing 
a greater proportion of fish which encounter the gear to disentangle or escape (Baker and 
Schindler, 2009).  

• In addition, fish which are larger still may not penetrate as far as the gills on first impact and 
may therefore drop out of the net with minimal impact. It has been demonstrated that large 
salmon are usually caught by their jaws and opercula and therefore are more likely to be 
able to disengage themselves (Makinen et al., 2000). 

• A study by Vander Haegen et al. (2014) showed that long-term mortality as a result of 
entanglement was concluded to be significantly lower in the 5.5-inch gill net when compared 
to a similar tangle net. 

 
3.3 Deployment of fishing gear 
• During periods of migration, salmonids are particularly vulnerable to gill nets set close to 

the shoreline and in or near estuaries to catch bass, mullet or flounder (Potter and Pawson, 
1991). 

• The effect of the net creating a barrier to migration can be reduced by restricting netting to 
certain times of year or by setting nets parallel to the shoreline or in deeper water where 
the headline remains well below the surface (Potter and Pawson, 1991).  

• It has been reported that nets aiming to increase the likelihood of trapping migrating fish 
are usually set at right angles to the shore, whereas nets aimed at non-migrating species 
are usually fished parallel to the coast (Millner, 1985; Potter and Pawson, 1991). 

• Where impassable obstructions to upstream movement are created the likelihood of 
delayed or permanent stopping of migration is increased (Makinen et al., 2000).  

• Use of fishing gear in combination with other barriers to migration (i.e., weirs, dams) may 
have a cumulative effect on migration by increasing blockages and reducing the amount of 
unobstructed water available for upstream movement (Makinen et al., 2000).  

• For sea trout, documented short passage times through estuaries result in fish not being 
exposed for long periods of time to any adverse conditions such as poor water quality or 
elevated temperatures (Bendall et al., 2005). It is therefore thought that only where 
complete barriers to migration exist would fish be retained within estuarine areas for a 
period of time over which environmental factors would have a significant impact on health 
or behaviour. 

 
3.4 Soak time 
• Another important factor highlighted in the literature to reduce the risk of injury and mortality 

of salmonids as non-target species is reduced soak time/drift time for nets (Buchanan et 
al., 2002; Vander Haegen et al., 2004). 



 

 

• Non-catch fishing mortality for coastal salmon gill net fisheries in the Pacific was noted to 
be low relative to the losses encountered in high-seas drift net fisheries (Ritter et al., 1979). 
This is thought to be as a result of short duration of sets combined with frequent attendance 
of nets, generally calmer sea conditions (reducing drop-out and haul-back mortality) and 
the reduction in the presence of large predators (Ritter et al., 1979).  

• French and Dunn (1973) observed that, over a four-year period, mortality of maturing and 
immature Pacific salmon species from multifilament and monofilament nets increased with 
the length of time that the net was set (6.5% for 2.5 hours up to 40.5% for 10 hours). This 
was supported by Fraser et al. (2002) who compared soak times of 40 minutes to 140 
minutes and found a significant reduction in mortality associated with shorter soak time 
(P<0.001). Estimates of mortality for 40 minutes were 2.5% versus 140 minutes at 60.4%. 
With shorter soak times, surviving fish were demonstrated to have recovered swimming 
ability to a level comparable to physiologically fit fish (1.44 body lengths per second). 

• A study of sea trout in a targeted fishery observed exhaustion in fish independent of the 
degree and type of injury (Veneranta et al., 2018). Attempts to escape from the net and 
associated stress were identified as a probable cause of longer-term effects on sea trout 
including vulnerability of fish to predators as well as reduced growth and overall condition 
of the individual (Veneranta et al., 2018). As with salmon species, the degree to which a 
fish suffers stress and exhaustion from being entangled within a net is directly linked to the 
soak time of the particular net type. 

 
 

SECTIONS 2 and 3 CONTEXTUAL DISCUSSION POINTS  
• There are no main commercial net fisheries that target salmonids in the Southern IFCA 

District.  
• From anecdotal reports by fishers and collation of evidence of interactions the level of 

interaction with salmonids is rare. Observation by Southern IFCA Officers during June-
September 2019 across the range of net fishing methods currently used in the District 
showed no salmonid bycatch. In the context of the different types of delayed or ‘non-catch’ 
mortality, this rarity of interaction between salmonids and nets means that the risk of 
predation, escapement, drop-out, haul-back/fall out and discard mortality is greatly reduced 
(the first four of these being deemed to be most common for gill net fisheries). Unreported 
catch mortality from unwanted bycatch of salmonids will also be greatly reduced.  

• Based on the number of reports and detected offences around salmonids within the 
commercial net fishing sector and anecdotal information from fishers, levels of unreported 
catch mortality where fish are being taken illegally is also likely to be low.  

• In relation to the data provided by the SAMARCH Project (Section 2.2.1), it is important to 
note that although there is overlap between the mesh sizes used in the project and those 
used in the ring net fisheries across the Southern IFCA District (Sections D 2.3.2, D 2.5.2 
of the Conservation Assessment Package for the Net Fishing Byelaw) there are differences 
in the deployment of the gear under the project when compared to ring net fishing in the 
District. The soak time of the nets used in the SAMARCH project is much greater than that 
used in the ring net fishery (10-12 hours versus 10 minutes) and in the SAMARCH Project, 
nets were weighted at each to create a sheet of net whereas ring nets are set in a circle on 
recognition of the presence of a target species. The method used in the SAMARCH Project 
is similar to some fixed netting practices across the District. However, while bottom set 
netting practices in Southampton Water have a similar soak time they are set so as to 
extend no more than 3ft from the seabed, leaving a large area above the net for fish to 
utilise without a barrier (See Section 1 Contextual Discussion Points).  

• Sections 2 and 3 of this literature review reference the potential impacts to salmonids as a 
result of interaction with nets and the possible mitigative measures identified in the literature 
to reduce the risk of impact and ultimately, delayed mortality. Based on this, contextual 



 

 

information is provided for the main commercial netting activities currently used in the 
Southern IFCA District. 

• The main consideration for all net types is to reduce the creation of barriers to migration by 
nets (See Section 1 Contextual Discussion Points) and then, if entanglement does occur, 
reduce the resultant stress and likelihood of injury through correct practices. 

• All the main commercial netting activities currently used in the Southern IFCA District (fixed 
netting with a specific type referred to as bottom set netting, drift netting, ring netting) are 
types of gill net. Gill nets are seen to be more selective for the target species than other 
types of fishing net (trawls, seine nets) for a particular mesh size. This low retention rate 
for non-target species, with reference particularly to salmonids, is supported by the low 
number of reports of interactions both from observer trips carried out by Southern IFCA 
over the full range of net types and anecdotal information from fishers in all areas. 

• Considering mesh size specifically, smaller mesh sizes (5.5 inch relative to 8 inch) are 
demonstrated to result in Atlantic salmon being captured round the head and snout as 
opposed to the main body resulting in reduced scale loss, less severe injury and 
consequently, reduced long-term mortality. The lower end of the mesh range used in the 
reviewed study is comparable, and on the large side of, mesh ranges used in the District. 
Therefore, if interactions with salmonids do occur, fish are more likely to become enmeshed 
in an area where injuries are likely to be less severe or to a point where they can easily 
disentangle from the net (i.e. not penetrating as far as the gills), the latter of which also 
reduces the likelihood of stress and exhaustion impacts.  

• An important factor highlighted in the literature to reduce the incidence of interactions, the 
degree to which a fish suffers stress and exhaustion, and the risk of delayed mortality 
should an interaction occur is soak time. A reduced soak/drift time will reduce the amount 
of time over which the net acts as a barrier to migration. If this is considered alongside 
optimal run times, then the level of impact to salmon from a net acting as a barrier would 
be greatly reduced. A reduced soak time also increases the likelihood that a fish will be 
able to be returned alive without suffering excess stress, and/or severe or fatal injury. The 
ring net fishery within the Southern IFCA District currently operates with very short soak 
times (approx. 10 minutes), shorter than any soak time referenced within the published 
literature. Soak times of 140 minutes and 40 minutes are documented to have mortality 
rates of 60.4% and 2.5% mortality respectively (Fraser et al., 2002). Therefore, it can be 
inferred that the mortality rate for a 10-minute soak time would be lower than 2.5% all 
conditions being equal. It is recognised that environmental factors would play a role in 
changing the mortality rate, but the soak time used in the ring net fishery ensures the overall 
mortality rate is minimised.  

• Net activities such as fixed nets and drift nets with long soak times would pose more of a 
risk to the level of interaction, the degree of stress and exhaustion a fish suffers, and 
likelihood of delayed mortality should an interaction occur. Consideration should be given 
to the location, seasonality and any other operational mitigative measures of these net 
types (i.e., pinch points, channels, timing of the adult run, setting depth) to reduce the 
likelihood of interaction given the increased risk of delayed mortality.  

• The short soak time for ring net fishing in the District is coupled with the fact that ring nets 
are constantly attended, and therefore if a salmonid is observed interacting with a net, steps 
can be taken to release the fish in a timely manner thereby reducing the risk of stress and 
injury to the fish. For fixed and drift nets, nets are not always attended, therefore as with 
soak time, the risk level is increased for these net types. The mitigation would be the same 
as for soak time, reducing the potential for the interaction as the primary management 
driver.  

• The potential for an interaction between salmonids and net fishing methods is also related 
to how targeted the fishing method is. Whilst it has been demonstrated that gill nets are 
more selective for the target species than other net types, there is still a difference in the 
ability of different net fishing methods used in the Southern IFCA District to target specific 
species. Ring nets in particular are the most targeted net fishing method currently used. 



 

 

The fishers who engage in ring netting are highly experienced at setting nets only on 
recognition of the presence of target species (primarily grey mullet species). For other 
netting types, fishers are equally experienced in setting of nets to maximise the retention 
of target species. However, fixed and drift nets are set for longer periods of time and 
therefore are not as specific in terms of being set following identification of the target 
species in a particular area. There is therefore the potential for an increased risk of 
interaction with non-target species for these net types. The degree of risk will also be 
dependent on other variables such as location, time of year and orientation in the water 
column. 

• Fishers have indicated that they observe good handling practice when dealing with the 
removal from a net and subsequent release of non-target species. Based on the 
documented and anecdotal low interaction rate with salmonids this good handling practice 
is more likely to be used on non-salmonid species, however the basic principles employed 
of reducing air exposure, removing the fish in the direction it entered the net and avoiding 
over handling (to reduce scale loss and body damage) are all measures which are 
highlighted in the literature as being important for minimising post-capture stress and 
delayed mortality in salmonids.  

• Further details on the current net fishing methods used in each proposed management 
area and the use of these areas by salmonids is provided in the Conservation Assessment 
Package for the Net Fishing Byelaw and the Site-Specific Evidence Packages, developed 
as part of the Southern IFCA Netting Review. 

  



 

 

SECTION 4: ESSENTIAL FISH HABITATS FOR NON-SALMONIDS 
The management of nursery, feeding and refuge areas to benefit fish is common practice in 
international fisheries management. Such areas are commonly termed ‘Essential Fish 
Habitat (EFH)’ in fisheries management.  

An EFH is a habitat identified as crucial to the ecological and biological requirements for the 
critical life cycle of exploited fish species, which may require special protection to improve 
stock status and long-term sustainability (STECF, 2006). In particular, EFH refers to the 
waters and substrate necessary for fish to spawn, breed or feed (Rosenberg et al., 2000). 
Examples of EFH include (adapted from M. Bergmann et al., 2004):   

• Nursery grounds: areas where the highest concentrations of juvenile fish are found.  
• Feeding grounds/foraging grounds: areas, where increased feeding activity takes place; 

and  
• Refuge habitat: areas where fish congregate to rest or seek refuge from predators.   
 
4.1 Estuaries & harbours as spawning and nursery areas 
• Marine fish visit coastal and estuarine waters to spawn or have pelagic larvae which 

migrate inshore to utilise these habitats as juvenile nursery areas (Pihl et al., 2002).  
• Coastal habitats defined as ‘Highly productive estuaries and bays…and home to a 

number of invertebrates’ are of high importance for 44% of all ICES species. These 
coastal stocks alone contributed 77% of the landings of ICES advice-species highlighting 
the importance of coastal habitats to fishery yield and population maintenance. The 
majority of these habitats are important as nursery grounds, feeding areas and for 
spawning (Seitz et al., 2014).  

• Marine fish use estuaries in a number of ways and can be categorised as either marine 
estuarine opportunists, those which enter estuaries in large numbers at some stage in the 
lifecycle (typically juvenile), a marine estuary dependant, those that depend upon these 
systems for survival at a critical stage in their lifecycle or, a estuarine migrant, those which 
spawn in estuaries but may be flushed out to sea as larvae and later return at some stage 
to the estuary (Potter et al., 2013). 

 
4.1.1 Spawning 
• Sandsmelt (Atherina presbyter) are found as both larvae and juveniles in estuaries 

suggesting these areas are important for this species as both spawning and nursery 
areas, whilst common sole (Solea solea) is present in estuaries only as juveniles. Their 
larvae are found in more coastal areas showing that the habitats are used as nursery 
areas (Guerreiro et al., 2021).  

• Thin-lipped grey mullet are found in shallow waters and estuaries at a range of size 
classes. They spawn in estuarine habitats in Europe from June to August (Glamuzina et 
al., 2007).  

• Golden grey mullet are an euryhaline and eurythermal species tolerant to large salinity 
and temperature ranges. They are found to spawn in estuarine waters around the world, 
between August and November in the Istanbul Golden Horn Area (Kesiktaş et al., 2020). 

• Atlantic herring migrate to shallow coastal areas to spawn in seagrass and saltmarsh onto 
which they attach their eggs (Seitz et al., 2014 & von Nordheim, 2019). 

• Coastal habitats are also important as nursery areas for invertebrates. Whelks, the 
common cockle and blue mussel utilise these habitats for spawning (Seitz et al., 2014).  
 

4.1.2 Nursery 
• Once European bass eggs have hatched the pelagic larvae slowly move inshore over a 

2–3-month period (Haffray et al., 2000; Pawson and Pickett, 1987; Dando & Demir, 1985). 
After reaching 15 mm in length the larvae actively swim into estuaries, shallow bays and 



 

 

brackish water and remain in these nursery habitats for two years (Pawson, 1995). In their 
second- or third-year juveniles migrate to overwintering grounds in deeper water, 
returning each summer to large estuaries until 5 to 6 years of age (Pawson, 1995 & Hyder 
et al., 2018). Sixty-five percent of tagged bass all less than 36cm in length were 
recaptured in fisheries local to the tagging sites, highlighting that juvenile bass show site 
fidelity beyond their first two years (Pickett et al., 2004).   

• Young of the year flatfish, such as common sole (Solea solea), plaice (Pleuronectes 
platessa) and European flounder (Platichthys flesus) show high site fidelity for their 
intertidal and subtidal soft bottom essential nursery habitats of (Le Pape & Cognez, 2016).  

• Intertidal soft bottoms provide nursery and feeding habitat for dab, flounder and plaice, 
whilst kelp habitats provide nursery and feeding habitat for cod (Seitz et al., 2014). 

• There is little doubt that seagrass meadows, mangrove forests, salt marshes and reed 
beds act as important nursery areas and food sources for fishes in estuaries (Whitfield, 
2017). 

• The availability of essential nursery areas for fish early life stages can limit the abundance 
of later adult stages of predatory fish. This combined with low to moderate adult fishing 
mortality limits the population size in each area (Sundbald et al., 2014).  

• Coastal habitats are also important as spawning areas for invertebrates. The European 
lobster and edible crab utilise intertidal and subtidal soft bottoms as nursery and feeding 
areas for juveniles (Seitz et al., 2014).  

 
4.2 Essential fish habitats for feeding 
Intertidal and subtidal mudflats and mixed sediments support a rich density of invertebrates, 
including bivalves, polychaete worms and amphipod crustaceans, providing prey species for 
coastal fish communities. Larger fish species may also be attracted to these areas where 
denser populations of fish are found both on the benthos and in the water column. 
 
4.2.1 Intertidal and subtidal mudflats 
• The total density of fishes in European estuaries is correlated to the proportion of intertidal 

mudflats. Those estuaries with 80-100% intertidal mudflats had the highest densities of 
fishes at 61 individuals 100mm2 (Nicolas et al., 2010). Estuaries support the majority of 
marine migrant, marine straggler, and estuarine species particularly at their juvenile stage.  

• Prey availability in shallow mudflats is a strong predictor of community level juvenile fish 
nursery areas (flatfishes and round fishes), suggesting that high prey availability within 
these habitats is one of the drivers for their importance as nursery grounds (Tableau et 
al., 2016).  

• The presence of copepods (Corophium volutator) and marine worms (oligochaetes and 
polychaetes) on/in mudflats for juvenile flounder diet is key in estuarine habitats 
(Summers, 1980).  

• Juvenile common sole (Solea solea) occur in high densities in shallow areas, with fine 
sediment where they rely upon the presence of polychaetes, molluscs and crustaceans 
as their main source of diet (Vinagre, 2007). 

• Common sole appears to receive significant energetic benefits (indicated by mass and 
total length data) from estuarine feeding, likely due to the particularly high productivity of 
their polychaete prey within estuaries (Leakey et al., 2008). 

• Intertidal and subtidal soft bottoms are particularly important as nursery habitats, as well 
as showing some use for spawning and feeding for many commercially important fish 
species. Species including dab, whiting, red mullet, flounder, plaice, pollack, turbot, brill, 
and sole use these habitats as nursery grounds for juvenile fish (Seitz et al., 2014).  
 

4.2.2 Saltmarsh 
• Despite salt marshes flooding only in high tide, fish feed actively during this period in these 

habitats (Whitfield, 2017). 



 

 

• European seabass return to salt marshes and marsh creeks each flood tide to feed upon 
mysid shrimps and amphipods in estuarine waters (Laffaille et al., 2001). 

• In Southeast England 0-group bass (30-59mm) fed predominantly on Carcinus maenas, 
Nereis spp. and amphipods in established saltmarshes (Fonseca et al., 2011).  

• Foraging profitability is significantly enhanced by feeding in vegetated creeks (Rozas & 
Odum, 1988). 

 
4.2.3 Water column 
• Highest species richness of fishes is found in estuaries at the polyhaline (18 to 30) salinity 

and those estuaries with large entrance widths (Nicolas et al., 2010). 
• Shallow open waters less than 30m in depth provide essential feeding, nursery, or 

spawning areas for mackerel, sole and sprat (Seitz et al., 2014). 
• Estuaries receive large supplies of inorganic carbon and nutrients from land runoff, which 

supports high rates of primary and secondary production (Hopkinson et al., 2005 & Beck 
et al., 2001). There is a positive bottom-up association between primary production and 
subsequent trophic levels such as zooplankton (Capuzzo et al., 2017). 

• Herring, sprat, and sand eel feed upon zooplankton found in the water column. Herring 
are found in areas where zooplankton densities are highest (Garcia et al., 2012).  

• 0-group bass (15-39mm) predominantly consume copepods in Southeast England 
estuaries (Fonseca et al., 2011). 

• Large fish such as European sea bass are attracted to feed in estuarine waters due to the 
range of prey species available, such as those which inhabit the benthos for instance 
copepods, to free swimming small fish such as gobies (Pasquaud et al., 2010).  

• Adult seabass tagged around the coasts of England and Wales are recaptured close to 
their respective tagging locations indicating site fidelity for feeding areas (Pawson et al., 
2008). 

• Estuaries support both small and large piscivorous fish, with the juvenile stages of large 
piscivorous fish more likely to be found due to their size and manoeuvrability within 
complex estuarine habitats (Sheaves, 2001) 

 
 
4.3 Essential fish habitats for protection 
4.3.1Seagrass 
• Seagrass beds have a complex 3D structure which provides juvenile and small fish 

protection from predators (Heck et al., 1997) 
• In the field, experiments showed that crabs were taken as prey in significantly fewer 

numbers in turtle grass and drift algae than on bare sand (Heck & Thoman 1981).  
• Laboratory and field experiments within eelgrass (Zostera marina) and artificial seagrass 

found that small fish prey which remain within vegetative cover enhanced their chances 
of survival. However, data also suggests that predators utilise eelgrass beds as foraging 
grounds. The research shows that seagrass habitats are important for fish at multiple 
trophic levels (Lascara, 1981).  

• Overall, fish abundance, biomass, species richness, dominance, life history and diversity 
increased significantly along the gradient of increasing eelgrass habitat complexity 
(Deegan, 2002). 

 
4.3.2 Saltmarsh 
• The lower estuary and saltmarsh areas are important feeding and nursery areas for a 

range of fish groups including Mugilidae (mullets), Sparidae (breams), Soleidae and 
Moronidae (temperate basses) (Sa et al., 2006).  

• Relative predation pressure is significantly less in areas of marsh creeks than those which 
are unvegetated. Tethering experiments of mummichogs fish in vegetated and 
unvegetated areas showed a 10-30% higher risk of predation (Rozas & Odum, 1988).  



 

 

• Numerical experiments found that restoration of saltmarsh and seagrass habitats would 
yield an 24% increase in post settlement survival of Red drum (Sciaenops ocellatus) and 
would result in a 2% increase in population growth rate, enough to stem a long-term 
population decline. The research highlights the importance of essential fish habitat for 
exploited fish populations to withstand fishing pressure and to increase the viability of a 
fishery (Levin & Stunz, 2005).  

 
4.4 Net fishing impacts 
4.4.1 Bycatch in net fisheries 
• Gill nets and trawls used within shallow coastal areas capture juvenile fishes at probabilities 

as high as 0.95 which is likely to affect the recruitment of bycatch species (Amezucua et 
al., 2009). 

• Sampling of gillnet fisheries across six estuaries and three fishing seasons in South-eastern 
Australia found that 6.2% by number and 3.3% by weight of catches were discarded. 
Discarding was greatest in smaller mesh sizes and during winter when nets are set and 
left-over night (Gray et al., 2005).  

• Juvenile fishes of both commercially targeted and non-target species are caught in net 
fisheries within near shore ecosystems, with discards accounting for 19% of total catches 
by weight (Blaber, 2000 & Gray, 2002).  

• Set gillnets used in small scale fisheries had the highest overall impact on non-target 
species, with discard rates as high as 34.3% - higher than most industrial fisheries (Shester 
& Micheli 2011).  

 
4.4.2 Mortality 
• Fish using essential fish habitats can become non-target catch of net fisheries within 

estuaries and rivers. In the New River estuary North Carolina, survival of discarded fishes 
such as southern flounder in a commercial gill net fishery can be as low as 0.22-0.3 during 
summer, and as high as 0.87 in autumn and spring. The overall survival rate for sublegal 
fish was 0.5. A positive effect was found between body size and post release survival 
(Smith & Scharf, 2011).  

• Riverine/estuarine gillnet fisheries are a major source of mortality for species, such as the 
southern sturgeon, in their essential habitat at their spawning stage of their life cycle with 
immediate capture mortality at 16% (Collins et al., 2000).  

• Bycatch within inshore net fisheries has been found to be 20% in Queensland sea mullet, 
whiting and mackerel fisheries. Field trials found that for one species post netting mortality 
was zero, whilst the most vulnerable species showed a post netting mortality of 67% 
(Halliday et al., 2001).  

• Eighteen percent of juvenile fishes of both commercially targeted and non-target species 
show mortality when caught in net fisheries within near shore ecosystems (Blaber, 2000 & 
Gray, 2002).  

• Monitored gillnet fishing operations of inshore net-fisheries in Western Cape South Africa, 
showed that 4.2% of the total catch was bycatch, mostly consisting of immature, undersized 
fish that were often injured and did not survive (Hutchings & Lamberth, 2002). 
 

4.4.3 Spawning behaviour 
• Fishing for cod in spawning aggregations led to more complex impacts than fish removal. 

The aggregation behaviour was disrupted with increased vertical movement and dispersal 
away from the area after which fish did not return within the 9-day study period (Dean et 
al., 2012).    

 
SECTION 4 CONTEXTUAL DISCUSSION POINTS  
• Different habitats are identified in the literature as having beneficial use by fish species for 

spawning, for feed, as nursery areas and for protection. The main habitats referenced in 



 

 

the literature are saltmarsh, seagrass, intertidal and subtidal mudflats and the water 
column, all of which are commonly found in different harbours and estuaries across the 
Southern IFCA District.  

• The species mentioned specifically in the literature as relying on these habitats are also all 
commonly found within the Southern IFCA District. 

• Saltmarsh habitats are found in Langstone Harbour, Portsmouth Harbour, Southampton 
Water, Kings Quay, The River Medina, Keyhaven, Lymington, Christchurch Harbour, Poole 
Harbour and The Fleet.  
o Saltmarsh habitat is utilised for net fishing activity of all types (ring net, fixed net, drift 

net). Where net fishing does occur in saltmarsh areas it is particularly focused on the 
creeks created between the saltmarsh. These are areas in which fish are more likely to 
congregate for protection. 

• Seagrass habitats are found in Langstone Harbour, Portsmouth Harbour, the mouth of the 
River Meon, Kings Quay and Poole Harbour  
o Seagrass habitat is utilised less for net fishing activity. Where seagrass beds occur 

within the District, these are often smaller in relation to the size of the overall area 
resulting in a wider area for fishers to use outside of the seagrass habitat. Areas 
outside seagrass are often preferred for net fishing due to the difficulty in setting and 
recovering the net in this type of habitat. 

• Either intertidal, subtidal or both types of mudflat habitat are found in all harbours and 
estuaries being reviewed under the Southern IFCA Netting Review.  
o Where net fishing occurs in harbours and estuaries within the Southern IFCA District, 

almost all of the activity will occur over mudflat habitat. However, based on contextual 
evidence discussed earlier (See Sections 2 and 3 Contextual Discussion Points), net 
fishing activity does not result in entire areas being closed off or covered by a net, 
therefore an area for feeding and as a nursery area will always be available at any 
given time for species to utilise.  

• Water column habitat is found in all harbours and estuaries being reviewed under the 
Southern IFCA Netting Review. 
o As above, where net fishing occurs in harbours and estuaries within the Southern IFCA 

District, all of the activity will occur within the water column. The same argument as for 
mudflat habitats, of net fishing not utilising the entirety of a single area, is made in 
relation to impacts to the water column.  

• Summaries of the ecological value of each specific management area as an Essential Fish 
Habitat are given in the Site-Specific Evidence Packages. 

• Contextualising the information presented in this literature review with knowledge about 
harbours and estuaries in the Southern IFCA District indicates that certain net fishing 
operations have the potential to impact areas identified as Essential Fish Habitats.  

• Bycatch of juvenile fish and non-target species is highlighted in the literature as being high 
for gill net fisheries in near shore ecosystems and shallow coastal areas. The literature 
does show that set gillnets and those left overnight caused the greatest level of discards 
which relates to the practice of fixed netting within the Southern IFCA District. It is also 
important to consider that in areas where there is limited available area for fish to avoid a 
net, such as saltmarsh creeks, all types of netting may have an impact whether it be for 
juvenile fish or adult fish using the area for spawning or feeding. 

• All net types used in the Southern IFCA District have mesh size ranges based on the target 
species. Whilst the literature review highlights that mesh species based on target species 
may result in the bycatch of non-target adult of juvenile species, there is no evidence to 
quantify the level of bycatch of juvenile species by netting methods used specifically in the 
Southern IFCA District. It is therefore operational behaviours such as geographical location 



 

 

in which nets are set, seasonality and soak time which will provide the best mitigation 
against increasing the risk of impacts to essential fish habitats.  
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INTRODUCTION TO THE INSHORE NETTING REVIEW 

1.0 Background 
The Southern IFCA Inshore Netting Review (‘Review’) began in 2017 in response to the 
outcomes of the Southern IFCA Review of Management Measures (2015). Southern IFCA 
committed to delivering this work under subsequent annual plan priorities (2018/2019, 
2019/2020, 2020/2021) as underpinned by the Southern IFCA Five-Year Legislative Forecast 
(2019-2023)1. 

On the 31st August 2017 Members of the Technical Advisory Committee resolved to review 
and, if necessary, develop netting regulations for the District’s harbours and estuarine waters. 
Consequently, a Net Fishing Working Group was established which has met on 14 occasions 
throughout the duration of the Review. 

Since the beginning of the Review there have been three periods of public consultation and 
engagement, namely during a ‘Call for Information’ in December 2017, followed by periods of 
public consultation on proposed net management in June 2019 and later during January and 
February 2020. 

2.0 Policy Objectives 
Since setting the original Policy Objectives2 for the Review in August 2017, Members of the 
Working Group have refined these in order to better reflect the Authority’s legislative duties 
alongside policy objectives. The Policy Objectives of the Netting Review:  

a. To support the use of estuaries and harbours in the District as essential fish habitats.  

b. To provide protection to migratory salmonids as they transit through the Districts estuaries 
and harbours.  

c. To balance the social and economic benefits of net fisheries.  

d. To further the conservation objectives of Designated Sites. 

3.0 Scope of Review 
The Review is district wide, encompassing forty-nine sites which have each been subject to 
relevant assessments. For ease these sites have been grouped into the following areas.  A 
full list of sites can be found in Annex 1. 

• Isle of Wight 
• Langstone Harbour  
• Portsmouth Harbour 
• Southampton Water 
• The Solent 
• Christchurch Harbour 
• Poole Harbour 
• West Dorset  

 
1 Authority Reports: Southern IFCA (southern-ifca.gov.uk)  
2 (a) support the use of estuaries and harbours in the District by fish such as bass as nursery, feeding and refuge areas, (b) 
provide protection to migratory salmonids as they transit through the Districts estuaries and harbours, (3) to balance the social 
and economic benefits of exploiting the fishery. 
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4.0 Document Map 
Part A: ‘Legislative Drivers’ provides overarching summaries of the legislative and policy 
drivers which have led to a need for site specific management intervention in the net fisheries.  
 
Part B: ‘Best Available Evidence’ provides the reader with an understanding of the evidence 
base used to underpin and guide the development of management measures specific to the 
Districts net fisheries. 
 
Part C: ‘Management Tools and Application’ seeks to provide the reader with an 
understanding of the mechanisms put in place to manage the net fisheries across the District. 
This section seeks to summarise the provisions contained within the Net Fishing Byelaw, the 
Net Fishing Permits and the Net Fishing Code of Conduct. This section provides clarity of 
intention and process which will underpin future management decisions regarding the 
management of net fishing across the Southern IFCA District under the Net Fishing Byelaw. 
This section also details the access criteria for applicants seeking a Net Permit. 
 
Part D: ‘Overarching Management Intentions’ detail the management action Southern 
IFCA are taking in response to a number of scenarios, to include proposed management in 
response to legislative drivers (within and adjacent to SAC, within a SSSI, within high 
functionally linked areas) and in-combination risk assessments (for areas of medium or low 
functional linkage, fishing within essential fish habitats and fishing in areas utilised by 
migratory salmonids).  
 
Part E: ‘Synergetic Management Models’ draw together the risk components which have 
been identified for Functionally Linked Areas, areas utilised by Migratory Salmonids and 
Essential Fish Habitats in order to inform, in combination, the site-specific management 
outcomes. In addition, the Models also capture the legislative drivers underpinning 
management intentions as well as those areas subject to existing governance. 
 

5.0 Supporting Policy and Documentation 
This document is to be read in conjunction with the supporting papers which are signposted 
throughout via blue underlined text. These supporting papers combined, provide context and 
transparency of the process which has informed management intervention, as well providing 
clarity of intention regarding the ongoing management of the district’s net fisheries. 

All of the following papers are available on the Southern IFCA website: 

• The Net Fishing Byelaw  
• Net Fishing Permit Monitoring and Control Plan 
• Salmonid Code of Practice 
• Net Fishing Around Piers Code of Conduct 
• Net Fishing Byelaw Impact Assessment 

 

Documents subject to Natural England formal review: 

• The Net Fishing TLSE  
• The Net Fishing Byelaw Conservation Packages  

 

Evidential Underpinning:  

• Site Specific Evidence: 
o Isle of Wight Site Assessment Package  
o Langstone Harbour Site Assessment Package 
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o Portsmouth Harbour Site Assessment Package 
o Southampton Water Site Assessment Package 
o The Solent Site Assessment Package 
o Christchurch Harbour Site Assessment Package 
o Poole Harbour Site Assessment Package 
o West Dorset Site Assessment Package 

 
• Wider Evidence Base 

o Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review 
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PART A: LEGISLATIVE DRIVERS  

1.0 The Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) 

Regulations 2019 

1.1 Legislative Underpinning 
The Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 20193, 
(‘Conservation Regulations’) transposes the land and marine aspects of the Habitats Directive 
and the Wild Birds Directive into domestic law and outlines how a National Site Network will 
be managed.   
 
The National Site Network1 is a network of protected sites which are designated for rare and 
threatened species and rare natural habitat types. These sites include Special Areas of 
Conservation (SAC) and Special Protection Areas (SPA), designated under the EC Habitats 
Directive 19924 and EC Birds Directive 2009 (amended)5, respectively.  
  
Under Article 6 of the Conservation Regulations, Southern IFCA as a named competent 
Authority must ensure that fishing activity occurring within or adjacent to an SAC or SPA does 
not damage, disturb or lead to a deterioration of a species which receives protection under the 
relevant designation, so as to ensure compliance with the Habitats Directive and Birds 
Directives.   
 
1.2 Habitats Regulation Assessment 
Article 6(3) of the Habitats Directive requires any plan or project likely to have a significant 
effect on an SPA or SAC within the National Site Network, either individually or in combination 
with other plans or projects, to undergo an appropriate assessment. The plan or project must 
be assessed in view of the site’s conservation objectives, IFCAs are unable to consider 
economic or social impacts. 
 
The first stage to this assessment is a Test of Likely Significant Effect (TLSE), which is 
designed to test whether a plan/project will cause a likely significant effect on an SAC or SPA. 
All the features/sub-features and supporting habitats for a site are subject to the TLSE 
assessment.  Where the potential for a likely significant effect cannot be excluded, Southern 
IFCA, as the competent authority must then undertake a Habitats Regulation Assessment 
(HRA), The HRA must consider the potential effects of the plan/project itself and in 
combination with other existing plans or projects.  
 
1.3 Relevance to the Inshore Netting Review 
The outcomes of The Net Fishing TLSE identified that net fishing is likely to have a significant 
effect on Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), a species afforded protection in the River Itchen SAC 
and the River Avon SAC.  
 
As such a HRA has been undertaken for the following areas, with the overall purpose to 
conclude that net fishing within, or adjacent to the River Itchen SAC and the River Avon SAC 
does not damage, disturb or lead to a deterioration of Atlantic salmon, so as to secure 
compliance with the Habitats Directive.  
 

• The River Itchen (within and adjacent to the River Itchen SAC) 
• The River Avon (within and adjacent to the River Avon SAC) 

 
3 The Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 (legislation.gov.uk) 
4 The Habitats Directive - Environment - European Commission (europa.eu) 
5 The Birds Directive - Environment - European Commission (europa.eu) 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukdsi/2019/9780111176573
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/legislation/habitatsdirective/index_en.htm
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/legislation/birdsdirective/index_en.htm
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For the purposes of the Inshore Netting Review ‘adjacent’ is defined as ‘next to or adjoining’ 
as consistent with the Oxford English Dictionary definition. 
 
Please refer to the Southampton Water Site Assessment Package for the HRA specific to The 
River Itchen and the Christchurch Harbour Site Assessment Package for the HRA specific to 
The River Avon.  
 

2.0 The Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981 

2.1 Legislative Underpinning 
Under the Wildlife and Countryside Act (WCA) 19816, Southern IFCA must take reasonable 
steps to further the conservation and enhancement of features for which a Site of Special 
Scientific Importance (SSSI) has been designated.  
 
2.2 Site of Special Scientific Importance Assessment 
An assessment is required to be undertaken to ensure that fishing activity within a SSSI is 
managed to ensure that there is no adverse effect on Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout (Salmo 
trutta) if either species are a faunal component or notified feature of the SSSI. 
 
This process will ensure that Southern IFCA fulfil its legislative duties under the WCA.  
 

2.3 Relevance to the Inshore Netting Review 
The following area falls within the Lymington River SSSI. As such a SSSI Assessment has 
been undertaken in order to ensure that net fishing within the Lymington River SSSI will not 
have an adverse effect on sea trout, so as to ensure compliance with the WCA. 

 
• Lymington River, upper reaches (sea trout as a faunal component of the Lymington 

River SSSI) 
 
Please refer to The Solent Site Assessment Package for the SSSI specific to Lymington River, 
upper reaches. 
 

3.0 The Marine and Coastal Access Act, 2009 

3.1 Legislative Underpinning 
Under Section (153) of the Marine and Coastal Access Act, 2009 (MaCAA)7, Southern IFCA 
must manage the exploitation of sea fisheries resources within their District.  

In preforming this duty and in accordance with Section (153, 2b) Southern IFCA must balance 
the social and economic benefits of fishing with the need to protect the marine environment 
from the effects of such fishing. In accordance with the legal position provided by the 
Department of Fisheries and Agriculture (Defra) in 2014, salmonids fall within the definition of 
the ‘marine environment’ as specified in Section (186), namely ‘flora or fauna which are 
dependent on, or associated with, a marine and coastal environment’. 

 
6 Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (legislation.gov.uk) 
7 Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 (legislation.gov.uk) 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1981/69
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2009/23/contents
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As described in the Explanatory Notes8 (435) for Section (153) of the Marine and Coastal 
Access Act, IFCAs are able to apply precautionary measures in order to fulfil their main duty 
under Section (153). ‘…Precautionary measures in this context means that the absence of 
adequate scientific information should not be used as a reason for postponing or failing to take 
management measures to conserve target species, associated or dependent species and 
non-target species and their environment…’. 
 

3.2 Relevance to the Inshore Netting Review: Essential Fish Habitats 
As part of the Inshore Netting Review, Southern IFCA determined to enhance the 
environmental, socio-economic and sustainability of fisheries within the District by supporting 
the use of estuaries and harbours by bass and other fish populations as nursery, feeding and 
refuge areas. Collectively these areas are referred to as Essential Fish Habitats (EFH).  

For the purposes of the Inshore Netting Review, an EFH is one which provides ecological 
value for spawning, feeding and refuge for non-salmonid fish species.  

3.2.1 Essential Fish Habitat Assessments 
An EFH Assessment is required to determine the ecological value of a given habitat in 
supporting spawning, feeding and/or refuge for non-salmonid species. 
 
All relevant areas of the District will be subject to an EFH Assessment, with the exception of 
those areas located (1) within or adjacent to SAC or within a SSSI (where Atlantic salmon or 
sea trout are conservation features) (2) areas which have a high functional linkage to an SAC 
or SSSI, and (3) areas closed to net fishing under pre-existing legislations governed by other 
regulatory bodies. Please refer to Table 1 for a list of relevant sites. 
 
The Authority have developed EFH Risk Components in order to determine the level of 
ecological value that an EFH may provide in supporting nursery, feeding or refuge for non-
salmonid fish species, which may increase vulnerability to net capture. Please refer to Figure 
1. The EFH Risk Components consider ecological value, as informed by (1) Site Specific 
Evidence which considers habitat, fish and benthic species data, as well as (2) the Net Fishing 
Byelaw Literature Review which further informs Southern IFCAs understanding of likely 
habitats used to support nursery, feeding or refuge of fish species.  
 
The EFH Risk Components form one element of the Synergetic Management Models (Section 
E of this document) which will be used to inform site specific management outcomes in-
combination with other relevant assessments. 
 
In developing a risk-based approach, the Authority are able to determine a proportionate 
management approach which is underpinned by precaution, as aligned with Southern IFCAs 
duties under paragraph (153) of the MaCAA. 

 
3.3 Relevance to the Inshore Netting Review: Areas utilised by Migratory Salmonids 
As part of the Inshore Netting Review, Southern IFCA determined to enhance the 
environmental, socio-economic and sustainability of fisheries within the District by supporting 
the use of estuaries and harbours by migratory salmonids. Migratory salmonids, namely 
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) and sea trout (Salmo trutta) form an important component of the 
marine environment. In addition, both salmon and the sea trout are identified as priority 

 
8 Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 - Explanatory Notes (legislation.gov.uk) 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2009/23/notes/division/2
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species under the UK Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) and are subsequently listed as a Species 
of Principal Importance under the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act, 20069. 

For the purposes of the Inshore Netting Review, areas utilised by migratory salmonids mean 
those areas within the District which fall outside of SACs, SSSI and High Functionally Linked 
Areas where Atlantic Salmon or sea trout receive protection as a conservation feature.  
 
3.3.1 Migratory Salmonid Assessments 
A Migratory Salmonid Assessment is required to determine the relationship between net 
fishing and migratory salmonids. 

All areas of the District will be subject to an MS Assessment, with the exception of those areas 
located (1) within or adjacent to SAC or within a SSSI (where Atlantic salmon or sea trout are 
conservation features) (2) in areas assessed under a FLA Assessment which have been 
determined as high or medium risk (3) in areas closed to net fishing under pre-existing 
legislations governed by other regulatory bodies. Please refer to Table 2 for a list of relevant 
sites. 
 
The Authority have developed a Migratory Salmonid (MS) Risk components in order to 
determine the level of risk net fishing activity may have on migratory salmonids. In developing 
a MS Risk Components, the Authority are able to determine a proportionate management 
approach which is underpinned by precaution as aligned with Southern IFCAs duties under 
paragraph (153) of the MaCAA. 
 
The MS Risk Components (Figure 2) seek to capture the circumstances where there will be a 
higher risk of interaction between nets and migratory salmonids, as informed by both Site-
Specific Evidence and the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review. This includes migratory 
routes, pinch points or refuge areas for salmonids and the geographic proximity of these areas 
to Principal Salmonid Rivers. 

The MS Risk Components will form one component of the Synergetic Management Models 
(Section E of this document) which will be used to inform site specific management outcomes 
in-combination with other relevant assessments. 
 
 

 
9 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/16/contents 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/16/contents
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Table 1: Areas subject to an Essential Fish Habitat Assessment 

Area subject to EFH Assessment Further Details 

Isle of Wight 
Bembridge Harbour River Medina Isle of Wight Assessment 

Package King’s Quay 

Langstone 
Harbour 

Main Channel Bridge Lake Langstone Harbour 
Assessment Package Broom Channel Wider Harbour 

Portsmouth 
Harbour 

Fareham Creek  Portsmouth Harbour 
Assessment Package Wider Harbour 

Southampton 
Water 

Outside Main Channel River Hamble, Area 5 Southampton Water 
Assessment Package River Hamble, Areas 1-4 

The Solent 
River Meon Keyhaven River The Solent Assessment 

Package Lymington River, Outside Main Channel 

Christchurch 
Harbour 

East of Harbour Mouth of River Mude Christchurch Harbour 
Assessment Package Christchurch Box, Outside Main Channel 

Poole Harbour 

Wider Harbour  Wych and Middlebere Lakes 
Poole Harbour 

Assessment Package 
Wareham Approaches South Deep 

Lychett Bay Holes Bay North 

West Dorset 
Fleet, West Lyme Bay West Dorset Assessment 

Package Fleet, East Bridport Harbour 

Figure 1: Essential Fish Habitat Risk Components 
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Figure 2: Migratory Salmonid Risk Components 

 
Table 2: Areas subject to a Migratory Salmonid Assessment 

Area subject to MS Assessment Further Details 

Isle of Wight 
Bembridge Harbour River Medina Isle of Wight Assessment 

Package King’s Quay 

Langstone 
Harbour 

Main Channel Bridge Lake Langstone Harbour 
Assessment Package Broom Channel Wider Harbour 

Portsmouth 
Harbour 

Fareham Creek  Portsmouth Harbour 
Assessment Package Wider Harbour 

Southampton 
Water 

Outside Main Channel River Hamble, Area 5 Southampton Water 
Assessment Package River Hamble, Areas 1-4 

The Solent 
River Meon Keyhaven River The Solent Assessment 

Package Lymington River, Outside Main Channel 

Christchurch 
Harbour 

East of Harbour Mouth of River Mude Christchurch Harbour 
Assessment Package Christchurch Box, Outside Main Channel 

Poole Harbour 

Wider Harbour  Wych and Middlebere Lakes 
Poole Harbour 

Assessment Package 
Wareham Approaches South Deep 

Lychett Bay Holes Bay North 

West Dorset 
Fleet, West Lyme Bay West Dorset Assessment 

Package Fleet, East Bridport Harbour 
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4.0 Synergetic Legislative Drivers  

4.1 Legislative underpinning 
Areas which are functionally linked to an SAC or SSSI fall outside of the specified remit of 
Southern IFCAs duties under the Conservation Regulations, where Southern IFCA must 
ensure that fishing activity does not damage, disturb or lead to a deterioration of species within 
or adjacent to an SAC.  Similarly, functionally linked areas also fall outside of the specified 
remit of Southern IFCAs duties under the WCA, where Southern IFCA must, within an SSSI 
take reasonable steps to further the conservation and enhancement of features for which a 
SSSI site is designated.  
 
However, case law10 (where the term ‘Functional Linkage’ was coined) dictates that Southern 
IFCA must consider the role that functionally linked areas may play in supporting Atlantic 
salmon and sea trout populations, in line with the intentions underpinning the Habitats 
Directive (as enacted in UK legislation via the Conservation Regulations). As such, and as 
guided by case law, Southern IFCA will consider the role of areas which are functionally linked 
to SACs and SSSIs, where salmonids are a feature afforded protection under the 
Conservation Regulations and the WCA. Southern IFCA will consider these legislative duties 
alongside the duties specified under Section (153) of the MaCAA, namely, Southern IFCA 
must balance the social and economic benefits of fishing with the need to protect the 
environment from the effects of such fishing. 

 
4.2 Context to Inshore Netting Review 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, ‘functional linkage’ refers to the role that 
the sea beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI might fulfil in terms of supporting Atlantic 
salmon or sea trout populations. Such the area of sea is deemed to be ‘linked’ to the SAC or 
SSSI in question because it provides a role in maintaining or restoring a salmonid population 
at favourable conservation status. 
 
In terms of practical application, if the boundaries of a SAC or SSSI were drawn to include all 
sea which might serve some function for salmonids, then the strict protection afforded would 
be applied more extensively than would be necessary to meet the objectives of the Habitats 
Directives11 or WCA. In the context of the Inshore Netting Review, too strict an interpretation 
may subject fishers to unnecessary restrictions, or ultimately close fisheries under 
circumstances which were not intended to be incompatible with the Habitats Directive. 
Conversely, too lenient an interpretation carries different risks. Fishing may go ahead without 
sufficient consideration of the potential harm to salmonids, which may in turn lead to the 
deterioration of the protected species. 
 

 
10 Case law is law based on authoritative decisions made by court judgements, the Secretary of State or the Planning Inspectorate. Case Law 
is a vital source of information regarding how legislation should be correctly interpreted and applied. There have been two cases where the 
term ‘functional linkage’ has been applied to an SAC where Atlantic salmon are a qualifying species: (1) The Sandale Case: This case 
concerned the migration of Atlantic salmon upstream of an SAC. In the absence of a risk assessment upon which credible risks could have 
been excluded by obtaining relevant information and assessing the significance of the effects of the project upstream of an SAC on Atlantic 
salmon, the project was found not to satisfy the requirement of the Habitats Directive. Therefore, in summary, the lack of insufficient 
assessment of risk led to a precautionary management approach. (2) Burbo Bank: This case concerned the impact of noise from piling activity 
on Atlantic salmon migration. The risk was mitigated via the introduction of a timing restriction on the driving of piles. 

11 Chapman, C. & Tyldesley, D. 2016. Functional linkage: How areas that are functionally linked to European sites have been considered when 
they may be affected by plans and projects - a review of authoritative decisions. Natural England Commissioned Reports, Number 207. 
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These concepts, as discussed in a Natural England report by Chapman & Tyldesley (2016)12 
suggest that in areas deemed to be functionally linked, a proportionate approach to 
management may be considered. This has enabled Southern IFCA; in line with Defra 
guidance13, to consider a risk-based approach to net fishing management within functionally 
linked areas, balancing Southern IFCAs duties under the Conservation Regulations and the 
WCA alongside the delivery of Southern IFCAs duties under Section (153) of the MaCAA. 
 
4.3 Functionally Linked Area Assessment 
A Functionally Linked Area (FLA) Assessment is required to determine whether net fishing 
occurring beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI (where salmonids are afforded protection) 
may have an adverse impact on salmonids. Table 3 lists the sites which are subject to a FLA 
Assessment as part of the Inshore Netting Review. 
 
As there is recognised to be limited evidence base in wider literature regarding the relationship 
between salmonid interaction with nets specific to a non-targeted fishery, coupled with an 
absence of quantitative evidence from the functionally linked areas regarding interactions 
between net fishing and migratory salmonids, the Authority have developed Functional 
Linkage Risk Components (Figure 3) in order to determine the likely level of risk net fishing 
activity may have on salmonids within functionally linked areas. Determination of the FLA Risk 
Components have been directly informed by Site Specific Evidence Packages and the Net 
Fishing Byelaw Literature Review. 
 
This method has enabled Southern IFCA to determine a proportionate management approach 
which is underpinned by precaution for functionally linked areas. In the absence of a risk-
based approach the Authority would be guided by a precautionary approach. Therefore, in the 
recognised absence of robust scientific information relating to interactions between net fishing 
and migratory salmonids in a non-targeted fishery, Southern IFCA are applying the 
precautionary principle14 in a proportionate manner (based on likely risk) in order to determine 
the management of net fisheries within functionally linked areas. 
 
The Functional Linkage Risk Components form one element of the Synergetic Management 
Models (Section E) which will be used to inform site specific management outcomes in-
combination with other relevant assessments. 

 
12 In summary - a broad interpretation of functional linkage could potentially place unnecessary restrictions on fishing which might not 
otherwise be required. By way of example, based on a strict interpretation of ‘Functional Linkage’, a site designated for harbour porpoises 
would need to potentially include vast areas of sea to ensure that the boundaries were drawn to include all the areas which might possibly 
provide some degree of support, at some point in time, for a given population. In taking this approach, regulatory procedures would be 
imposed on the basis that a harbour porpoise might occasionally feed or travel through the area affected by them.  
13 ifca-byelaw-guidance.pdf (association-ifca.org.uk) Section 8.6 
14 Explanatory notes for MaCAA Section 153: (435) ‘…IFCAs will be able to apply precautionary measures…in order to fulfil their main duty. 

Precautionary measures in this context means that the absence of adequate scientific information should not be used as a reason for 

postponing or failing to take management measures to conserve target species, associated or dependent species and non-target species 

and their environment…’ 

 

http://www.association-ifca.org.uk/Upload/About/ifca-byelaw-guidance.pdf
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Figure 3: Functional Linkage Risk Components 

 
Table 3: Areas subject to Functional Linkage Assessments 

Functional Linkage Area subject to FLA Assessment Further Details 

River Itchen SAC, River Itchen SSSI, River 
Test SSSI 

Southampton 
Water 

The River Test River Hamble, Main Channel 
Southampton Water Assessment 

Package 
Main Channel River Hamble, Areas 1-4 

Outside Main Channel River Hamble, Area 5 

Lymington River SSSI The Solent Lymington River, Main Channel Lymington River, Outside Main Channel The Solent Assessment Package 

River Avon SAC, Avon Valley SSSI, River 
Avon System SSSI  

Christchurch 
Harbour 

Main Channel  Mouth of River Mude Christchurch Harbour Assessment 
Package East of Harbour Christchurch Box, Outside Main Channel 

River Frome SSSI 
Poole 

Harbour 

Main Channel  Wareham Channel 
Poole Harbour Assessment Package 

Wareham Approaches 
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PART B: BEST AVAILABLE EVIDENCE 
In accordance with Section 153(3) of the Marine and Coastal Access Act, Defra have issued 
IFCAs with best practice Guidance15 on making byelaws. IFCA must have regard to this 
guidance when carrying out their functions. The guidance outlines the best practice for the 
delivery and implementation of byelaws, which must be based on sound evidence.  

In accordance with Section (8.5) of the best practice guidance, ‘… a risk-based approach to 
byelaw development may be used to assess the potential risks that fishing activity may present 
to the marine environment. A risk assessment would provide the evidence base for prioritising 
the development of management measures, enabling IFCAs to carry out their duties in an 
evidence based, strategic and proportionate way...’ 

For the purposes of the Inshore Netting Review, the best available evidence is presented in 
the following forms: 

• Site Specific Evidence Packages 
• Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review  

These evidential underpinnings have been used collectively in order to inform the Inshore Net 
Fishing Review. 

1.0 Site Specific Assessments 
Site Specific Assessments have been undertaken for each net fishing site within the District. 
These Assessments, in conjunction with the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review have 
directly informed the management outcomes for each site.  

The Site-Specific Assessments detail and capture the following information specific to each 
site in question in order to build a narrative of the fishing area subject to review. For note, text 
marked with an * are relevant to sites assessed under an HRA, SSSI Assessment or FLA 
Assessment/MS assessment. Text marked with a ^ are relevant to sites assessed under an 
FLA, MS and EFH Assessments. Text marked with ¬ are relevant to sites assessed under an 
EFH Assessment only. 

• Map of fishing area. 
• Geographic proximity to either an SAC, SSSI or FLA*. 
• Fishing effort occurring at each site. This information has been gathered during the 

Inshore Netting Review consultation periods (December 2018, June 2019, Jan 2020) 
and well as via ongoing engagement with fishers since 2017. 

• Social economic information where relevant ^ 
• Existing net fishing restrictions. 
• Evidence of salmonids using the fishing area where relevant*. 
• Incidental and known interactions between net fishers and salmonids* these consider 

only interactions which have occurred within legitimate net fisheries, or comparable 
fisheries.  As such any evidence relating to the known illegal targeting of salmonids 
has been excluded from the evidence base. 

• Habitat data¬  
• Fish data and Invertebrate data¬, 

 

 
15 http://www.association-ifca.org.uk/Upload/About/ifca-byelaw-guidance.pdf 
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2.0 Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review 
The aim of the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review (‘Literature Review’) is to inform and 
support Southern IFCAs understandings of (1) likely salmonid and net interactions and (2) the 
ecological value that an essential fish habitat may have in terms of providing feeding, nursery 
or refuge areas for non-salmonid fish species. This information has been used, in combination 
with site specific evidence to inform the Southern IFCA Netting Review.  
 
The Literature Review consists of peer reviewed papers and reports. Contextual discussion 
sections have been added to the document in order to consider the findings of the Literature 
Review in a context which reflects the current fishing practice which is undertaken across the 
Southern IFCA District. 
 
The Literature Review supports and informs a risk-based approach which allows for the 
proportionate use of the precautionary principle to inform management measures specific to 
net fishing interaction with salmonids, as well as habitat vulnerability to net fishing. 
 
In the absence of a risk-based approach the Authority would solely be guided by the 
precautionary principle. For example, in the recognised absence of robust scientific 
information relating to interactions between net fishing and migratory salmonids in a non-
targeted fishery, Southern IFCA are applying the precautionary principle16 based on likely risk 
in order to determine the management of net fisheries within these areas.  

This approach is aligned with Defra guidance (Section 8.6) on the use of preventative and 
precautionary measures, specifically ‘…where it may be difficult to assess whether an activity 
would hinder the achievement of IFCA legislative duties, for example where there is insufficient 
information regarding an activity or environment...’ As per Defra guidance, the precautionary 
principle is applied ‘…in the circumstances where there are reasonable grounds for concern 
that an activity is harmful but where there is uncertainty about the degree of risk and harm. In 
simple terms, this means that where a risk assessment leads the IFCA to conclude that there 
is an unacceptable risk of harm to the environment or fish stocks, but conclusive evidence is 
lacking, this should not be used as a reason for not acting. In these situations, a precautionary 
approach would involve the IFCA taking proportionate action to address the risk whilst 
gathering further evidence to understand the issue better…’. Please refer to Part C, Section 
2.3 for information regarding Southern IFCA’s intention to undertake a Research Project in 
areas of low functional linkage. 

 

 
16 Explanatory notes for MaCAA Section 153: (435) ‘…IFCAs will be able to apply precautionary measures…in order to fulfil their main duty. 

Precautionary measures in this context means that the absence of adequate scientific information should not be used as a reason for 

postponing or failing to take management measures to conserve target species, associated or dependent species and non-target species 

and their environment…’ 
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PART C: MANAGEMENT TOOLS AND APPLICATION 

1.0 The Net Fishing Byelaw 
The following provisions will be introduced under a Net Fishing Byelaw (NFB). A list of 
definitions are provided in paragraph (1) of the NFB.  

Please refer to Section E for further details on how each area has been defined, in line with 
the specified areas listed below. 

1.1 The Introduction of Specified Areas 
1.1.1 Net Prohibition Areas  

The Net Prohibition Areas are defined in Schedule 3 of the NFB. In these areas a person must 
not use a net.  
 

o Isle of Wight 
▪ Bembridge Harbour 
▪ Wootton Creek 
▪ Yarmouth Harbour and Western Yar 
▪ Newtown Harbour 
▪ King’s Quay 
▪ River Medina 

 
o Langstone Harbour 

▪ Bridge Lake 
▪ Channels 

 
o Portsmouth Harbour 

▪ Fareham Creek 
▪ Channels 

 
o Southampton Water 

▪ The River Itchen and River Itchen 
▪ Channels and River Hamble  

 
o The Solent 

▪ River Beaulieu  
▪ Lymington  
▪ Keyhaven  

 
o Christchurch Harbour 

▪ The River Avon, River Stour and Western  
▪ Channels 
▪ River Mude 

 
o Poole Harbour 

▪ River Frome and River Piddle 
▪ Channels 
▪ Lytchett Bay and River Sherford 
▪ Wych and Middlebere Lakes 
▪ Holes Bay North 
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o West Dorset:  
▪ Western Fleet 
▪ Weymouth Harbour 
▪ Bridport Harbour 

 
 
1.1.2 Net Restriction Areas  

The Net Restriction Areas are defined in Schedule 1 of the NFB. Net fishing within these areas 
is subject to site specific seasonal and gear restrictions.  
 

 
o Langstone Harbour Net Restriction Area 

▪ A person must not use a net other than a ring net. 

 

o Portsmouth Harbour Net Restriction Area 
▪ A person must not use a net between 1st March and 31st October.  

 

o River Meon Net Restriction Area  
▪ A person must not use a net between 1st March and 31st October.  

▪ A person must not use a net other than a ring net outside the period 1st March to 

31st October.  

 

o Christchurch Box Net Restriction Area 
▪ A person must not use a net other than a ring net between 15th February and 30th 

September. 

▪ A person must not use a net other than a bottom set net or ring net between 1st 

October and 14th February. 

 
o Poole Harbour Net Restriction Area 

▪ A person must not use a net between 1st March and 31st October.  

 

o Wareham Approaches Net Restriction Area 
▪ A person must not use a net other than a ring net. 

 
o Eastern Fleet Net Restriction Area 

▪ A person must not use a net other than a ring net. 

 
o Lyme Bay Net Restriction Area 

▪ A person must not use a net within three metres of the surface of the water at any 

state of the tide. 

 
 

1.1.3 Net Permit Areas  

The Net Permit Areas are defined in Schedule 2 of the NFB. Net fishing within these areas is 
permitted under a Net Fishing Permit. Please refer to Section C (2.4) for further details 
regarding the scope of permit conditions. 
 

o Southampton Water Net Permit Area 
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o Christchurch Harbour Net Permit Area 

 
o River Hamble Net Permit Area 

 
 
1.2 The requirement of all nets in the District to be marked with specific information  
Under paragraphs (14-17) of the NFB all nets in the District are to be marked with specific 
information. This will enable any nets which are unmarked or marked but not permitted to fish 
to be easily identifiable for removal. These measures will assist with ensuring that incidences 
of illegal net fishing within the District are reduced.  

 

1.3 The Introduction of Flexible Permit Conditions 
The facility to introduce flexible permit conditions under the scope of the NFB is primarily to 
enable Southern IFCA to fulfil its obligations under paragraph 153(2) of the Marine and Coastal 
Access Act 2009.  

As directed by Section (156) of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009, and in accordance 
with paragraph (32) of the NFB, the Authority may attach, vary or remove conditions to a 
permit, which may relate to the following matters:  

• limiting the amount of sea fisheries resources a permit holder may take. 
• limiting the amount of time a permit holder may spend net fishing.  
• prohibiting or restricting any method of net fishing.  
• setting the requirements for the use of video recording equipment. 
• setting the frequency of deadlines for and content of catch returns. 

 

1.4 Cost of Permits 
As laid out in paragraphs (28) of the NFB, the Authority may charge a fee for each permit. It 
is the intention of the Authority at year one to charge a fee of £170.00 for a Net Permit. This 
value is based on administrative costs only. The Authority will review the suitability of the 
permit fees in line with the Review Procedure outlined in paragraph (35) of the NFB. As part 
of the Review Procedure the Authority will consider any costs associated with the 
management of the Net Permits in line with paragraph (36) of the NFB. 

A total cost analysis is provided in Annex 2 of this document. 

 

1.5 The Number of Permits 
As laid out in paragraph (31) of the NFB, the Authority may limit the number of permits that it 
may grant. Please refer to Section C (2.1) of this document for details regarding access and 
eligibility. 
 
 
1.6 Review Procedure  
The Net Permit Conditions will be subject to an annual review, following the Review Procedure 
determined in paragraph (35) of the NFB. This process specifies a clear procedure for 
reviewing the suitability of flexible permit conditions, permit fees and limitations on numbers 
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of permits in accordance with a set procedure, based on consideration of evidence, as defined 
in paragraph (36) of the NFB, which includes consideration of the data gathered through the 
Net Permit Byelaw Monitoring and Control Plan 

 

2.0 Net Permits 

2.1 Access Criteria 

2.1.1 At Introduction of Byelaw  

Net Permits will be allocated on a restricted entry basis and applicable at the time of byelaw 
implementation for fishers who have historically engaged in net fishing within the Net Permit 
Areas. This is an important measure to ensure that the permitted fishing activity remains 
compatible with the conservation objectives of Designated Sites. Introductory Net Permits will 
be valid for a period of up to one year. 
 
Applicants seeking a Christchurch Harbour Net Permit, or a Southampton Water Net 
Permit must demonstrate that, during the reference period of January 2018 to October 2021 
(inclusive), they have: 

• used a net to fish commercially from a vessel within the Permit Area for which they 
are applying, and 

• have fished legitimately during this period. 
 
Applicants seeking a River Hamble Net Permit must demonstrate that during the reference 
period of January 2018 to October 2021 (inclusive) they have: 

• been a holder of a net permit to fish the River Hamble, as issued by the River 
Hamble Authority, and 

• used a net to fish commercially within the River Hamble Net Permit Area, and 
• have fished legitimately during this period. 

 
2.1.2 New Entrants Access to fishery  

Future entry into this fishery will be subject to the outcomes of the annual review of the 
Monitoring and Control Plan in line with the Review Procedure identified in paragraph (35) of 
the NFB. This mechanism is in place to ensure that the future management of the net fishery 
remains compatible with the conservation objectives of the Designated Areas, as informed by 
the best available evidence provided by the annual monitoring process.  
 
New entrants’ criteria will be determined by the Authority at a time in which Net Permits may 
become available. 
 
2.2 Procedure for Application 
Net Permit applications are to be made in line with paragraph (21) of the NFB.  
 
Applicants seeking a Net Permit must apply to the Authority in writing. All accompanying 
evidence, such as sales notes and mooring receipts should be submitted to the Authority at 
the time of application in order to support the submission.  
 
Applications for introductory Net Permits, must be made during a twelve week period 
immediately following the Authority meeting at which the decision is made to submit the Net 
Fishing Byelaw for confirmation by the Secretary of State.  
 
It will be at the discretion of the Chief Officer whether an applicant requires an interview 
following an assessment of the written application. Interviews will be conducted by a Permit 
Byelaw Sub Committee in order to determine whether the applicant has proved to its 
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satisfaction that the access criteria has been met. The Permit Byelaw Sub Committee will 
make appropriate recommendations to the Technical Advisory Group (TAC) regarding the 
status of the application. It will be at the discretion of the TAC whether the access criteria have 
been met.  
 
Permits will be issued to applicants following confirmation of the NFB by the Secretary of State 
(or a nominated representative). Notice of the NFB confirmation and the procedure for 
application shall be posted on the Authority’s website.  
 
2.2.1 Appeals Procedure 
Any person who is dissatisfied with any decision made by the Authority with respect to the 
issuing of a Net Permit is to have the following right of appeal, in writing or in person, either 
alone or accompanied by a legal advisor or friend to an Appeals and Scrutiny Sub Committee. 
 
An appeal will only be heard if a request is received in writing, within 28 days of written 
confirmation of an Authority decision. 
 
For any appeal, the Authority and the appellant will each be responsible for their own costs. 
 
 
2.3 Change of Permit  

2.3.1 Change of Vessel 

A Permit Holder may apply to the Authority in writing to transfer a Permit to a different vessel 
to that named on their Permit. It will remain at the discretion of the Authority whether a Permit 
transfer will be granted to ensure that net fishing within the Net Permit Area remains 
compatible with the conservation objectives of the site.  
 
2.3.2 Miscellaneous Permit changes 

A Permit Holder may apply to the Authority in writing to make a change to their Permit following 
a change of circumstance (for example, but not limited to, a change in vessel ownership or ill 
health).  
 

2.4 Permit Conditions 
The following provisions will be introduced under the conditions of the Net Fishing Permits in 
the first year following the implementation of the NFB.  

2.4.1 Prohibiting or restricting methods of harvesting 

 

• Southampton Water Net Permit Area 
A person must not use a net other than a ring net or a bottom set net. 

 
• Christchurch Harbour Net Permit Area 
A person must not use a net other than a ring net. 

 
• River Hamble Net Permit Area 
A person must not use a net other than a ring net. 

 
2.4.2 Setting the frequency of deadlines for and content of catch returns 
A permit holder must comply with permit conditions specific to (1) the reporting of dead 
salmonids and (2) in the event of an interaction between their net and a salmonid. These 
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conditions have been developed in conjunction with the Net Permit Area Monitoring and 
Control Plan. 

 

2.5 Monitoring and Control Plan  
Areas which are to be managed under a Net Permit will be subject to a Monitoring and Control 
Plan. The implementation of the Monitoring and Control Plan will allow the Authority to be 
confident that they are using the best available evidence when considering the ongoing 
management of net fisheries in harbours and estuaries under a Net Permit in areas which 
have a low functional linkage to a SAC and/or SSSI. The Monitoring and Control Plan will 
ensure that net fishing remains compatible with the conservation objectives of SACs (notably 
Atlantic salmon) and SSSIs (notably Atlantic salmon and /or sea trout as a component of a 
SSSI). 

The Monitoring and Control Plan will facilitate specific and robust monitoring of the permitted 
net fishery. The Monitoring and Control Plan considers an On-Site Monitoring Programme 
which captures five components of monitoring which will be conducted in each Net Permit 
Area. These layers of monitoring will work in parallel, for example, any salmonid interaction 
will be counted in accumulation across all monitoring components.  

Threshold Trigger Levels have been determined in the Monitoring and Control Plan for 
salmonids which are (a) dead in a permitted net or (b) interacting with a permitted net. These 
trigger levels will activate a ‘control mechanism’ which determine the actions to take when a 
Threshold Trigger Point is reached.  

The Monitoring and Control Plan also considers information sources which will be used in 
order to support understandings of salmonid health overtime, based on the best available 
evidence provided by partner organisations such as the Environment Agency and Natural 
England. It is the intention that this information will be reviewed alongside the data from the 
On-Site Monitoring Programme and used to collectively inform the Annual Review of the Net 
Permit Conditions. 

Please refer to The Net Permit Area Monitoring and Control Plan for further details. 

 

2.6 Ongoing Evidence Collection – Research Project  
In conjunction with the ongoing management of net fishing within Net Permit Areas, Southern 
IFCA are committed to undertake a Research Project in order to improve understandings of 
potential interactions between the use of drift nets and salmonids in a non-targeted fishery. 
The outcomes of this Research Project will be used to inform the ongoing management of net 
fishing within Net Permit Areas. 

 

3.0 Codes of Practice 

3.1 Salmonid Code of Practice 
A Salmonid Code of Practice (CoP) which will be introduced in order to inform fishers operating 
in Net Restricted Areas and Net Permit Areas about handling and release practices which will 
help reduce injury and/or stress and increase the likelihood of more rapid resumption of 
upstream movement.  

The Code of Practice has been directly informed by the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review. 
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3.2 Net Fishing Around Piers Code of Practice 
When managing the exploitation of sea fisheries resources in the District, the Authority has 
duties under Section 153(d) of the MaCAA to seek to balance the different needs of persons 
engaged in the exploitation of sea fisheries resources in the district. 

Recreational Sea Angling (RSA) is an important social and economic activity in the Southern 
IFCA District. In 2017, the total economic impact of sea angling in the UK was estimated to be 
£1.94 billion, providing £388 million of GVA (direct) and supporting around 16,300 jobs17. Sea 
angling also has important social and well-being benefits including providing relaxation, 
physical exercise, and a route for socialising. Many of the District’s piers provide easy access 
to RSA participants at all levels, including those with disabilities, and have developed as focal 
points for the pastime in the District with strong associations having developed with clubs, 
angling shops and competitions. 

Concerns have been raised over the potential for fishing nets, when used near pier structures, 
to negatively impact RSA activity. This matter has been considered through the Authority’s 
Netting Review and the Authority received a high level of feedback on this matter through two 
periods of informal public consultation18,19. Following further consultation with both the 
commercial and recreational fishing sectors, involving representatives from the South Coast 
Fisherman’s Council (SCFC) and the Recreational Angling Sector Group (RASG), an 
opportunity has been identified to address the matter through small changes in fishing 
practice, introduced through a Code of Practice. The Netting Working Group has therefore 
recommended that a Net Fishing Around Piers Code of Practice (CoP) is introduced to exclude 
the use of fishing nets from within 200m of nine pier locations within the District. 

Both sectors have agreed that the CoP should be reviewed by 31st December 2022. Should 
the CoP prove ineffective, the Authority will consider the introduction of regulatory measures. 

 
17 Sea Angling in the UK in 2016 & 2017 (publishing.service.gov.uk) 
18 Net-Public-Consultation-on-Net-Management-2019.pdf (toolkitfiles.co.uk) 
19 Net-Secondary-Consultation-Net-Management-2020.pdf (toolkitfiles.co.uk) 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/896907/UK_Sea_Angling_2016-17_report_final.pdf
https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/Redesign/Ongoing_Reviews/Net-Public-Consultation-on-Net-Management-2019.pdf
https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/Redesign/Ongoing_Reviews/Net-Secondary-Consultation-Net-Management-2020.pdf
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PART D: OVERARCHING MANAGEMENT INTENTIONS 

1.0 Fishing within or adjacent to an SAC  
To prohibit net fishing in order to ensure no adverse effect on Atlantic salmon (damage, disturb 
or lead to a deterioration of species) within and adjacent to an SAC, in order to fulfil Southern 
IFCAs legislative duties under the Conservation Regulations.  

2.0 Fishing within a SSSI 
To prohibit net fishing in order to further the conservation and enhancement of Atlantic salmon 
and/or sea trout which are either a notified or component feature for which a SSSI site has 
been designated, in order to fulfil Southern IFCAs legislative duties under the WCA. 

3.0 Fishing within a Functionally Linked Area 

3.1 Fishing within an area of High Functional Linkage 
To prohibit net fishing in order to ensure no adverse impact on salmonids utilising areas 
beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI where salmonids are afforded protection, in order to 
fulfil Southern IFCAs legislative duties under the Conservation Regulations, the WCA and the 
MaCAA. 

3.2 Fishing within an area of Medium Functional Linkage 
To restrict net fishing in order to minimise the interaction between net fishing and salmonids 
beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI where salmonids are afforded protection, in order to 
fulfil Southern IFCAs legislative duties under the Conservation Regulations, the WCA and the 
MaCAA. 

In areas of Medium Functional Linkage, site-specific management intentions will be 
considered in-combination with the outcomes of an EFH Assessment. Please refer to Section 
E for further details. 

3.3 Fishing within an area of Low Functional Linkage 
To manage net fishing under a net permit in order to minimise the interaction between net 
fishing and salmonids beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI where salmonids are afforded 
protection, in order to fulfil Southern IFCAs legislative duties under the Conservation 
Regulations, the WCA and the MaCAA. 

In areas of Low Functional Linkage, site-specific management intentions will be considered 
in-combination with the outcomes of an EFH Assessment and a MS Assessment. Please refer 
to Section E for further details. 

4.0 Fishing within an Essential Fish Habitat  

4.1 Fishing within an area where there is a high risk  
To prohibit net fishing within areas which provide high ecological value in supporting spawning, 
feeding or refuge areas for non-salmonid species, in order to fulfil Southern IFCAs legislative 
duties under the MaCAA in line with the Policy Objectives of the Netting Review. 
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4.2 Fishing within an area where there is a medium risk  
To restrict net fishing within areas which provide medium ecological value in supporting 
spawning, feeding or refuge areas for non-salmonid species, in order to fulfil Southern IFCAs 
legislative duties under the MaCAA in line with the Policy Objectives of the Netting Review. 

In areas of Medium Risk, site-specific management intentions will be considered in-
combination with the outcomes of either a FLA Assessment or a MS Assessment. Please refer 
to Section E for further details. 

4.3 Fishing within an area where there is low risk  
In areas providing low ecological value there will be no management intervention. Site-specific 
management intentions will be considered in combination with the outcomes of a FLA 
Assessment or MS Assessment. Please refer to Section E for further details. 

5.0 Fishing within areas utilised by migratory salmonids  

5.1 Fishing within an area where there is a high risk  
To prohibit net fishing where there is a high risk of interaction with migratory salmonids in 
areas which fall outside of SACs or SSSIs (where salmonids receive protection as a 
conservation feature), in order to fulfil Southern IFCAs legislative duties under the MaCAA in 
line with the Policy Objectives of the Netting Review.  

 
5.2 Fishing within an area where there is a medium risk  
To restrict net fishing where there is a medium risk of interaction with migratory salmonids in 
areas which fall outside of SACs or SSSIs (where salmonids receive protection as a 
conservation feature), in order to fulfil Southern IFCAs legislative duties under the MaCAA in 
line with the Policy Objectives of the Netting Review.  

In areas of Medium Risk, site-specific management intentions will be considered in-
combination with the outcomes of an EFH Assessment. Please refer to Section E for further 
details. 

5.3 Fishing within an area where there is low risk  
In areas where there is a low risk there will be no management intervention. Site-specific 
management intentions will be considered in combination with the outcomes of EFH 
Assessment. Please refer to Section E for further details. 

6.0 Areas subject to existing legislative closures 
To prohibit net fishing in areas subject to existing legislative closures managed by other 
regulatory bodies.  
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PART E: SYNERGETIC MANAGEMENT MODELS 
The site specific Synergetic Management Models (‘Model’) draw together the risk components 
which have been identified for functionally linked areas, areas utilised by Migratory Salmonids 
and Essential Fish Habitats in order to inform, in combination, the site-specific management 
outcomes. The risk components have been directly informed by Site Specific Evidence 
Packages as well as the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review in order to use the best 
available evidence to inform management outcomes. A risk component which has been 
identified as ‘high’ will supersede any other risk category. The Models also capture the 
legislative drivers underpinning management intentions (as described in Section A of this 
document), as well as areas which are subject to relevant legislative closures. Please refer to 
Annex 3 which provides the base Model and Annex 4 which provides an overview of the drivers 
which have informed management intervention. 

1.0 Glossary of Terms relevant to Models  
Adjacent ‘next to or adjoining’ as consistent with the Oxford English Dictionary definition. 

Aggregation the coming together of a number of fish species into an area. 

Migration 
(Migratory) 
Routes  

Routes which are customarily followed by migrating salmonids either upstream to return 
to their natal river for spawning, or downstream by juvenile salmon to enter the marine 
phase of their life cycle. The route and seasonal timing of the migration is similar each year 
and is driven by environmental cues and homing instincts exhibited by salmonid species 

Principal Migratory Route: is defined as ‘first, in order of importance’ as consistent with the 
Oxford English Dictionary definition. 

Principal Migratory Route: is defined as ‘familiar, or within scope of knowledge’ as 
consistent with the Oxford English Dictionary definition. 

Pinch Points  
 

Areas where the movement of fish is funnelled when they are moving through the harbour 
and estuarine landscape, as a result of either man-made or natural landscape 
features. Pinch points are of conservation importance as the funnelling of fish may render 
then vulnerable to increased net interaction.   

Principal Pinch Point: is defined as ‘first, in order of importance’ as consistent with the 
Oxford English Dictionary definition. 

Known Pinch Point: is defined as ‘familiar, or within the scope of knowledge’ as consistent 
with the Oxford English Dictionary definition. 

Principal 
Salmonid 
River  
 

A river listed by the Environment Agency as being key for Atlantic salmon or sea trout 
migration. A Principal Salmonid River has two targets associated with it, a Conservation Limit 
and a Management Target, against which the status of an individual river stock is evaluated 
annually.  

Population 
Status of stock 
 

The probability of a river meeting the Management Objective, classifies a river as ‘At risk’ 
(<5% probability), ‘Probably at risk’ (5-50% probability), ‘Probably not at risk’ (50-95% 
probability) and ‘Not at risk’ (>95% probability).  

Refuge  
 

An area where fish are able to congregate to rest or seek protection from predators. 
Protection may be provided by habitats such as seagrass beds and saltmarsh which are 
inaccessible to predators or provide cover from visual predators, i.e., bird species. In 
addition, for estuaries with large intertidal areas, subtidal channels provide refuge areas for 
fish species at low tide. 

Principal Refuge Area: is defined as ‘first, in order of importance’ as consistent with the 
Oxford English Dictionary definition. 

Known Refuge Area: is defined as ‘familiar, or within the scope of knowledge’ as consistent 
with the Oxford English Dictionary definition. 

Vulnerability  Risk of being exposed to interaction with a net. 
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Isle of Wight: Bembridge Harbour 
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Isle of Wight: Wootton Creek 
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Isle of Wight: Yarmouth Harbour and Western Yar 
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Isle of Wight: Newtown Harbour 
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Isle of Wight: King’s Quay 
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Isle of Wight: River Medina 
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Langstone Harbour: Main Channel 
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Langstone Harbour: Broom Channel  
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Langstone Harbour: Bridge Lake 
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Langstone Harbour: Wider Harbour  
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Portsmouth Harbour: Main Channel  
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Portsmouth Harbour: Fareham Creek  
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Portsmouth Harbour: Tributaries 
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Portsmouth Harbour: Wider Harbour 
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Southampton Water: River Itchen 
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Southampton Water: River Test 
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Southampton Water: Main Channel  
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Southampton Water: Outside Main Channel  
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Southampton Water: River Hamble Main Channel  
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Southampton Water: River Hamble Areas 1-4 
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Southampton Water: River Hamble Area 5 
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The Solent: Mouth of River Meon 

 



 

53 
 

The Solent: Beaulieu River 
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The Solent: Lymington River (upper reaches) 
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The Solent: Lymington River Main Channel 
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The Solent: Lymington River Outside Main Channel 
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The Solent: Keyhaven River 

 



 

58 
 

Christchurch Harbour: River Avon 

  



 

59 
 

Christchurch Harbour: Main Channel 

 



 

60 
 

Christchurch Harbour: East 

 



 

61 
 

Christchurch Harbour: West 

 



 

62 
 

Christchurch Harbour: Mouth of River Mude 
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Christchurch Box: Outside Main Channel 

 



 

64 
 

Poole Harbour: River Frome (upper reaches) 

 



 

65 
 

Poole Harbour: River Frome (lower reaches) 
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Poole Harbour: River Piddle 

 



 

67 
 

Poole Harbour: Main Channel 
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Poole Harbour: Wider Harbour 
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Poole Harbour: Wareham Channel 

 



 

70 
 

Poole Harbour: Wareham Approaches 
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Poole Harbour: Lytchett Bay 

 



 

72 
 

Poole Harbour: Wych and Middlebere Lakes 

 



 

73 
 

Poole Harbour: South Deep 

 



 

74 
 

Poole Harbour: Holes Bay North 

 



 

75 
 

West Dorset: Fleet West 

 



 

76 
 

West Dorset: Fleet East 
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West Dorset: Weymouth Harbour 

 



 

78 
 

West Dorset: Lyme Bay 

 



 

79 
 

West Dorset: Bridport Harbour 
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ANNEX 1: Sites Subject to Assessment  
 

Site 

Isle of Wight 

Bembridge Harbour Newtown Harbour 

Wootton Creek King’s Quay 

Yarmouth Harbour & Western 
Yar 

River Medina 

Langstone Harbour 
Main Channel Bridge Lake 

Broom Channel Wider Harbour 

Portsmouth Harbour 
Main Channel  Tributaries  

Fareham Creek Wider Harbour 

Southampton Water 

The River Itchen  River Hamble, Main Channel 

The River Test River Hamble, Areas 1-4 

Main Channel River Hamble, Area 5 

Outside Main Channel  

The Solent 

Mouth of River Meon Lymington River, Main Channel 

Beaulieu River Lymington River, Outside Main Channel 

Lymington River, upper reaches Keyhaven River 

Christchurch Harbour 

The River Avon  West  

Main Channel   Mouth of River Mude 

East  Christchurch Box, Outside Main Channel 

Poole Harbour 

River Frome (upper & lower) Wareham Approaches 

River Piddle Lytchett Bay 

Main Channel  Wych and Middlebere Lakes 

Wider Harbour South Deep 

Wareham Channel Holes Bay North 

West Dorset 

Fleet, West Lyme Bay 

Fleet, East Bridport Harbour 

Weymouth Harbour  
 

 

ANNEX 2: Cost Analysis: Administrative formula 
Cost Breakdown Cost (£) 

Administration of Net Permits 1,053.98 

Administration of Monitoring & Control  1,833.00 

Total Administration Cost 2,886.98 

Total cost per permit (17 permits) 169.82 
Table 2: Breakdown of Net Permit Administrative costs 
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ANNEX 3: Net Fishing Management Intention Model (base model) 
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ANNEX 4: Synergetic Drivers for Management Intervention 

   DRIVERS FOR MANAGEMENT INTERVENTION  MANAGEMENT INTERVENTION 

   Legislative  Policy Other      

   
Conservation 

Regs 2019 
WCA 1981 

MaCAA, 
Regs 2019  

& WCA 
MaCAA 

Subject to 
Existing 
Closures 

 

Net 
Prohibition 

Area 

Net 
Restriction 

Area 

Net Permit 
Area 

    

 Site Specific Assessments HRA SSSI  FLA EFH MS      

Site   Synergetic Risk Assessments      

IOW 

1 Bembridge Harbour       HIGH  MEDIUM          

2 Wootton Creek                    

3 Yarmouth Harbour & Western Yar                    

4 Newtown Harbour                    

5 King’s Quay       HIGH  LOW          

6 River Medina       HIGH  MEDIUM          

Langstone Hbr 

7 Main Channel       HIGH  MEDIUM          

8 Broom Channel       HIGH  MEDIUM          

9 Bridge Lake       HIGH  MEDIUM          

10 Wider Harbour       MEDIUM MEDIUM          

Portsmouth Hbr 

11 Main Channel                    

12 Fareham Creek       HIGH  MEDIUM          

13  Tributaries                     

14 Wider Harbour       MEDIUM MEDIUM          

Southampton 
Water 

15 The River Itchen                     

16 The River Test     HIGH               

17 Main Channel     HIGH               

18 Outside Main Channel     LOW LOW LOW          

19 River Hamble, Main Channel     HIGH               

20 River Hamble, Areas 1-4     LOW LOW LOW          

21 River Hamble, Area 5     LOW HIGH  LOW          
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The Solent 

22 Mouth of River Meon       LOW MEDIUM          

23 Beaulieu River                    

24 Lymington River, upper reaches                    

25 Lymington River, Main Channel     HIGH               

26 
Lymington River, Outside Main 
Channel     

MEDIUM HIGH  
           

27 Keyhaven River       HIGH  MEDIUM          

Christchurch Hbr 

28 The River Avon                     

29 Main Channel      HIGH               

30 East      LOW LOW LOW          

31 West                     

32  Mouth of River Mude     LOW HIGH  MEDIUM          

33 
Christchurch Box, Outside Main 
Channel     

LOW MEDIUM MEDIUM 
         

Poole Hbr 

34 River Frome (upper reaches)                    

35 River Frome (lower reaches)                    

36 River Piddle                    

37 Main Channel      HIGH               

38 Wider Harbour       MEDIUM MEDIUM          

39 Wareham Channel     HIGH               

40 Wareham Approaches     MEDIUM MEDIUM            

41 Lytchett Bay       HIGH  MEDIUM          

42 Wych and Middlebere Lakes       HIGH  MEDIUM          

43 South Deep       MEDIUM HIGH           

44 Holes Bay North       HIGH  LOW          

West Dorset 

45 Fleet, West       HIGH  MEDIUM          

46 Fleet, East       MEDIUM MEDIUM          

47 Weymouth Harbour                    

48 Lyme Bay       LOW MEDIUM          
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49 Bridport Harbour       LOW MEDIUM          
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Title:  
Southern IFCA Net Fishing Byelaw  
Impact Assessment 
 
IA No:  Southern IFCA 016 
RPC Reference No: N/A      
Lead department or agency: Southern Inshore Fisheries and 
Conservation Authority (IFCA)                
Other departments or agencies:   Department for the Environment, 
Fisheries and Rural Affairs (Defra), Marine Management Organisation 
(MMO)      

Impact Assessment (IA) 
Date: 15/11/2021 
Stage: Development/Options 
Source of intervention: Domestic 
Type of measure: Secondary legislation 
Contact for enquiries:  
Ian Jones, 
Chief Officer, Southern IFCA 
enquiries@southern-ifca.gov.uk  
01202 721373 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary: Intervention and Options  
 

RPC Opinion: RPC Opinion Status 
 Cost of Preferred (or more likely) Option (in 2019 prices, 2020 present value) 
Total Net Present 
Social Value 

Business Net 
Present Value 

Net direct cost to 
business per year  

Business Impact Target 
Status 
Qualifying provision £-2,125,579.96 £-2,025,817.91 £235,349.87 

 What is the problem under consideration? Why is government intervention necessary? 
 
Additional management is necessary to ensure that the Authority meets its statutory duties. Southern IFCA 
has a duty to meet the conservation objectives of designated sites. Atlantic salmon and sea trout are notifiable 
features of designated sites within the Southern IFC District. Outside of these sites the Authority must balance 
the social and economic benefits of fishing with the need to protect the environment from the effects of such 
fishing. Net fishing within harbour and estuarine environments has the potential to impact the use of these 
areas by fish populations as essential fish habitats. As Atlantic salmon and sea trout migrate through the coastal 
environment there is the potential for them to be harmed through interactions with fishing nets.  
 
What are the policy objectives and the intended effects? 

 
a. To support the use of estuaries and harbours in the District as essential fish habitats;  
b. To provide protection to migratory salmonids as they transit through the Districts estuaries and harbours;  
c. To balance the social and economic benefits of net fisheries; and 
d. To further the conservation objectives of Designated Sites. 
 
What policy options have been considered, including any alternatives to regulation? Please justify 
preferred option (further details in Evidence Base) 
 
0. Do nothing. 
1. Create a Southern IFCA Net Fishing Byelaw. 
2. Create a Southern IFCA byelaw to prohibit net use in harbours and estuaries.  
3. Voluntary measures. 
All options are compared to Option 0, the preferred option is Option 1. 
 
Will the policy be reviewed?  It will be reviewed.  If applicable, set review date:  01/2027 
Is this measure likely to impact on international trade and investment?  N/A 

Are any of these organisations in scope? Micro
Yes 

Small
Yes 

Medium
Yes 

Large
Yes 

What is the CO2 equivalent change in greenhouse gas emissions?  
(Million tonnes CO2 equivalent)   

Traded:    
N/A 

Non-traded:    
     N/A 
 I have read the Impact Assessment and I am satisfied that, given the available evidence, it 

represents a reasonable view of the likely costs, benefits and impact of the leading options. 

Signed by the responsible Chair:   Date:   

mailto:enquiries@southern-ifca.gov.uk
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Summary: Analysis & Evidence Policy Option 1 
Description:        
FULL ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT 

Price Base 
Year 2019  
     

PV Base 
Year 2020 
     

Time Period 
Years  10 

Net Benefit (Present Value (PV)) (£m) 
Low: N/A High: N/A Best Estimate:  

£-2,125,579.96 
       

COSTS (£m) Total Transition  
 (Constant Price) Years 

 
 

Average Annual  
(excl. Transition) (Constant Price) 

Total Cost  
(Present Value) 

Low  Optional 

10 

Optional Optional 
High  Optional Optional Optional 

Best Estimate 
 

£2,371,511.09 
 

£2,890.00 £2,125,579.96 
Description and scale of key monetised costs by ‘main affected groups’  
 

The total monetised costs for the UK fishing industry in the first year following the introduction of the proposed 
measures are estimated to be 353,890. These costs are likely to arise as a consequence of loss of fishing 
access, a reduction of fishing access and through the cost of purchasing a permit. The cost to Southern IFCA 
associated with ensuring compliance with the new measures in the first year following their introduction is 
estimated to be £17,500.   

Other key non-monetised costs by ‘main affected groups’  
As a consequence of loss of access and catches there is the potential for fishers and related businesses to 
experience a loss in income as a result of the recommended byelaw. There is also the potential for the 
displacement of fishing effort to other areas, potentially creating additional conflict with other users and 
reducing the sustainability of fisheries, such as grey mullet fisheries, and the marine environment. Non-
commercial net fishers will lose access to harbour and estuarine areas. 

BENEFITS (£m) Total Transition  
 (Constant Price) Years 

 
 

Average Annual  
(excl. Transition) (Constant Price) 

Total Benefit  
(Present Value) 

Low  Optional 

    

Optional Optional 
High  Optional Optional Optional 

Best Estimate 
 

- - - 
Description and scale of key monetised benefits by ‘main affected groups’  
It is not possible to estimate monetised benefits at this point. 
 
Other key non-monetised benefits by ‘main affected groups’  
It is anticipated that the proposed measures will benefit the sustainability of fish populations, including 
migratory salmonid species, through a reduction in net fishing mortality, together with the health of the marine 
environment. An increase in fish populations has the potential to benefit recreational and commercial marine 
fisheries as well as freshwater fisheries. The proposed measures will deliver social benefits and enhance the 
experiences of recreational sea anglers.  

Key assumptions/sensitivities/risks Discount rate (%) 
 

3.5 
Information has been gathered from stakeholders through stakeholder consultation meetings and liaison. 
Information gathered from IFCA officers’ and Members’ personal knowledge is anecdotal. A key assumption 
of intervention is that there will be compliance with the measures and that the measures will achieve the policy 
objectives. Costs to fishers have been calculated using MMO landings data and informed by best estimates 
made by the fishing industry. 

BUSINESS ASSESSMENT (Option 1) 
Direct impact on business (Equivalent Annual) £m:  Score for Business Impact Target (qualifying 

provisions only) £: 1,176,749.36 
Costs:  
£235,349.87 

Benefits:  
- 

Net: 
£235,349.87       
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Evidence Base  

1. Problem Under Consideration and Rationale for Intervention 
 
1.1 This Impact Assessment (IA) is for the Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation 

Authority (IFCA) Net Fishing Byelaw (“the Byelaw”). The Byelaw will manage net fishing in 
the Southern IFC District and has been developed through the Authority’s Inshore Netting 
Review. 
 

1.2 Net fishing can potentially cause negative outcomes as a result of ‘market failures’. These 
failures can be described as: 

 
• Public goods and services – A number of goods and services provided by the marine 

environment such as biological diversity are ‘public goods’ (no-one can be excluded 
from benefiting from them, but use of the goods does not diminish the goods being 
available to others). The characteristics of public goods, being available to all but 
belonging to no-one, mean that individuals do not necessarily have an incentive to 
voluntarily ensure the continued existence of these goods which can lead to under-
protection/provision. 

• Negative externalities – Negative externalities occur when the cost of damage to the 
marine environment is not fully borne by the users causing the damage. In many cases 
no monetary value is attached to the goods and services provided by the marine 
environment and this can lead to more damage occurring than would occur if the users 
had to pay the price of damage. Even for those marine harvestable goods that are 
traded (such as wild fish), market prices often do not reflect the full economic cost of 
the exploitation or of any damage caused to the environment by that exploitation. 

• Common goods - A number of goods and services provided by the marine environment 
such as populations of wild fish are ‘common goods’ (no-one can be excluded from 
benefiting from those goods however consumption of the goods does diminish that 
available to others). The characteristics of common goods (being available but 
belonging to no-one, and of a diminishing quantity), mean that individuals do not 
necessarily have an individual economic incentive to ensure the long term existence 
of these goods which can lead, in fisheries terms, to potential overfishing. Furthermore, 
it is in the interest of each individual to catch as much as possible as quickly as possible 
so that competitors do not take all the benefits. This can lead to an inefficient amount 
of effort and unsustainable exploitation. 

 
1.2 The Net Fishing Byelaw aims to redress these sources of market failure in the marine 

environment through the following ways:  
• Management measures to meet the conservation objectives of Designated Sites will 

ensure negative externalities are reduced or suitably mitigated.  
• Management measures will support continued existence of public goods in the marine 

environment, for example conserving the range of biodiversity in the Southern IFC 
District.  

• Management measures will also support continued existence of common goods in 
the marine environment, for example ensuring the long term sustainability of fish 
stocks in the IFC District. 

 
1.3 The Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 

The Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 20191, 
(‘Conservation Regulations’) transposes the land and marine aspects of the Habitats 

 
1 The Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 (legislation.gov.uk) 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukdsi/2019/9780111176573
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Directive and the Wild Birds Directive into domestic law and outlines how a National Site 
Network will be managed.   
 

1.3.1 The National Site Network is a network of protected sites which are designated for rare 
and threatened species and rare natural habitat types. These sites include Special Areas 
of Conservation (SAC) and Special Protection Areas (SPA), designated under the EC 
Habitats Directive 19922 and EC Birds Directive 2009 (amended)3, respectively.  
 

1.3.2 Under Article 6 of the Conservation Regulations, Southern IFCA as a named competent 
Authority must ensure that fishing activity occurring within or adjacent to an SAC or SPA 
does not damage, disturb or lead to a deterioration of a species which receives protection 
under the relevant designation, so as to ensure compliance with the Habitats Directive and 
Birds Directives.   
 

1.3.3 Article 6(3) of the Habitats Directive requires any plan or project likely to have a significant 
effect on an SPA or SAC within the National Site Network, either individually or in 
combination with other plans or projects, to undergo an appropriate assessment. The plan 
or project must be assessed in view of the site’s conservation objectives, IFCAs are unable 
to consider economic or social impacts. 
 

1.3.4 The first stage to this assessment is a Test of Likely Significant Effect (TLSE), which is 
designed to test whether a plan/project will cause a likely significant effect on an SAC or 
SPA. All the features/sub-features and supporting habitats for a site are subject to the 
TLSE assessment.  Where the potential for a likely significant effect cannot be excluded, 
Southern IFCA, as the competent authority must then undertake a Habitats Regulation 
Assessment (HRA), The HRA must consider the potential effects of the plan/project itself 
and in combination with other existing plans or projects.  
 

1.3.5 The Authority’s Net Fishing TLSE identified that net fishing is likely to have a significant 
effect on Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), a species afforded protection in the River Itchen 
SAC and the River Avon SAC.  
 

1.3.6 As such, a HRA has been undertaken for the following areas, with the overall purpose of 
the HRA to conclude that net fishing within, or adjacent4 to the River Itchen SAC and the 
River Avon SAC does not damage, disturb or lead to a deterioration of Atlantic salmon, so 
as to secure compliance with the Habitats Directive.  

 
• The River Itchen (within and adjacent to the River Itchen SAC) 
• The River Avon (within and adjacent to the River Avon SAC) 

 
1.4 The Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981      

 Under the Wildlife and Countryside Act (WCA) 19815, Southern IFCA must take reasonable 
steps to further the conservation and enhancement of features for which a Site of Special 
Scientific Importance (SSSI) has been designated.  
 

1.4.1 An assessment is required to be undertaken to ensure that fishing activity within a SSSI is 
managed to ensure that there is no adverse effect on Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout 
(Salmo trutta) if either species are a faunal component or notified feature of the SSSI. This 
process will ensure that Southern IFCA fulfil its legislative duties under the WCA.  
 

 
2 The Habitats Directive - Environment - European Commission (europa.eu) 
3 The Birds Directive - Environment - European Commission (europa.eu) 
4 For the purposes of the Inshore Netting Review ‘adjacent’ is defined as ‘next to or adjoining’. 
5 Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (legislation.gov.uk) 

https://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/legislation/habitatsdirective/index_en.htm
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/legislation/birdsdirective/index_en.htm
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1981/69
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1.4.2 The following area falls within the Lymington River SSSI. As such a SSSI Assessment has 
been undertaken in order to ensure that net fishing within the Lymington River SSSI will 
not have an adverse effect on sea trout, so as to ensure compliance with the WCA. 

 
• Lymington River, upper reaches (sea trout as a faunal component of the Lymington 

River SSSI) 
 
1.5 The Marine and Coastal Access Act, 2009 

Under Section (153) of the Marine and Coastal Access Act, 2009 (MaCAA)6, Southern 
IFCA must balance the social and economic benefits of fishing with the need to protect the 
environment from the effects of such fishing. 
 

1.5.1 As described in the Explanatory Notes7 (435) for Section (153) of the Marine and Coastal 
Access Act, IFCAs are able to apply precautionary measures in order to fulfil their main 
duty under Section (153). ‘…Precautionary measures in this context means that the 
absence of adequate scientific information should not be used as a reason for postponing 
or failing to take management measures to conserve target species, associated or 
dependent species and non-target species and their environment…’. 
 

1.6 Essential Fish Habitats (EFH) 
As part of the Inshore Netting Review, Southern IFCA determined to enhance the 
environmental, socio-economic and sustainability of fisheries within the District 
by supporting the use of estuaries and harbours by bass and other fish populations as 
nursery, feeding and refuge areas. Collectively these areas are referred to as Essential 
Fish Habitats (EFH).  
 

1.6.1 For the purposes of the Inshore Netting Review, an EFH is one which provides ecological 
value for spawning, feeding and refuge for non-salmonid fish species. An area of high 
ecological value may include seagrass, complex saltmarsh systems or multiple examples 
of EFHs which are recognised as essential in supporting nursery, feeding or refuge areas. 
 

1.6.2 EFH Assessments have been undertaken to determine the ecological value of a given 
habitat in supporting spawning, feeding and/or refuge areas non-salmonid species. These 
assessmemts form part of 8 area Site Assessment Packages and are informed by 
corresponding Site Specific Evidence Packages. 

 
1.7 Areas utilised by Migratory Salmonids 

As part of the Inshore Netting Review, Southern IFCA determined to enhance the 
environmental, socio-economic and sustainability of fisheries within the District 
by supporting the use of estuaries and harbours by migratory salmonids8.  
 

1.7.1 For the purposes of the Inshore Netting Review, areas utilised by migratory salmonids 
mean those areas within the District which fall outside of SACs and SSSI (to include 
functionally linked areas) where Atlantic Salmon or sea trout receive protection as a 
conservation feature.  
 

1.7.2 Migratory Salmonid Assessments have been undertaken to determine the relationship 
between net fishing and migratory salmonids. These assessmemts form part of 8 area Site 

 
6 Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 (legislation.gov.uk) 
7 Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 - Explanatory Notes (legislation.gov.uk) 
8It is the view of Defra, stated in a letter addressed to IFCA Chief Executive Officers on 13th May 2014, that within this context salmon and sea 
trout fall within the definition of “marine environment” and therefore the Marine and Coastal Access Act provided IFCAs with the powers to 
introduce a byelaw to manage fishing for sea fisheries resources where this fishing is adversely impacting salmonids as part of the marine 
environment. 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2009/23/contents
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2009/23/notes/division/2
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Assessment Packages and are informed by corresponding Site Specific Evidence 
Packages. 
 

1.8   Functional Linkage  
Southern IFCA must consider the role that functionally linked areas may play in supporting 
Atlantic salmon and sea trout populations, in line with the intentions underpinning the 
Habitats Directive (as enacted in UK legislation via the Conservation Regulations).  
 

1.8.1 As guided by case law9, Southern IFCA will consider the role of areas which are functionally 
linked to SACs and SSSIs, where salmonids are a feature afforded protection under the 
Conservation Regulations and the WCA. Southern IFCA will consider these legislative 
duties alongside the duties specified under Section (153) of the MaCAA, namely, Southern 
IFCA must balance the social and economic benefits of fishing with the need to protect the 
environment from the effects of such fishing. 
 

1.8.2 Functionally Linked Area (FLA) Assessments have been undertaken to determine whether 
net fishing, occurring beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI (where salmonids are 
afforded protection), may have an adverse impact on salmonids. These assessmemts form 
part of 8 area Site Assessment Packages and are informed by corresponding Site Specific 
Evidence Packages. 

 
1.9 Net Fishing Management Intentions Model 

The Net Fishing Management Intentions Model (Figure 1) draws together the risk 
components which have been identified for functionally linked areas, areas utilised by 
Migratory Salmonids and essential fish habitats in order to inform, in combination, the 
site-specific management outcomes.  

 
1.9.1 The risk components have been directly informed by site specific evidence as well as the 

Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review in order to use the best available evidence to 
inform management outcomes. 
 

1.9.2 In developing a risk-based approach, the Authority is able to determine a proportionate 
management approach which is underpinned by precaution, as aligned with Southern 
IFCAs duties under paragraph (153) of the MaCAA. 
 

1.9.3 The Inshore Netting Review: Process, Tools and Intentions 2021 document provides 
additional context in the development of the Net Fishing Management Intentions Model. 

 
9 There have been two cases where the term ‘functional linkage’ has been applied to an SAC where Atlantic salmon are a qualifying species: (1) 
The Sandale Case: This case concerned the migration of Atlantic salmon upstream of an SAC. In the absence of a risk assessment upon which 
credible risks could have been excluded by obtaining relevant information and assessing the significance of the effects of the project upstream 
of an SAC on Atlantic salmon, the project was found not to satisfy the requirement of the Habitats Directive. Therefore, in summary, the lack of 
insufficient assessment of risk led to a precautionary management approach. (2) Burbo Bank: This case concerned the impact of noise from 
piling activity on Atlantic salmon migration. The risk was mitigated via the introduction of a timing restriction on the driving of piles. 
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Figure 1: Southern IFCA Net Fishing Management Intentions Model. 

 
2 Options Considered 

 
2.2 Option 0: Do Nothing 
 
2.2.1 Under this option the existing spatial and temporal net fishing restrictions, applied through 

the Southern IFCA ‘Fixed Engines’ legacy byelaw and the Environment Agency ‘Sea 
Fisheries Fixed Engine Prohibition’ legacy byelaw, would stand.  

 
2.2.2 Under this option the conservation objectives of designated sites would not be met and, as 

a consequence, Southern IFCA would not meet its duties under the The Conservation of 
Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 and under the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981. 
 

2.2.3 Under this option the social and economic benefits of net fishing will not be suitably 
balanced with the need to protect the environment from the effects of such fishing and, as 
a consequence, Southern IFCA would not meet its duties under Section (153) of the Marine 
and Coastal Access Act, 2009. 

 
2.3 RECOMMENDED OPTION  

Option 1: Create the Southern IFCA Net Fishing Byelaw. 
 
2.3.1 This is the recommended option. Under this option a new Southern IFCA Net Fishing 

Byelaw would be created, following the Net Fishing Management Intentions Model, to 
introduce: 

 
a. Net Prohibition Areas;  
b. Net Restriction Areas; and 
c. Net Permit Areas. 
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2.3.2 A Monitoring and Control Plan will be introduced with clearly defined monitoring 
parameters and management pathways to ensure that net fishing activity remains 
compatible with conservation objectives.   
 

2.3.3 A consistent approach will be introduced to the way that nets used in the District are 
marked. 
 

2.3.4 Under this option the Southern IFCA ‘Fixed Engines’ legacy byelaw, the ‘Sea Fisheries 
Fixed Engine Prohibition’ legacy byelaw and the ‘Regulation of the use of stake or stop 
nets in Langstone Harbour’ legacy byelaw, would be revoked. 
 

2.3.5 This option would enable Southern IFCA to meet its duties under the The Conservation of 
Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, under the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981, and under Section (153) of the Marine and Coastal Access Act, 
2009. The Monitoring and Control Plan will enable the Authority to ensure that the Byelaw 
continues to meet these duties beyond the point of introduction. 
 

2.4 Option 2: Create a byelaw to prohibit net use in harbours and estuaries. 
 
2.4.1 Under this option a single byelaw would be created to spatially manage net use in the 

District. 
 

2.4.2 Under this option, outside of designated sites, the social and economic benefits of net 
fishing will not be suitably balanced with the need to protect the environment from the 
effects of such fishing and, as a consequence, Southern IFCA would not meet its duties 
under Section (153) of the Marine and Coastal Access Act, 2009. 

 
2.5 Option 3: Voluntary Measures 
 
2.5.1 The principles of Better Regulation require that statutory regulation is introduced only as a 

last resort. Due to the biology and population size of salmonids in the district it is believed 
that a voluntary agreement would pose too greater risk to the integrity of the environmental 
designations and migratory salmonid populations. Fisheries participants have strongly 
indicated that, in some locations they do not consider that management measures are 
necessary and therefore it is highly unlikely that voluntary measures would be successful 
in achieving compliance in this situation. 
 

3 Policy Objectives 
 

3.1 The policy objectives of the Net Fishing Byelaw are:  
 
a. to support the use of estuaries and harbours in the District as essential fish habitats;  
b. to provide protection to migratory salmonids as they transit through the Districts 

estuaries and harbours;  
c. to balance the social and economic benefits of net fisheries; and 
d. to further the conservation objectives of Designated Sites. 

 
 

4 The Net Fishing Byelaw  
 
4.1 The Southern IFCA Net Fishing Byelaw will introduce a range of management measures, 

applicable to all net fishers in the District.  
 

4.2 Net Prohibition Areas 
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The Byelaw will prohibit the use of nets in thirty-seven harbour and estuarine areas in the 
District (Table 1).  

 
 

4.3 Net Restriction Areas 
The Byelaw will introduce eight Net Restriction Areas. Net fishing within these areas will 
be subject to the following site specific seasonal and gear restrictions (Table 2).   
 

Area of District Net Restriction Area Measure(s) 
Isle of Wight   
Langstone Harbour 
 

Langstone Harbour A person must not use a net other than a ring net. 

Portsmouth Harbour  Portsmouth Harbour A person must not use a net, other than a ring net, 
between 1st March and 31st October. 

Southampton Water   
The Solent  River Meon A person must not use a net between 1st March and 

31st October; and 
A person must not use a net other than a ring net 
outside the period 1st March to 31st October. 

Christchurch Harbour Christchurch Box A person must not use a net other than a ring net 
between 15th February and 30th September; and 
A person must not use a net other than a bottom set 
net or ring net between 1st October and 14th 
February. 

Poole Harbour  Poole Harbour  
 

A person must not use a net, other than a ring net, 
between 1st March and 31st October. 

Wareham Approaches 
 

A person must not use a net other than a ring net. 

West Dorset Eastern Fleet 
 

A person must not use a net other than a ring net. 

Lyme Bay A person must not use a net within three metres of the 
surface of the water at any state of the tide. 

Table 2: Net Restriction Areas. 

4.4 Net Permit Areas 
The Byelaw will introduce three Net Permit Areas, where net use will be permitted under a 
Net Fishing Permit. Within these areas site specific seasonal and gear restrictions will 
apply: 

 
• Southampton Water Net Permit Area: 

A person must not use a net other than a ring net or a bottom set net. 

Area of District Net Prohibition Areas 
 

Isle of Wight Bembridge Harbour, Wootton Creek, Yarmouth Harbour and Western 
Yar, Newtown Harbour, King’s Quay, River Medina 

Langstone Harbour 
 

Main Channel, Broom Channel, Bridge Lake 

Portsmouth Harbour  Main Channel, Fareham Creek, Tributaries (Portchester, Fountain and 
Paulsgrove Lakes) 

Southampton Water The River Itchen, The River Test, Main Channel, River Hamble - Main 
Channel, River Hamble, Area 5 

The Solent  Beaulieu River, Lymington River - upper reaches, Lymington River - 
Main Channel, Lymington River - outside Main Channel, Keyhaven 
River 

Christchurch Harbour 
 

The River Avon, Main Channel, West of Harbour, Mouth of River Mude 

Poole Harbour  River Frome, River Piddle, Main Channel, Wareham Channel, Ltychett 
Bay, Wych and Middlebere Lakes, South Deep, Holes Bay North 

West Dorset Fleet – West, Weymouth Harbour, Bridport Harbour 
 

Table 1: Net Prohibition Areas. 
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• Christchurch Harbour Net Permit Area: 

A person must not use a net other than a ring net. 
 
• River Hamble Net Permit Area: 

A person must not use a net other than a ring net. 
 
4.5 The Byelaw will introduce the facility to introduce flexible permit conditions, primarily to 

enable the Authority to fulfil its obligations under paragraph 153(2) of the Marine and 
Coastal Access Act 2009. Under the Byelaw the Authority may attach, vary or remove 
conditions to a permit, which may relate to the following matters:  

 
• prohibiting or restricting harvesting of sea fisheries resources; 
• limiting the amount of sea fisheries resources harvested; 
• limiting the amount of time a vessel may spend harvesting;  
• prohibiting or restricting any method of harvesting; 
• setting the requirements for the use of video recording equipment; or 
• setting the frequency of deadlines for and content of catch returns. 

 
4.6 Permit holders must comply with catch reporting conditions that have been developed in 

conjunction with the Net Permit Area Monitoring and Control Plan. These condition require:  
a. the reporting of dead or mortally wounded salmonids; and  
b. in the event of an interaction between their net and a salmonid.  

 
4.7 Permits will be valid for one year. The Authority may charge a fee for each permit. It is the 

intention of the Authority at year one to charge a fee of £170.00 for a Net Permit. This value 
is based on the permit administration costs only. The Authority will review the suitability of 
the permit fees in line with the Review Procedure outlined in the Byelaw.  

 
4.8 Under the Byelaw, the Authority may limit the number of permits that it may grant. Net 

Fishing Permits will be awared by the Authority on a restricted entry basis and applicable 
for fishers who have historically engaged in commercial and legitimate net fishing within 
the specific Net Permit Areas during a reference period between 1st January 2018 and 30th 
September 2021. 

 
4.9 Monitoring and Control 

The Net Permit Conditions will be subject to review, following the Review Procedure 
outlined in the Byelaw. This process specifies a clear procedure for reviewing the suitability 
of flexible permit conditions, permit fees and limitations on numbers of permits in 
accordance with a set procedure, based on consideration of evidence, which includes 
consideration of the data gathered through the Net Permit Byelaw Monitoring and Control 
Plan. 

 
4.10 Areas which are to be managed under a Net Permit will be subject to a Monitoring and 

Control Plan. The implementation of the Monitoring and Control Plan will allow the Authority 
to be confident that they are using the best available evidence when considering the 
ongoing management of net fisheries in harbours and estuaries under a Net Permit in areas 
which have a low functional linkage to a SAC and/or SSSI. The Monitoring and Control 
Plan will ensure that net fishing remains compatible with the conservation objectives of 
SACs (notably Atlantic salmon) and SSSIs (notably Atlantic salmon and /or sea trout as a 
component of a SSSI). 

 
4.11 The Monitoring and Control Plan will facilitate specific and robust monitoring of the 

permitted net fishery. The Monitoring and Control Plan considers an On-Site Monitoring 
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Programme which captures five components of monitoring which will be conducted in each 
Net Permit Area. These layers of monitoring will work in parallel, for example, any salmonid 
interaction will be counted in accumulation across all monitoring components.  

 
4.12 Threshold Trigger Levels have been determined in the Monitoring and Control Plan for 

salmonids which are, (a) dead in a ring net or, (b) interacting with a ring net. These trigger 
levels will activate a ‘control mechanism’ which determine the actions to take when a 
Threshold Trigger Point is reached.  

 
4.13 The Monitoring and Control Plan also considers information sources which will be used in 

order to support understandings of salmonid health overtime, based on the best available 
evidence provided by partner organisations such as the Environment Agency and Natural 
England. It is the intention that this information will be reviewed alongside the data from 
the On-Site Monitoring Programme and used to collectively inform the Annual Review of 
the Net Permit Conditions. 

 
4.14 In conjunction with the ongoing management of net fishing within Net Permit Areas, 

Southern IFCA will undertake a Research Project in order to improve understandings of 
potential interactions between the use of drift nets and salmonids in a non-targeted fishery. 
The outcomes of this Research Project will be used to inform the ongoing management of 
net fishing within Net Permit Areas. 

 
4.15 Marking of Nets 

The Byelaw will require all nets used in the District to be marked in a specific way. This will 
enable easier identification of nets for all marine users and will enable any nets which are 
unmarked, or marked but not permitted to fish, to be easily identifiable for removal. These 
measures will assist with ensuring that incidences of illegal net fishing within the District 
are reduced. 

 
4.16 Code of Practice 

Separate to the Byelaw, a Salmonid Code of Practice (CoP) which will be introduced in 
order to inform fishers operating in Net Restricted Areas and Net Permit Areas about 
handling and release practices which will help reduce injury and/or stress and increase the 
likelihood of more rapid resumption of upstream movement. The Code of Practice has been 
directly informed by the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review. 

 
5 Consultation 
 
5.1 First Round of Informal Consultation 

An eight-week period of informal ‘pre-consultation’ was held between 15th October and 7th 
December 2018 and sought evidence and feedback on draft management proposals.  

 
5.1.1 The Authority held a series of six drop-in style meetings across the district to provide 

stakeholders with the opportunity to learn more about the proposed measures and to 
provide views. In total, there were 62 attendees across all six drop-in sessions.  

 
5.1.2 A total of 242 responses were received by the Authority through the duration of the 

consultation10. From these responses 88 were submitted by individuals but represented an 
organisation’s template view. 

 
5.2 Second Round of Informal Consultation  

 
10 https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/Redesign/Ongoing_Reviews/Net-Public-Consultation-on-Net-Management-2019.pdf  

https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/Redesign/Ongoing_Reviews/Net-Public-Consultation-on-Net-Management-2019.pdf
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Based on the evidence received through the first round of informal consultation, revisions 
were made to management recommendations and a draft Net Fishing Byelaw was 
developed. A second round of  informal consultation took place during January and 
February 2020.  

 
5.2.1 Representative groups of the potentially most affected and engaged users were contacted 

and invited to engage and provide a response. 
 
5.2.2 Following initial contact, Officers attended a total of 12 meetings to outline the management 

proposals and the rationale behind their design. Following these meetings, a total of 8 
written responses were received by the Authority11.  

 
5.3 Formal Consultation  

Formal consultation will follow the making of the byelaw in line with guidance issued by 
Defra to IFCAs on byelaw-making12.  

 
 
6 Monetised and Non-Monetised Costs and Benefits 
 
6.1 Option 1 will be analysed in comparison to Option 0.   

 
6.2 The creation of the Southern IFCA Net Fishing Byelaw may result in the following costs:  

 
• direct costs to the fishing industry as a result of reduced access or loss of access to 

fishing grounds;  
• direct costs to the fishing industry as a result of the purchace of permits;  
• indirect costs to the fishing industry associated with displacement to other fishing 

grounds; 
• social costs related to the closure of areas to historic net fishing activities;  
• costs to Southern IFCA for compliance and enformcement activities; and 
• costs to Southern IFCA for monitoring and control. 
 

6.3 Costs to the fishing industry and compliance costs to Southern IFCA can be monetised 
and these estimated values have been collated and presented as part of this IA. 
 

6.4 Social costs due to the indroduction of management and the displacement of fishing activity 
from the proposed management areas to other areas are difficult to value and are therefore 
described here as non-monetised costs. 
 

Costs to the fishing industry  
 

6.5 Net fishers have the potential to incur costs as a result of loss of access to fishing grounds 
within Net Prohibition Areas and Net Restriction Areas. These costs will be incurred as a 
direct result of the closure of the fishing area.  
 

6.6 Net fishers have the potential to incur costs as a result of reduced access within Net 
Restriction Areas and Net Permit Areas. Reduced access may be incurred within these 
areas as a result of the restriction in net fishing method, for example through the prohibition 
in the use of fixed nets or drift nets. These restrictions may be seasonal or applied 
throughout the year.  

 
 

11 Net-Secondary-Consultation-Net-Management-2020.pdf (toolkitfiles.co.uk)  
12 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/182343/ifca-byelaw-guidance.pdf  

https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/Redesign/Ongoing_Reviews/Net-Secondary-Consultation-Net-Management-2020.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/182343/ifca-byelaw-guidance.pdf
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6.7 When registering to fish for commercial sale in the Southern IFC District, vessel owners 
are required to indicate the method of fishing that they intend to carry out. Based on data 
held on 18th October 2021, from a total of 358 licensed fishing vessels registered to fish in 
the District 287 have indicated that they fish with nets. In addition there are believed to be 
26 non-powered fishing vessels that fish commercially with nets within the District.  

 
6.8 To estimate the economic costs of the proposed management, Marine Management 

Organisation (MMO) catch data for net fishing catches landed to ports within the Southern 
IFC District between 2018 and 2020 were analysed. Table 3 provides a breakdown of the 
first sale values derived from net fishing by each port of landing in the District.  

 
 Value (£) 

Port of landing 2018 2019 2020 Average 
Abbotsbury £0 £0 £23 £8 
Christchurch £47,798 £116,931 £82,540 £82,423 
Cowes £3,877 £8,130 £18,503 £10,170 
Emsworth £4,251 £1,369 £1,979 £2,533 
Ferrybridge £1,201 £1,332 £0 £844 
Hamble £0 £0 £211 £70 
Hayling Island £1,235 £563 £0 £599 
Isle Of Wight £31,718 £19,116 £11,656 £20,830 
Kimmeridge £848 £6,755 £3,819 £3,808 
Langstone Harbour £9,337 £18,245 £18,374 £15,319 
Lulworth Cove £12,907 £16,705 £20,296 £16,636 
Lymington and Keyhaven £380,658 £515,234 £380,101 £425,331 
Lyme Regis £245,465 £201,391 £199,024 £215,293 
Poole £291,216 £312,028 £310,176 £304,474 
Portland £2,190 £6,746 £1,978 £3,638 
Portsmouth £198,991 £226,083 £143,247 £189,441 
Southampton £48,273 £94,074 £57,927 £66,758 
Swanage £2,440 £4,708 £931 £2,693 
West Bay £251,702 £256,763 £145,638 £218,034 
Weymouth £191,445 £355,538 £261,896 £269,626 
Grand Total £1,725,554 £2,161,711 £1,658,319 £1,848,528 

Table 3:  Net fishing first sale catch values, broken down for ports of landing in the Southern IFC District (2018-2020).  

6.9 Fisheries landings are reported at ICES statistical rectangle level. The proposed 
management areas fall within ICES rectangles 30E7 and 30E8, however the 2018-2020 
dataset does not provide the necessary level of accuracy to analyse the value of an 
individual management area on its own.  

 
6.10 Though the informal consultation process, fishery participants have provided an indicative 

first-sale catch value across some of the management areas. Within restricted access 
areas it is difficult to determine the proportion of this value that will be lost. 
 

6.11 Best estimates of the potential annual cost to the fishing industry through loss of access or 
reduced access has been made for each area of the District that will be subject to 
management. Where there is a significant variation between data, a range has been 
provided. The figures provided are the maximum potential cost.  

 
6.12 Southern IFCA Officers, as part of compliance patrols, make incidental records of fishing 

vessel sightings, including the fishing method used. This information, together with officer 
knowledge and conversations with fishing industry representatives have enabled an 
estimate to be made of the number of fishing vessels potentially operating with nets 
between fishing areas and the net methods used in these areas. 
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6.13 Further information on site-specific fishing effort and the socio-economic importance of the 

fishing area can be found in the Site Specific Evidence Packages.   
 
6.14 Table 4 provides an overview of the anticipated costs incurred as a result of loss of access 

or reduced access in each area of the District.  
 

Area of District  
 

Maximum no. 
of vessels 
affected 

Potential annual cost to fishing 
industry through loss of 

access or reduced access 
Isle of Wight 
 0 £0 

Langstone Harbour 
 7 £15,000 

Portsmouth Harbour 
 3 £25,000 

Southampton Water 
 9 £66,758 - £100,000 

The Solent  
 8 £25,000 

Christchurch Harbour 
 4 £15,000 

Poole Harbour  
 25 £150,000 

West Dorset 
 9 £21,000 

TOTAL  
 65 £317,758 - £351,000 

Table 4: Net Prohibition Area costs.  

6.15 There is the potential for up to 65 vessels to incur a loss of income as a result of loss of 
access or reduced access to fishing areas through the introduction of the Net Fishing 
Byelaw. The potential annual cost to the fishing industry through loss of access or reduced 
access to fishing areas is between £317,758 and £351,000.  

 
6.16 Permit costs 

Net fishers who are eligilble for a Permit within the Christchurch Harbour, Southampton 
Water and the River Hamble Net Permit Areas will incur a cost of £170 per year, per permit. 
Based on an estimated total number of 17 permits being issued, the combined annual cost 
of Permits to the fishing industry is £2,890.00. 

 
Costs to Southern IFCA 
 
6.17 Southern IFCA is anticipated to incur an increase in compliance and enforcement costs as 

a result of the introduction of the Net Fishing Byelaw.  
 
6.18 Under section 153 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009, Southern IFCA has the 

lead responsibility of enforcing an IFCA byelaw. The Authority’s existing compliance and 
enforcement strategy would be the most likely and effective method of enforcing the 
recommended byelaw. It is difficult to estimate the additional cost to enforcement through 
introducing the Byelaw as likely levels of compliance are not known, however it is 
anticipated that the introduction of new measures will initially, in the first year require 
additional enforcement effort including surveillance and inspections from air, land and at 
sea.   
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6.19 Areas under the ‘Fixed Engines’ byelaw are already subject to spatial management and 
Southern IFCA deploys assets and resources in these areas, however there are significant 
additions to this network, including significant new net prohibition areas on the Isle of 
Wight.The Authority will seek to undertake additional patrols through increased partnership 
working.  

 
6.20 As a consequence of the proposed byelaw, within the first year of its introduction, there is 

likely to be an increased patrol cost in these additional management areas. It is estimated 
that during this time an additional 10 sea patrols will be conducted in the District at an 
overall cost of £7,500, combined with an additional 20 land and aerial (drone) patrols at a 
cost of £10,000, resulting in a combined enforcement cost of £17,500 in the first year 
following the introduction of this byelaw. This includes additional targeted patrols that will 
be carried out in Christchurch Harbour and Southampton Water Net Permit Areas, as 
outlined through the Net Permit Byelaw Monitoring and Control Plan. 

 
Total monetised costs  
 
6.21 The total monetised costs associated with the introduction of the proposed measures over 

10 years (costs to UK businesses and compliance costs) are estimated to be 
£2,371,511.08 (Table 5).  

 

 
 

Non-monetised costs 
 
6.22 There is likely to be displacement of net fishing activity as a result of the proposed byelaw. 

Due to the restricted ability to access target species in other harbour and estuarine 
environments in the Southern IFC District, it is likely that this displacement will occur into 
other fisheries, potentially impacting the populations of other fish and shellfish species.  

 
6.23 One possible displacement affect would be an increase in fishing effort in net permit areas 

by permit holders. This may occur as a result of reduced access to fisheries outside of net 
permit areas and may place additional pressure on species such as grey mullet, or 
unintentional bycatch species such as smooth hounds. Permits will be awarded based on 
historic fishing effort within net permit areas in an attempt to reduce the potential for 
displacement to this fishery.  

 
6.24 The proposed measures have the potential to restrict the ability of fishers to participate in 

other fisheries, such as the hook and line fishery for bass, due to the potential for the 
measures to affect the ability for fishers to catch live bait by use of nets.  

 
6.25 Non-commerical net fishers will be affected by the proposed byelaw as they will not be 

eligible to apply for net permit. The use of fishing nets in harbour and estuarine areas of 
the District by unlicensed fishers is a regular occurance, however the legitimacy of many 
vessels undertaking this activity may be questioned due to the regularity and scale of the 
activity.  

 

 Year TOTAL 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

Compliance 
costs (£) 17,500.00 16,908.21 15,784.00 14,236.26 12,406.08 10,445.59 8,497.49 6,678.95 5,072.07 3,721.54 111,250.19 

UK fishing 
industry 
costs (£) 

353,890.00 342,020.43 319,471.89 288,428.73 251,720.50 212,398.61 173,325.39 136,850.67 104,621.28 77,533.39 2,260,260.89 

TOTAL cost 
(£) 
 

368,500.00 356,038.65 332,365.89 299,774.99 261,236.58 219,954.19 178,932.88 140,639.62 106,803.36 78,364.93 2,371,511.08 

Table 5: Total monetised costs associated with the introduction of the proposed measures over a 10 year period. 
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6.26 Selective net fishing is a skill that is developed through experience and, if used by an 
unskilled, inexperienced fisher, a gill net has the potential to cause mortality in a wide range 
of species. There are several local and recent examples of unlicensed net fishers breaking 
fishery legislation through irresponsible practice. The Authority considers recreational net 
fishing to be a risk to the objectives of this review and believes the management response 
to be proportionate to the risk posed by this activity to the marine environment. It is 
important to consider that, outside harbour and estuarine areas, access will not be affected 
for recreational net fishers. As this information cannot be quantified it has not been 
explored further. 

 
Benefits 

 
6.27 The creation of the Net Fishing byelaw may result in the following benefits: 
 

• environmental and fisheries sustainability benefits from a reduction in fish mortality in 
harbours and estuaries; 

• environmental and fisheries sustainability benefits from a reduction in fish mortality in 
essential fish habitats;  

• environmental benefits from a reduction in injury caused to migratory salmonids;  
• indirect benefits to the fishing industry, recreational sea anglers and freshwater 

fisheries associated with an increase in fish populations; 
• social benefits related to increased access to recreation sea angling; and  
• social benefits related to an increase in the reputation of net fishers and the fishing 

industry. 
 
6.28 These benefits are difficult to value and are therefore described here as non-monetised 

benefits. 
 
6.29 It is anticipated that the proposed net management measures will benefit marine fish 

populations, including migratory species, through a reduction in net fishing mortality. A 
reduction in fish mortality will benefit adjacent fisheries, both commercial and recreational, 
through two mechanisms: net emigration of adults and juveniles, across borders, termed 
‘spill over’, and the export of pelagic eggs and larvae. Anticipated benefits to commercial 
and recreational fisheries include an increase in fishing opportunities and catches as a 
result of larger, more healthy and sustainable fish populations and larger fish within these 
populations. This has the potential to increase the value of catches, leading to an increased 
first-sale value in commercial fisheries and a greater level of participation in recreational 
sea fisheries. Within carefully managed, sustainable fisheries additional fishing 
opportunities provided through increased catches may potentially offer employment 
opportunities, thus supporting the local economy. Table 3 shows that the average annual 
first sale value of net caught fish, landed to ports within the Southern IFC District is 
£1,848,528.  

 
6.30 Essential Fish Habitats provide valuable nursery, feeding and refuge areas for a range of 

fish species, many of which are commercially valuable. Although these species may not 
spend their entire life-cycle within these systems, it is anticipated that fish populations will 
benefit through an increase in size, and individuals will live longer, grow larger and develop 
increased reproductive potential as a result of the proposed measures. The proposed 
measures have the potential to deliver increased larval input through the protection of fish 
populations that are actively spawning.  

 
6.31 Recreational sea angling is a popular pastime in the Southern IFC District. It is estimated 

that there are 884,000 sea anglers in England, with 2% of all adults going sea angling. 
These anglers make a significant contribution to the economy, in 2012, sea anglers 
resident in England spent £1.23 billion on the sport, equivalent to £831 million direct spend 
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once imports and taxes had been excluded. This supported 10,400 full-time equivalent jobs 
and almost £360 million of gross value added (GVA). Taking indirect and induced effects 
into account, sea angling supported £2.1 billion of total spending, a total of over 23,600 
jobs, and almost £980 million of GVA13. Sea angling also has important social and well-
being benefits including providing relaxation, physical exercise, and a route for socialising. 

 
6.32 In addition, the proposed measures have the potential to increase the participation in 

recreation sea angling through enhanced fishing experiences as a result of reduced conflict 
between users within harbour and estuarine areas.  

 
6.33 A reduction in injury to salmonids may occur if the level of interaction is reduced as a result 

of the proposed measures. This has the potential to lead to an increased survival of a 
greater proportion of Atlantic salmon and sea trout populations to spawning, in turn 
contributing to improvements towards reaching the egg management targets for eight 
Principal Salmon and Sea Trout Rivers, a further 2 rivers that support salmon populations 
and 16 additional rivers that support sea trout populations. These measures represent a 
contribution towards restoring salmonid stocks in rivers where there are Water Framework 
Directive fish classification failures for which trout absence is a key factor. Willingness To 
Pay (WTP) values are available for each river catchment that consider the willingness of 
the public to pay for riverine WFD classification improvements on a km basis. On the river 
catchments in the Southern IFC District figures vary from £4,001-£5,619 per km depending 
on the overarching river catchment. These figures could be considered to better 
understand the value of restoring good ecological status or good ecological potential in-
river and protecting fish with potential to migrate into each river catchment14. 

 
6.34 An increase in populations of migratory salmonids has the potential to lead to an increase 

in the experience and participation of freshwater angling, economically benefiting the local 
area. A survey of freshwater angling in England15 shows that freshwater anglers contribute 
an estimated £1.4 billion a year annually to the English economy, supporting up to 27,000 
full time equivalent jobs, through their spending on the sport (in 2015). Relevant economic 
information from this report for salmon and sea trout anglers for the South East River Basin 
District and South West River Basin District, which Southern IFC District spans, show that 
salmon and sea trout anglers spent just under £0.5 million in the South East RBD in 2015. 
Similar amounts were spent by district-based anglers and visitors (£210,000 and £260,000 
respectively). In the South West RBD salmon and sea trout anglers spent around £1.3 
million in 2015. More than a half of this expenditure (£880,000) was made by anglers in 
the District. 

 
6.35 The current value of an individual salmon is £16,34116. Salmon fisheries within the 

catchments of the Rivers Test, Itchen, Avon and Frome have a present capital value of 
£52.16 million (River Test £18.64 million, River Itchen £10.88 million, Hampshire Avon 
£10.82 million and Frome £11.82million). This does not take account of the economic 
benefit of the sea trout fisheries also on these rivers which could be as high if not of higher 
value and the sea trout fisheries on the 22 other rivers within the District. An increase in 
stocks has the potential to increase the value of these fisheries.  

 
6.36 It is anticipated that this byelaw will manage the fishery-ecosystem interaction, supporting 

biodiversity within the District. The effective management of net fishing, within harbours 

 
13 https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140305101647/http://www.marinemanagement.org.uk/seaangling/finalreport.htm  
14 Environment Agency pre-consultation response, 6th December 2018 
15 A survey of freshwater angling in England. Phase 1: angling activity, expenditure and economic impact 
https://rpaltd.co.uk/uploads/report_files/a-survey-of-freshwater-angling-in-england-phase-1-report.pdf  
16 Adjusted values for inflation since 1991, Radford et. al. Economic Evaluation of Inland Fisheries Module A: Economic Evaluation of Fishing 
Rights: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/291114/sw2-039-pr-1-e-e.pdf  

https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140305101647/http:/www.marinemanagement.org.uk/seaangling/finalreport.htm
https://rpaltd.co.uk/uploads/report_files/a-survey-of-freshwater-angling-in-england-phase-1-report.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/291114/sw2-039-pr-1-e-e.pdf
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and estuaries, demonstrates that these fisheries are managed in an appropriate way within 
sensitive marine areas. This byelaw therefore provides these fisheries with the opportunity 
to demonstrate their environmental credentials. In an ever-more environmentally aware 
society, this information may increase consumer confidence in these fisheries which may 
in turn have associated socio and economic benefits. 

 
 
7 Risks and Assumptions 

 
7.1 Cost estimates are based on estimates of UK landings values. Landings information are 

reported at ICES rectangle level and it is therefore not possible to ascertain what proportion 
of the total landings value was actually derived directly from the proposed management 
area.  

 
7.2 The number of potentially affected vessels has been obtained through analysing the 

number of fishers in the Southern IFC District who have indicated to the Authority when 
registering to fish for sale, that they fish with nets, together with the known non-powered 
fishing vessels that commercially fish with nets. These vessels have then been cross-
checked against vessel sighting records and local officer knowledge. Where possible, 
correspondence with the fishing industry has been used to add confidence to these 
statistics. 

 
7.3 Displacement of fishing effort is difficult to quantify, and impossible to predict where exactly 

activities will be displaced to. 
 
7.4 Estimated costs to the fishing industry are likely to be an overestimate, as vessels are likely 

to offset some of the lost revenue by fishing in other areas. It is also possible that the 
increased environmental status within the management areas could coincide with relatively 
more abundant fishing grounds, and therefore the analysis may have underestimated the 
value of reduced fishing ground. 
 

7.5 The level of interaction between fishing nets and migratory salmonids is difficult to quantify. 
This Impact Assessment recognises that where there is the potential for an interaction to 
occur, this interaction may cause injury to the fish involved. The potential for interaction 
and the scale of injury caused to the fish will vary depending on the method of net fishing 
employed. Southern IFCA will seek to quantify this effect further through monitoring and 
control measures.  

 
 
8 Impact on Small and Micro Businesses 
 
8.1 The Byelaw will impact micro businesses (1-9 employees). All net fishing vessels in the 

District are below 12m in length and those that operate within the Net Prohibition Areas, 
Net Restriction Areas and Net Permit Areas are generally less than 8m in length. These 
vessels are usually a single business, operated by a skipper/owner, and may employ a 
crew member.  

 
8.2 It would not be possible to exempt small and micro business from the Byelaw.  
 
8.3 Due to the size and range of these small vessels, they may not be able to access alternative 

sources of income. These businesses may fail as a result. No mitigation measures have 
been identified which could reduce the impact on affected businesses. 
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9 Wider Impacts 
 
9.1 There is the potential for businesses directly related to fishing to fail as a result of the 

proposed measures. This is particularly relevant where businesses are based around net 
fisheries within estuarine environments, such as the River Itchen, River Test, Christchurch 
Harbour or Lymington River.  

 
9.2 As an indirect consequence of fishing businesses failing there is the potential for connected 

‘on-shore’ businesses to be economically impacted.  
 
9.3 As a result of possible environmental and fisheries benefits, there is the potential for other 

fishing and environmental businesses to benefit from the proposed measures, for example 
due to increased fishing opportunities.  

 
9.4 There are potential social implications associated with the proposed byelaw, these have 

the potential to include the suppliers, fuel costs and time costs associated with sourcing 
new suppliers, travelling to and utilising alternative fishing grounds.  

 
9.5 Fishers have highlighted the potential impact of the proposed measures on their safety 

due to the requirement for them to fish in more exposed waters, outside of harbours and 
estuaries. 

 
9.6 It is anticipated that the introduction of the proposed measures will achieve the 

conservation objectives of the River Itchen SAC and River Avon SAC and five SSSIs, 
thus maintaining the overall integrity of these sites. 

 
9.7 Increases in the density and biodiversity of fish populations in harbour and estuarine 

environments will positively contribute towards the health of marine and riverine 
environments.  

 
9.8 South Marine Plan 

As per paragraph 58(3) of the MaCAA, Southern IFCA must have regard to to the South 
Marine Plan17 when undertaking any decision which is not an authorisation or enforcement 
decision. By definition, as per paragraph 58(4), a byelaw and associated permit conditions 
would fall under the definition of ‘authorisation or enforcement decision’. 

 
9.8.1 That said, the proposed measures ensure compatability with the following objectives and 

policies of the South Marine Plan:  
 

• Objective 3: To support diversification of activities which improve socio-economic 
conditions in coastal communities: specifically S-FISH-1; 

• Objective 5: To avoid, minimise, mitigate displacement of marine activities, particulary 
where of importance to adjacent coastal communities, and where this is not practical 
to make sure significant adverse impacts on social beneifts are avoided: specifically S-
FISH-2 and S-FISH-3; 

• Objective 10: To support marine protected area objectives and a well managed 
ecologically coherent network with enhanced resilience and capability to adapt to 
change. 

 
9.9 One In Three Out (OITO) 

 
17 https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/south-marine-plans   

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/south-marine-plans
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OITO is not applicable for byelaws implemented for the management of sea fisheries 
resources within IFC Districts as they are local government byelaws introducing local 
regulation and therefore not subject to central government processes. 

 
 
10 Monitoring and Evaluation 
 
10.1 A Monitoring and Control Plan will be implemented with the introduction of the Byelaw to 

ensure that the intended effects are achieved. This will be reviewed on an annual basis by 
the Authority, in line with the award of net permits. Through a process outlined in the 
Byelaw, necessary changes can be made to permit conditions. 

 
10.2 As a condition of net permits, permit holders will be required to report to the Authority any 

salmonid interaction that takes place whilst net fishing. 
 
10.3 Southern IFCA will undertake a Research Project in order to improve understandings of 

potential interactions between the use of drift nets and salmonids in a non-targeted fishery. 
The outcomes of this Research Project will be used to inform the ongoing management of 
net fishing under the Byelaw. 

 
10.4 The Byelaw will be reviewed every five years, or sooner if significant new evidence 

suggests that a review is urgently needed. 
 
10.5 Monitoring of compliance with byelaw will be carried out through the Authority’s compliance 

and enforcement framework18.  
 

 
 
 
 

 
18 Compliance-Enforcement-Framework-SIFCA.pdf (toolkitfiles.co.uk) 

https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/Redesign/Compliance-Enforcement/Compliance-Enforcement-Framework-SIFCA.pdf
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SECTION A: Introduction 
1.0 Proposed Plan/Project: The Net Fishing Byelaw 
In August 2017, Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority (IFCA) resolved to 
review and, if necessary, develop netting regulations for The District’s harbours and estuarine 
waters. 

The Policy Objectives underpinning the Netting Review are: 

A. To support the use of estuaries and harbours in the District as essential fish habitats. 
B. To provide protection to migratory salmonids as they transit through the District’s 

estuaries and harbours. 
C. To balance the social and economic benefits of net fisheries 
D. To further the conservation objectives of Designated Sites. 

In order for Southern IFCA to deliver these Policy Objectives with direct consideration of the 
legislative responsibilities upon Southern IFCA, a Net Fishing Byelaw (NFB) is proposed for 
implementation. 

It is this Net Fishing Byelaw which is to be considered as a ‘proposed plan or project’, and 
therefore subject to relevant Conservation Assessments. 

 

2.0 Scope of Conservation Assessment Package 
This Conservation Assessment Package considers the Net Fishing Byelaw in the context of 
Policy Objective D: ’To further the conservation objectives of Designated Sites’, where: 

• Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) are a feature of a Special Area of Conservation (SAC). 
• Atlantic salmon or sea trout (Salmo trutta) are a faunal component or notified feature 

of a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). 
• Atlantic salmon or sea trout have a functional linkage to a SAC (areas of sea beyond 

the boundary of an SAC where Atlantic salmon are a feature) or SSSI (areas beyond 
the boundary of a SSSI where Atlantic salmon or sea trout are a faunal component or 
notified feature) and may provide a role in maintaining or restoring a salmonid 
population at favourable conservation status. 

Accordingly, the following relevant Conservation Assessments have been undertaken as part 
of this package: 

• Habitats Regulation Assessments  
• SSSI Assessments 
• Functionally Linked Area Assessments 

 

3.0 Supporting Documentation 
This Conservation Assessment is to be read in conjunction with the NFB Literature Review 
and the NFB Monitoring and Control Plan. 
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SECTION B: Habitats Regulations Assessments 
1.0 Overview 
1.1 Legislative Underpinning 
The National Site Network1 consists of protected sites which are designated for rare and 
threatened species and rare natural habitat types. These sites include SAC and Special 
Protection Areas (SPA), designated under the EC Habitats Directive 1992 and EC Birds 
Directive 2009 (amended), respectively. The Conservation of Habitats and Species 
Regulations 20172, as amended by The Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) 
(EU Exit) Regulations 20193, (‘2019 Regs’) transposes the land and marine aspects of the 
Habitats Directive and the Wild Birds Directive into domestic law and outlines how the National 
Site Network will be managed and reflect any changes required by EU Exit. 
  
Under Article 6 of the 2019 Regs, as a named competent authority, Southern IFCA must 
ensure that fishing activity within or adjacent to an SAC or SPA does not damage, disturb or 
lead to a deterioration of a species which receives protection under the relevant designation, 
so as to ensure compliance with the Habitats Directive and Birds Directives. 
 
Article 6(3) of the Habitats Directive requires any plan or project likely to have a significant 
effect on an SPA or SAC within the National Site Network, either individually or in combination 
with other plans or projects, to undergo an appropriate assessment, namely a Habitats 
Regulation Assessment (HRA). The plan or project must be assessed in view of the site’s 
conservation objectives. 
 
The HRA is a stepwise process and is first subject to a coarse test of whether the plan or 
project will cause a likely significant effect on a National Site Network Site4 known as the Test 
of Likely Significant Effect (TLSE). All the features/sub-features and supporting habitats for a 
site are subject to the TLSE assessment. 
  
Where the potential for a likely significant effect cannot be excluded, the competent authority 
(Southern IFCA) must make an Appropriate Assessment of the implications of a plan or project 
for a site in view of the site’s conservation objectives. This must consider the potential effects 
of both the plan/project itself and in combination with other plans or projects. 
 

1.2 Relevance to the Net Fishing Byelaw 
Following completion of a TLSE (Annex 5), it has been determined that the NFB is likely to 
have a significant effect on Atlantic salmon, a feature of both the River Itchen SAC and the 
River Avon SAC. As such, an HRA is required to determine whether net fishing within, or 
adjacent to the River Itchen SAC and the River Avon SAC does not damage, disturb or lead 
to a deterioration of Atlantic salmon, so as to secure compliance with the Habitats Directive.  
 
For the purposes of the Inshore Netting Review ‘adjacent’ is defined as ‘next to or adjoining’, 
as consistent with the Oxford English Dictionary definition. 

 

 
1 The National Site Network is the network of sites in the United Kingdom’s territory consisting of such sites as immediately 
before EU Exit day formed part of the Natura 2000 site network. 
2 The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (legislation.gov.uk) 
3 The Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 (legislation.gov.uk) 

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2017/1012/contents/made
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2019/579/contents/made
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2.0 Fishing Areas Subject to a Habitats Regulations Assessment 
2.1 The River Itchen 
2.1.1 Proximity to River Itchen SAC 

As demonstrated in Map 1, The River Itchen falls within and is adjacent to the River Itchen 
SAC. The boundary of the River Itchen SAC is Woodmill. All areas of the river upstream of 
Woodmill fall within the SAC.  
 
The high-level conservation objectives for the River Itchen SAC are available online at: 
http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/5130124110331904. Of direct relevance 
to this Plan/Project, Salmo salar; Atlantic Salmon are a Qualifying Feature of the SAC. 
 

 
Map 1: Proximity of River Itchen Fishing Area to River Itchen SAC 

2.1.2 Fishing effort 

It has been established that commercial netting does not take place in the River Itchen above 
Woodmill in the area which falls within the River Itchen SAC. Commercial netting does take 
place in the area of the River Itchen, which is adjacent to the SAC downstream of Woodmill.  
 
One vessel is known to net fish in the intertidal area adjacent to the main river channel within 
the River Itchen, using drift nets to target grey mullet. Approximately 30 trips per year are 
undertaken across both the River Itchen and the River Test.  
• This vessel is a 20-foot dory vessel  
• The drift net used is 300 yards in length although most of the areas fished require 100 or 

250 yards of net, the full 300 yards is required only in one area.  
• The drift net is set with the tide and in the direction of the tide in order to avoid creating a 

creating a barrier across the river.  
• The netting occurs outside of the main channel in approximately 4-6ft of water. 

http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/5130124110331904
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• One end of the net is tied to the vessel and the net soak time is a commonly 10-15 
minutes, with a maximum soak time of 20 minutes.  

• A fishing trip will run from the bottom to the top of the tide; therefore, the maximum 
duration of a trip is 6 hours.  

• The fishing method is tidally dependent, and fishing does not take place on large spring 
tides.  

• The net is attended at all times and is hauled manually to ensure minimal to no damage 
to the fish caught in the net and also to ensure safe operation in a small vessel.  

• This activity is carried out to target grey mullet species commonly between June and 
September although in some years activity may continue until early November.  

• Fishing occurs approximately 5-6 times per month, depending on the run of grey mullet, 
the presence of weed and the presence of smooth hound.  

 
2.1.3 Existing net fishing restrictions on net fishing relevant to Atlantic salmon 

The placing and use of fixed engines, other than Fyke nets, for the taking of seafish is 
prohibited during the period from 1 April to 30 September (both days inclusive) in any year in 
all parts of the Rivers Test and Itchen upstream of a line drawn due East and West from the 
Southern end of the Port of Southampton Dockhead and within the Southern Sea Fisheries 
District under the Southern IFCA Fixed Engines Byelaw. 
 
2.1.4 Evidence of Atlantic salmon using the River Itchen 

• Atlantic Salmon are a feature of the River Itchen SAC, as listed under Annex II of the 
Habitats Directive. 

• The River Itchen is listed as a ‘Principal Salmon River’ by the Environment Agency: 
o In 2019, the Atlantic salmon fishery assessment data4 showed that the River Itchen 

attained 55% of the Conservation Limit of 1.63 x106 eggs deposited. This gives the 
river a Compliance Level of ‘At Risk’. The classification of ‘At Risk’ indicates there 
is a <5% probability of the river meeting the Management Objective.  

o The Compliance Level for 2024 is predicted to be downgraded to ‘Probably at Risk’.  
• Atlantic salmon are a faunal component of the River Itchen SSSI ‘Rivers and Streams’ 

feature 
o There are four units under the River Itchen SSSI which show an ‘unfavourable-no 

change’ status condition for the Atlantic salmon5. Three of these units are 
highlighted as ‘at risk’ as egg production and returning stock targets have not been 
met. The causes for this risk status are unknown but are likely to be due to habitat 
degradation (including siltation of spawning gravels), fish passage impediment and 
impacts in the wider marine environment. 

• Atlantic Salmon stock data6:  
o Annex 1, Figure 1 shows the exploitation rate and percentage of adult run retained 

by the licenced rod and line fishery for Atlantic salmon on the River Itchen from 
1988 to 2019. 

o Annex 1, Figure 2 shows data from the Environment Agency on the count of 
Atlantic salmon smolt and adults are available for years 1988 to 2019: 

▪ the returning stock estimate for the River Itchen (blue) for 1988 to 2020 
▪ rod catch data (orange), available for 1990-2018 and the spawning 

escapement (grey) for the same period. 
 

4 this status condition relates to the habitat as a whole, rather than the Atlantic salmon population status 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-
summary.pdf 

5 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000227&SiteName=itchen&countyCode=&responsi
blePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 

6 Stock data taken from: Salmon Stocks and Fisheries in England and Wales Annual Report by Environment Agency, Cefas and 
Natural Resources Wales Solent and South Downs Annual Fish Monitoring Report by Environment Agency 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000227&SiteName=itchen&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000227&SiteName=itchen&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
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▪ A preliminary count is available for 2020 (719), this is the sixth highest 
record and deemed ‘exceptional’ by the EA (yellow marker). The 2020 
value is 130% of the five-year average (2015-2019). 

o Annex 1, Figure 3 shows that for the year 2020 the attainment of both the 
Compliance Limit and Management Targets were below 100%. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout in inshore waters7’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of Atlantic salmon 
in the River Itchen as April to mid-May for smolt and April to December for the adult run. 

• The Environment Agency have documented fish not entering the River Itchen at flows less 
than 6 cumecs, resulting in increased residency in the estuary. 

 
2.1.5 Known interactions between nets and Atlantic salmon in the River Itchen 

None recorded. 
 
2.1.6 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and Atlantic salmon in the River Itchen 

None recorded. 
 
2.1.7 In Combination Assessments relevant to the River Itchen 

2.1.7.1 Other Plans/Projects 

Specific to the River Itchen, 16 in-combination assessments have been undertaken for ‘other 
plans/projects’, these can be located in Annex 6a. 

The plans/projects have been assessed based on the potential for likely significant effect and 
in most cases (14), the individual projects have screened out the potential impact of creating 
a barrier to species movement resulting from either increased suspended sediment or noise. 
This is either due to the project being very localised or on a small scale resulting in minimal 
suspended sediment.  

For the Plans/Projects where a potential effect has been identified based on spatial location 
(16), the mitigation provided has resulted in a conclusion of no adverse effect on Atlantic 
salmon. This is due to a combination of restriction of works during non-sensitive periods, 
specified dredging methods to reduce overspill of sediment and a determination that noise 
disturbance is only likely within 50m of the source which is identified as considerably less than 
50% of the available channel width at any given time and location. In addition, many of the 
plans/projects (5) stipulate that dredging works are not to be carried out north of the area of 
Dock Head for a period of three days following information from the Environment Agency that 
the autumn salmon run has commenced. 

 
2.1.7.2 Fishing Activity  

Annex 6b details the in-combination assessments undertaken to assess the potential for an 
in-combination effect between other commercial fishing activities and net fishing in the River 
Itchen. It is concluded that the clam dredge and oyster dredge fisheries do not interact with 
the feature. Coastal net fishing (outside of harbours and estuaries) identifies Atlantic salmon 
bycatch as low, as detailed in Section 2.1.1 of The NFB Literature Review, therefore it is 
deemed that there is no in-combination effect. 

The in-combination assessment for rod and line angling within the River Itchen, as managed 
by the Environment Agency Regional Rod Fishing Byelaws and National Salmon and Sea 

 
7 https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/files/Net-Environment-Agency-Paper.pdf 

https://secure.toolkitfiles.co.uk/clients/25364/sitedata/files/Net-Environment-Agency-Paper.pdf
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Trout Protection Byelaws has identified a potential for overlap between the two fisheries as 
both activities occur within the migratory routes known to be utilised by Atlantic salmon. The 
net fishery has the potential to impact salmon stocks through a removal of non-target species, 
creating a barrier to species movement and increasing a risk of collision below water with 
static or moving objects not naturally found in the marine environment; and the rod and line 
fishery is expected to have potential impacts through the removal of target species and by 
creating a barrier to species movement. Both activities have the potential to affect migrating 
salmon by delaying or preventing migration through altered behaviour and physical barriers or 
through direct and indirect mortality as a result of illegal fishing, non-compliance with voluntary 
measures or delayed mortality from physical injury, stress and increased susceptibility to 
predation. The combination of both of these projects has the potential to result in an additive 
effect on the adult run of Atlantic salmon. Taking into account the mitigation provided by both 
the Southern IFCA Net Fishing Byelaw and the Environment Agency management of the rod 
and line fishery, it is concluded that there will be no in-combination adverse effect on the River 
Itchen SAC. 

 
2.2 The River Avon 
2.2.1 Proximity to River Avon SAC 

As demonstrated in Map 2, The River Avon falls within and is adjacent to the River Avon SAC. 
The boundary of the River Avon SAC is where the River Avon and River Stour divide opposite 
the Christchurch Sailing Club. All areas of the river upstream of this point fall within the SAC.  
 
The high-level conservation objectives for the River Avon SAC are available online at: 
http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/6048472272732160. Of direct relevance 
to this Plan/Project, Salmo salar; Atlantic Salmon are a Qualifying Feature of the SAC.  

 

Map 2: River Avon fishing area and proximity to River Avon SAC 

http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/6048472272732160
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2.2.2 Fishing effort 

Commercial netting does not take place in the River Avon. 
 
2.2.3 Existing net fishing restrictions on net fishing relevant to Atlantic salmon 

Under the Southern IFCA legacy byelaw ‘Environment Agency, Sea Fisheries Regulation Act 
1966, Sea Fisheries Fixed Engine Prohibition’: 
• The placing and use of fixed engines for taking sea fish is prohibited in any water inland of 

the landward boundary of the Southern Sea Fisheries Committee district except: 
a) Between 30th September and the following 15th February in any year in Christchurch 

Harbour to the west of a line drawn true southeast from the south-eastern-most corner 
of Haven House Inn at Mudeford Quay near Christchurch between the limits of ordinary 
high water on each side of the entrance channel being the area of the public fishery 
lying seaward of a line drawn from Ineravon to the Bunny (or the Canal) on Hengistbury 
Head and lying north of the main channel 

b) The placing and use of bottom nets between 30th September in any year and the 
following 15th February in that part of the sea demarcated by a line at or near the mouth 
of the River Avon drawn true southeast from the south-eastern-most corner of Haven 
House Inn at Mudeford Quay near Christchurch to a point (50° 43.18’ N, 01° 44.03’ W) 
distant six hundred ten metres therefrom thence continued straight in a north easterly 
direction to a point (50° 43.92’ N, 01° 42.75’ W), true south of, an distant six hundred 
and ten metres from, the southwestern-most corner of the building known as Highcliffe 
Castle, and thence continued straight to such southwestern-most corner. 

 
The western section of Christchurch Harbour is privately owned by Bournemouth Water. 
Within this area commercial fishing is not permitted. 
 
 
2.2.4 Evidence of Atlantic salmon using the River Avon 
• Atlantic Salmon are a feature of the River Avon SAC listed under Annex II of the Habitats 

Directive. 
• The River Avon is listed as a ‘Principal Salmon River’ by the Environment Agency: 

o In 2019, the Atlantic salmon fishery assessment data8 showed that the River Avon 
attained 59% of the Conservation Limit of 6.48 x106 eggs deposited. This gives the 
river a Compliance Level of ‘Probably At Risk’. The classification of ‘Probably At Risk’ 
indicates there is a 5-50% probability of the river meeting the Management Objective.  

o The Compliance Level for 2024 is predicted to remain at ‘Probably at Risk’.  
• Atlantic salmon are a faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature for 

three SSSIs that underpin the River Avon; Avon Valley (Bickton to Christchurch) SSSI, 
River Avon System SSSI and River Till SSSI. 
o There are four units under the three SSSI designations which refer to Atlantic salmon. 

These four units show an ‘unfavourable-recovering’ status condition. For note, this 
status condition relates to the habitat as a whole, rather than the Atlantic salmon 
population status. 

o All four units are highlighted as ‘at risk’ for Atlantic salmon as egg production and 
returning stock targets have not been met. However, it is highlighted that this may be 
a result of external factors such as survival at sea and climate change resulting in 
higher river temperatures. 

 
 
 

 
8 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-

summary.pdf 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
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• Atlantic Salmon stock data9  
o Annex 2: Figure 1 shows the exploitation rate and percentage of adult run retained 

by the licenced rod and line fishery for Atlantic salmon on the River Itchen from 
2006 to 2019 (no data available for 2018). 

o Annex 2: Figure 2 shows data from the Environment Agency on the count of 
Atlantic salmon smolt and adults are available for years 2006 to 2020. 

▪ the returning stock estimate for the River Avon (blue) for 2006 to 2020 
▪ rod catch data (orange), available for 2006-2019 and the spawning 

escapement (grey) for the same period. 
o A preliminary count is available for 2020 (1495) from the count data from the Knapp 

Mill counter. The counter showed in total 2273 salmon and sea trout, this total 
number is over 1000 more fish than the long-term average and approximately 887 
more fish than the second highest year on record in 2006. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of Atlantic salmon 
in the River Avon as April to mid-May for smolt and February to December for the adult 
run with a note that fish are known to be present in Christchurch Harbour throughout this 
period. 

• A radio tagging study showed that when the river flow on the River Avon is in excess of 13 
cumecs, salmon tend to pass through Christchurch Harbour within 12 hours. As the river 
flow falls below 10 cumecs, there is an increased tendency for salmon to remain in 
Christchurch Harbour for weeks or months until the flows increase again. 

 
2.2.5 Known interactions between nets and Atlantic salmon in the River Avon 
None recorded. 
 
2.2.6 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and Atlantic salmon in the River Avon 
None recorded. 
 
2.2.7 In Combination Assessments relevant to the River Avon 
2.2.7.1 Other Plans/Projects 

Specific to the River Avon, one plan/project has been identified as falling within the zone of 
influence, details of which can be located in Annex 7a. This project has been identified as 
having no potential effects for Atlantic salmon therefore has been screened out at stage 1. 
Maintenance dredging has been carried out in Christchurch Harbour sporadically in the past 
but there are no proposed dredging schemes currently in place.  

2.2.7.2 Fishing Activity In-Combination Assessment 

Annex 7b details the in-combination assessments for undertaken to assess the potential for 
an in-combination effect between the NFB and fishing activity which falls within the Zone of 
Influence relevant to the River Avon. It is concluded that coastal net fishing (outside of 
harbours and estuaries) identifies Atlantic salmon bycatch as low, as detailed in Section 2.1.1 
of The NFB Literature Review, therefore it is deemed that there is no in-combination effect. 

 

The in-combination assessment for rod and line angling within the River Avon, as managed 
by the Environment Agency Regional Rod Fishing Byelaws and National Salmon and Sea 
Trout Protection Byelaws has identified a potential for overlap between the two fisheries as 

 
9 Taken From: 
o Salmon Stocks and Fisheries in England and Wales Annual Report by Environment Agency, Cefas and Natural Resources Wales  
o Hampshire Avon Fish Counter at Knapp Mill Report for Q4 2020 
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both activities occur within the migratory routes known to be utilised by Atlantic salmon. The 
net fishery has the potential to impact salmon stocks through a removal of non-target species, 
creating a barrier to species movement and increasing a risk of collision below water with 
static or moving objects not naturally found in the marine environment; and the rod and line 
fishery is expected to have potential impacts through the removal of target species and by 
creating a barrier to species movement. Both activities have the potential to affect migrating 
salmon by delaying or preventing migration through altered behaviour and physical barriers or 
through direct and indirect mortality as a result of illegal fishing, non-compliance with voluntary 
measures or delayed mortality from physical injury, stress and increased susceptibility to 
predation. The combination of both of these projects has the potential to result in an additive 
effect on the adult run of Atlantic salmon. Taking into account the mitigation provided by both 
the Southern IFCA Net Fishing Byelaw and the Environment Agency management of the rod 
and line fishery, it is concluded that there will be no in-combination adverse effect on the River 
Itchen SAC. 

 

3.0 Management Intentions ‘within or adjacent to a SAC’ 
To prohibit net fishing in the following areas in order to ensure no adverse effect on Atlantic 
salmon (damage, disturb or lead to a deterioration of species) within or adjacent to an SAC, 
in order to fulfil our legislative duties under the 2019 Regs. 
 

• The River Itchen 
• The River Avon 
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SECTION C: SSSI Assessments 
 

1.0 Overview 
1.1 Legislative Underpinning 
Under the Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981 (WCA), Southern IFCA must take reasonable 
steps to further the conservation and enhancement of features for which a SSSI site has been 
designated.  
 
1.2. Relevance to the Net Fishing Byelaw 
A SSSI Assessment is required in the following areas to ensure that fishing activity occurring 
within these SSSI’s is managed to ensure that there is no adverse effect on Atlantic salmon 
and/or sea trout if either are a faunal component or notified feature of the SSSI. This process 
will ensure that Southern IFCA fulfil its legislative duties under the WCA. 
 

• Lymington River (upper reaches) (sea trout as a faunal component of the Lymington 
River SSSI).  

 
 
2.0 Fishing Areas Subject to a SSSI Assessment 
2.1 Lymington River (upper reaches) 
2.1.1 Proximity to Lymington River SSSI 

Map 3 demonstrates where relevant fishing area falls within the Lymington River SSSI. For 
accuracy, this is the section which lies north the road bridge of the B3054. 
 

 

Map 3: Proximity of Lymington (upper reaches) to the Lymington River SSSI 
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2.1.2 SSSI feature under assessment 

Sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature for the 
Lymington River SSSI. Atlantic salmon are not directly referenced in the citation but the citation 
states that the river supports all species of international importance listed on Annex II to the 
EC Habitats Directive which encompasses Atlantic salmon.  The Lymington River SSSI site 
details are available online10. 
 
2.1.3 Fishing effort 

Fishing effort within the area of the Lymington River (upper reaches), which falls within the 
SSSI designation is thought to be very low. Vessels would need to be able to pass under the 
road bridge in order to access this area. Fishing activity in this area cannot be quantified 
however, there is the potential to use similar methods as those given in section D 2.8.2. 

2.1.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to salmonids 

The Southern IFCA ‘Fixed Engines’ byelaw prohibits the placing and use of fixed engines 
(nets), other than Fyke nets, for the taking of seafish during the period from 1st April to 30th 
September (both days inclusive) in any year in all parts of the Lymington River which lie to the 
Northwest of a line drawn true Southwest from the seaward end of the Rail Ferry Terminal 
Jetty and within the Southern Sea Fisheries District.  

2.1.5 Evidence of sea trout using the River Lymington River  

• Sea trout are a faunal component of the Lymington River SSSI ‘Rivers and Streams’ 
reportable feature.  

• The Lymington River is listed as a ‘Principal Sea Trout River’ as determined by the 
Environment Agency.  

• The sea trout fishery assessment data for 2020 shows a Compliance Level of ‘Probably at 
Risk’ which is the same status as in 2019. 

• In 2020, the number of sea trout caught by rod and line in the River Lymington was 36 with 
34 being released, giving a catch and release rate of 94%, this is a decrease of 3% from 
2019. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of sea trout in the 
Lymington River as mid-March to early May for smolt and April to December for the adult 
run.  

• Information from the Environment Agency states that Brown trout is the most dominant fish 
species in the Lymington River and the population has a significant migratory component.  

2.1.6 Evidence of Atlantic salmon using the River Lymington River  

Atlantic salmon are included in the citation for the Lymington River SSSI under the category 
‘under all species of international importance listed on Annex II to the EC Habitats Directive’ 
which the river is noted to support. 

2.1.7 Known interactions between nets and salmonids in the Lymington River 

None recorded. 

2.1.8 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids in the Lymington River 

None recorded. 
 
 

 
10 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000203&SiteName=lymington&countyCode=&respo
nsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 

https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000203&SiteName=lymington&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000203&SiteName=lymington&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
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3.0 Management Intentions ‘within a SSSI’  
To prohibit net fishing within SSSIs, where Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout are a notified 
feature or component of the SSSI, order to fulfil our legislative duties under the WCA 1981.  
 

• Lymington River (upper reaches) 
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SECTION D: Functionally Linked Area Assessments 
1.0 Overview 
1.1 Definition 
In the context of the Southern IFCA Netting Review, ‘Functional Linkage’ refers to the role that 
the sea beyond the boundary of an SAC or SSSI might fulfil in terms of supporting Atlantic 
salmon or sea trout populations. Such the area of sea is deemed to be ‘linked’ to the SAC or 
SSSI in question because it provides a role in maintaining or restoring a salmonid population 
at favourable conservation status. 
 
In terms of practical application, if the boundaries of a SAC were drawn to include all sea 
which might serve some function for salmonids, then the strict protection afforded would be 
applied more extensively than would be necessary to meet the objectives of the EU Habitats 
Directives11. This therefore enables Southern IFCA to consider proportionality in the context 
of functional linkage. 
 
1.2 Case Law 
‘Functional Linkage’ is a phrase coined in Case Law and there have been two cases12 where 
the term has been applied to an SAC where Atlantic salmon are a qualifying species. 
 
Case Law is a vital source of information regarding how legislation should be correctly 
interpreted and applied. In the context of the Netting Review, too strict an interpretation may 
subject fishers to unnecessary restrictions, or ultimately close fisheries under circumstances 
which were not intended to be incompatible with the Habitats Directive. Conversely, too lenient 
an interpretation carries different risks. Fishing may go ahead without sufficient consideration 
of the potential harm to salmonids, which may in turn lead to the deterioration of the protected 
species.  
 
So, it is paramount that Southern IFCA use Case Law to reach a balance in determining a 
proportionate approach to net fishing management in Functionally Linked Areas (FLA). 
 
1.3 Legislative underpinning 
Areas which are deemed to be functionally linked to an SAC or SSSI fall outside the direct 
legislative remit of Southern IFCAs duties under the 2019 Regs, namely that Southern IFCA, 
as a competent Authority, must ensure that fishing activity does not damage, disturb or lead 
to a deterioration of species within or adjacent to an SAC. In addition, these areas also fall 
outside of the direct remit of Southern IFCAs duties under the WCA 1981, which stipulates 
that the Authority must, within an SSSI take reasonable steps to further the conservation and 
enhancement of features for which a SSSI site is designated. However, as Case Law dictates, 
Southern IFCA must consider of the role that functionally linked areas may play in supporting 
Atlantic salmon and sea trout populations in line with the intentions underpinning both the 
Habitats Directive and the WCA, alongside the delivery of Southern IFCAs duties under 
Section (153) of the Marine and Coastal Access Act, 2009 (MaCAA).  
 

 
11 CHAPMAN, C. & TYLDESLEY, D. 2016. Functional linkage: How areas that are functionally linked to European sites have 
been considered when they may be affected by plans and projects - a review of authoritative decisions. Natural England 
Commissioned Reports, Number207. 
12 The Sandale Case: This case concerned the migration of Atlantic salmon upstream of an SAC. In the absence of a risk 
assessment upon which credible risks could have be excluded by obtaining relevant information and assessing the significance 
of the effects of the project upstream of an SAC on Atlantic salmon, the project was found not to satisfy the requirement of the 
Habitats Directive. Therefore, in summary, the lack of insufficient assessment of risk led to a precautionary management 
approach.  
Burbo Bank: This case concerned the impact of noise from piling activity on Atlantic salmon migration. The risk was mitigated via 
the introduction of a timing restriction on the driving of piles. 
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1.4 Relevance to the Net Fishing Byelaw 
A FLA Assessment is required to determine whether net fishing within a FLA will have an 
adverse impact on migratory salmonids in the following areas. The FLA Assessments consider 
(1) site specific information, as well as being informed by (2) a wider Net Fishing Byelaw 
Literature Review, which seeks to further support and inform understandings of likely salmonid 
and net interactions based on the best available evidence.  
 
Southampton Water: 

• River Test (functional linkage to River Itchen SAC & SSSI and the River Test SSSI)  
• Main Channel (functional linkage to River Itchen SAC & SSSI and River Test SSSI) 
• Outside Main Channel (functional linkage to River Itchen SAC & SSSI and River 

Test SSSI) 
• River Hamble, Main Channel (functional linkage to River Itchen SAC & SSSI and 

River Test SSSI) 
• River Hamble, 5 specified areas (functional linkage to River Itchen SAC & SSSI 

and River Test SSSI) 
 
The Solent: (functional linkage to Lymington River SSSI) 

• Lymington River, Main Channel 
• Lymington River, Outside Main Channel 

Christchurch Harbour and Surrounds: (functional linkage to River Avon SAC, Avon Valley 
SSSI, River Till SSSI and River Avon System SSSI) 

• Main Channel  
• East of Harbour  
• Mouth of River Mude 
• Christchurch Box, outside Main Channel 

 
Poole Harbour: (functional linkage to River Frome SSSI) 

• Wareham Channel  
• Wareham Approaches  
• Main Channel 

 
 
2.0 Fishing Areas Subject to FLA Assessment 
 
2.1 The River Test 
2.1.1 Proximity to SAC and SSSIs  

As demonstrated in Map 4: The River Test is functionally linked to the River Itchen SAC, River 
Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI.  
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Map 4: Proximity of River Test fishing area with River Itchen Fishing Area, River Itchen SAC, River Itchen SSSI and the River 
Test SSSI 

 

2.1.2 Current Fishing Practice 

Commercial netting takes place in the River Test. Two individuals/vessels are known to net 
fish in the intertidal area adjacent to the main river channel within the River Test, using drift 
nets and ring nets to target grey mullet. Approximately 20 trips per year are undertaken in the 
River Test.  
• Both vessels are no greater than 20-foot in length  
• The net used is 300 yards in length although most of the areas fished require 100 or 250 

yards of net.  
• The drift net is set with the tide and in the direction of the tide in order to avoid creating a 

creating a barrier across the river.  
• The netting occurs outside of the main channel in approximately 4-6ft of water – key areas 

are the western shoreline at Marchwood and the Eling Basin, as far as Redbridge. 
• The net soak time is a commonly 10-15 minutes, with a maximum soak time of 20 minutes.  
• A fishing trip will run from the bottom to the top of the tide; therefore, the maximum duration 

of a trip is 6 hours.  
• The fishing method is tidally dependent, and fishing does not take place on large spring 

tides.  
• The net is attended at all times and is hauled manually to ensure minimal to no damage 

to the fish caught in the net and also to ensure safe operation in a small vessel.  
• This activity is carried out to target grey mullet species commonly between June and 

September although in some years activity may continue until early November.  
• Fishing occurs approximately 5-6 times per month, depending on the run of grey mullet, 

the presence of weed and the presence of smooth hound. 
• Ring nets are deployed on recognition (by fishers) of the presence of target species. 
• Once deployed, it is highly unlikely that any fish outside of the circle will be entangled.  
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• The set up and deployment of a ring net is very different to the salmonid seine nets which 
have been used historically from the shore to target salmonids. The recovery method for 
a salmonid seine net involves both ends of the net being pulled in at once by the float and 
lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in which fish are trapped even if they are not physically caught 
in the mesh of the net. In contrast, the recovery of a ring net set against the shore involves 
the recovery from only one end of the net, led by the float line. In this way no ‘bag’ is 
created and fish which are not physically caught in the net will not be removed as the net 
is recovered. 

 
2.1.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 

The estimated first sale value of fish caught through net fishing in the River Test and River 
Itchen combined is £5,000 per annum (data provided by fishers).   

2.1.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 

Please refer to Section B 2.1.3. 

2.1.5 Evidence of salmonids using the fishing area to access the SAC or SSSI 

The River Test shares an estuary with the River Itchen and the mouths of both rivers are in 
close proximity. This is of significance, as Atlantic salmon are a feature of the River Itchen 
SAC, as listed under Annex II of the Habitats Directive and Atlantic salmon and sea trout are 
a faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature for the River Itchen SSSI. 
The proximity of the River Test therefore suggests that the River Test plays a role in supporting 
salmonid populations. Further, Ikedashi et al., 2018 suggests that the geographic distance 
between the mouths of these rivers does play a role in defining genetic distances between 
salmonid populations. Radio-tracking work of salmon carried out in the early 1990s has 
confirmed this is likely to be the case, with 9.6% of salmon caught and tagged on the River 
Itchen at Woodmill, were later recaptured in the River Test (Horsfield, 1994). 
 
Please refer to Section B 2.1.4 for further details on evidence of Atlantic salmon accessing the 
River Itchen SAC.  
 
Atlantic salmon and sea trout are faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable 
feature for the River Itchen SSSI. The River Itchen SSSI underpins the River Itchen SAC 
where Atlantic salmon are a feature. The River Itchen SSSI site details are available online13. 
 
Evidence of sea trout using the River Itchen 
• The River Itchen is listed as a ‘Principal Sea Trout’ river by the Environment Agency. The 

sea trout fishery assessment data for 2019 shows a Compliance Level of ‘Probably at 
Risk’.  

o 2019: the number of sea trout caught by rod and line was recorded as 384 with 
367 being released, giving a catch and release rate of 96%. This is an increase of 
6% on the rate for 2018. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of sea trout in the 
River Itchen as mid-March to early May and the adult run as April to December. 

 
 

 
13 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000227&SiteName=itchen&countyCode=&responsi
blePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 

https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000227&SiteName=itchen&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000227&SiteName=itchen&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
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Atlantic salmon and sea trout are also faunal components of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ 
reportable feature of the River Test SSSI. The River Test SSSI site details are available 
online14. 
 
Evidence of Atlantic salmon using the River Test 
• The River Test is listed as a ‘Principal Salmon River’ as determined by the Environment 

Agency 
o In 2019, the Atlantic salmon fishery assessment data15 showed that the River Test 

attained 69% of the Conservation Limit of 3.40 x106 eggs deposited. This gives 
the river a Compliance Level of ‘Probably at Risk’.  

o The Compliance Level for 2024 is predicted to be ‘Probably at Risk’.  
• Atlantic Salmon stock data16:  

o Annex 3: Figure 1 shows the exploitation rate and percentage of adult run retained 
by the licenced rod and line fishery for Atlantic salmon on the River Test from 1988 
to 2019. 

o Annex 3: Figure 2 shows data from the Environment Agency on the count of 
Atlantic salmon smolt and adults are available for years 1988 to 2019: 

▪ the returning stock estimate for the River Itchen (blue) for 1988 to 2020 
▪ rod catch data (orange), available for 1990-2018 and the spawning 

escapement (grey) for the same period. 
▪ A preliminary count is available for 2020 (2947), which is greater than 

the previous largest value of 2007 in 2015 and deemed ‘exceptional’ 
by the EA (yellow marker). This is approximately 147% of the highest 
previous returning stock estimate and 211% of the five-year average 
(2015-2019). 

o Annex 3: Figure 3 shows that for the year 2020 the attainment of both the 
Compliance Limit and Management Targets were above 100%. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of Atlantic salmon 
in the River Test as April to mid-May for smolt and April to December for the adult run. 

 
Evidence of sea trout using the River Test 
• Sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature of the 

River Test SSSI. 
• The River Test is listed as a ‘Principal Sea Trout’ river by the Environment Agency. The 

sea trout fishery assessment data for 2019 shows a Compliance Level of ‘Probably not at 
Risk’.  

o In 2019, the number of sea trout caught by rod and line in the River Test was 169 
with 155 being released, giving a catch and release rate of 92%, this is an increase 
of 9% on the rate for 2018. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of sea trout in the 
River Test as mid-March to early May and the adult run as April to December. 

 
 

 
14 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000170&SiteName=river%20test&countyCode=&re
sponsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea= 

15 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-
2019-summary.pdf 

16 Stock data taken from: Salmon Stocks and Fisheries in England and Wales Annual Report by Environment Agency, Cefas 
and Natural Resources Wales Solent and South Downs Annual Fish Monitoring Report by Environment Agency 

https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000170&SiteName=river%20test&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteDetail.aspx?SiteCode=S2000170&SiteName=river%20test&countyCode=&responsiblePerson=&SeaArea=&IFCAArea=
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
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2.1.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 

None recorded. 
 

2.1.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  

None recorded. 
 
2.2 Southampton Water Main Channel 
2.2.1 Proximity to SAC and SSSIs 

As demonstrated in Map 5, the Main Channel is functionally linked to the River Itchen SAC, 
River Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI.  
 

 

Map 5: Proximity of Southampton Water Main Channel to River Itchen SAC, SSSI and River Test SSSI 

 
2.2.2 Fishing effort  

No commercial net fishing occurs within this fishing area.  
 
2.2.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 

No commercial net fishing occurs within this fishing area 
 
2.2.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 

Regulations under the Associated British Ports Southampton Harbour Byelaws do not permit 
fishing activity to take place in areas where it may pose a danger to navigation. 
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2.2.5 Evidence of salmonids using the fishing areas to access the SAC or SSSI 

The Main Channel of Southampton Water is a principal migration route leading to the River 
Itchen SAC, the River Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI. This is determined by the 
Evidence presented in Sections B 2.1.4 and D 2.1.5 of this document, as well as Section 1 of 
the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review. 
 
2.2.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 

None recorded. 
 

2.2.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  

None recorded. 
 
2.3 Southampton Water, Outside Main Channel 
 
2.3.1 Proximity to SAC and SSSIs 

As demonstrated in Map 6, the Main Channel is functionally linked to the River Itchen SAC, 
River Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI.  
 

 

Map 6: Proximity of Southampton Water 'Outside Main Channel' fishing area to River Itchen SAC, SSSI and River Test SSSI 

 
2.3.2 Fishing effort  

Gill net (fixed) 

• Two vessels deploy demersal sole fixed nets in this area to target sole from July to 
October (in combination with other net fishing methods) 
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• These nets are most commonly used down the east and west sides of Southampton 
Water (outside of the main channel). 

• The nets sit no higher than approx. 3ft from the seabed, this helps prevent the net from 
being clogged with weed and focuses on the target species.  

• These nets are left to soak overnight (12hrs) before being retrieved. 
• In combination the 2 vessels undertake approximately 20 trips per year (MMO data). 

 

Gill net (ring) 

• Up to 7 vessels undertake approximately 64 combined trips per year (MMO data) (in 
combination with other net fishing methods) 

• Ring nets are used May to October during daylight hours  
• Trips last 4 hours with 2-3 nets set per trip  
• Max. soak time is 30 minutes per net 
• Mesh size range between 3 5/8 and 4 inches 
• Targeted fishing method, from local fisher knowledge and observation by Southern 

IFCA officers during observer trips nets are only set when a shoal of fish is seen 

• Once deployed, it is highly unlikely that any fish outside of the circle will be entangled.  
• The set up and deployment of a ring net is very different to the salmonid seine nets 

which have been used historically from the shore to target salmonids. The recovery 
method for a salmonid seine net involves both ends of the net being pulled in at once 
by the float and lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in which fish are trapped even if they are not 
physically caught in the mesh of the net. In contrast, the recovery of a ring net set 
against the shore involves the recovery from only one end of the net, led by the float 
line. In this way no ‘bag’ is created and fish which are not physically caught in the net 
will not be removed as the net is recovered. 

 
Gill net (drift)  

• 6 vessels use drift nets (in combination with other net fishing methods) 
• These drift nets are predominantly used to fish for grey mullet, whilst additional 

fisheries occur for skates and rays, herring, gilthead bream, red mullet, pout and other 
similar species that may be used as bait on bass longlines. Bass may be taken as a 
bycatch in certain areas and at certain times of the year.  

• Fishing may take place during the day or at night 
• Majority of vessels are approximately 7m in length 
• Local fisher knowledge indicates, when targeting grey mullet, a drift of 1 hour max per 

trip with 3-4 trips per week (across all Southampton Water area) if conditions and tide 
are favourable 

• Local fisher knowledge indicates that the length of net will be approximately 100m 
shorter in the water due to bunching of the headline, i.e., a 400m drift net would equate 
to 300m in the water 

 
2.3.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 

In total, across all net fisheries, the first sale value of netting activities in Southampton Water, 
outside the Main Channel, is estimated to be in excess of £100,000 per annum.  
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2.3.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 

The fishing area falls within a Bass Nursery Area17, Within this area fishing for bass 
(Dicentrarchus labrax), or fishing for any species of sea-fish using sand-eels (Ammodytidae) 
as bait, by any fishing boat is prohibited during the period 30th April to 1st November. 
 
2.3.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 

As determined by the evidence presented in Sections B 2.1.4 and D 2.1.5, salmonids are 
known to be present in Southampton Water.  
 
Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review provide information on the 
migration behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea trout. Of specific relevance to the likely 
presence of salmonids in the fishing area in question: 
• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 

point leading to the River Itchen SAC where Atlantic salmon are a qualifying feature of the 
SAC. 

• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to the River Itchen SSSI where sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘rivers 
and streams’ feature 

• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to the River Test SSSI where sea trout and Atlantic salmon are a faunal 
component of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature 

• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to a Principal Salmon River. 

 
2.3.6 Evidence demonstrating known interaction between nets and salmonids 

There is no known evidence demonstrating interactions, however there is evidence to suggest 
that interactions are uncommon: 
• Fishers have reported no bycatch of salmonids in this fishery. As a matter of practice, 

fishers do not net fish during periods when there is a higher risk of interception of salmonids, 
for example during periods of high flow. 

• In 2019 Southern IFCA Officers undertook 5 net fishing observer trips in Southampton 
Water, as follows: 
▪ 3 net fishing trips in June 2019:  

• 1 covering the Hamble River and Fawley Bay using a 4-inch mesh, 300m long, 40 
mesh deep net. 4 sets of the net during the trip – no salmonid interaction 

• 1 covering the Hamble estuary using a 3 5/8-inch mesh, 360m long, 30 mesh deep 
net for ring netting. 2 sets of the net during the trip – no salmonid interaction 

• 1 covering various locations in Southampton Water using a 300-yard net for drift 
netting. 3 sets of the net during the trip – no salmonid interaction 

▪ 1 net fishing trip in August 2019: 
• covering various locations in Southampton Water (outside of the main channel at 

the southwestern end of Southampton Water) using a 4-inch mesh, 360-yard, 30 
mesh deep net for ring netting. 5 sets of the net during the trip – no salmonid 
interaction 

▪ 1 net fishing trip in September 2019: 
• covering various locations in Southampton Water (outside of the main channel in 

the area around and south of dock head) using a 100-150mm mesh demersal sole 

 
17 as specified under The Bass (Specified Areas) (Prohibition of Fishing) Order 1990 and The Bass (Specified Areas) (Prohibition of Fishing) 

(Variation) Order 199917. 
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net set approximately 3ft off the bottom for an overnight soak. 5 nets were set for 
the fishing trip – no salmonid interaction 
 

2.3.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  

None recorded.  
 
 

2.4 River Hamble Main Channel 
2.4.1 Proximity to SAC and SSSI 

As demonstrated in Map 7, the River Hamble Main Channel is functionally linked to the River 
Itchen SAC, River Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI.  
 

 
Map 7: Proximity of The River Hamble Main Channel fishing area to River Itchen SAC, SSSI and River Test SSSI 

 
2.4.2 Fishing effort 

No commercial net fishing occurs within the fishing area  
 
2.4.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 

No commercial net fishing occurs within the fishing area 
 
2.4.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 

No commercial net fishing occurs within the fishing area under order of the River Hamble 
Harbour Authority. 
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2.4.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 

The River Hamble (main channel) is a principal migration route leading to the River Itchen 
SAC, the River Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI.  This is determined by the Evidence 
presented in Sections B 2.1.4 and D 2.1.5, as well as Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Net Fishing 
Byelaw Literature Review. 
 
In addition, The Environment Agency carry out Fish Population Surveys on Principal Course 
Fishery Rivers, such as the River Hamble. The surveys focus on locations where coarse 
fishing takes place and are repeated every three years.  

• Current available data is for 201818:  
o Average of 2.4 brown/sea trout per 100m2 across two surveyed sites# 
o Catch of brown/sea trout at the site Upstream of the Railway Viaduct was the 

highest recorded (2.3 per 100m2) 
o Size range 75-558mm 
o Water Framework Directive Classification, Fish Status for 2016 is Good. 
o Survey showed numbers of brown/sea trout showed strong positive correlation 

with the minimum summer flow 
 
There is no salmonid migration timing data provided specifically for the River Hamble, 
therefore migration timings should be considered the same as for the Rivers Itchen and Test 
as detailed in Sections B 2.1.4 and D 2.1.5. 
 

2.4.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 

None recorded. 
 
2.4.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  

None recorded. 
 
 
2.5 River Hamble Areas 1-4 
2.5.1 Proximity to SAC and SSSIs 

As demonstrated in Map 8, the River Hamble (Areas 1-4) are functionally linked to the River 
Itchen SAC, River Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI. Map 8a shows a higher resolution of 
the fishing area in question. 
 

 
18 Busst, G. 2019. Environment Agency Fish population survey report, Hamble and Wallington 2018, pp.7. Available on request from 

Environment Agency. 
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Map 8: Proximity of The River Hamble (Areas 1-4) fishing area to River Itchen SAC, SSSI and River Test SSSI 

 

Map 8a: Higher resolution of River Hamble (Areas 1-4) 
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2.5.2 Fishing effort   

Gill net (ring) 

• Net fishing takes place under permit from the Warsash Harbour Master 
• Fishers are required to report to Warsash HM planned fishing activity prior to commencing 
• 4 vessels (in combination) undertake approximately 10-25 trips per year (MMO data) 
• Ring nets are used April to September during daylight hours  
• Target species are grey mullet with a potential bycatch of bass 
• Trips last 4 hours with 2-3 nets set per trip  
• Max. soak time is 30 minutes per net 
• Mesh size range between 3 5/8 and 4 inches 
• Targeted fishing method, from local fisher knowledge and observation by Southern IFCA 

officers during observer trips nets are only set when a shoal of fish is seen 

• Once deployed, it is highly unlikely that any fish outside of the circle will be entangled.  
• The set up and deployment of a ring net is very different to the salmonid seine nets which 

have been used historically from the shore to target salmonids. The recovery method for a 
salmonid seine net involves both ends of the net being pulled in at once by the float and 
lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in which fish are trapped even if they are not physically caught 
in the mesh of the net. In contrast, the recovery of a ring net set against the shore involves 
the recovery from only one end of the net, led by the float line. In this way no ‘bag’ is created 
and fish which are not physically caught in the net will not be removed as the net is 
recovered. 

 

2.5.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 

The estimated first-sale value of net fishing in the River Hamble (Areas 1-4 and Area 5 
combined) is in the region of £5,000 per annum (data provided directly by fishers).  
 
2.5.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 

Four vessels are licenced to fish in the River Hamble by the River Hamble Harbour Authority. 
This licence includes specified areas where ring net only fishing. 
 
The fishing areas fall within a Bass Nursery Area19, Within these areas fishing for bass 
(Dicentrarchus labrax), or fishing for any species of sea-fish using sand-eels (Ammodytidae) 
as bait, by any fishing boat is prohibited during the period 30th April to 1st November. 

 
2.5.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing areas to access SAC or SSSI 

As determined by the evidence presented in Sections B 2.1.4 and D 2.1.5 salmonids are 
known to be present in Southampton Water.  
 
Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review provide information on the 
migration behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea trout. Of specific relevance to the likely 
presence of salmonids in the above-named specified fishing areas: 
• The areas do not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch point 

leading to the River Itchen SAC where Atlantic salmon are a qualifying feature of the SAC. 
• The areas do not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch point 

leading to the River Itchen SSSI where sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘rivers and 
streams’ feature 

 
19 as specified under The Bass (Specified Areas) (Prohibition of Fishing) Order 1990 and The Bass (Specified Areas) (Prohibition of Fishing) 

(Variation) Order 199919. 
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• The areas do not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch point 
leading to the River Test SSSI where sea trout and Atlantic salmon are a faunal component 
of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature 

• The areas do not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch point 
leading to a Principal Salmon River. 

 
2.5.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 

• There is no known evidence demonstrating interactions, however there is evidence 
provided by fishers that there is no bycatch of salmonids in this fishery. As a precaution, 
fishers do refrain from net fishing during periods when risk of interception of salmonids is 
increased (periods of high flow) 

• In June 2019 Southern IFCA Officers undertook 2 observer trips on net fishing vessels in 
the River Hamble: 

o 1 covering the Hamble River and Fawley Bay using a 4-inch mesh, 300m long, 40 
mesh deep net. 4 sets of the net during the trip – no salmonid interaction 

o 1 covering the Hamble estuary using a 3 5/8-inch mesh, 360m long, 30 mesh deep net 
for ring netting. 2 sets of the net during the trip – no salmonid interaction 

 
2.5.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  

None recorded. 
 
 
2.6 River Hamble Area 5 
2.6.1 Proximity to SAC and SSSIs 

As demonstrated in Map 9, the River Hamble (Area 5) is functionally linked to the River Itchen 
SAC, River Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI. Map 9a shows a higher resolution of the 
fishing area in question. 
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Map 9: Proximity of The River Hamble (Area 5) fishing area to River Itchen SAC, SSSI and River Test SSSI 

 

Map 9a: Higher resolution of River Hamble (Area 5) 
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2.6.2 Fishing effort 

Please refer to Section 2.5.2. 

2.6.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 

Please refer to Section 2.5.3. 
 
2.6.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 

Please refer to Section 2.5.4. 

2.6.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 

Please refer to Section 2.5.5. 

2.6.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 

Please refer to Section 2.5.6. 

2.6.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  

Please refer to Section 2.5.7. 
 
 

2.7 The Lymington River, Main Channel 
2.7.1 Proximity to SAC and SSSIs 

As demonstrated in Map 10, the Lymington River, Main Channel is functionally linked to the 
Lymington River SSSI. 
 

 

Map 10: Proximity of The Lymington River Main Channel  fishing area to the Lymington River SSSI 
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2.7.2 Fishing effort 

• Up to five vessels are known to fish with nets in the River Lymington area, including within 
the main channel and the associated saltmarsh channel network.  

• Target species include grey mullet, dover sole, plaice, skates and rays and black bream, 
with a bycatch of bass.  

• Vessels use fixed and drift nets with occasional ring netting 

2.7.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 

The first sale value of net fishing activity in the entrance to the Lymington River is estimated 
to be in the region of £15,000 per annum. 
 
2.7.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 

Please refer to section C 2.1.4. 

2.7.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 

Please refer to sections C 2.1.5 and C 2.1.6. 
 
2.7.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 

The EA has provided the following evidence of detected interactions between fishing nets 
and migratory salmonids in the Lymington River area: 

• In 1995: a prosecution of a fisher for the retention of sea trout caught in a net fished 
by the breakwater area  

• In 1998: a prosecution of a fisher for the retention of sea trout caught in a net fished 
by the breakwater area 

2.7.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  

None recorded. 
 

2.8 The Lymington River, Outside Main Channel 
2.8.1 Proximity to SAC and SSSIs 

As demonstrated in Map 11, the Lymington River, Outside Main Channel is functionally linked 
to the Lymington River SSSI. 
 
2.8.2 Fishing effort 

See Section D 2.7.2 
 
2.8.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 

See Section D 2.7.3 
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Map 11: Proximity of The Lymington River Outside Main Channel fishing area to the Lymington River SSSI 

 
2.8.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 

Please refer to section C 2.1.4. 

2.8.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 

Please refer to sections C 2.1.5 and C 2.1.6. 
 
2.8.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 

See Section D 2.7.6 

2.8.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  

None recorded 
 

 

2.9 Christchurch Harbour, Main Channel 
2.9.1 Proximity to SAC and SSSIs 

As demonstrated in Map 12, the Christchurch Harbour, Main Channel is functionally linked to 
the River Avon SAC, the Avon Valley SSSI, the River Avon System SSSI and the River Till 
SSSI. The fishing area may also play a supporting role to The River Stour, reference its 
designations as a Principal Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. 
 
2.9.2 Fishing effort 

• Up to four vessels fish with nets in and alongside the main channel, primarily using drift 
nets to target grey mullet.  
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Map 12: Proximity of Christchurch Harbour Main Channel fishing area to River Avon SAC, Avon Valley SSSI, the River Avon 
System SSSI and the River Till SSSI 

 
• Ring nets are also used to target grey mullet with a bycatch of bass, plaice and flounder. 

o Ring nets are deployed on recognition (by fishers) of the presence of target species. 
o Once deployed, it is highly unlikely that any fish outside of the circle will be entangled.  
o The set up and deployment of a ring net is very different to the salmonid seine nets 

which have been used historically from the shore to target salmonids. The recovery 
method for a salmonid seine net involves both ends of the net being pulled in at once by 
the float and lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in which fish are trapped even if they are not 
physically caught in the mesh of the net. In contrast, the recovery of a ring net set against 
the shore involves the recovery from only one end of the net, led by the float line. In this 
way no ‘bag’ is created and fish which are not physically caught in the net will not be 
removed as the net is recovered. 

• Historically seine nets have been used in the area to fish for flounder, primarily for use as 
pot bait.  

• MMO data indicates that in the region of 60 net fishing trips per year are carried out across 
Christchurch Harbour. It is estimated that approximately 50% of net fishing effort in 
Christchurch Harbour takes place within the Main Channel area.  

 

2.9.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 

The first-sale value of net fishing in Christchurch Harbour is in the region of £15,000 per annum 
(data provided by fishers).  
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2.9.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 

Under the Southern IFCA legacy byelaw ‘Environment Agency, Sea Fisheries Regulation Act 
1966, Sea Fisheries Fixed Engine Prohibition’: 
• The placing and use of fixed engines for taking sea fish is prohibited in any water inland of 

the landward boundary of the Southern Sea Fisheries Committee district except: 
a) Between 30th September and the following 15th February in any year in Christchurch 

Harbour to the west of a line drawn true southeast from the south-eastern-most corner 
of Haven House Inn at Mudeford Quay near Christchurch between the limits of ordinary 
high water on each side of the entrance channel being the area of the public fishery 
lying seaward of a line drawn from Ineravon to the Bunny (or the Canal) on Hengistbury 
Head and lying north of the main channel 

b) The placing and use of bottom nets between 30th September in any year and the 
following 15th February in that part of the sea demarcated by a line at or near the mouth 
of the River Avon drawn true southeast from the south-eastern-most corner of Haven 
House Inn at Mudeford Quay near Christchurch to a point (50° 43.18’ N, 01° 44.03’ W) 
distant six hundred ten metres therefrom thence continued straight in a north easterly 
direction to a point (50° 43.92’ N, 01° 42.75’ W), true south of, an distant six hundred 
and ten metres from, the southwestern-most corner of the building known as Highcliffe 
Castle, and thence continued straight to such southwestern-most corner. 

 
2.9.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 

• The main channel of Christchurch Harbour is a principal migration route leading to the 
River Avon SAC. The evidence of Atlantic salmon using the River Avon SAC is 
provided in Section B 2.2.4. 

• The main channel of Christchurch Harbour is a principal migration route leading to the 
Avon Valley (Bickton to Christchurch) SSSI, River Avon System SSSI and River Till 
SSSI. 

o Sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature 
of the Avon Valley (Bickton to Christchurch) SSSI 

o Sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature 
of the River Avon System SSSI 

o Sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature 
of the River Till SSSI 

• The River Avon is listed as a ‘Principal Sea Trout’ river by the Environment Agency. 
o The sea trout fishery assessment data for 2020 shows a Compliance Level of 

‘Probably at Risk’.  
• In 2020 the number of sea trout caught by rod and line was recorded as 188 with 170 

being released, giving a catch and release rate of 90%. This is the same as the rate 
for 2019. 

• The River Stour is a ‘Principal Salmon River’ as determined by the Environment 
Agency: 

o In 2019, the Atlantic salmon fishery assessment data20 showed that the River 
Stour attained 12% of the Conservation Limit of 2.12 x106 eggs deposited. This 
gives the river a Compliance Level of ‘At Risk’.  

o The Compliance Level for 2024 is predicted to be ‘At Risk’.  
o There is no validated count data for the River Stour, the Environment Agency 

have stated that the run count of the River Stour is approximately 6.5% of the 
run count in the River Avon: 

▪ For 2020, an estimated run count of 1495 for the River Avon would give 
an approximate run count of 97 for the River Stour 

 
20 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-
2019-summary.pdf 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
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o The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic 
salmon and sea trout in inshore waters21’ provides timings of the smolt and 
adult run of Atlantic salmon in the River Stour as April to May for smolt and 
February to December for the adult run with a note that fish are known to be 
present in Christchurch Harbour throughout this period. 

• The River Stour is listed as a ‘Principal Sea Trout River’ as determined by the 
Environment Agency: 

• The sea trout fishery assessment data for 2020 shows a Compliance Level of ‘Probably 
at Risk’. 

• In 2020, the number of sea trout caught by rod and line in the River Stour was 8 with 
7 being released, giving a catch and release rate of 87%, this is an increase of 20% 
on the rate for 2019. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon 
and sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of sea trout 
in the River Stour as April/May for smolt and May to December for the adult run with a 
peak period between June and July and then again with Autumn rains. 

2.9.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 

None recorded 

2.9.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  

• There is evidence of an interaction between migratory salmonids and fishing nets in 
Christchurch Harbour resulting from an EA and Southern IFCA inspection – the net type 
and location is unconfirmed. 

• Targeted net fishing for migratory salmonids previously took place in the ‘Run’ area under 
a Net Limitation Order (NLO) administered by the EA.  

 
 
2.10 Christchurch Harbour, East 
2.10.1 Proximity to SAC and SSSIs 

As demonstrated in Map 13, Christchurch Harbour, East is functionally linked to the River 
Avon SAC, the Avon Valley SSSI, the River Avon System SSSI and the River Till SSSI. The 
fishing area may also play a supporting role to The River Stour, reference its designations as 
a Principal Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. 
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Map 13: Proximity of Christchurch Harbour East fishing area to River Avon SAC, Avon Valley SSSI, the River Avon System SSSI 
and the River Till SSSI 

 
2.10.2 Fishing effort 

Two commercial fishing vessels fish with nets in the east of Christchurch Harbour, primarily 
by use of drift and ring nets to target grey mullet with a bycatch of bass. Fixed nets are used 
between 1st October and 14th February to target grey mullet, plaice, flounder and gilthead 
bream.  
• Ring nets are deployed on recognition (by fishers) of the presence of target species. 
• Once deployed, it is highly unlikely that any fish outside of the circle will be entangled.  
• The set up and deployment of a ring net is very different to the salmonid seine nets which 

have been used historically from the shore to target salmonids. The recovery method for 
a salmonid seine net involves both ends of the net being pulled in at once by the float and 
lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in which fish are trapped even if they are not physically caught 
in the mesh of the net. In contrast, the recovery of a ring net set against the shore involves 
the recovery from only one end of the net, led by the float line. In this way no ‘bag’ is 
created and fish which are not physically caught in the net will not be removed as the net 
is recovered. 

 
2.10.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 

Please refer to Section D 2.9.3. 

2.10.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 

Please refer to Section D 2.9.4 
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2.10.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 

As determined by the evidence presented in Sections B 2.2.4 and D 2.9.5 salmonids are 
known to be present in Christchurch Harbour. Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Literature Review 
document provide information on the migration behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea trout. 
Of specific relevance to the likely presence of salmonids in the above-named specified fishing 
areas: 
• The area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch point 

leading to the River Avon SAC where Atlantic salmon are a qualifying feature of the SAC. 
• The areas do not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch point 

leading to the Avon Valley SSSI (Bickton to Christchurch) SSSI where sea trout are a faunal 
component of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature 

• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to the River Avon System SSSI where sea trout and Atlantic salmon are a 
faunal component of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature 

• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to the River Till SSSI where sea trout and Atlantic salmon are a faunal 
component of the ‘rivers and streams’ feature 

• This area does not fall within a principal or known migration route, refuge area or pinch 
point leading to a Principal Salmon River 

 

2.10.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 

In 2019 Southern IFCA Officers undertook observer trips on net fishing vessels across the 
District. Of relevance to Christchurch Harbour:  
• 1 net fishing trip in June 2019 covering the area of Mudeford and Christchurch Harbour 

using a ring net. 1 set of the net during the trip – no salmonid interaction. 
• 1 landing inspection was carried out in June 2019, as part of Southern IFCA survey work, 

for a vessel that had fished in the Mudeford and Christchurch Harbour area. The catch 
consisted of 98 grey mullet species; the fisher indicated there was no salmon interception 
during the fishing trip. 

 
2.10.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  

None recorded 
 
 
2.11 Christchurch Harbour, Mouth of River Mude 
2.11.1 Proximity to SAC and SSSIs 

As demonstrated in Map 14, Christchurch Harbour, Mouth of River Mude is functionally linked 
to the River Avon SAC, the Avon Valley SSSI, the River Avon System SSSI and the River Till 
SSSI. The fishing area may also play a supporting role to The River Stour, reference its 
designations as a Principal Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. 
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Map 14: Proximity of Christchurch Harbour Mouth of the River Mude fishing area to River Avon SAC, Avon Valley SSSI, the 
River Avon System SSSI and the River Till SSSI 

2.11.2 Fishing effort 

No fishing activity occurs within this area 

2.11.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 

No fishing activity occurs within this area 

2.11.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 

Please refer to Section D 2.9.4. 

2.11.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 

As determined by the evidence presented in Sections B 2.2.4 and D 2.9.5 salmonids are 
known to be present in Christchurch Harbour. Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Literature Review 
document provide information on the migration behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea trout.  
 
2.11.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 

None recorded 
 
2.11.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  

None Recorded 
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2.12 Christchurch Box 
2.12.1 Proximity to SAC and SSSIs 

As demonstrated in Map 15, the Christchurch Box is functionally linked to the River Avon SAC, 
the Avon Valley SSSI, the River Avon System SSSI and the River Till SSSI. The fishing area 
may also play a supporting role to The River Stour, reference its designations as a Principal 
Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. 

 
Map 15: Proximity of Christchurch Harbour Christchurch Box fishing area to River Avon SAC, Avon Valley SSSI, the River Avon 
System SSSI and the River Till SSSI 

2.12.2 Fishing effort 

• Up to five commercial fishing vessels fish with nets in the Christchurch Box area.  
• Bottom set nets are used outside of the closed season to target a range of fish species 

including grey mullet, plaice, skates and rays, Dover sole and bream. Bass are also caught 
as a bycatch.  

• Drift nets are used throughout the summer and autumn months, particularly during 
September, in the Christchurch Box to target grey mullet. Bass are also caught as a bycatch 

 
2.12.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 

The first-sale value of net fishing activity in the Christchurch Box area ranges up to £15,000 
per annum.  
 
2.12.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 

Please refer to Section D 2.9.4. 
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2.12.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 

• As determined by the evidence presented in Sections B 2.2.4 and D 2.9.5 salmonids are 
known to be present in Christchurch Harbour. 

• In order to enter Christchurch Harbour the salmonids must move through the Christchurch 
Box in order to enter the Harbour.  

• The Christchurch Box area was originally defined by the Environment Agency under a 
legacy byelaw (see Section 5.3) as it was identified as holding a high concentration of 
migratory fish as they moved close inshore to detect the run into the Harbour. 

• Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Literature Review provide information on the migration 
behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea trout. 
 

2.12.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 

None recorded 

2.12.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  

None recorded 

 
2.13 Poole Harbour, Wareham Channel 
2.13.1 Proximity to SAC and SSSIs 

As demonstrated in Map 16, the Poole Harbour, Wareham Channel area is functionally linked 
to the River Frome SSSI. The area may also play a supporting role to the River Piddle, 
reference its designations as a Principal Salmon River and a Principle Sea Trout River. 

 

 

Map 16: Proximity of Poole Harbour Wareham Channel to the River Frome SSSI 
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2.13.2 Fishing effort 

Gill net (ring) 

• Up to 13 vessels fish with nets using predominantly ring nets to target grey mullet. Bycatch 
species in the ring net fishery include bass and gilthead bream. 

• Information from fishers that ring net vessels shoot nets at the very edges of the channel 
throughout the Harbour as fish tend to congregate in these areas 

• Ring net fishing in this area only takes place during slack water  
• The net is set for a short period of time, 10 minutes 
• Nets are constantly attended 
• Mesh size ranges from 3 5/8 to 4 inches 
• Net length rages from 250 to 360m 
• Net is set from a vessel in a circular pattern to enclose target species or set from the shore 

in a ‘D’ shape with the shore providing the closing boundary 
• Ring nets are deployed on recognition (by fishers) of the presence of target species. 
• Once deployed, it is highly unlikely that any fish outside of the circle will be entangled.  
• The set up and deployment of a ring net is very different to the salmonid seine nets which 

have been used historically from the shore to target salmonids. The recovery method for a 
salmonid seine net involves both ends of the net being pulled in at once by the float and 
lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in which fish are trapped even if they are not physically caught 
in the mesh of the net. In contrast, the recovery of a ring net set against the shore involves 
the recovery from only one end of the net, led by the float line. In this way no ‘bag’ is created 
and fish which are not physically caught in the net will not be removed as the net is 
recovered. 

 
Gill net (drift) 

• Up to 3 vessels engage in drift netting activity to target herring 
• Fishers shoot nets at the very edges of the channel throughout the Harbour as fish tend to 

congregate in these areas 
 

 

2.13.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 

The first-sale value of net fishing activity in Poole Harbour is estimated to be in the region of 
£150,000. Up to 5% of this value may be derived from the Wareham Channel area.  
 
2.13.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 

The Southern IFCA ‘Fixed Engines’ byelaw prohibits the placing and use of fixed engines 
(nets), other than Fyke nets, for the taking of seafish during the period from 1st April to 30th 
September (both days inclusive) in any year in all parts of Poole Harbour to the West of the 
line of the Chain Ferry between South Haven Point and Sandbanks and all parts of any river 
or stream flowing into Poole Harbour which fall within the Southern Sea Fisheries District.  

The Bass (Specified Area) (Prohibition of Fishing) Order 1990 and The Bass (Specified Areas) 
(Prohibition of Fishing) (Variation) Order 1999 sets a prohibition on fishing for bass 
(Dicentrarchus labrax), or fishing for any species of sea-fish using sand-eels (Ammodytidae) 
as bait, by any fishing boat within Poole Harbour in the area of all tidal waters enclosed by a 
line drawn 011° true from Jerry’s Point, through Branksea Castle to Salterns Pier between 30th 
April and 1st November. 
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2.13.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 

Wareham Channel is a principal migration route leading to the River Frome SSSI where 
Atlantic salmon and sea trout are faunal components of the ‘River and Streams’ reportable 
feature. Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of the Literature Review provide information on the migration 
behaviours of Atlantic salmon and sea trout.  
 
Evidence of Atlantic Salmon using the River Frome 
• Atlantic salmon are a faunal component of the River Frome SSSI ‘Rivers and Streams’ 

reportable feature: 
o There are seven units under the River Frome SSSI for the ‘Rivers and Streams’ 

reportable feature, one of the units directly references Atlantic salmon as being 
impacted by barriers to migration and that improvements are being sought to 
rectify the impact.  

o For all seven units for the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature, the condition 
is given as ‘Unfavourable – no change’, no assessment of the Condition Threat 
has been undertaken. For note, this status condition relates to the habitat as a 
whole, rather than the Atlantic salmon population status. 

• The River Frome is listed as a ‘Principal Salmon River’ as determined by the Environment 
Agency 

o In 2019, the Atlantic salmon fishery assessment data22 showed that the River 
Frome attained 82% of the Conservation Limit of 1.50 x106 eggs deposited. 
This gives the river a Compliance Level of ‘Probably at Risk’.  

o The Compliance Level for 2024 is predicted to be ‘Probably at Risk’ 
• Atlantic Salmon stock data23:  

o Annex 4: Figure 1 shows the exploitation rate and percentage of adult run 
retained by the licenced rod and line fishery for Atlantic salmon on the River 
Frome for 1988 to 2019. 

o Annex 4: Figure 2 shows data from the Environment Agency on the count of 
Atlantic salmon smolt and adults are available for years 1988 to 2019  

▪ the returning stock estimate for the River Frome (blue) for 1988 to 2019 
▪ rod catch data (orange), available for 1988-2019 and the spawning 

escapement (grey) for the same period. 
• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon 

and sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of Atlantic 
salmon in the River Frome as April to May for smolt and February to December for the 
adult run. 

 
Evidence of sea trout using the River Frome 
• Sea trout are a faunal component of the ‘Rivers and Streams’ reportable feature of the 

River Frome SSSI. 
• The River Frome is listed as a ‘Principal Sea Trout’ river by the Environment Agency. The 

sea trout fishery assessment data for 2020 shows a Compliance Level of ‘Probably at Risk’.  
o In 2020, the number of sea trout caught by rod and line in the River Frome was 275 with 

251 being released, giving a catch and release rate of 91%, this is a decrease of 1% on 
the rate for 2019. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of sea trout in the 
River Frome as March to April and the adult run as May to December with a peak period 
between June to July and then again with the Autumn rains. 

 
22 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-
2019-summary.pdf 

23 Stock data taken from: Salmon Stocks and Fisheries in England and Wales Annual Report by Environment Agency, Cefas 
and Natural Resources Wales Solent and South Downs Annual Fish Monitoring Report by Environment Agency 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
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This area may also play a supporting role to the River Piddle as a designated Principal Salmon 
River and a Principal Sea Trout River.  
 
Evidence of Atlantic salmon using the River Piddle 
• The River Piddle is listed as a ‘Principal Salmon River’ as determined by the Environment 

Agency: 
o In 2019, the Atlantic salmon fishery assessment data24 showed that the River Piddle 

attained 42% of the Conservation Limit of 0.31 x106 eggs deposited. This gives the 
river a Compliance Level of ‘At Risk’.  

o The Compliance Level for 2024 is predicted to be ‘Probably at Risk’.  
• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 

sea trout in inshore waters25’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of Atlantic salmon 
in the River Piddle as April to May for smolt and February to December for the adult run. 

• Given the proximity of the river mouths and shared estuaries of the Rivers Frome and River 
Piddle, higher levels of gene flow and migration between these sites might be expected 
and it appears that the geographic distance between the mouths of these rivers does play 
a role in defining genetic distances between populations26. 

 
Evidence of sea trout using the River Piddle 
• The River Piddle is listed as a ‘Principal Sea Trout River’ as determined by the Environment 

Agency: 
• The sea trout fishery assessment data for 2020 shows a Compliance Level of ‘Probably at 

Risk’, which is a downgrade from the 2019 classification of ‘Probably not at risk’. 
• In 2020, the number of sea trout caught by rod and line in the River Piddle was 3 with 3 

being released, giving a catch and release rate of 100%, this is the same as the rate for 
2019. 

• The Environment Agency report ‘Review of protection measures for Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout in inshore waters’ provides timings of the smolt and adult run of sea trout in the 
River Piddle as April/May for smolt and May to December for the adult run with a peak 
period between June and July and then again with Autumn rains. 

 
2.13.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 

The EA regulate a Net Limitation Order for Poole Harbour. Net fishing is carried out each year 
by use of drift net in the Wareham Channel and Wareham Approaches, targeting salmon and 
sea trout. One fisher is active in the fishery and fishes under a permit issued by the EA. The 
permit holder operates a catch and release fishery. Data is held by the EA on salmon and sea 
trout catches in this fishery.  

 
The EA has recorded the following instances of salmonids observed being caught in nets in 
the Wareham Channel and Wareham Approaches area: 

• 2004 15/11/04- Sea trout caught in net off Rockley.  
• 2009 17/10/09- One Salmon in fixed net Wareham Channel. 
• 2012 18/07/12- Two salmon in illegal fixed net at top of Wareham channel. Net seized. 
• 2013 07/13- One sea trout caught at the top of the Wareham channel in the presence of  

 
24 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-
2019-summary.pdf 
 
26 Ikediashi, C., Paris, J. R., King, R. A., Beaumont, W. R. C., Ibbotson, A. and Stevens, J. R. 2018. ‘Atlantic 
salmon Salmo salar in the chalk streams of England are genetically unique’. Journal of Fish Biology, 92(3), pp. 621-641   

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/907284/SalmonReport-2019-summary.pdf
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• SIFCA Officers by fisherman using drift net. Fish returned. 
• 2013 One sea trout taken in Wareham Channel along with undersize bass. Prosecution.  
• 2016 10/06/16- Two sea trout caught in drift net fished off Keysworth point both released 

in the presence of EA Officers. 

2.13.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  

None recorded 

 

2.14 Poole Harbour, Wareham Approaches 
2.14.1 Proximity to SAC and SSSIs 

As demonstrated in Map 17, the Poole Harbour, Wareham Approaches area is functionally 
linked to the River Frome SSSI. The fishing area may also play a supporting Role to the River 
Piddle, reference its designations as a Principal Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. 

 

 

Map 17: Proximity of Poole Harbour Wareham Channel Approaches to the River Frome SSSI 

 

2.14.2 Fishing effort 

Gill net (ring) 

• Up to 13 vessels fish with ring nets in the Wareham Approaches. 
• The net is set for a short period of time, 10 minutes 
• Nets are constantly attended 
• Mesh size ranges from 3 5/8 to 4 inches 
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• Net length rages from 250 to 360m 
• Net is set from a vessel in a circular pattern to enclose target species or set from the shore 

in a ‘D’ shape with the shore providing the closing boundary 
• Used primarily to target grey mullet species. Bass are caught as bycatch. 
• Ring nets are deployed on recognition (by fishers) of the presence of target species. 
• Once deployed, it is highly unlikely that any fish outside of the circle will be entangled.  
• The set up and deployment of a ring net is very different to the salmonid seine nets which 

have been used historically from the shore to target salmonids. The recovery method for a 
salmonid seine net involves both ends of the net being pulled in at once by the float and 
lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in which fish are trapped even if they are not physically caught 
in the mesh of the net. In contrast, the recovery of a ring net set against the shore involves 
the recovery from only one end of the net, led by the float line. In this way no ‘bag’ is created 
and fish which are not physically caught in the net will not be removed as the net is 
recovered. 

 
Gill net (drift) 

• Up to 3 vessels engage in drift netting activity in the Wareham Approaches area  
• Species caught include grey mullet, bass, gilthead bream, plaice, flounder and herring. 

 
 
 Gill net (fixed) 

• Up to 13 vessels engage in fixed netting activity in the Wareham Approaches area outside 
of the fixed engine closure period. 

• Fishing for flounder and plaice as well as other species of flatfish  
 

2.14.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 

The first-sale value of net fishing activity in Poole Harbour is estimated to be in the region of 
£150,000. Up to 25% of this value may be derived from the Wareham Approaches area.  
 
2.14.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 

Please refer to Section D 2.13.4. 

2.14.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 

As determined by the evidence presented in Section D 2.13.5 salmonids are known to be 
present in Poole Harbour. Wareham Approaches is a known (but not principal) migration route 
leading to the River Frome SSSI where Atlantic salmon and sea trout are faunal components 
of the ‘River and Streams’ reportable feature and may also play a supporting role to the River 
Piddle as a Principal Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of 
the Literature Review provide information on the migration behaviours of Atlantic salmon and 
sea trout.  
 

2.14.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 

• One record by the Environment Agency of a 6-8lb sea trout caught in a surface gill net used 
across a large area on the side of the Wareham Channel while an EA Fisheries 
Enforcement Officer was present27. 

 
27 Information stated on p. 7 of the Environment Agency Report ‘Risks posed to migratory salmonid fish species by sea fish netting 
in Poole and Christchurch Harbours’, provided to the Southern IFCA in 2018.  
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• In 2019 Southern IFCA Officers undertook observer trips on net fishing vessels across the 
District. For the area of the Wareham Channel in Poole Harbour 3 observer trips were 
undertaken as follows: 

• 1 net fishing trip in June 2019 using a 3 5/8 and 3 ¾ mesh, 340-yard-long net for ring 
netting. 2 sets of the net during the trip – no salmonid interaction 

• 1 net fishing trip in August 2019 using a 3 5/8 and 3 ¾ mesh, 340-yard-long net for ring 
netting. 1 set of the net during the trip – no salmonid interaction 

• 1 net fishing trip in September 2019, with the Wareham Channel fished in addition to the 
central Harbour area, using a 3 5/8 and 3 ¾ mesh, 340-yard-long net for ring netting. 5 sets 
of the net during the trip – no salmonid interaction 

 

2.14.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  

None recorded 

 

2.15 Poole Harbour, Main Channel 
2.15.1 Proximity to SAC and SSSIs 

As demonstrated in Map 18, the Poole Harbour, Main Channel is functionally linked to the 
River Frome SSSI. The fishing area may also play a supporting role to the River Piddle, 
reference its designations as a Principal Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. 
 

 

Map 18: Proximity of Poole Harbour Main Channel to the River Frome SSSI 
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2.15.2 Fishing effort 

Gill net (ring net) 
• Up to 13 vessels fish with nets in the Main Channel using predominantly ring nets to target 

grey mullet. Bycatch species in the ring net fishery include bass and gilthead bream.  
• Information from fishers that ring net vessels shoot nets at the very edges of the channel 

throughout the Harbour as fish tend to congregate in these areas  
• Ring net fishing in this area only takes place during slack water   
• The net is set for a short period of time, 10 minutes  
• Nets are constantly attended  
• Mesh size ranges from 3 5/8 to 4 inches  
• Net length rages from 250 to 360m  
• Net is set from a vessel in a circular pattern to enclose target species or set from the shore 

in a ‘D’ shape with the shore providing the closing boundary  
• Ring nets are deployed on recognition (by fishers) of the presence of target species. 
• Once deployed, it is highly unlikely that any fish outside of the circle will be entangled.  
• The set up and deployment of a ring net is very different to the salmonid seine nets which 

have been used historically from the shore to target salmonids. The recovery method for a 
salmonid seine net involves both ends of the net being pulled in at once by the float and 
lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in which fish are trapped even if they are not physically caught 
in the mesh of the net. In contrast, the recovery of a ring net set against the shore involves 
the recovery from only one end of the net, led by the float line. In this way no ‘bag’ is created 
and fish which are not physically caught in the net will not be removed as the net is 
recovered. 

Gill net (drift net) 

• Up to 3 vessels engage in drift netting activity to target herring 
• Fishers shoot nets at the very edges of the channel throughout the Harbour as fish tend to 

congregate in these areas 
 

2.15.3 Socio-economic importance of Fishing Area 

The first-sale value of net fishing activity in Poole Harbour is estimated to be in the region of 
£150,000. Up to 10% of this value may be derived from the Main Channel area.  
 
2.15.4 Existing restrictions on fishing relevant to migratory salmonids 

Please refer to Sections D 2.13.4. 

2.15.5 Evidence of salmonids using fishing area to access SAC or SSSI 

As determined by the evidence presented in Section D 2.13.5 salmonids are known to be 
present in Poole Harbour. The Main Channel is a principal migration route leading to the River 
Frome SSSI where Atlantic salmon and sea trout are faunal components of the ‘Rivers and 
Streams’ reportable feature and may also play a supporting role to the River Piddle as a 
Principal Salmon River and a Principal Sea Trout River. Please refer to Sections 1.1 and 1.4 of 
the Literature Review which provides information on the migration and behaviours of Atlantic 
salmon and sea trout.   
 

2.15.6 Evidence demonstrating a known interaction between nets and salmonids 

None recorded 

2.15.7 Incidental evidence of interactions between nets and salmonids  

None recorded 
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3.0 Applying a Risk Based Approach to inform Management 
Interventions within FLAs 

As there is a limited evidence base in wider literature regarding the relationship between 
salmonid interaction with nets specific to a non-targeted fishery, coupled with an absence of 
quantitative and scientifically robust site specific evidence from the FLAs regarding 
interactions between net fishing and migratory salmonids, the Authority have developed 
Functional Linkage Risk Components (Figure 1) in order to determine the likely level of risk 
net fishing activity may have on Atlantic salmon and sea trout within functionally linked areas. 

 

Figure 1: Functional Linkage Risk Components 

The behavioural aspects of the FLA Risk Components have been directly informed by Section 
1 of the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review (e.g., likely use of harbours and estuaries for 
salmonid migration, pinch points and refuge areas). The FLA Risk Components also consider 
site specific information regarding the status of a river (e.g., whether it is classified as an 
Environment Agency Principal Salmonid River) and the most recent population status of that 
stock. 

In developing Functional Linkage Risk Components, the Authority are able to determine a 
proportionate management approach which is underpinned by precaution. In the absence of 
such a risk assessment the Authority would be guided by a precautionary approach alone. 
Therefore, in the absence of robust scientific information relating to interactions between net 
fishing and migratory salmonids in a non-targeted fishery, the Authority are applying the 
precautionary principle28 in a proportionate manner (based on likely risk) in order to determine 
the management of net fisheries within FLAs. 
 
For note, the Functional Linkage Risk Components form one element of a broader Net Fishing 
Management Intentions Model which will be used to inform site specific management 
outcomes for net fishing across the Southern IFCA District. 

 
28 Explanatory notes for MaCAA Section 153: (435) ‘…IFCAs will be able to apply precautionary measures…in order to fulfil their main duty. 

Precautionary measures in this context means that the absence of adequate scientific information should not be used as a reason for 

postponing or failing to take management measures to conserve target species, associated or dependent species and non-target species and 

their environment…’ 
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3.1 Areas of High Functional Linkage 
The following areas will be prohibited to net fishing in order for Southern IFCA to align with the 
intentions of the Habitats Directive as guided by Case Law and the intentions of the WCA. 

• River Test (high functional linkage to River Itchen SAC [within River Test Principal 
Salmon River with stock status: ‘probably at risk’ (2019) and forecast ‘probably at risk’ 
for 2024], high functional linkage to River Itchen SSSI & River Test SSSI)  

• Southampton Water, Main Channel (high functional linkage to River Itchen SAC 
[principal migratory route leading directly to River Itchen Principal Salmon River with 
stock status: ‘at risk’ (2019) and forecast ‘probably at risk’ for 2024 and River Test 
Principal Salmon River with stock status: ‘probably at risk’ (2019) and forecast 
‘probably at risk’ for 2024], high functional linkage to River Itchen SSSI and River Test 
SSSI) 

• River Hamble, Main Channel (high functional linkage to River Itchen SAC [principal 
migratory route leading directly to the River Itchen Principal Salmon River with stock 
status: ‘at risk’ (2019) and forecast ‘probably at risk’ for 2024 and River Test Principal 
Salmon River with stock status: ‘probably at risk’ (2019) and forecast ‘probably at risk’ 
for 2024], high functional linkage to River Itchen SSSI and River Test SSSI) 

• Christchurch Harbour, Main Channel (high functional linkage to River Avon SAC 
[principal migratory route leading directly to River Avon Principal Salmon River with 
stock status: ‘probably at risk’ (2019) and forecast ‘probably at risk’ for 2024], high 
functional linkage to Avon Valley SSSI and River Avon System SSSI) 

• Poole Harbour, Main Channel (high functional linkage to River Frome SSSI) 

• Wareham Channel (high functional linkage to River Frome SSSI) 

• Lymington River, Main Channel (high functional linkage to Lymington River SSSI) 

 

3.2 Areas of Medium Functional Linkage 
The following areas will be subject to net fishing restrictions in order for Southern IFCA to align 
with the intentions of the Habitats Directive as guided by Case Law and the intentions of the 
WCA. 

• Wareham Approaches (medium functional linkage to River Frome SSSI) 

• Lymington River, Outside Main Channel29 (medium functional linkage to River 
Frome SSSI) 

 

3.3 Areas of Low Functional Linkage 
The following areas will be managed under a Net Permit (unless otherwise specified in the 
footnotes). Management under a Net Permit in areas of low functional linkage will align with 

 
29 Lymington River, Outside Main Channel will be subject to a net prohibition due to its ecological importance as an Essential Fish Habitat, 
as such despite it being classified as an area of Medium Functional Linkage, it will be prohibited to net fishing under the proposed Net Fishing 
Byelaw. 
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the intentions of the Habitats Directive, as guided by Case Law, the WCA and the MaCAA via 
the application of a proportionate approach to net fishing management.  

The Permit Conditions will be informed by and managed under a Monitoring and Control Plan 
(Please refer to Section 4.4 for further details). 

• Southampton Water, Outside Main Channel (low functional linkage to River Itchen 
SAC & SSSI and River Test SSSI) 
 

• River Hamble, Areas 1-530 (low functional linkage to River Itchen SAC & SSSI and 
River Test SSSI). 

 
• Christchurch Harbour, East (low functional linkage to River Avon SAC, Avon Valley 

SSSI and River Avon System SSSI) 
 

• Mouth of River Mude31 (low functional linkage to River Avon SAC, Avon Valley SSSI 
and River Avon System SSSI) 

 
• Christchurch Box, Outside Main Channel32 (low functional linkage to River Avon 

SAC, Avon Valley SSSI and River Avon System SSSI) 

 
30 River Hamble Area 5 will be subject to a net prohibition due to its ecological importance as an Essential Fish Habitat, as such despite it 

being classified as an area of Low Functional Linkage, it will be prohibited to net fishing under the proposed Net Fishing Byelaw. 

31 Mouth of River Mude will be subject to a net prohibition due to a high risk of interaction with migratory salmonids outside of designated 

areas 

32 Christchurch Box, outside of main channel will be subject to net fishing restrictions due to a medium risk of interaction with migratory 

salmonids outside of Designated Areas. 
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4.0 Analysis of FLAs in Context of ‘potential impacts’ as identified by NE 
Natural England have reviewed Conservation Advice packages for other sites with designated migratory species and identified three relevant 
pressures through which netting may affect Atlantic salmon. Natural England refer to these as ‘potential impacts. 

Potential Impact Relevant Attribute Description 
Removal of non-target species Population (of the feature, 

Atlantic salmon): Adult 
run size 

Considers the pressure caused by the removal of Atlantic salmon as a non-target species by 
net fishing activity in harbour and estuarine areas. This considers both direct 
removal/mortality and indirect removal in the form of delayed mortality resulting from injury 
or stress caused to the fish as a result of an interaction with the fishing method. 

Barrier to species movement Population (of the feature, 
Atlantic salmon): Adult 
run size 

Considers the obstruction of Atlantic salmon by the placing of nets. It is recognised that any 
potential obstruction caused may be exacerbated by factors such as water depth, tidal 
currents, river flows and the difference between activity occurring during the day versus at 
night. In addition to direct effects of the Atlantic salmon being obstructed in their migration, 
consideration is given to the fact that physical obstruction may result in entrapment and 
associated injury. 

Collision below water with static or moving objects 
not naturally found in the marine environment 

Population (of the feature, 
Atlantic salmon): Adult 
run size 

The collision risk, for the purposes of this assessment, is deemed to be potential collision 
with nets below the surface of the water 

 

These ‘potential impacts’ therefore require consideration when determining whether there may be an adverse impact on salmonids when net 
fishing under the proposed Net Fishing Byelaw. The tables below seek to highlight the compatibility between the proposed net fishing practice to 
be permitted under the NFB, in the context of site-specific activity and the findings of the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review. 

Netting Activity in Southampton Water  
(permitted net fishing methods) 

Relevant Sections 
of NFB Literature 

Review 
Application of NFB Literature Review 

Fishing Effort (all 
gear types) 

A total of 13 fishers net fish across Southampton Water 
Section 2: Nets 
and salmonid 
interaction 
 
Section 3: Nets 
and salmonid 
interaction: 
Mitigative 
measures 

Risk of mortality, delayed mortality and injury or 
stress to Atlantic salmon and the creation of a 
barrier and/or collision risk is mitigated by: 
• Small scale effort  
• Fishing methods do not target salmonids 
• Natural restrictions due to tide limit fishing 

effort 
• Operation by a limited number of experienced 

fishers  

Small dories used (average 20 foot) 
3–4-hour window only utilised if presence of shoaling 
fish 
Fishing is tidally dependant and does not take place on 
large spring tides 

Fishing Effort (ring 
net) 

Fishers use ring nets for a maximum of 3-4 hours per 
day 

Used May to October 
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Approx. 64 trips per year 
• Fishing effort does not result in any complete 

barriers to migration being created 
 
 Daylight hours only 

Fishing Effort (bottom 
set net) 

From July to October  

Approx. 20 trips per year 

Gear Type, 
construction and 
application (all gear 
types) 

The net fishery does not target salmonids. As such, gear 
construction and fishing processes are not designed to 
facilitate capture or retention of salmonids. In targeted 
salmon fisheries, the mesh size has been documented 
to range from over 4 to 6.5 inches with an optimum 
range of over 4.5 to 5.5 inches (Potter and Pawson, 
1991). This optimal mesh size for targeting salmonids is 
larger than that used in the ring net fisheries in 
Southampton Water. and does not result in a risk to 
smolt capture. 

Section 2: Nets 
and salmonid 
interaction 
 
Section 3: Nets 
and salmonid 
interaction: 
Mitigative 
measures 

Risk of mortality, delayed mortality and injury or 
stress to Atlantic salmon and the creation of a 
barrier and/or collision risk is mitigated by: 
• Gear construction and fishing processes not 

designed to facilitate capture or retention of 
Atlantic salmon 
o The set up and deployment of a ring net is 

very different to the salmonid seine nets 
which have been used historically from the 
shore to target salmonids. The recovery 
method for a salmonid seine net involves 
both ends of the net being pulled in at once 
by the float and lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in 
which fish are trapped even if they are not 
physically caught in the mesh of the net. In 
contrast, the recovery of a ring net set 
against the shore involves the recovery from 
only one end of the net, led by the float line. 
In this way no ‘bag’ is created and fish which 
are not physically caught in the net will not 
be removed as the net is recovered 

• Mesh sizes suited to target species and that do 
not risk capture of smolt 

• Monofilament net construction 
• Gill nets have low retention rate for non-target 

species 

The fishers who are undertake net fishing in 
Southampton Water are experienced and have 
developed good skills in relation to the setting of both 
ring nets and bottom set nets in order to maximise target 
species and minimise bycatch 

Nets are types of gill net constructed from monofilament 

Gear Type, 
construction and 
application (ring net) 

Ring nets are used to target grey mullet. The ring nets 
are not set speculatively - fishers will wait until there are 
signs that a shoal of fish is in the area before setting the 
net. 
Nets are attended and commonly hauled within 10 
minutes (max. 30 mins) of conclusion of net setting 
(soak time) 

Net set in a circle or in a semi-circle against the shore 

Gear Type, 
construction and Used outside of the main channel 
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application (bottom 
set net) 

Net sits no higher than 3ft from the seabed, focuses the 
catch on target species 

• Bottom set net headline remains well below 
the surface 

• Fishing method does not cause impassable 
obstruction due to fishing locations 

• Short soak times 
• Highly specific and targeted ring net 

deployment 
• Constantly attended ring nets 

Nets left to soak overnight (12 hours) 

Sustainable 
Practices 

Good handling practice is observed by fishers 
Section 3.1: Good 
handling practice Sustainable practices currently observed by 

fishers reduces the risk of mortality, delayed 
mortality and injury or stress to Atlantic salmon 
and the creation of a barrier and/or collision risk. 

Understanding timing of adult salmon run in specific 
sites – fishers refrain from setting nets during the adult 
run season in order to reduce the potential for interaction 

Sections 1 and 2 

 

Netting Activity in Christchurch Harbour 
(permitted net fishing methods) 

Relevant Sections 
of NFB Literature 

Review 
Application of NFB Literature Review 

Fishing Effort (all 
gear types) 

A total of 5 fishers net fish across Christchurch Harbour 

Section 2: Nets 
and salmonid 
interaction 
 
Section 3: Nets 
and salmonid 
interaction: 
Mitigative 
measures 

Risk of mortality, delayed mortality and injury or 
stress to Atlantic salmon and the creation of a 
barrier and/or collision risk is mitigated by: 
• Small scale effort  
• Fishing methods do not target salmonids 
• Natural restrictions due to tide limit fishing 

effort 
• Operation by a limited number of experienced 

fishers  
• Fishing effort does not result in any complete 

barriers to migration being created 
 
 

Predominantly small vessels 
Fishing is tidally dependant and does not take place on 
large spring tides 

Fishing Effort (ring 
net) 

Fishers use ring nets for a maximum of 3-4 hours per 
day 

Daylight hours only 

Fishing Effort (bottom 
set net) 

From July to October  

Within the Christchurch Box area only 

Gear Type, 
construction and 
application (all gear 
types) 

The net fishery does not target salmonids. As such, gear 
construction and fishing processes are not designed to 
facilitate capture or retention of salmonids. In targeted 
salmon fisheries, the mesh size has been documented 
to range from over 4 to 6.5 inches with an optimum 
range of over 4.5 to 5.5 inches (Potter and Pawson, 

Section 2: Nets 
and salmonid 
interaction 
 
Section 3: Nets 
and salmonid 

Risk of mortality, delayed mortality and injury or 
stress to Atlantic salmon and the creation of a 
barrier and/or collision risk is mitigated by: 
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1991). This optimal mesh size for targeting salmonids is 
larger than that used in the ring net fisheries in 
Southampton Water. and does not result in a risk to 
smolt capture. 

interaction: 
Mitigative 
measures 

• Gear construction and fishing processes not 
designed to facilitate capture or retention of 
Atlantic salmon 
o The set up and deployment of a ring net is 

very different to the salmonid seine nets 
which have been used historically from the 
shore to target salmonids. The recovery 
method for a salmonid seine net involves 
both ends of the net being pulled in at once 
by the float and lead lines creating a ‘bag’ in 
which fish are trapped even if they are not 
physically caught in the mesh of the net. In 
contrast, the recovery of a ring net set 
against the shore involves the recovery from 
only one end of the net, led by the float line. 
In this way no ‘bag’ is created and fish which 
are not physically caught in the net will not 
be removed as the net is recovered 

• Mesh sizes suited to target species and that do 
not risk capture of smolt 

• Monofilament net construction 
• Gill nets have low retention rate for non-target 

species 
• Bottom set net headline remains well below the 

surface 
• Fishing method does not cause impassable 

obstruction due to fishing locations 
• Short soak times 
• Highly specific and targeted ring net 

deployment 
• Constantly attended ring net 
• Overlap between use of bottom set nets and 

adult salmon run greatly reduced 
 

The fishers who are undertake net fishing in 
Christchurch Harbour are experienced and have 
developed good skills in relation to the setting of both 
ring nets and bottom set nets in order to maximise target 
species and minimise bycatch 

Nets are types of gill net constructed from monofilament 

Gear Type, 
construction and 
application (ring net) 

Ring nets are used to target grey mullet. The ring nets 
are not set speculatively - fishers will wait until there are 
signs that a shoal of fish is in the area before setting the 
net. 
Nets are attended and commonly hauled within 10 
minutes (max. 30 mins) of conclusion of net setting 
(soak time) 

Net set in a circle or in a semi-circle against the shore 

Gear Type, 
construction and 
application (bottom 
set net) 

Net sits no higher than 3ft from the seabed, focuses the 
catch on target species 
Restricted to 1st October to 14th February in the 
Christchurch Box only 

Nets left to soak overnight (12 hours) 
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Sustainable 
Practices 

Good handling practice is observed by fishers 
Section 3.1: Good 
handling practice Sustainable practices currently observed by 

fishers reduces the risk of mortality, delayed 
mortality and injury or stress to Atlantic salmon 
and the creation of a barrier and/or collision risk. 

Understanding timing of adult salmon run in specific 
sites – fishers refrain from setting nets during the adult 
run season in order to reduce the potential for interaction 

Sections 1 and 2 
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SECTION E: MANAGEMENT TOOLS 
 

1.0 Application of Literature Review  
The following section provides a summary of the finding from the NFB Literature Review, which have 

been used to directly inform the gear specific management proposals. Please refer to the NFB for 

further details and wider context, signposts have been provided throughout this section for ease of 

the reader. 

1.1 Gill Nets - General 
(Section 3.2 of Literature Review) 

• Gill nets have a lower retention rate for non-target species due to specific mesh ranges 
which limits the size range of fish that are able to become enmeshed, fish are more likely 
to be able to disentangle and while this does not mean that no injury will be sustained, 
injuries are likely to be minor and survival rates higher (Anglesen, 1981; Potter and Pawson, 
1991; Makinen et al., 2000; Backer and Schindler, 2009; Vander Haegen et al., 2014). 

 
1.2 Ring Netting 
(Section 3.2, 3.3. and 3.4 of Literature Review) 
• Ring nets are a type of gill net. Gill nets are seen to be more selective than other net 

methods (Anglesen, 1981; Potter and Pawson, 1991). 
• Ring nets are a type of gill net. Gill nets have a low retention rate leading to non-target 

species (salmonids) having a greater ability to disentangle and escape (Baker and 
Schindler, 2009). 

• The setting of a ring net (in a circle) ensures that large areas (where fishing is permitted) 
are not blocked off. Obstructions which are not impassable, i.e., do not cover the entirety 
of the water body available for migration are likely to result in reduced disruption to 
behaviour (Ritter et al., 1979). 

 

1.3 Bottom Set Nets 
(Section 3.2 and 3.3 of Literature Review) 
• Bottom set nets are a type of gill net. Gill nets are documented to be more selective than 

other net types (Anglesen, 1981; Potter and Pawson, 1991)33.  
• The setting of bottom set nets reduces the risk of salmonid bycatch; Atlantic salmon are 

shown to spend the majority of their time (up to 99%) in the top 5m of the water column 
(Holm, 2006; Hubley et al., 2008; Halttuen et al., 2009; Godfrey et al., 2014) therefore there 
will be the ability for salmon to pass over the top of a bottom set net without incurring an 
interaction. 

 
1.4 Soak Time and Attended Nets  
(Section 3.3. and 3.4 of Literature Review) 
• Soak time has been shown to be a key factor in minimising interaction, injury and 

subsequent mortality as well as reducing the amount of physical energy that the fish may 

 
33 Potter, E. C. E. and Pawson, M. G. 1991. ‘Gill Netting’. Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Directorate of Fisheries 
Research, Laboratory Leaflet Number 69, pp. 34 
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exert in trying to escape a net (Ritter et al., 1979; Buchanan et al., 2002; Vander Haegen 
et al., 2004; Veneranta et al., 2018). 

• It has been observed that mortality of Pacific salmon declined from 40.5% to 6.5% with a 
reduction in soak time from 10 hours to 2.5 hours (French and Dunn, 1973)34. In addition, 
Fraser et al. (2002)35 found that soak times of 40 minutes showed only a 2.5% mortality 
level versus 60.4% at 140 minutes. The soak time allowed for ring nets in the proposed 
regulation is 10 minutes. This is considerably shorter than the 40-minute soak time which 
resulted in 2.5% mortality. 

• Shorter soak times have also been shown to correlate with fish being able to recover their 
swimming ability to a level comparable to pre-capture levels (Fraser et al., 2002). 

• It is noted that the combination of a short soak time with frequent patrolling of nets is one 
of the most important factors in lowering mortality rates (Ritter et al., 1979). The risk of 
predation mortality is also reduced by the combination of these factors (Ritter et al., 1979; 
Buchanan et al., 2002; Vander Haegen et al., 2004).  

 

2.0 Proposed Conditions to be introduced under a Net Fishing 
Byelaw 

It is intended that the following provisions will be introduced under the conditions of the Net 
Fishing Byelaw.  

The sites listed in Sections 2.1 and 2.3 below are of direct relevance to the outcomes of the 
Conservation Assessments only (namely the outcomes of the HRA, SSSI and FLA 
Assessments). A brief rationale demonstrating the key policy driver for management 
intervention is provided in italics alongside the sites for purposes of this document.  

 

2.1 The introduction of Specified Areas 
2.1.1 Net Prohibition Areas  

• The River Itchen [within or adjacent to the River Itchen SAC] 
• The River Avon [within and adjacent to the River Avon SAC] 
• Lymington River, Upper Reaches [within the Lymington River SSSI]. 
• River Test* [(1) high functional linkage to the River Itchen SAC, (2) high functional 

linkage to the River Itchen SSSI and the River Test SSSI] 
• Southampton Water, Main Channel [(1) high functional linkage to River Itchen 

SAC, (2) high functional linkage to the River Itchen SSSI and River Test SSSI] 
• River Hamble, Main Channel [(1) high functional linkage to River Itchen SAC, (2) 

high functional linkage to the River Itchen SSSI and River Test SSSI] 
• Lymington River, Main Channel [high functional linkage to the Lymington River 

SSSI) 
• Christchurch Harbour, Main Channel [(1) high functional linkage to River Avon 

SAC, (2) high functional linkage to Avon Valley SSSI and River Avon System SSSI] 
• Poole Harbour, Main Channel (high functional linkage to River Frome SSSI) 
• Wareham Channel (high functional linkage to River Frome SSSI) 

 
34 French, R. R. and Dunn, J. R. 1973. ‘Loss of salmon from high-seas gillnetting with reference to the Japanese salmon 
mothership fishery’. Fisheries Bulletin, 71, pp. 845-875 
35 Fraser, J., Gallaugher, P, Routledge, R. J. and Routledge, R. 2002. ‘Reducing gill-net mortality of incidentally caught coho 
salmon’. North American Journal of Fisheries Management, 22, pp. 1270-1275 
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2.1.2 Net Restriction Areas 

• Wareham Approaches (medium functional linkage to River Frome SSSI)  
 

2.1.3 Net Permit Areas 

• Southampton Water, Outside Main Channel [low functional linkage to River 
Itchen SAC & SSSI and River Test SSSI] 

• River Hamble, Areas 1-4 [(low functional linkage to River Itchen SAC & SSSI 
and River Test SSSI) 

• Christchurch Harbour, East [(1) low functional linkage to River Avon SAC, (2) 
low functional linkage to Avon Valley SSSI and River Avon System SSSI]. 
 

2.2 The Introduction of the Following Definitions 
2.2.1 Ring Net 

Means a single panel of fishing net measuring no more than 350 metres in length and no more 
than 6 metres in height at any point, including all attachments. The user must: 
 

i) set the net from a vessel in a circular pattern to return to the starting point of the net 
or the same section of shore, without pause or delay, where the net will be closed 
except to allow the vessel to enter and exit the circle. 
 

ii) attend the net at all times whilst in use; and 
 

iii) begin the retrieval of the net within ten minutes of the conclusion of the net setting 
process, at which point the net must then be drawn back into the vessel without 
pause or delay, except to remove catch. 

 
2.2.2 Bottom Set Net 

Means a net that is set directly on the seabed and measures no more than 125 centimetres in 
overall height, including all attachments. 

 

2.3 Site-Specific Conditions for Net Restriction Areas 
 

• A person must not use a net other than a ring net: 
o within the Wareham Approaches Net Restriction Area. 

 

2.4  Marking of Nets 
By requiring all nets in the District to be marked with specific information, Southern IFCA will 
be able to determine that nets set within the Net Permit Areas are set by Permit Holder’s.  This 
will enable any nets which are unmarked or marked but not permitted to fish to be easily 
identifiable for removal if operating contrary to the Net Permit Byelaw. These measures will 
assist with ensuring that incidences of illegal net fishing within the District are reduced.  
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2.5 The Ability to Introduce Flexible Permit Conditions under a Net Permit 
The facility to introduce flexible permit conditions under the scope of the Net Fishing Byelaw 
is primarily to enable Southern IFCA to fulfil its obligations under paragraph 153(2) of the 
Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009.  

As directed by Section (156) of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009, the net permit 
conditions may relate to the following matters:  

• prohibiting or restricting harvesting of sea fisheries resources. 
• limiting the amount of sea fisheries resources harvested. 
• limiting the amount of time a vessel may spend harvesting.  
• prohibiting or restricting any method of harvesting.  
• setting the requirements for the use of video recording equipment. 
• setting the frequency of deadlines for and content of catch returns. 

 

2.6  Reviewing Net Permit Conditions  
The Net Permit Conditions will be subject to an Annual Review, following a process 
determined in the Net Fishing Byelaw. This process specifies a clear procedure for reviewing 
the suitability of flexible permit conditions, permit fees and limitations on numbers of permits 
in accordance with a set procedure based on consideration of evidence. The evidence may 
include, but is not limited to:  

• any available scientific and survey data, which may include data gathered through a 
Net Permit Area Monitoring and Control Plan. 

• any evidence received from consultation with permit holders. 
• any statutory advice given by Natural England or other such bodies, organisations or 

persons as the Authority shall deem fit. 
• any Habitats Regulations Assessments relating to any proposed changes. 
• any Impact Assessment relating to any proposed changes. 

During the Annual Review and in accordance with the Net Fishing Permit Byelaw, the 
Authority, may, for the purposes of managing net fishing in Net Permit Areas, attach to a 
permit, remove from a permit or vary one or more flexible permit condition. 

 

2.7 Access to Net Permit Fishery 
Net Permits will be on a restricted entry basis and applicable for fishers who have historically 
engaged in net fishing within the Net Permit Areas. Entry into this fishery will not increase and 
will remain capped at historic levels. 

 

3.0 Proposed Conditions To Be Introduced Under A Net Permit  
Conditions under a Net Permit have been developed to ensure that the potential for interaction 
between net fishing and salmonids and the associated risk of mortality is reduced to the point 
where the measures adequately mitigate against potential impacts of the net fishery on 
salmonids. These conclusions have been informed by the best available evidence. Please 
refer to Section E 1.0 for further details.   

Net Permit Areas are only applicable to areas which have been identified as having a low 
functional linkage to an SAC or SSSI. 
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It is the intention that the following conditions will be introduced in the first year following 
implementation of the Net Fishing Byelaw. The sites listed in this section which are in colour 
and marked with an asterisk are of direct relevance to the outcomes of the Conservation 
Assessments only (namely the outcomes of the HRA, SSSI and FLA Assessments). 

 

3.1 Prohibiting or restricting methods of harvesting 
• The use of ring nets only in The River Hamble (4 specified areas) and 

Christchurch Harbour (East)  

• The use of either a bottom set net or a ring net, only in Southampton Water, 
(Outside Main Channel)  
 

3.2 Setting the frequency of deadlines for and content of catch returns 
A permit holder must comply with the following conditions specific to the reporting of dead or 
mortally wounded salmonids: 

• make a report by phone to the Authority.  
• make the report instantly following the conclusion of the net haul. 
• leave an answer phone message if no answer is received. 
• include the following information: 

o the permit holder’s name and vessel used. 
o the date and time (in UTC) when the interaction took place. 
o the geographical position of the interaction to 3 decimal places (in WGS 84); 
o the number and species of salmonids affected.  
o the physical condition of all salmonids involved. 
o the net fishing method employed when the interaction took place.  
o the tide and weather conditions at the point of the interaction; and 
o where possible, submit by email (enquiries@southern-ifca.gov.uk) within 3 

working days a photograph of the salmonid upon removal from the net. 

 

A permit holder must comply with the following conditions in the event of an interaction 
between their net and a salmonid. 

• make a report by phone to the Authority.  
• make the report on the day of that interaction. 
• leave an answer phone message if no answer is received; and  
• include the following information: 

o the permit holder’s name and vessel used. 
o the date and time (in UTC) when the interaction took place. 
o the geographical position of the interaction to 3 decimal places (in WGS 84); 
o the number and species of salmonids affected.  
o the physical condition of all salmonids involved. 
o the net fishing method employed when the interaction took place; and 
o the tide and weather conditions at the point of the interaction. 
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4.0 Monitoring and Control Plan 
Areas which are to be managed under a Net Permit will be subject to a Monitoring and Control 
Plan as these areas have been deemed to have a low functional linkage to a SAC or SSSI.  

The implementation of the Monitoring and Control Plan will allow the Authority to be confident 
that they are using the best available evidence when considering the ongoing management of 
net fisheries in harbours and estuaries under a Net Permit, ensuring that net fishing remains 
compatible with the conservation objectives of SACs (notably Atlantic salmon) and SSSIs 
(notably Atlantic salmon and /or sea trout as a component of a SSSI). 

The Monitoring and Control Plan will facilitate specific and robust monitoring of the permitted 
net fishery. The M&C Plan considers an On-Site Monitoring Programme which captures five 
components of monitoring which will be conducted in each Net Permit Area. These layers of 
monitoring will work in parallel, for example, any salmonid interaction will be counted in 
accumulation across all monitoring components.  

Threshold Trigger Levels have been determined in the M&C Plan for salmonids which are (a) 
dead in a ring net or (b) interacting with a ring net. These trigger levels will activate a ‘control 
mechanism’ which determine the actions to take when a Threshold Trigger Point is reached.  

The M&C Plan also considers information sources which will be used in order to support 
understandings of salmonid health overtime, based on the best available evidence provided 
by partner organisations such as the Environment Agency and Natural England. It is the 
intention that this information will be reviewed alongside the data form the On-Site Monitoring 
Programme and used to collectively inform the Annual Review of the Net Permit Conditions.  

 

5.0 Proposed Conditions to be introduced under a Code of Conduct  
A Salmonid Code of Practice (CoP) which will be introduced in order to inform fishers operating 
in Net Restricted Areas and Net Permit Areas about handling and release practices which will 
help reduce injury and/or stress and increase the likelihood of more rapid resumption of 
upstream movement.  

The Codde of Practice will be directly informed by the Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review, 
a summary of key points is provided below. For further information please refer to the mother 
document. 

The following have been identified in the literature as good handling practice for salmonids: 

• The reduction of air exposure time and handling time for salmonids, have been 
demonstrated to be big contributors to reducing negative effects of gill net capture (Makinen 
et al., 2000; Jensen et al., 2010; Gale et al., 2011).  

• To refrain from holding a salmonid by the tail (caudal peduncle) so as to avoid the risk of 
damaging the salmonids reproductive sacs (Vander Haegen et al., 2002). 

• To remove the fish from the net in the same direction as the scales lie, with the aim to 
reduce injury and scale removal (Potter and Pawson, 1991) and reduce the removal of the 
protective slime layer which in turn can decrease the likelihood of fungal infection (Vander 
Haegen et al., 2004; Nguyen et al., 2014).  

• To release a fish post-capture ensuring that the fish has had the ability to reacclimatise 
before release and regain orientation (Veneranta et al., 2018). This will assist with reducing 
any delays to migration or extended periods of downstream movement as a result of 
interaction with netting activity.  
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• To employ good handling practice more quickly during periods of increased temperature to 
increase survivability (Gale et al., 2011). 
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SECTION F: CONCLUSIONS 
 

This this Conservation Assessment Package considers the proposed introduction of a Net 
Fishing Byelaw (NFB) as a ‘plan or project’.  

The Conservation Assessment Package concludes that the proposed measures to be 
introduced under the Southern IFCA Net Fishing Byelaw and associated Permit Conditions 
(the Plan/or Project) which are subject to an annual review following the outcomes of the 
Monitoring and Control Plan are compatible with: 

1. The conservation objectives for SACs (specific to Atlantic salmon), 

In considering the evidence presented for the additional plans/projects as well as the mitigation 
provided via the introduction of the Net Fishing Byelaw, it is concluded that the NFB, in 
combination with other plans/projects within the defined zone of influence, will not hinder the 
River Itchen SAC or the River Avon SAC from achieving their conservation objectives and, as 
such, will not have an adverse effect on the integrity of the SACs.  

2. The conservation objectives for SSSIs (specific to Atlantic salmon and/or sea trout)  
3. For areas which are functionally linked to the above SACs or SSSIs. 

As such, it is concluded that the Southern IFCA Net Byelaw and associated Net Permits will 
not have an adverse effect, alone, or in combination on salmonids in the context of the above 
listed areas. 
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SECTION G: Summary of consultation with Natural 
England 
 

Date Contact/persons Sent Comments Received 

22.01.20 NE: Dr R Morgan 
 
Southern IFCA: S 
Birchenough  

07.01.20 Natural England provided recommendations 
including regarding the active monitoring of 
salmonid bycatch and, on the basis of the use of 
monitoring as a key tool for ensuring compliance 
with Habitats Regulations, NE have a view that it 
is possible for the introduction of the Net Fishing 
Byelaw, and associated issuing of permits for the 
Southampton Water Permit Area, to avoid having 
an adverse effect on the integrity of the River 
Itchen SAC. 

1st July 21 NE: Dr R Morgan, G 
Black,  
 
Southern IFCA: I 
Jones, P Bateman, 
S. Pengelly 

Virtual 
Meeting 

Meeting to discuss and confirm Southern IFCAs 
intention to create an umbrella ‘Conservation 
Assessment’ document in order to encompass 
the relevant HRAs, SSSI Assessments and FLA 
Assessments under one document. Supporting 
documents to be made available to NE to include 
the NFB Literature Review and the NFB 
Monitoring and Control Plan. 
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SECTION H: Annexes 
 
ANNEX 1: Figures 1 to 3 detailing information on salmon stock and rod & line fishery data from 
Environment Agency reports for the River Itchen 
 

 
Figure 1: showing the exploitation rate (blue) and percentage of the adult Atlantic salmon run retained (red) by the licenced rod 
and line fishery on the River Itchen for 1988 to 2019 

 
Figure 2: the validated count and run estimates of Atlantic salmon smolts and adults for the R. Itchen (blue), rod catch data 
(orange) and spawning escapement (grey) between 1988-2019. The yellow dot indicates preliminary data for 2020.  

 

Figure 3: showing the Target Compliance of Atlantic salmon on the River Itchen for years 1990 to 2020, taken from the 
Environment Agency SDD Fish Monitoring Annual Report 2020 
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Annex 2: Figures 1 and 2 detailing information on salmon stock and rod & line fishery data 
from Environment Agency reports for the River Avon 

 

Figure 1: showing the exploitation rate (blue) and percentage of the adult Atlantic salmon run retained (red) by the licenced rod 
and line fishery on the River Avon for 2006 to 2019 (no data available for 2018).  

 

Figure 2: the validated count and run estimates of Atlantic salmon smolts and adults for the River Avon (blue), road catch data 
(orange) and spawning escapement (grey) between 2006-2019. The yellow dot indicates preliminary data for 2020. 
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Annex 3: Figures 1 to 3 detailing information on salmon stock and rod & line fishery data from 
Environment Agency reports for the River Test  

 
Figure 1: showing the exploitation rate (blue) and percentage of the adult Atlantic salmon run retained (red) by the 
licenced rod and line fishery on the River Test for 1988 to 2019 

 
Figure 2: the validated count and run estimates of Atlantic salmon smolts and adults for the R. Test (blue), rod 
catch data (orange) and spawning escapement (grey) between 1988-2029. The yellow dot indicates preliminary 
data for 2020. 

 
Figure 3: showing the Target Compliance of Atlantic salmon on the River Test for years 1990-2020, taken from the 
EA SDD Fish Monitoring Annual Report 2020 
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Annex 4: Figures 1 and 2 detailing information on salmon stock and rod & line fishery data 
from Environment Agency reports for the River Frome 

 
Figure 1: showing the exploitation rate (blue) and percentage of the adult Atlantic salmon run retained (red) by the 
rod and line fishery on the River Frome for 1988 to 2019 

 
Figure 2: the validated count and run estimates of Atlantic salmon smolts and adults for the River Frome (blue), 
rod catch data (orange) and spawning escapement (grey) between 1988-2019. 
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Annex 5: TLSE summary for each feature (and supporting habitats) 

Feature Supporting Habitat 
(Functional Linkage) Pressures Sensitivity In/Out Relevant Attribute 

Atlantic Salmon  
(Salmo salar) 

Southampton Water Removal of non-target species S In Population (of the feature): 
Adult run size 

Southampton Water Barrier to species movement S In Population (of the feature): 
Adult run size 

Southampton Water 

Collision below water with static 
or moving objects not naturally 
found in the marine 
environment 

S In Population (of the feature): 
Adult run size 

Water courses of plain to 
montane levels with the 
Ranunculion fluitantis and 
Callitricho-Batrachion 
vegetation. (Rivers with 
floating vegetation often 
dominated by water-
crowfoot) 

n/a Absence of impact pathways  Out  

Bullhead  
(Cottus gobio) n/a Absence of impact pathways  Out  

Brook lamprey 
(Lampetra planeri) n/a Absence of impact pathways  Out  

Southern Damselfly 
(Coenagrion mercuriale) n/a Absence of impact pathways  Out  

White-clawed (or Atlantic 
stream) crayfish  
(Austropotamobius 
pallipes) 

n/a Absence of impact pathways  Out  

Otter  
(Lutra lutra) n/a Absence of impact pathways  Out  

 

Advice on Operations Sensitivity Key 

   
SENSITIVITY CATEGORY DESCRIPTION INTERACTION TYPE 

DIRECT1 INDIRECT2 
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SENSITIVE: The evidence base suggests the feature is sensitive to the pressure at the benchmark. This activity-pressure-feature combination 

should therefore be taken to further assessment. 
S S* 

INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO ASSESS: The evidence base is not considered to be developed enough for assessments to be made of sensitivity at 

the pressure benchmark. This activity-pressure-feature combination should therefore be taken to further assessment. The best available 

evidence, relevant to the activity in question, at the time of application, should be sourced and considered in any further assessment. 
IE IE* 

NOT ASSESSED: A sensitivity assessment has not been made for this feature to this pressure. However, this activity-pressure-feature 

combination should not be precluded from consideration. The best available evidence, relevant to the activity in question, at the time of 

application, should be sourced and considered in any further assessment. NA NA* 

NOT SENSITIVE AT THE BENCHMARK: The evidence base suggests the feature is not sensitive to the pressure at the benchmark. However, this 

activity-pressure-feature combination should not be precluded from consideration (e.g. thought needs to be given to activity specific variations 

in pressure intensity and exposure, in-combination and indirect effects). The best available evidence, relevant to the activity in question, at the 

time of application, should be sourced and considered in any further assessment. NS NS* 

NOT RELEVANT: The evidence base suggests that there is no interaction of concern between the pressure and the feature OR the activity and 

the feature could not interact 
    

1 An activity which exerts pressures that interact with a feature within the spatial and/or temporal footprint of the operation 

2An activity which exerts pressures that interact with a feature not associated with the immediate spatial and/or temporal footprint of the operation 

 

Risk Profile of Pressures Key 

  
RISK CATEGORY RECOMMENDATION 

High to Medium Risk 

Pressure is commonly induced by activity at a level that needs to be considered further as part of an assessment  
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Low Risk 

Unless there are evidence based case or site-specific factors that increase the risk, or uncertainty on the level of pressure on a receptor, this pressure generally does 

not occur at a level of concern and should not require consideration as part of an assessment. 
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Annex 6: In Combination Assessment for the River Itchen 

Plans/Projects shown in Annex 6 (a&b) have been sourced through liaison with Natural England. For the River Itchen, the scope of relevant plans/projects 
includes those which fall within the area of the estuary and upstream waters due to the fact that netting activity (and its associated potential effects) are localised 
and operating over a relatively small scale. All of the plans/projects included in Annex 6 (a&b) have been screened in at the first stage as they fall within the 
‘zone of influence’ within which in-combination effects could feasibly occur. 

Annex 6a: Other Plans/Projects Stage 1 Stage 2 

Application/ 
Case Ref. Project Title Status Potential 

Effects 

Within 
Zone of 
Influence 
(ZoI)? 

Progress 
to stage 
2? 

Potential 
for 
overlap 
in 
temporal 
scope? 

Scale and nature of 
development likely 
to cause significant 
in-combination 
effect? 

Other factors 
Progress 
to stage 
3/4 

1 MLA/2014/00592/2 ABP 
Southampton 
Navigational 
Maintenance 
Dredge 

Consented: 
licence end 
date 
31/10/25 

Barrier to 
species 
movement 
resulting 
from 
increased 
suspended 
sediment 
and potential 
disturbance 
from noise 

Yes Yes Yes, 
licence 
end date 
31/10/25  

No. Temporary 
increase in 
suspended sediments 
is small at any one 
time, localised and 
within limits of natural 
variability 
experienced within 
the estuary.  
 
Noise disturbance 
only likely to impact 
within 50m of source. 
Distance is 
considerably less 
than 50% of available 
channel width at any 
given time and 
location.  

Licence Holder must 
ensure that at such 
time that the EA 
informs that the 
Autumn salmon run 
has commenced, no 
dredging will take 
place North of the 
Dock Head for a 
period of three days. 
 
The Licence Holder 
should ensure the 
best method of 
practice is used to 
minimise re-
suspension of 
sediment during 
these works. 

No 

2 MLA/2016/00025/3 ESSO Fawley 
Marine 
Terminal 
Maintenance 
Dredge 

Consented: 
licence end 
date 
14/04/26 

Barrier to 
species 
movement 
resulting 
from 
increased 
suspended 
sediment 

Yes Yes Yes, 
licence 
end date 
14/04/26 

No. LSE assessment 
of project determined 
no likely significant 
effect providing works 
are carried out in 
strict accordance with 
proposed 
methodology.  
 

 No. 
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Dredging activity has 
previously been 
carried out with the 
same methodology 
and no risks caused 
by the activities have 
been identified.  

3 MLA/2016/00341/3 BP Hamble 
Jetty and 
approached 
Maintenance 
Dredge 

Consented: 
licence end 
date 
03/04/27 

Barrier to 
species 
movement 
resulting 
from 
increased 
suspended 
sediment 
and potential 
disturbance 
from noise 

Yes Yes Yes, 
licence 
end date 
03/04/27 

No. Temporary 
increase in 
suspended sediments 
is small at any one 
time, localised and 
within limits of natural 
variability 
experienced within 
the estuary.  
 
Noise disturbance 
only likely to impact 
within 50m of source. 
Distance is 
considerably less 
than 50% of available 
channel width at any 
given time and 
location.  

Licence Holder must 
ensure that at such 
time that the EA 
informs that the 
Autumn salmon run 
has commenced, no 
dredging will take 
place North of the 
Dock Head for a 
period of three days. 
 
The Licence Holder 
should ensure the 
best method of 
practice is used to 
minimise re-
suspension of 
sediment during 
these works. 

No 

4 MLA/2015/00285 Hythe Marina 
Village 
Maintenance 
Dredge 

Consented: 
licence end 
date 
31/10/25 

Barrier to 
species 
movement 
resulting 
from 
increased 
suspended 
sediment 
and potential 
disturbance 
from noise 

Yes Yes Yes, 
licence 
end date 
31/10/25 

No. Temporary 
increase in 
suspended sediments 
is small at any one 
time, localised and 
within limits of natural 
variability 
experienced within 
the estuary.  
 
Noise disturbance 
only likely to impact 
within 50m of source. 
Distance is 
considerably less 
than 50% of available 
channel width at any 

Licence Holder must 
ensure that at such 
time that the EA 
informs that the 
Autumn salmon run 
has commenced, no 
dredging will take 
place North of the 
Dock Head for a 
period of three days. 
 
The Licence Holder 
should ensure the 
best method of 
practice is used to 
minimise re-
suspension of 

No 
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given time and 
location.  

sediment during 
these works. 

5 MLA/2016/00501 Hythe Marine 
Park 
Maintenance 
Dredge 

Consented: 
licence end 
date 
25/04/27 

Barrier to 
species 
movement 
resulting 
from 
increased 
suspended 
sediment 

Yes Yes Yes, 
licence 
end date 
25/04/27 

No. Temporary 
increase in 
suspended sediments 
is small at any one 
time, localised and 
within limits of natural 
variability 
experienced within 
the estuary.  
 

Licence Holder must 
ensure that at such 
time that the EA 
informs that the 
Autumn salmon run 
has commenced, no 
dredging will take 
place North of the 
Dock Head for a 
period of three days. 

No. 

6 MLA/2016/00421 Southampton 
Boat Show 
Maintenance 
Dredge 

Consented: 
licence end 
date 
26/02/27 

Barrier to 
species 
movement 
resulting 
from 
increased 
suspended 
sediment 

Yes Yes Yes, 
licence 
end date 
26/02/27 

No. Use of backhoe 
dredgers is accepted 
as a reduced impact 
method, reducing risk 
of overspill of 
sediment. Any levels 
of increased sediment 
concentrations are 
lower and remain 
very local to the site. 
Dredge method is 
advantageous as the 
duration of any 
impact is spaced with 
similar intervals of no 
activity.  

 No. 

7 MLA/2019/00302 Ashlett Creek 
Seawall 
Maintenance 

Consented: 
licence end 
date 
01/10/20 

Barrier to 
species 
movement 
resulting 
from 
increased 
suspended 
sediment 

Yes Yes Yes, 
licence 
end date 
01/10/20 

No. While there is the 
potential for 
disturbance of 
sediment, however, 
this is likely to be 
temporary and 
localised and has 
been assessed as 
being unlikely to 
affect the water 
column or any 
features due to the 
low levels of sediment 
being suspended.  

 No. 
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8 MLA/2013/00321/3 Swanwick 
Marina 
Maintenance 
Dredge 

Consented: 
licence end 
date 
21/10/23 

Barrier to 
species 
movement 
resulting 
from 
increased 
suspended 
sediment 

Yes Yes Yes, 
licence 
end date 
21/10/23 

No. Dredging will only 
be undertaken during 
the winter months (1 
October to 30 April). 

Deliberate overfilling 
of the 
dredger/barges is 
not permitted to 
avoid overspill. 
 
 

No. 

9 MLA/2015/00287 Port Hamble 
Marina 
Maintenance 
Dredge 

Consented: 
licence end 
date 
31/03/26 

Barrier to 
species 
movement 
resulting 
from 
increased 
suspended 
sediment 

Yes Yes Yes, 
licence 
end date 
31/03/26 

No. Use of backhoe 
dredgers is accepted 
as a reduced impact 
method, reducing risk 
of overspill of 
sediment. Any levels 
of increased sediment 
concentrations are 
lower and remain 
very local to the site. 
Dredge method is 
advantageous as the 
duration of any 
impact is spaced with 
similar intervals of no 
activity.  

 No. 

10 MLA/2016/00215 Mercury 
Yacht 
Harbour 
Maintenance 
Dredge 

Consented: 
licence end 
date 
13/10/26 

Barrier to 
species 
movement 
resulting 
from 
increased 
suspended 
sediment 

Yes Yes Yes, 
licence 
end date 
13/10/26 

No. Use of backhoe 
dredgers is accepted 
as a reduced impact 
method, reducing risk 
of overspill of 
sediment. Any levels 
of increased sediment 
concentrations are 
lower and remain 
very local to the site. 
Dredge method is 
advantageous as the 
duration of any 
impact is spaced with 
similar intervals of no 
activity.  

 No. 

11 MLA/2016/00216/1 Hamble Point 
Marina 

Consented: 
licence end 

Barrier to 
species 
movement 

Yes Yes Yes, 
licence 

No. Use of backhoe 
dredgers is accepted 
as a reduced impact 

 No. 
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Maintenance 
Dredge 

date 
13/10/26 

resulting 
from 
increased 
suspended 
sediment 

end date 
13/10/26 

method, reducing risk 
of overspill of 
sediment. Any levels 
of increased sediment 
concentrations are 
lower and remain 
very local to the site. 
Dredge method is 
advantageous as the 
duration of any 
impact is spaced with 
similar intervals of no 
activity.  

12 MLA/2014/00208/1 Shamrock 
Quay 
Maintenance 
Dredge 

Consented: 
licence end 
date 
02/12/24 

Barrier to 
species 
movement 
resulting 
from 
increased 
suspended 
sediment 

Yes Yes Yes, 
licence 
end date 
02/12/24 

No. Use of backhoe 
dredgers is accepted 
as a reduced impact 
method, reducing risk 
of overspill of 
sediment. Any levels 
of increased sediment 
concentrations are 
lower and remain 
very local to the site. 
Dredge method is 
advantageous as the 
duration of any 
impact is spaced with 
similar intervals of no 
activity.  

Licence Holder must 
ensure that there is 
no overspill of 
dredged material or 
water from the 
vessel receiving the 
dredging where 
applicable.  

 

13 MLA/2014/0210/2 Ocean Village 
Marine 
Maintenance 
Dredge 

Consented: 
licence end 
date 
30/11/24 

Barrier to 
species 
movement 
resulting 
from 
increased 
suspended 
sediment 

Yes Yes Yes, 
licence 
end date 
30/11/24 

No. Works must be 
carried out during the 
winter months 
(October to April). 
 
Use of backhoe 
dredgers is accepted 
as a reduced impact 
method, reducing risk 
of overspill of 
sediment. Any levels 
of increased sediment 
concentrations are 
lower and remain 

Licence Holder must 
ensure that there is 
no overspill of 
dredged material or 
water from the 
vessel receiving the 
dredging where 
applicable. 

No. 
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very local to the site. 
Dredge method is 
advantageous as the 
duration of any 
impact is spaced with 
similar intervals of no 
activity. 

14 MLA/2015/00284/1 Saxon Wharf 
Maintenance 
Dredge 

Consented: 
licence end 
date 
31/03/26 

Barrier to 
species 
movement 
resulting 
from 
increased 
suspended 
sediment 

Yes Yes Yes, 
licence 
end date 
31/03/26 

No. The Licence 
Holder must not carry 
out dredging activity 
in the sensitive 
periods for salmon 
and sea trout. The 
sensitive periods for 
this area of 
Southampton Water 
are 16th March to 15th 
May and 1st June to 
31st October. 
 
Use of backhoe 
dredgers is accepted 
as a reduced impact 
method, reducing risk 
of overspill of 
sediment. Any levels 
of increased sediment 
concentrations are 
lower and remain 
very local to the site. 
Dredge method is 
advantageous as the 
duration of any 
impact is spaced with 
similar intervals of no 
activity. 

 No. 

15 MLA/2019/00354 Fawley Power 
Station 
Maintenance 
Water 
Injection 
Dredging 

In planning Barrier to 
species 
movement 
resulting 
from 
increased 
suspended 

Yes Yes Yes, 
licence 
not yet 
granted 

No. Temporary 
increase in 
suspended sediments 
entering the water 
column as a result of 
ABP maintenance 
dredging is small at 

Licence Holder must 
ensure that at such 
time that the EA 
informs that the 
Autumn salmon run 
has commenced, no 
dredging will take 

No. 
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sediment 
and potential 
disturbance 
from noise 

any one time, 
localised and within 
the limits of natural 
variability experience 
within the estuary and 
as such these 
changes will not 
hinder the passage of 
Atlantic salmon.  
 
Noise disturbance 
only likely to impact 
within 50m of source. 
Distance is 
considerably less 
than 50% of available 
channel width at any 
given time and 
location. 

place North of the 
Dock Head for a 
period of three days. 
 
The Licence Holder 
should ensure the 
best method of 
practice is used to 
minimise re-
suspension of 
sediment during 
these works. 

16 MLA/2019/00014 Fairline 
Yachts New 
Hoist Dock 

Consented: 
licence end 
date 
14/10/21 

Barrier to 
species 
movement 
resulting 
from 
increased 
suspended 
sediment 

Yes Yes Yes, 
licence 
end date 
14/10/21 

No. Assessment 
determined no risk to 
fish in the estuary and 
no risk of delay or 
prevention of 
migration 

Works contained 
within existing 
facility; no discharge 
expected which 
would result in 
potential barrier to 
species movement. 

No. 

 

Annex 6b: Fishing Activity Plans/Projects Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3/4 

Fishing 
Activity and 
detail 

Status Potential Effects 
Within 
Zone of 
Influence 
(ZoI)? 

Progress 
to stage 
2? 

Potential 
for overlap 
in 
temporal 
scope? 

Scale and nature 
of development 
likely to cause 
significant in-
combination 
effect? 

Other factors 
Progress 
to stage 
3/4 

Will the cumulative 
effects resulting from 
the in-combination 
interaction result in 
an adverse effect on 
site integrity? 

17 The clam 
dredge 
fishery 

Managed 
under the 
Southern 
IFCA Solent 
Dredge 
Permit 
Byelaw 

No potential 
impacts identified. 
There is no 
interaction between 
the fishery and the 
feature of Atlantic 
salmon, and no 

Yes No    No.  
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common features 
were identified at 
the TLSE stage. 

18 The 
oyster 
dredge 
fishery 

Managed 
under the 
Southern 
IFCA Solent 
Dredge 
Permit 
Byelaw 

No potential 
impacts identified. 
There is no 
interaction between 
the fishery and the 
feature of Atlantic 
salmon, and no 
common features 
were identified at 
the TLSE stage. 

Yes No    No.  

19 Coastal 
net 
fishing 

The Authority 
is taking a 
risk-
prioritised, 
phased 
approach to 
the review of 
net fishing 
management 
in the District. 
Following the 
introduction 
of sufficient 
management 
for harbours 
and 
estuaries, the 
Authority will 
consider the 
risk posed 
through 
coastal net 
fishing 
activities. 

Potential effects 
are the same as 
those identified for 
netting in harbours 
and estuaries: 
• Removal of non-

target species 
• Creating a 

barrier to 
species 
movement 

• The risk of 
collision below 
water with static 
or moving 
objects not 
naturally found 
in the marine 
environment. 

No No   Within coastal 
areas the 
record of 
salmon 
bycatch is low. 
Data from the 
UK Bycatch 
Programme 
since 1998 
provides data 
on the number 
of salmon 
caught in 
monitored 
hauls, for 
different gear 
types, within 
ICES 
areas.  For 
area 7d (which 
encompasses 
Southampton 
Water and the 
wider Solent), 
out of 780 net 
hauls (static 
and drift) and 
38 midwater 
trawls, no 
salmon were 

No.  
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recorded as 
bycatch. This 
included a 
wide mix of 
mainly inshore 
net fisheries 
and midwater 
trawls 
targeting 
mainly bass, 
mackerel and 
horse 
mackerel. For 
area 7e (which 
encompasses 
the west of the 
Southern IFCA 
District), out of 
6010 net hauls 
(static and 
drift) there 
were no 
salmon 
recorded as 
bycatch. This 
included a 
wide mix of 
both inshore 
and offshore 
net fisheries. 
Out of 1761 
midwater 
trawls, 4 
salmon were 
recorded as 
bycatch, 
however these 
were all 
caught by the 
now banned 
bass pair trawl 
fishery which 
was banned 
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from 2015 
onwards. 

20 Rod and 
Line 
Angling 

Environment 
Agency’s 
Regional Rod 
Fishing 
Byelaws and 
National 
Salmon and 
Sea Trout 
Protection 
Byelaws 
which 
stipulate 
when and 
where 
anglers can 
fish, legal 
fishing tackle, 
lures and bait 
and catch 
limits. 
Subject to 
periodic 
review. Data 
on the Rod 
and Line 
Fishery in the 
River Itchen 
and an 
assessment 
of potential 
impacts is 
provided in 
Annex 8.  
The current 
Environment 
Agency 
HRA36 
concludes 
that the 

There is the 
potential for overlap 
between these 
fisheries as both 
fisheries occur on 
the migratory route 
of Atlantic salmon. 
The rod and line 
fishery has the 
potential to impact 
salmon stocks 
through: 
• Removal of 

target species 
• Creating a 

barrier to 
species 
movement 

 
 

Yes Yes Yes The rod and line 
fishery and the 
net fishery have 
the potential to 
create an in-
combination 
effect due to an 
additive effect on 
the adult run of 
Atlantic salmon. 
Both fisheries 
have the potential 
to affect migration 
salmon by 
delaying or 
preventing 
migration through 
altered behaviour 
and physical 
barriers or 
through direct and 
indirect mortality 
as a result of 
illegal fishing, 
non-compliance 
with voluntary 
measures or 
delayed mortality 
from physical 
injury, stress and 
increased 
susceptibility to 
predation. 
Physiological 
affects resulting 
from capture and 
release in both 
fisheries can also 
affect the ability of 

None.  Yes No. 
 
The regulations 
currently employed by 
the Environment 
Agency and the 
proposed management 
measures for net 
fishing by the Southern 
IFCA contain measures 
which are designed to 
mitigate against 
potential impacts to 
salmonids and are 
subject to Habitats 
Regulations 
Assessments to ensure 
that these measures 
are robust and 
compliant with the 
Habitats Regulations. 
Through these 
measures, both of 
these fisheries are 
managed so as to 
ensure the risk of 
impact to the adult run 
of Atlantic salmon is as 
low as it can be and 
therefore the potential 
additive effect on the 
adult run is seen to be 
mitigated against. 

 
36 https://consult.environment-agency.gov.uk/fisheries/proposed-national-salmon-byelaws/results/appendix2_stage1hra_mar2018.pdf 

https://consult.environment-agency.gov.uk/fisheries/proposed-national-salmon-byelaws/results/appendix2_stage1hra_mar2018.pdf
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management 
measures in 
place for the 
River Itchen 
SAC will 
have no likely 
significant 
effect on the 
Atlantic 
salmon 
feature. 
Catch and 
release data 
from the 
Environment 
Agency 
shows that 
rod fishing on 
the River 
Itchen is fully 
compliant 
and at 100%. 
New 
measures are 
seen to 
ensure that 
voluntary 
catch and 
release 
return rates 
remain at 
>90% from 
2018 and will 
therefore 
ensure the 
continued 
protection of 
salmon 
stocks within 
the River 
Itchen SAC. 

a fish to 
successfully 
reproduce.  
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Annex 7: In Combination Assessment for the River Avon 

Plans/Projects shown in Annex 7 (a&b) have been sourced through liaison with Natural England. For the River Avon, the scope of relevant 
plans/projects includes those which fall within the area of the estuary and upstream waters due to the fact that netting activity (and its associated 
potential effects) are localised and operating over a relatively small scale. All of the plans/projects included in Annex 7 (a&b) have been screened 
in at the first stage as they fall within the ‘zone of influence’ within which in-combination effects could feasibly occur. 

Annex 7a: Plans/Projects Assessed Stage 1 Stage 2 

Application/Case Ref. Project Title Status Potential 
Effects 

Within 
Zone of 
Influence 
(ZoI)? 

Progress 
to stage 
2? 

Potential 
for overlap 
in 
temporal 
scope? 

Scale and 
nature of 
development 
likely to cause 
significant in-
combination 
effect? 

Other 
factors 

Progress 
to stage 
3/4 

1. MLA/2019/00244 Laying dinghy racing 
marks in 
Christchurch 
Harbour that remain 
in place for more 
than 28 days and 
are only removed for 
maintenance. 

Consented: 
licence end 
date 
28/05/20 

No 
potential 
effects for 
Atlantic 
salmon 
highlighted. 

Yes No.      

 

Annex 7b: Fishing Activity Plans/Projects Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3/4 

Fishing 
Activity and 

detail 
Status Potential 

Effects 

Within 
Zone of 
Influence 
(ZoI)? 

Progress 
to stage 
2? 

Potential 
for overlap 
in temporal 
scope? 

Scale and nature 
of development 
likely to cause 
significant in-
combination 
effect? 

Other factors 
Progress 
to stage 
3/4 

Will the 
cumulative 
effects resulting 
from the in-
combination 
interaction result 
in an adverse 
effect on site 
integrity? 

2. Coastal 
net fishing 

The Authority 
is taking a 
risk-
prioritised, 

Potential 
effects are the 
same as 
those 

No No   Within coastal 
areas the record 
of salmon 
bycatch is low. 

No.  
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phased 
approach to 
the review of 
net fishing 
management 
in the District. 
Following the 
introduction of 
sufficient 
management 
for harbours 
and estuaries, 
the Authority 
will consider 
the risk posed 
through 
coastal net 
fishing 
activities. 

identified for 
netting in 
harbours and 
estuaries: 
• Removal 

of non-
target 
species 

• Creating a 
barrier to 
species 
movement 

The risk of 
collision 
below water 
with static or 
moving 
objects not 
naturally 
found in the 
marine 
environment. 

Data from the 
UK Bycatch 
Programme 
since 1998 
provides data on 
the number of 
salmon caught 
in monitored 
hauls, for 
different gear 
types, within 
ICES 
areas.  For area 
7d (which 
encompasses 
Southampton 
Water and the 
wider Solent), 
out of 780 net 
hauls (static and 
drift) and 38 
midwater trawls, 
no salmon were 
recorded as 
bycatch. This 
included a wide 
mix of mainly 
inshore net 
fisheries and 
midwater trawls 
targeting mainly 
bass, mackerel 
and horse 
mackerel. For 
area 7e (which 
encompasses 
the west of the 
Southern IFCA 
District), out of 
6010 net hauls 
(static and drift) 
there were no 
salmon 
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recorded as 
bycatch. This 
included a wide 
mix of both 
inshore and 
offshore net 
fisheries. Out of 
1761 midwater 
trawls, 4 salmon 
were recorded 
as bycatch, 
however these 
were all caught 
by the now 
banned bass 
pair trawl fishery 
which was 
banned from 
2015 onwards. 

3. Rod and 
Line 
Angling 

Environment 
Agency’s 
Regional Rod 
Fishing 
Byelaws and 
National 
Salmon and 
Sea Trout 
Protection 
Byelaws 
which 
stipulate when 
and where 
anglers can 
fish, legal 
fishing tackle, 
lures and bait 
and catch 
limits. Subject 
to periodic 
review. Data 
on the Rod 
and Line 
Fishery in the 

There is the 
potential for 
overlap 
between 
these 
fisheries as 
both fisheries 
occur on the 
migratory 
route of 
Atlantic 
salmon. The 
rod and line 
fishery has 
the potential 
to impact 
salmon stocks 
through: 
• Removal 

of target 
species 

• Creating a 
barrier to 

Yes Yes Yes The rod and line 
fishery and the net 
fishery have the 
potential to create 
an in-combination 
effect due to an 
additive effect on 
the adult run of 
Atlantic salmon. 
Both fisheries have 
the potential to 
affect migration 
salmon by delaying 
or preventing 
migration through 
altered behaviour 
and physical 
barriers or through 
direct and indirect 
mortality as a result 
of illegal fishing, 
non-compliance 
with voluntary 
measures or 

None.  Yes No. 
 
The regulations 
currently 
employed by the 
Environment 
Agency and the 
proposed 
management 
measures for net 
fishing by the 
Southern IFCA 
contain measures 
which are 
designed to 
mitigate against 
potential impacts 
to salmonids and 
are subject to 
Habitats 
Regulations 
Assessments to 
ensure that these 
measures are 
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River Itchen 
and an 
assessment of 
potential 
impacts is 
provided in 
Annex 8.  
The current 
Environment 
Agency HRA37 
concludes that 
the 
management 
measures in 
place for the 
River Itchen 
SAC will have 
no likely 
significant 
effect on the 
Atlantic 
salmon 
feature. Catch 
and release 
data from the 
Environment 
Agency shows 
that rod 
fishing on the 
River Itchen is 
fully compliant 
and at 100%. 
New 
measures are 
seen to 
ensure that 
voluntary 
catch and 
release return 
rates remain 
at >90% from 

species 
movement 

 
 

delayed mortality 
from physical injury, 
stress and 
increased 
susceptibility to 
predation. 
Physiological 
affects resulting 
from capture and 
release in both 
fisheries can also 
affect the ability of a 
fish to successfully 
reproduce.  
 

robust and 
compliant with the 
Habitats 
Regulations. 
Through these 
measures, both of 
these fisheries are 
managed so as to 
ensure the risk of 
impact to the adult 
run of Atlantic 
salmon is as low 
as it can be and 
therefore the 
potential additive 
effect on the adult 
run is seen to be 
mitigated against. 

 
37 https://consult.environment-agency.gov.uk/fisheries/proposed-national-salmon-byelaws/results/appendix2_stage1hra_mar2018.pdf 

https://consult.environment-agency.gov.uk/fisheries/proposed-national-salmon-byelaws/results/appendix2_stage1hra_mar2018.pdf
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2018 and will 
therefore 
ensure the 
continued 
protection of 
salmon stocks 
within the 
River Itchen 
SAC. 
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Annex 8: Assessment of the Rod and Line fishery for Atlantic Salmon on the River Avon and River Itchen as a potential in-combination 
fishing activity 

Rod and line angling for Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) takes place on the River Avon SAC and the River Itchen SAC. The Environment Agency are the body 
responsible for the management of this activity with the primary management measure being the requirement for an angler to hold a rod licence. Fishing under 
a rod licence also permits an angler to fish within estuarine areas associated with a particular river however catch data is not specific as to whether a salmonid 
was caught in marine or freshwater so no distinction in the location of catches can currently be made. Due to a noted decline in the abundance of Atlantic 
salmon over the past 20-30 years, the Environment Agency have been working with Cefas and others to identify measures to help restore the abundance, 
diversity and resilience of salmon stocks throughout England through the implementation of the ‘Salmon Five Point Approach’38. These measures included 
reducing exploitation by rod and line fishing by implementing changes to existing Environment Agency byelaws. A Habitats Regulations Assessment was 
completed in 2018 addressing the impacts of these changes on Atlantic salmon and sea trout as designated features of protected sites39.  

Data from fish counters (which gives an estimate of fish recorded at the counters, unadjusted for catch and release mortality/survival to spawning) and rod catch 
data for the River Avon SAC and River Itchen SAC is available for 2006-2018. This data is based on local information obtained from fisheries log books. The 
Environment Agency use a figure of 80% survival for catch and release salmon, although this can vary from 20% in exceptionally hot weather to 97% survival 
as documented in published literature (personal communication Environment Agency). Using the figure of 80% and the number of fish caught and released on 
the River Avon and River Itchen each year an estimate can be made of the percentage of the adult run subject to mortality each year for the River Avon (Figure 
A8.1) and the River Itchen (Figure A8.2). The adult run for each year can therefore be divided into fish subject to mortality following catch and release, fish 
surviving after catch and release and fish not subject to catch and release for both the River Avon (Figure A8.3) and the River Itchen (A8.4).  For the River 
Avon, the data indicates that on average, 20% of the adult run of Atlantic salmon are caught by rod and line angling each year and, on average, 4% of the adult 
run suffers mortality following catch and release over the period 2006-2018. For the River Itchen, the data indicates that on average, 49% of the adult run of 
Atlantic salmon are caught by rod and line angling each year and, on average, 10% of the adult run suffers mortality following catch and release over the period 
2006-2018.  

 
38 https://environmentagency.blog.gov.uk/2016/05/06/restoring-salmon-stocks-our-journey-to-a-new-approach/  
39 https://consult.environment-agency.gov.uk/fisheries/proposed-national-salmon-byelaws/results/appendix2_stage1hra_mar2018.pdf  

https://environmentagency.blog.gov.uk/2016/05/06/restoring-salmon-stocks-our-journey-to-a-new-approach/
https://consult.environment-agency.gov.uk/fisheries/proposed-national-salmon-byelaws/results/appendix2_stage1hra_mar2018.pdf
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Figure A8.1: Percentage of the adult run of Atlantic Salmon (Salmo salar) on the River Avon which suffer mortality following catch and release for 2006 to 2018. Calculations based on the Environment 
Agency figure of 80% survival and the number of fish documented by the fish counters. The average percentage of the adult run suffering mortality for 2006-2018 is shown on the dashed red line 
(4%).  

 

Figure A8.2: Percentage of the adult run of Atlantic Salmon (Salmo salar) on the River Itchen which suffer mortality following catch and release for 2006 to 2018. Calculations based on the Environment 
Agency figure of 80% survival and the number of fish documented by the fish counters. The average percentage of the adult run suffering mortality for 2006-2018 is shown on the dashed red line 
(10%).  
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Figure A8.3: The adult run of Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) on the River Avon for 2006-2018 divided into the percentage of fish subject to catch and release suffering mortality, the percentage of fish 
subject to catch and release which survived and the percentage of fish not subject to catch and release.  

 
Figure A8.4: The adult run of Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) on the River Itchen for 2006-2018 divided into the percentage of fish subject to catch and release suffering mortality, the percentage of fish 
subject to catch and release which survived and the percentage of fish not subject to catch and release.  
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The potential impacts of rod and line angling on the Atlantic salmon feature of the River Avon SAC and River Itchen SAC can be assumed to be through creating 
a barrier to species movement and the removal of target species. For the purposes of an in-combination assessment between this fishery and the net fishery, 
the barrier to species movement from rod and line fishing could result from obstruction to migrating Atlantic salmon through the presence of hooks and lines in 
the water. Voluntary catch and release is practised on both the River Avon and River Itchen, therefore the pressure caused by removal of Atlantic salmon as a 
target species could encompass both direct removal/mortality (from illegal fishing and/or non-compliance with voluntary measures) and indirect removal in the 
form of delayed mortality resulting from injury or stress caused to the fish as a result of an interaction with the fishing method.  

The potential impacts of catch and release angling are explored in literature. Catch and Release (C&R) angling for salmon has been seen to be a viable 
management strategy provided that best management and angling practices are followed (Environment Agency, 2017). Additional measures are employed on 
the River Itchen and River Avon by the Environment Agency to aim to mitigate any potential impacts to Atlantic salmon as a result of catch and release angling. 
Based on 2018 advice, the fishery is closed in periods of high temperature. This occurs when the water temperature at 09:00 on the day of closure is at 19°C 
or if the water temperature is at 20°C at any time. The Environment Agency also promote good handling guides to assist fishers with using best practice for 
post-capture and release of fish.  

The effect of C&R angling on the fish are dependent on a number of factors including the angling methods and gears used, the retrieval, landing and handling 
of the fish and the processing and eventual release of the fish. The effects of catch and release angling is seen to be dependent on the fitness consequences 
for the fish post release (Jensen et al.,2010) and environmental conditions such as water temperature (Brobbel et al., 1996). Physical stress to the fish has 
been documented as occurring as a result of exhaustive angling during the phase when the fish is hooked and played (Makinen et al., 2000). The time that a 
fish is played is seen as an important factor in the likelihood of post-release mortality, with more time required to exhaust fish entering freshwater from the sea 
than those returning to the sea (Brobbel et al., 1996). This is likely to be related to the different degrees of starvation between those fish entering freshwater 
who have only recently stopped feeding and those descending the river which will not have fed for almost a year (Brobbel et al., 1996). A study by Donaldson 
et al. (2011) documented that capture times of 2.8+/-0.1min resulted in signs of exhaustion including difficulty maintaining equilibrium and few attempts to burst 
speed away from the sampling area. The degree of exertion has been shown to influence the time taken to recover with increased exertion linked to increased 
periods of altered behaviour which can include delay to migration, downstream movement, displacement and increased susceptibility to predation (Bartholomew 
and Bohnsack, 2005; Thorstad et al., 2008). The impact of these factors is also seen to be affected by post-capture handling practices which are often dependent 
on the skill and awareness of the angler (Thorstad et al., 2008). Poor handling practices can result in increased air exposure, scale removal and damage to 
reproductive organs, all of which can exacerbate physiological stress, increase recovery time and likelihood of delayed mortality. Water temperature is identified 
as having a significant effect on the impacts to salmon from catch and release angling. Higher water temperatures appear to exacerbate the occurrence of 
delayed mortality in exercised fish through influencing the magnitude of physiological disturbance experience and the ability/time taken to recover (Brobbel et 
al., 1996; Bartholomew and Bohnsack 2005). Many of the studies concerning the impacts of catch and release on salmon species involve results from tagging 
experiments. Whilst this data is valid, it is important to note that tagging and release of fish introduces additional stressors which cannot often be separate from 
the impacts of the fishing practice. In addition, it is important to consider that migratory patterns of salmon species can vary greatly between rivers and individuals 
and therefore patterns of activity may not be as a result of fishing activity in isolation (Jensen et al., 2010).  
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The current Environment Agency HRA40 concludes that the management measures in place for the River Itchen SAC and the River Avon SAC will have no 
likely significant effect on the Atlantic salmon feature. Catch and release data shows that rod fishing on the River Itchen and the River Avon is fully compliant 
and at 100%. New measures are seen to ensure that voluntary catch and release return rates remain at >90% from 2018. The Environment Agency’s Regional 
Rod Fishing Byelaws and National Salmon and Sea Trout Protection Byelaws, combined with the additional measures referenced above, are determined to 
result in no likely significant effect of rod and line angling on Atlantic salmon in the River Itchen SAC and River Avon SAC. 

 

  

 
40 https://consult.environment-agency.gov.uk/fisheries/proposed-national-salmon-byelaws/results/appendix2_stage1hra_mar2018.pdf 

https://consult.environment-agency.gov.uk/fisheries/proposed-national-salmon-byelaws/results/appendix2_stage1hra_mar2018.pdf
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Dear Sarah 

Conservation Assessment Package for the proposed SIFCA Net Fishing Byelaw 

Thank you for your consultation on the above which was received on 01 October 2021. The following 
constitutes Natural England’s formal statutory response.   

In 2017, the Southern Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority (SIFCA) resolved to review and, if 
necessary, develop netting regulations for harbours and estuarine waters across the district. A Netting 
Review was undertaken in line with the following Policy Objectives: 

• To support the use of estuaries and harbours in the District as essential fish habitats;  
• To provide protection to migratory salmonids as they transit through the District’s estuaries and 

harbours;   
• To balance the social and economic benefits of net fisheries;  
• To further the conservation objectives of designated sites.  

In order to deliver these Policy Objectives, with direct consideration of SIFCA’s legislative duties, a Net 
Fishing Byelaw is proposed for implementation. The Byelaw seeks to regulate netting activity across the 
SIFCA district via the issuing of permits for defined Harbour and Estuarine Net Permit Areas. Specific 
management measures include establishing prohibited areas to all netting; temporal and spatial closures 
to different net types; restrictions on species caught; requirements to provide catch data; and regulations 
concerning gear construction, marking and placement. 

Migratory salmonids are protected within a number of designated sites across the SIFCA district. Atlantic 
salmon (Salmo salar) is a designated feature of the River Avon Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and 
River Itchen SAC; in addition to being a notified feature or faunal component of the Avon Valley Site of 
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), River Avon System SSSI, River Till SSSI, River Itchen SSSI, River 
Test SSSI and River Frome SSSI. Sea trout (Salmo trutta) is not a designated feature of any SAC within 
the SIFCA district, but is a faunal component of the aforementioned SSSIs, in addition to the Lymington 
River SSSI. On this basis, SIFCA is required to assess the impacts of implementing a Net Permit Byelaw 
to ensure that any permitted fishing activity does not result in adverse effects upon these designated 
sites.   
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Natural England previously provided advice to SIFCA on draft Habitats Regulations Assessments (HRAs) 
for the River Avon SAC and River Itchen SAC (letter dated 21 January 2020). Following the provision of 
this advice, SIFCA undertook further consultation with stakeholders and amended the proposed netting 
management measures via the Authority’s Netting Byelaw Working Group. SIFCA subsequently revised 
the structure and content of the assessment documents and has provided Natural England with copies 
of the following: 

• Conservation Assessment Package for Plan/Project: Net Fishing Byelaw 
• Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review  
• Monitoring and Control Plan for Net Permit Areas as designated under the Net Fishing Byelaw 

As requested, Natural England has reviewed these documents with respect to their content and 
conclusions. Please find our advice detailed below. 

1. Conservation Assessment Package 

1.1 Natural England is supportive of the introduction of the Net Fishing Byelaw in principle because 
it offers greater protection for migratory salmonids moving through estuarine waters on their 
upstream migration. Additionally, the issuing of permits for defined harbours and estuaries offers 
greater flexibility in managing potential impacts upon designated sites. It is our view that this 
approach will be beneficial in ensuring that netting activity remains compatible with the 
conservation objectives of these sites as the fishery evolves. 
 

1.2 Natural England supports the approach taken by SIFCA in drafting the Conservation Assessment 
Package for the Net Fishing Byelaw and associated issuing of permits. It is acknowledged that 
while current netting activity within the SIFCA district has the potential to impact migratory 
salmonids, the risk posed by these activities will vary by location. Furthermore, the varying 
designation status of rivers, estuaries and harbours within the district places different legislative 
duties upon SIFCA with respect to protecting Atlantic salmon and sea trout. It is our view that the 
Conservation Assessment Package presents a clear framework through which these risks can 
be managed proportionately in line with the relevant environmental legislation.  
 

1.3 Natural England welcomes the commitment by SIFCA to manage netting within Functionally 
Linked Areas (FLAs): namely those areas outside of a designated site through which Atlantic 
salmon and sea trout must pass on their migration and could be vulnerable to netting impacts. 
The Conservation Assessment Package presents a risk-based approach to management within 
FLAs based upon ‘Functional Linkage Risk Components’, which considers whether the fishing 
area is within a principal migratory route, pinch point or refuge area; the status of the adjacent 
river (i.e. whether it is a designated site and/or Environment Agency Principal River); and the 
stock population status. It is Natural England’s view that this approach provides a transparent 
and robust method of assessing the risk of netting impacts within FLAs; and we agree with the 
risk categories that have been applied to each area.  
 

1.4 The Conservation Assessment Package proposes a number of measures to mitigate the potential 
impacts of netting upon migratory salmonids via the implementation of a Net Fishing Byelaw and 
associated issuing of permits. These measures include:   

i) The prohibition of net fishing within the River Avon SAC and River Itchen SAC; 

ii) The prohibition of net fishing within the Lymington River SSSI; 

iii) The prohibition of net fishing within areas of high functional linkage; 

iv) The introduction of net fishing restrictions within areas of medium functional linkage; 
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v) The introduction of Permit Conditions to manage net fishing within areas of low functional 
linkage, which will be subject to a Monitoring and Control Plan. 

1.5 The Conservation Assessment Package concludes that the proposed measures to be introduced 
under the SIFCA Net Fishing Byelaw and associated Permit Conditions, which are subject to an 
annual review following the outcomes of the Monitoring and Control Plan, are compatible with:  

i) The Conservation Objectives for the River Avon SAC and River Itchen SAC (specific to 
Atlantic salmon); 

ii) The Conservation Objectives for the Avon Valley SSSI, River Avon System SSSI, River Till 
SSSI, River Itchen SSSI, River Test SSSI, River Frome SSSI and Lymington River SSSI; 

iii) The areas which are functionally linked to the above SACs or SSSIs.  

As such, it is concluded that the Southern IFCA Net Byelaw and associated Net Permits will not 
have an adverse effect, alone, or in combination on migratory salmonids upon the above sites. 
Natural England agrees with this conclusion. 

2. Net Fishing Byelaw Literature Review 

2.1 We note that the aim of the Literature Review is to inform and support an understanding of likely 
salmonid and net interactions; and the ecological value that Essential Fish Habitats (EFH) may 
have in terms of providing feeding, nursery or refuge areas for non-salmonid fish species. It is 
acknowledged that while the data included in this document represents best available evidence, 
its applicability to netting within the SIFCA district is variable. This is particularly notable for 
salmonid interaction with nets, where there is a lack of peer-reviewed research investigating the 
impacts to salmonids being removed as bycatch (non-target species) from net fisheries. 
Therefore, Natural England welcomes the inclusion of a discussion section which considers the 
literature within the context of local net fishing activity.  

3. Monitoring and Control Plan   

3.1 Natural England supports the implementation of a Monitoring and Control Plan within areas of 
low functional linkage. The Plan encompasses an On-site Monitoring Programme, through which 
10% of estimated net fishing trips will be monitored via targeted patrols and observer trips – 
conducted during the period of peak salmonid migration (June - September). The resultant data 
will be supplemented with additional indicators of salmonid health (including stock assessment 
data) to inform an Annual Review of Net Permit Conditions.  

3.2 Natural England has provided input into the drafting of the Monitoring and Control Plan via the 
Netting Byelaw Working Group; which includes agreeing the thresholds through which a mid-
review of Net Permit Conditions would be triggered. A review will be triggered where: (a) one 
salmonid is recorded dead within a net; or (b) interaction occurs between fishing nets and ≥1% 
of the average of the last three year’s Atlantic salmon run for that area (within a two-week period). 
For Year 1 of the Monitoring and Control Plan, this figure equates to ten fish within Southampton 
Water and ten fish within Christchurch Harbour.  

3.3 We note that in either scenario where a trigger level is reached, the Net Permit Area will be closed 
immediately following authorisation by an Evidence Review Committee. SIFCA officers will then 
investigate the circumstances and liaise with the Evidence Review Committee to consider the 
outcomes of this investigation. We also note that an additional review of Net Permit Conditions 
will be undertaken should three instant closures occur within a rolling three-month period. Natural 
England supports this approach and welcomes the opportunity to sit on the Evidence Review 
Committee.  
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4. Summary  

Natural England welcomes the approach taken by SIFCA in drafting the Net Fishing Byelaw Conservation 
Assessment Package, together with the accompanying Literature Review and Monitoring and Control 
Plan. It remains our view that the proposed Net Fishing Byelaw will improve the protection of migratory 
salmonids within the District’s harbours and estuaries, while allowing a fishery to continue that is 
compatible with the conservation objectives of designated sites. However, it is acknowledged that some 
uncertainty remains regarding actual levels of salmonid interaction with nets, together with the possibility 
of fishing effort increasing in the future. On this basis, Natural England regards the active monitoring of 
salmonid interaction, especially in the first year, as a key tool for ensuring that SIFCA’s management of 
fishing within estuaries and harbours remains compliant with relevant legislation. 

For any queries relating to the content of this letter please contact me using the details provided below. 

Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
 

Richard Morgan 
Marine Lead Adviser 
Wessex Seas Team  
E-mail: richard.morgan@naturalengland.org.uk   
Telephone: 0208 026 7715 

mailto:richard.morgan@naturalengland.org.uk
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